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How a Split Phase Induction Motor Cut Out Switch Works
Elementary split phase induction motor with cut out switch. Fig A, cut out switch close,
at start; starting winding in circuit; fig. B, motor speeded up to point where centrifugal force
acting on governor weights has overcome the tension of spring and opened switch, cutting
out starting winding.
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to bring further under human control
and service to humanity this mighty
force of the Creator.

The Electrical Age has opened new
problems to all connected with modern
industry, making a thorough working
knowledge of the fundamental principles of applied electricity necessary.
The author, following the popular appeal for practical
knowledge, has prepared this progressive series for the electrical
worker and student; for all who are seeking electrical knowledge
as a life profession; and for those who find that there is a gap in
their training and knowledge of Electricity.
Simplicity is the keynote throughout this series. From this
progressive step-by-step method of instruction and explanation,
the reader can easily gain a thorough knowledge of modern
electrical practice in line with the best information and experience.

The author and publishers here gratefully acknowledge the
hearty and generous help and co-operation of all those who have
aided in developing this helpful series of Educators.
The series will speak for itself and "those who run may read."
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CHAPTER 57

Internal Resistance
Induction Motors
Just as the electrical industry as a whole owes its present day
development largely to the invention and perfection of the

Fla. 2,706.-ft agner internal resistance motor construction 1. Armature showing low
resistance winding, centrifugal governor and fans. There is a fan on each end of the armature;
on the pulley end the blades are designed so that they may he used in balancing the armature,
and on the opposite end the blades are spot welded to a steel plate which is rigidly bolted to the
core of the armature. The low resistance insulated winding is brought out to a multi -contact.
short circuiting switch. The squirrel cage which underlies the insulated winding is formed or
copper bars and copper rings which are brazed together, forming permanent unbreakable

joints.

1,856
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alternating current system, the electrical power industry owes
its development largely to the polyphase induction motor.
The induction motor was simultaneously invented in Italy by
Ferraris, in Germany by Dobrowolsky, and in the United States
by Tesla.
The original type was the induction motor with a short circuited rotor,
known as the squirrel cage motor. Up to the present day, the squirrel cage
has been in more general use than any other type. In the beginning, the
principal advantage of the induction motor was that it permitted the utilization of polyphase power. Today the induction motor is more generally used
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Fro. 2,707.-Wagner internal resistance motor construction 2. Another view of the
armature.

than any other, because it is the simplest in construction, the most reliable
in operation and the easiest to maintain. The squirrel cage motor is well
suited to constant speed service where the starting duty is light and infrequent. It does nor possess the high starting torque needed for many motor
applications.

Starting Squirrel Cage Motors; I?ifficulties.-If a squirrel
cage motor be connected directly across the line voltage with
locked armature, it will develop 125 to 150% of full load torque
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and draw 500 to 600% of full load current. To keep the current
down to safe values, it is customary as explained in the preceding
chapter to reduce the applied voltage by using a transformer,
choke coil or rheostat. This reduction in impressed voltage also
reduces the starting torque, the latter varying as the square of
the terminal voltage. However, the starting torque developed
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2,708.-Wagner internal resistance motor construction 3. Detail of field.

by a polyphase motor may be increased by increasing the
resistance of the squirrel cage winding, up to the point where
the squirrel cage resistance equals its reactance, at which point
the maximum starting torque obtainable from this motor is
secured.
The disadvantage of using a high resistance armature in a
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general purpose motor, lies in the large slip and heavy armature
losses caused by the high rotor resistance, resulting in a large
drop in speed from no load to full load, with increased temperature rise and reduced efficiency.

Development of Internal Starting Devices.Since 'speed
adjustment is necessary for only a few applications, and the slip
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2,709.-Wagner internal resistance motor construction 4. Four way terminal box
The box is part of the motor

frame and can be turned in any one of four directions to suit
conditions. The line connections can be brought directly into the box through either solid or
The
flexible conduit.
terminal connections are accessible by removing the two screws that
hold the box cover in place. The leads themselves are supported by an insulating block inside
the box.

ring motor described later which permits variable speed, involves the drawbacks of extra wiring, friction of the rings,
dependence on the skill of the operator in starting and a speed

Internal Resistance Motors
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varying with the load when there is resistance in the secondary
circuit, efforts were soon made to provide in the motor itself
some automatic means of effecting the shift from high to low
resistance.
The first attempt was made by Prof. Arnold in Germany shortly after the
first invention of the polyphase ind action motor. He proposed the use of a
rotor winding of many sections, the ends of each section being brought out

.v

Floss 2,710 to 2,721.-0 agner i.+(ernal rc;i.+(..nce motor
motor showing assembled arm ewe, held aei end plate.

co,,.,!ruction

b.

Disassembly' of

to slip rings and so connected that the voltages is different grc'tos opposed
each other at start. This was equivalent to a high starting resistance.
When the motor came nearly up to speed, the connections w ere re -grouped
to make the voltages assist each other and give the low equivalent resistance
so favorable to efficient running.
In 1894 Prof. Georges patented a motor that operated on the opposing
voltage principle, but added an automatic centrifugal governor to shift the
connections from starting to running position.

1,860
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In 1899 Zani invented
a motor in which the rotor
resistance was made higher
at starting by the use of
choke coils and resistors,
connected in parallel across
the terminals of the armature windings. The centrifugal governor shifted
the cores of the choke coils
so that the resistors took
practically all the current
during the starting and the
low resistance choke coils
took practically all the
current at high speed.
All ofthedevices just described while theoretically
correct, were much too complicated and delicate for
any motor meant to rotate
at 1.800 r.p.na. and be
reasonably fool proof. The
need for a simple and effective self-starting motor
was growingat a pace that
paralleled the growth of the
power industry.

In modern internal
starting devices, the
automatic change from

starting to running
connections is obtained
by centrifugal force,

brought into effect
3

through the means of a
centrifugally operated
switch which as the
speed increases, acts to
,
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short circuit one of the windings as shown i.i the accompanying
illustrations.
Although a very large percentage of all alternating current motor applications are at present handled by either squirrel cage or slip ring motors,
certain disadvantages inherent in each are generally recognized.
The low starting torque of the squirrel cage motor, and the necessity of
a compensator for protecting the line voltage against surges are obviated in
the slip ring motor but at a comparatively high cost entailing also costly
maintenance of a more intricate motor and control.
Because of its high starting torque and variable speed characteristics, the
slip ring motor may be applied to a wider variety of equipment than the
squirrel cage motor. Central stations prefer it because of its better power
factor at start and provisions against line surges.
Since variable speed is not generally required, a constant 'speed motor
which combines the desirable starting characteristics of a slip ring motor
with simple inexpensive control effects an economic saving both for the user
and Central Station, which fact accounts for the rapidly increasing installation and popularity of the automatically controlled internal resistance
self-starting motor.

By definition an internal resistance induction motor is one
having an armature so constructed as lo obtain a high resistance
(ohmic or spurious) while starting and a low resistance while
running without external connections.
The high resistance may be in the form of
1. Grids.

2. High resistance winding.
3. High reactance winding.
Formerly the high resistance in form of grids was located on the spider
inside of the armature itself as shown in fig. ?.,746. In this construction
the armature is equipped with a winding similar to that of a revolving
armature alternator and the ends of the winding are connected to sliding
fingers which make contact with the high resistance. The position of these
fingers controls the amount of resistance in the armature circuit. and the
position of the fingers is regulated by a lever which operates a sliding sleeve
mounted on the armature shaft.

1,862
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fwo forms of the second type just classified are given. One
employs a combination of
a. High resistance squirrel cage
h. Low resistance lap winding

and the other a combination of
a. High resistance squirrel cage
b. Low resistance phase winding

RESISTANCE CONTROL KNOB
Fie. 2,746.-Phase wound armature for internal resistance induction motor with resistance
grids. In starting, the inductors are short circuited through a resistance which is gradually

rut out as the motor comes up to speed.

The idea of placing a high resistance winding (for starting torque) and
a low resistance winding (for efficient running) on one rotor is not new.
The difficulty encountered by builders of "self-start" motors lay in devising
a simple fool proof mechanism which would be so rugged as to permit being
enclosed in the motor frame without fear of requiring attention of any kind.
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The operation of the high resistance squirrel cage, low resistance winding arrangement is shown in the diagram fig. 2,747.
As explained in the preceding chapter, the total opposition to
the flow of current in a squirrel cage motor inductor, or impedance is made up
of the actual or ohmic resistance of the bar and the apparent or .spell ions
resistance or reactance due to self-induction.

.1.Úw
RESISTANCE. -I

SHORT CIRCUITING

SEGMENTS

INSULATED
WINDING

STARTING
RUNNING

.HIGH
'RESISTANCE
SQUIRREL CAGE

2,747.-End view diagram of Wagner high resistance squirrel cage low resistance winding
type of internal resistance motor showing the shaft, the low resistance squirrel cage, the high
resistance insulated winding, and the segments of the multi -contact switch which short circuits the insulated winding when the armature attains 70 per cent of running speed.

FIG.

Since the reactance depends on the armature frequency (which in turn
depends upon the difference between the speed of the rotating magnetic
field and the speed of the armature) it is greatest the instant the motor is
connected to the line in starting and gradually decreases as the motor
speeds up. The effect of this being to cause the current to lag behind the
pressure especially at the beginning of the starting period as shown in figs.
2,641 to 2,643. In other words (assuming low ohmic resistance inductors)
the effect is that whereas there is a big current flowing at the beginning of
the starting period, the maximum flow is reached too late to produce a correspondingly high torque. This initial rush of current causes a fluctuation
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in the line voltage
which is objectionable especially if
lamps be connected
to the circuit. The
problem is to so
modify the armature
of a squirrel cage
motor that a higher

starting torque will
be obtained and
with less current.
By increasing the
resistance of the armature circuit by

some scheme or

other, the angle of
lag of the current behind the voltage can
be lessened; that is,
the initial starting
condition of an ordinary squirrel cage
is changed from the
objectionable condition shown in fig.
2,752 to the improved condition
shown in fig. 2,753.

Fin. 2,748.-Speed torque and current curves of a polyphase
"nduction motor with different
values of secondary resistance. For constant torque
variation in the armature resistance requires a proportionate variation in the slip. any
If
the
slip with a given torque be
10%,
for instance, it must be 20% for double die resistance.
The armature resistance
may be in the windings themselves as in internal resistance
motors, or it may be entirely
separate from the machine and connected to the windings by
suitable means, as shown
in external resistanoe or slip ring motors.

Now, the angle of lag would also be lessened i- the reactance of the
armature
circuit could be lessened; but after a squirrel cage
armature is once built,
this cannot be done economically, hence the necessity
of
winding to secure the high resistance desired in starling.. providing an extra
Of course, increasing the resistance of the armature circuit
will diminish
the current in the circuit, but this diminution in current
will not at first

1,865
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the
decrease the net torque as much as the decrease in angle of lag increases
torque.
current
Small increases in armature circuit resistance do not diminish the of lag,
very much, but they do materially increase the cosine c -f the angle
and the greater the cosine (for a given current) the greater the torque.

The operation of the high resistance squirrel cage, low' resistance insulated winding arrangement is shown in figs. 2,747,
2,750 and 2,751.
This type motor has a high resistance squirrel cage to keep
down the current and increase the torque while starting, and a
5

tri

r.

1;

ó

.

:

.\:

'h.

'd,

2,749.-Speed torque curves of polyphase induction motors showing effect of magnetic
leakage. There are relative curves for two similar motors having different values of magnetic
leakage.
NOTE.-It may be shown mathematically that maximum torque is exerted when the
armature circuit resistance has been increased to equal the rotor circuit reactance.
voltage. It
NOTE.-The starting torque is proportional to the square of the impressedthe
square of
is directly proportional to the armature resistance and invermly proportional to
torque
the
starting
the total impedance of the motor. A change in armature resistance affects item in the impedboth directly and indirectly. So long as the armature resistance is the lesser
this
ance, an increase of armature resistance results in an increase in starting torque. Beyond
point the inverse relation is greater than the direct relation and increased armature resistance
depends
impedance
then causes decreased torque at starting. The reactance component of the leakage should he
upon the magnetic leakage. If high starting torque is desired, the magnetic
as small as possible.

no.
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STARTING POSITION
(SHORT CIRCUITING SWITCH OFF POSITION)
SQUIRREL
CAGE

SHORT CIRCUITING SLIDING CONTACT RING

FIXED
COLLAR

STOP

r

FIXED TO SHAFT

SHAFT
CENTRIFUGAL
GOVERNOR

RELEASE
SPRING
LOW RESISTANCE
WINDING CONTACTS

HIGH RESISTANCE WINDING

RUNNING POSITION
LOW
WINDING,
RESISTANCE

SHORT CIRCUITED)

CENTRIFUGAL
FORCE
FIGS. 2,750 and 2,751.-Diagrams showing opera ion of multi -contact short circuiting switch
of high resistance squirrel cage low resistance lap winding type of internal resistance induction motor. Fig. 2,750, switch open starting position; fig. 2,751, switch closed, running
position. The diagrams show a ring instead of a number of seements.
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Fiu. 2,752.-Starting characteristics of a typical squirrel
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Fro. 2,753.-Starting characteristics of Wagner internal resistance motor.
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Flo. 2.754.-Sectional view of armature of 'Triumph high resistance squirrel
low resistance phase winding, internal resistance
motor. The parts are: 1, wedge; 2, laminated core; 3, low resistance, phasecage,
winding; 4 and 3, mica insulation; 6, high resistance
squirrel cage; 7, squirrel cage end ring; 8, binding wire; 9, wedge; A, governor case; C, inner head of case; F, pivot; W,
governor
weight; PI, switch plate; R, contact plate; X, contact; S, spring; M and N, set screws.
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low resistance lap winding for efficient operation after coming
up lo speed.
During the starting period before the short circuiting switch acts (fig.
2,747), the voltages induced in one half of the insulated winding oppose
those induced in the other half as indicated by the dotted arrows H,
these opposing voltages prevent a flow of current. During this time considerable torque is produced due to the high resistance squirrel cage.

operFigs. 2,755 to 2,759.-Parts of Triumph internal resistance induction motor centrifugally
at
ated switch. A feature of this construction is the three point contact which insures contact
C; inner
all the points even if the alignment be poor. The parts are: A, governor case,
contacts.
plates;
X,Y,Z,
head of case; F, pivot; L, link; P, switch plate bolts; It, contact

When, due to increasing speed, centrifugal force operates the short circuiting stitch pushing out the segments as indicated by the shaded position, the voltages induced in each of the coils produce currents which
circulate in their own respectit e paths as indicated by the full line arrows I).

The second form of the second type, of internal resistance

INTERNAL RESISTANCE
MOTOR

speed.

FIGS. 2,760 and 2, 761.-Wiring hook up for internal resistance motor and ordinary squirrel cage motor showing relative
of control for the internal resistance motor. Fig. 2,760 internal resistance motor hook up; fig. 2,761 squirrel cage motorsimplicity
hook up.
The squirrel cage except on very small motors, must he started through a compensator, an expensive piece of
apparatus and
one that must be handled properly by the operator. The squirrel cage motor is restricted in its
application because of its low
starting torque. On heavy starting machinery the efficiency and power factor of the squirrel cage motor are extremely low. The
squirrel cage motor cannot be applied on a basis of full load requirements, because it develops its rated power, only at full

MOTOR

SQUIRREL CAGE

SWITCH
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motor has a high resistance squirrel cage and a low resistance
phase winding, as illustrated in the accompanying cut.
Fig. 2,754 is a typical example of this form. In operation it starts on a
high resistance squirrel cage 6, without a compensator and develops a torque
two and one-half times its normal rating. Above this bare winding, and
separated from it by mica insulation, is a low resistance phase winding 3,
similar to that used on a slip ring motor.

The three wires which normally lead to the slip rings, are instead connected to three contacts on the automatic governor mounted on the shaft.
At about two-thirds synchronous speed, the weights W, swing outward,
operating like a ball governor on an engine, and compress the spring S,
short circuiting the three leads from the phase winding.
At full speed, both windings operate together dividing the load in inverse
proportion to the impedance of each. The motor then runs as a constant
speed phase wound motor, with characteristics the same as a slip ring motor
which has had all of the resistance cut out of the rotor circuit. The short
circuiting is done, however, at the motor by direct contact instead of having
to pass through the sliding contacts into slip rings and from slip rings to the
starter contacts.

The third type of internal resistance motor classified as those
having a high reactance winding is commonly known as a
double squirrel cage motor and is explained in the section
following.
Double Squirrel Cage Motors.-A feature of this type of
induction motor is its simplicity since it does not use a centrifugal switch, but depends upon the change of frequency in
the armature circuits, as the armature changes speed, to change
the operating characteristics between starting and running
conditions.

This motor is called the double squirrel cage motor, since the
armature has two complete squirrel cage windings.

Internal Resistance Motors
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One squirrel cage is placed within the other as shown in fig. 2,762. The
outer squirrel cage has the same proportions as in the ordinary squirrel cage
motor, but has a high resistance.
Since there is little iron above the inductors through which the leakage
flux may pass, the self-inductance of this outer winding is not very large.
The inner squirrel cage is of low resistance and, since it is placed deep in the
core iron, with steel filters or a steel bridge partly closing the path for leakage
flux above it, the self-inductance is comparatively great.
The end rings may be attached in a manner convenient for shop facilities,
with clue regard to mechanical strength and the proper ventilation to dissipate the heat.

HIGH
RESISTANCE.
SQUIRREL CAGE'

HIGH
REACTANCE
SQUIRREL CAGE
(LOW RESISTANCE

Fro. 2,762.-Detail of double squirrel cage windings showing placement of the high resistance
and high reactance (low resistance) squirrel cages.

The rings for the two windings may be combined in one ring, as shown
in fig. 2,763, or may be made separate from each other, as shown in fig.
2,764, by suitably changing the bar proportions to give the proper effective
resistance relations. The double squirrel cage is not a new type of winding,
having been originally developed in 1890, less than a year after the original
development of the induction motor. It has, however, only recently come
into commercial prominence.

Internal Resistance Motors
SINGLE END RING

1,873

UPPER

CAGE BARS

LOWER
CAGE BAR

If IIIIiII12IIIIIII'
1VIIIU1II>IIIII1

FIG. 2.763 -Westinghouse single end ling construction for double squirrel cage armature.
DOUBLE END PING

Fla. 2,763.-Westinghouse double end ring construction for double squirrel cage armature
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The application of this motor is for services requiring high starting torque
and continuous running at full load, such as is required for crushers, plunger
pumps, belt conveyors, and grain elevator legs. Loads having great flywheel effect such as slow speed fans, air compressors, and refrigerating machinery also fall in this class. These duties require starting torques about
twice full load value.

The operation of the double squirrel cage to meet the conditions depends upon several things.

rte.

2,765. -Fairbanks Morse double squirrel cage induction motor; sectional view showing
arrangement of the squirrel cages and other details. In construction. the armature laminations are punched for squirrel cage bars, one at the bottom of the slot and the other
near the edge of the lamination. When the core is assembled, drawn brass bars
of comparatively high resistance are placed in the outer slots and welded to an end ring: in the
inner slots are placed heavy pure copper bats of low resistance on which a low resistance
end ring is cast. In this map, two separate concentric squirrel cages are formed.

The frequency of the armature flux which produces the voltage in the
armature is proportional to the difference between the synchronous speed
and the armature speed, being line frequency at standstill and zero frequency at synchronous snr'd.

Internal Resistance Motors
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The current in the, two squirrel cages is inversely proportional to their
respective impedances at any instant.
At start, with full line frequency in the armature, the impedance of the
lower winding will be very high, because of its high reactance. The impedance of the upper squirrel cage, however, will be relatively low, since it
consists largely of resistance and has low reactance. The result is that the
current is large in the upper squirrel cage and small in the lower. Hence,
the upper high resistance squirrel cage will have high IPR losses and will
develop a high starting torque, since the torque developed by a squirrel
cage is proportional to the I2R loss in its armature winding; while the lower
squirrel cage will be comparatively ineffective at the start, due to the low
losses resulting from the small current component and the low resistance.

11

ram

Fm. 2,768.-Fairbanks-Morse double squirrel cane armature with oblique or skewed bars.
As the armature approaches synchronous speed, ire frequency becomes
low and the impedances of both squirrel cages consist largely of resistance.

The current divides between the two armatures almost inversely as their
resistances. Hence, the greater part of the current will flow in the lower
squirrel cage and produce most of the torque with smr.11 slip and small armature loss, while thb: upper squirrel cage will carry but a small current due to
its high resistance. Th is, the change in armature frequency aids in obtaining
a motor having high starting torque per ampere taken from the line, and at
the same time having good full load regulation and efficiency.
Another way to consider the operation of this motor is to determine the
characteristics of each armature winding as though the other armature were
not present, and then add the torques developed by each to obtain the total
torque.

Internal Resistance Motors
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Double Squirrel Cage Motor with "Choker."-A recent development in double squirrel cage motor design makes use of
what is termed the variable leakage gap principle. In this motor
the current in the inner squirrel cage at starting is choked by
means of movable.iron rods. These rods as shown in figs. 2,769
and 2,770 are placed in each armature slot between the inner
and outer bars.
OUTER HIGH RESISTANCE BAR
HIGH
RESISTANCE SQUIRREL
CAGE FOR

STARTING

POSITION OF
IRON ROD
WHEN MOTOR
15

RUNNING
END

RING

LEAKAGE
GAP

POSITION OF
IRON ROD
WHEN MOTOR
IS STARTING

LOW RESISTANCE
SQUIRREL CAGE.
FOR RUNNING

i
i

PATH OF
LEAKAGE FLUX
AROUND INNER BARS

INNER LOW RESISTANCE BAR
ROUND IRON ROD WITH BALL ENDS

Pius. 2,769 and 2,770.-Fairbanks Morse "Choker" type, double squirrel cage motor
construction. Fig. 2,769, cross section showing high and low resistance bars and choker
rod in
initial position, air gap close I. Fig. 2,7,0, longitudinal sectional view. In operation,
in
starting, the iron rots form a path for the leakage flux and short circuit the low
resistance
squirrel cage, but as the motor speech up, the iron rods are thrown out by centrifugal
force
and the low resistance squirrel cage then becomes effective.

The instant the motor is connected to the line the iron rods are pulled
down toward the inner bnrs, closing' the small leakage gap in the armature
iron, which almost completely ch.,Res the current in the inner low resistance
squirrel cage by forming a complete iron circuit around each inner bar.
This choking action on the inner armature forces practically all of the
current to flow in the outer high resistance winding at starting, thus producing a high starting torque with a low starting current.
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As the motor accelerates, the iron rods ace thrown out of the leakage
gaps, by centrifugal force, thus removing the choking effect from the
inner squirrel cage when the motor is running.
At starting there is a slight noise due to the rods changing position,
but since this is practically instantaneous the noise is not objectionable.

STARTING POSITION

RUNNING POSITION

GAP
OPEN

GAP

tt:

CLOSED

FIGS. 2,771 and 2,772.-Operation of choker rod of Fairbanks Morse choker type double squirrel
cage motor. Fig. 2,771, armature at rest, choker rods held in closed position by magnetic attraction; fig. 2,772, armature nearly up to running speed, choker rods thrown out

by centrifugal force to open position, opening the leakage gaps.

Double Squirrel Cage Characteristics.-The starting torque
is approximately 150% of full load torque with. full voltage
applied, although this value varies between 145 and 180% for

the different ratings.

WINING

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE

SLIDING COLLAR

CONTACTS

CONTACT PLATE

SHORT CIRCUITINC3
SWITCH

High starting torque and continuous running at full load are characteristics frequently demanded, as for instance crushers, plunger pumps, belt conveyors, grain elevator legs, etc. Various types of motors have
used to develop this torque without
drawing excessive starting current. The most common type is the external resistance

The efficiency is practically the same as similar ratings of ordinary squirre cage motors, averaging
about 90% at full load.
The power factor is slightly lower than that of the
squirrel cage motor but in general averages well above 85%.
The maximum torque or pull-out torque is approximately 200% of full load
torque.

Pr.:. Z.773.-Elementary internal resistance induction motor having high resistance
squirrel cage and low resistance Phase winding with automatic centrifugal force short circuiting switch.

SQUIRREL CAGE
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motor, which may develop a high starting torque by the use
of a high secondary resistance. This resistance is later short

circuited, allowing the

ao

'
4.

IA
l

motor to operate at high
efficiency, and low slip near
full load.

To obviate the complications
of the external resistance motor, the double
" squirrel cage motor is
used. The maximum
torque and the starting current in all
squirrel cage motors
bear a more or less definite relation to each
A

-4

tl

:s....»..'..r._tiiA--r
automatic start polyphase induction motor armature. Fig.
2,775.-Century
Floe. 2,774 and
2,774, partly assembled; fig. 2,775, complete. There are two se.)arate windings on. the
armature. In operation, the motor starts with approximately one third of the armature
inductors in service until a predetermined speed (about % of synchronous speed) is reached,

when a governor places the additional armature copper in service. The armature inductors which are in active service during the first part of the starting period, as used on the
15 h.p. 60 cycle, 4 pole sizes and larger, are in the form of a squirrel cage. This squirrel
The
cage is made up of half round bars and formed U shape end rings brazed together
starting winding on the smaller sizes consists of bare copper wire coils, each being short
the
armacircuited upon itself by welding the ends of the coils together. The balance of
ture copper, which is put into service in the latter part of the starting period, is an insulated
winding connected to contact segments. The short circuiting of the insulated armature
winding is accomplished by the use of short circuiting segments and a centrifugal force
governor. When the governor acts (at approximately % full load speed) the copper short
circuiting segments slide into a position which connects each insulated coil to a copper short
circuiting ring of substantial cross section.
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Fro. 2,776'-(2entury automatic start polyphase induction motor; sectional view showing
construction. 7'!,e parts are as given below.
1

2
3
4

5
0
7

8

9
10

Name plate
Escutcheon pin
Frame
Field fibre
Field core
End bracket screw

Contact segments
Paper ring
Contact head
V -ring
Ventila ting'fan

11
12 Oil well cover
13 Dog point bearing scfew
14 Shaft collar
16

18
17
18

19

Front bearing cap
Phosphor bronze bearing
Oil ring
Governor spring
Ventilating fan set screw
lock nut

Ventilating fan set screw
21 Oil drain plug
22 Fan felt
23 Paper ring, tapered
24 Mica ring
20

25 Short-circuiting ring
26 Short-circuiting segments
27 Spring barrel
28 Governor pin guide washer
29 Rail
30 Front armature flange,
31 Terminal guard screw
32 Terminal guard
33 Porcelain terminal block
34 Armature ventilating grkls
35 Sub -base bolt washer
38 Square head machine bolt
37 Sub -base screw
38 Hexagon nut
.

39
40

It

Armature core key
Armature nut

Governor weight
Governor weight
13 Governor weight
44 Bell crank
45 Bell crank stud
46 Cotter pin
47 Governor weight

42

rivet
pin rivet
pin

Governor weight link rives
Governor weight bushing
50 Governor weight stud
48
49

bushing

52
53
54

Pulley
Pulley set screw
Back bearing cap
Pulley key

56

Shaft

51

56 Oil

stud
stud

washer

60 Governor weight washes
81 Governor weight
82 Back armature flange
63 Armature Libre
64 Armature core.

End plato
Field ring screw
Field ring
68 Eye bolt
69 Field ventilating grids
65
68
07

Link

ring guard screw

67 Oil ring guard
18 Governor weight
59 Governor weight

-
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other. This ratio for the average general purpose motor is in the proportion of approximately 175% of full load torque at the maximum point,
and 450% of full load current at start. With the double winding, the
starting torque is not so closely allied with the starting current. With
the above conditions of maximum torque and starting current, the starting
torque may have any value between 75 and 250% full load value by varying the resistance and reactance of the upper and lower squirrel cage
windings.

If a general purpose motor primary be used with a double squirrel cage
secondary, the maximum torque is reduced to approximately two thirds
of the original value, when the starting current is brought down to meet
the values specified by the N. E. L. A. This means that motors which

(0)

FIG.

2,777.-Century automatic start polyphase induction motor frame and field winding.

nave a maximum torque less than about 2.75 times full load -.a _'ue as a
general purpose motor, must have a stronger field when used witr a double
cage armature. This results in lower power factor, due to the increased
magnetizing current. General purpose motors of the higher speeds, that
and larger motors at 900 r.p.rn. have maximum torques
is, 1200-1800 r.p
.
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which are sufficiently high to permit the use of double cage armatures
without strengthening the field. Such motors will not have as great a
decrease in power factor as the slower speed motors, when used with
double cage armatures.
High starting torque, continuous running applications are filled by
using external resistance motors or double squirrel cage armatures for full
voltage starting. The external resistance motor should be used where the
mass to be accelerated is large, as on fly wheels or other high inertia loads,
so that the high losses during acceleration can be taken out of the motor
to the external resistance.
The double squirrel cage motor is. used where the starting torque is
high and the inertia is not too large. The double squirrel cage armature
is also used where danger of explosion precludes the use of collector rings
and brushes, and where simplicity and ruggedness of construction overbalance the other conditions in favor of wound armature motors. Specifications for these motors should include the values of starting current and
the maximum torque desired, bearing in mind the ratio between them
given above. With greater starting torque the efficiency will be lower.
High speed Motors with high starting torque will have medinm reductions
in power factor. Slow speed motors will have a greater reduction in power
factor.

High Slip versus High Torque Motors.*-It has long been
known that an increase in the armature resistance of an induction motor, without changing other design constants, results in an increase in slip, and up to a certain point, increased
starting torque, without change in maximum or pull out
torque. Hence there is a widespread idea that the terms "high
slip" and "high starting torque" are synonymous. This is not
necessarily the case.
Two motors of the same rated horse power and speed may
be designed to vary widely in reactance and other characteristics, depending on the purpose for which they are intended.
Hence a high slip motor may have a fairly low starting torque;
and a motor with high starting and pull out torques may have
a low slip.
*NOTE.-The author is indebted to F. J. Johns of Westinghouse Electric & Mtg. Co. for
the accompanying discussion of high slip versus high torque motors.
.

,
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In fig. 2,778:
A, is a high slip motor, designed with a high resistance armature and
normal resistance.
B, is a high torque motor, designed with a normal armature resistance
and low reactance.
C, is a motor designed with a high resistance, low reactance starting
winding and a low resistance, high reactance running winding, such as a
motor with a double squirrel cage armature winding, the starting winding
being near the armature surface or air gap and the running winding deep

Fro. 2,778.-Speed torque and current curves of 25 /t.p. 8 pole, 60 eye e induction motors
according to F. J. Johns (of Westinghouse Co.) At, speed torque of a high slip motor; B1,
speed torque curve of a high torque motor; C1, speed torque curve of a line start motor; A,
current torque curve of a high slip motor; B, current torque curve of 'a high torque motor;
C, current torque curve of a line start motor.

in the armature core below the starting winding. The load current ís
shifted automatically from the starting winding to the running winding
by the change in armature reactance as the armature speed increases.

Internal Resistance Motors
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Because of the confusion of terms, in some cases, high torque
motors have been applied where high slip motors should have
been used.
A high slip motor should be used on such applications as shears, punch
presses and all fly wheel applications where the motor must slow down
to allow the fly wheel to give up its kinetic energy, with sufficient time
between the operations of the machine to allow the fly wheel to gain speed
and store up sufficient energy for the next operation.
Motors for fly wheel application seldom require a high staring torque,
the standard torque value being sufficient. For such application, the
motor should be referred to as a high slip motor and not as a high starting

torque motor.
On the assumption that a high slip, high resistance armature motor is a
high starting torque motor, high slip motors have been used for applica.
tions such as conveyors, compressors, etc. On theee applications a low
slip, high starting torque motor should be used, as the motor must start
a heavy load from ie:t and the running speed should I e as high as possible.
A difference in speed on a conveyor or similar application of 100 r.p.m.
may slow up the handling of material, etc., considerably; also the speed
variation of the motor from no load to full load should Le practically
constant.

The torque curves shown in fig. 2,778 are good examples of
ideal torque curves.
These three torque curves are free from cusps, and the three motors
are capable of bringing up to speed any load they can start. The shape of
the torque curve is of importance, as a cusp in the curve which reduces
the torque between start and maximum points to a value considerably
below the starting value may result in the motor failing to come up to
speed. This would i equi:e replacement of the motor with one which has
a torque curve approaching the curves shown in fig. 2,7.8, or a motor of
higher rating.

It is usually recommended that a motor have nearly 200%
of full load torque at its maximum or pull out point.
-

For most applications this is not necessary. Comparing the maximum
torque value of the motors shown in fig. 2,778. the line start motor and
the high slip motor have approximately the same value of maximum torque,
namely 213% of full load torque, whereas the high torque motor has
325% of full load torque at its pull out point.
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The horse power of these motors at their maximum or pull out points
is 34.6 for the high slip, 48 for the line start and 57.7 for the high torque
motor. Obviously the value of maximum torque in terms of full load
torque is not always a measure -)f the maximum horse power that a motor
will deliver, momentarily without overheating or pulling out.

The starting currents of the three motors under discussion
can be taken from the current curves.
They are the extreme upper ends of the curves. There is not much
difference between the starting current for the high slip and the line start
motor, but the high torque motor takes considerably more current at

start.

From the speed torque and current torque curves in fig. 2,778
the following conclusions can be drawn:

:

1. A high slip motor is not necessarily a high starting torque motor, i.e.
a motor with a high armature resistance does not always have a high startink' torque.
2. A high starting torque -motor can be built without a high resistance
armature, in which case it is not a high slip motor.

NOTE -Effect of changes in voltage and frequency on induction motor operation.
According to Ii. G. Lamine, some variations from normal voltage and frequency are generally
permissible with any induction motor, but such variations are always accompanied by changes
from normal performance. With either the voltage or the frequency differing from normal
the following performance changes must he expected:
Conditions
Voltage high
Voltage low
Frequency high
Frequency low

Power Factor

Torque

Slip

Decreased
Increased
Increased
Decreased

Increased
Decreased
Decreased
Increased

Decreased
Increased
Per cent slip unchanged
Per cent slip unchanged

Usually a variation of either voltage or frequency not exceeding 10% is permissible and
within this limit the efficiency remains approximately unchanged. The voltage and frequency should not be varied simultaneously in opposite directions, that is, one decreased
and the other increased. If an induction motor must operate on frequency other than standard, the performance will be better if the voltage be changed in proportion to the square root
of the frequency. Thus a 400 volt, 60 cycle motor operating on 663 cycles will have very
nearly its normal operating characteristics if the voltage be raised to 400 X J663 =60 =420
volts. Decreasing the voltage much below normal is seldom permissible on account of resulting increased temperature rises. An increase in the frequency results in a considerable
reduction in the maximi,m load which an induction motor can carry.
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3. Two motors of different design can have the same starting torques
and different pull out torques; or they can have the same pull out torque
values and different starting torque values.
4. Two motors of different design can have widely different values of
starting current for the same starting torque; or they can have different
values of starting torque for the same starting current.

It is seen, therefore, that in specifying a motor for a given
application it is better to do so, not on the basis of design characteristics, but on the basis of operating characteristics desired.

Pro. 2,779.-Installation of Wagner internal resistance motor showing three phase wiring
connections.

Ques. For what size motors is the internal resistance
method suited?
Ans. Small motors.
Why is it not desirable for large motors?
Ans. The excessive I2R loss in the resistances, if confined
within the armature spider, would produce considerable heating.
and on this account it is best placed external to the motor.

Ques.

Ques. On what class of circuit are internal resistance motors desirable?
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the lines leading to the pump house. When normal conditions are re-established, the operator closes the circuit breaker which
caus.s the float switch to close in the distant pump house thus again resuming the automatic control of the motor.

I

POWER HOUSE
PUMP HOUSE
Fta. 2,780.-Remote automatic control of internal resistance motor. for instance, in case a pump house he at such a distance
that the motor cannot be un'er the hnme elate supervision of Lie operator, it may e c'esirahle to install the circuit breaker
with low voltage protection and o erloa I trip coils in t:.e rower hou,,e from which the motor is suppliel, instead of the distant
pump house. The float switch and an automatic starter a:e left in the pump house to control the starting and stopping of the
motor. Scch an installation makes it unnecessary to visit the pump house a -ery time the protective Devices open the circuit.
The motor is normally started an stoppe 1 by the float switch. In emergencies, the circuit breaker in the power house opens
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Ans. On circuits devoted to lighting service as well as power service,
when a high degree of voltage regulation is essential.
The initial rush of current when a
squirrel cage motor is thrown on the line
is more or less objectionable and there are
central stations which allow only resistance type of induction motor to be used
on their lines.
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Currentt
On C
Star t'g
Squirand
Internal Resistance,
at
current
rel Cage Motors.-The
squirrel
a
the instant of starting
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internal Resistance Motors
motors in this respect. The governor inside the starterless motor
automatically limits the current so
that it never exceeds 300% of full
load value.
When a squirrel cage motor is
used the plant engineer can set the
compensator taps so that the current at start is no more than 300%
of full load, but at the moment when
the compensator handle is pulled
over from starting to running position, there is a sudden drop and
jump of current, and considerable
voltage fluctuations may result if
the handle be pulled over too soon.
The oscillograms, figs. 2,781 to
2,786, show clearly the extent to
which the squirrel cage current
peaks depend on the skill of the operator.
An oscillogram is the tracing left
on a photographic film by an oscillating beam of light, the amplitude of
the oscillation being a measure of the
line current. The cylindrical film is
rotated at uniform. speed. Thus
these oscillograms are accurately
traced curves showing just how the
line current changes with the elapsed
time after starting.
The following comments on figs.
2,781 to 2,784 are of major interest.

Internal Resistance Motors
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1. Note the sudden drop of current to zero at the moment of switching.
This occurs in all squirrel cage motors, and is followed by a sudden current
peak the extent of which depends entirely on the speed of the armature at the
time the compensator handle is thrown. With the starterless, no sudden
break can occur.
2. Note that the time of correct switching for the 30% full load torque
is later than for idling torque, since it takes more time for the loaded rotor
to come up to speed. Thus the moment when the operator should make the
shift from starting to running conditions varies with the make of the motor,
with the compensator taps used, with the load torque and the load inertia.
He can only make a guess as to the right moment. The starterless switching
automatically occurs at the right rotor speed, hence dangerous current
peaks can never occur.
3. At point A, is shown a sudden high current peak, even when the
switching is correct. Its cause is as follows: When the compensator handle
is'shifted from starting to running position, the stator current drops to zero
but the rotor is still rapidly rotating and its circuit is not broken, so that a
large current still continues in it, and induces a voltage in the field. When
now the compensator running contacts are closed, the line voltage may be
applied at just the instant of maximum voltage induced by the, rotor. If
this occur, a very heavy current inrush will take place which will result in
flickering of lamps and severe strains in the motor. With the starterless
motor this current inrush cannot occur because all the switching is done in
the rotor circuit, not the line circuit.
4. Note that all the above oscillograms are for much less than full load
torque. It is not unusual to find a frictional starting torque in practice
amounting to as much as double full load torque. If such a torque were here
used with incorrect switching, the resultant current peak would reach many
times the full load current.

The following comments on figs. 2,785 and 2,786 are of
major interest:
1. Note that the time of switching occurs later ,or the high torque-this
is because it takes longer for the loaded motor to reach the correct switching
speed, which is 70/0 of synchronous speed. The human tendency with the
squirrel cage is to throw the compensator switch after the habit formed time

NOTE.-The oscillograms figs. 2,781 to 2,786 are here shown by courtesy of Wagner
Electric Corporation who make internal resistance or so-called "Starterless Pow -R -full" moms.
In the above text, the claims as to performance of the Wagner motor, are those made by the
manufacturer.
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interval has elapsed. This often means
that the switch is thrown with the armature at too low speed, The governing
mechanism of an internal resistance motor
short circuits and thereby throws into
action the low resistance running circuit when the armature reaches 70% of
synchronous speed. This it does, automatically, independently of human fallibility.
2. No oscillograms of incorrect switching could be taken, since it is impossible
to start this motor incorrectly. The
switching is done by a governor inside the
rotor.

Advantages of Internal Resistance Motors.-There are several
advantages gained by the use of
this type motor for installation
where the motor is adapted to the
service requirements as here enumerated.
1. Minimum Voltage Fluctuations.
-During starting, the internal resistance
motor has a higher p.ver factor than the

squirrel cage, so that it draws a smaller
current from the line, for a given starting
torque, and therefore causes smaller voltage fluctuations.
2. Remote Control is very simple as a
starter is required it is connected directly
across the line.
3. High Starting Torque of twice
the full load torque. This sustained high
torque during the starting period brings
the motor up to speed so quickly that the
starting currents have no time to cause
serious heating. The.starting torque can

Internal Resistance Motors
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be so high as to cause a sudden kick and belt burning or breakage and in
this connection experience has taught that the torque should be limited
to twice the full load value. This is the maximum safe torque for most
applications.

Predetermined Starting Characteristics which give

4.
a.
D.

c.

5.
6.

types.

Automatic limitation of the current to safe values.
Smooth quick acceleration without appreciable line surges.
Independence of human carelessness in starting.

Freedom from expensive control apparatus.
High Efficiency comparable with the hest slip ring and squirrel cage

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7

.

8.
9.

10.

What type of induction motor is most generally used?
What difficulties are experienced in starting squirrel
cage motors?
What is the disadvantage of using a high resistance
armature in a general purpose motor?
Describe the development of internal starting devices.
Who introduced the automatic centrifugal governor
to shift from starting to running connections?
What is an internar resistance induction motor?
Name two general classes of internal resistance
motors.
What difficulties were experienced with grids?
Describe the operation of a motor having a high resistance squirrel cage and a low resistance lap
winding.
What is the object of using a high resistance squirrel
.

cage?
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11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

'19.
20.
21.

22.

23.
24.

25.

Internal Resistance Motors

Describe the mechanism of a multi -contact automatic short circuiting switch.
Describe the operation of a motor having a high resistance squirrel cage and a low resistance phase
winding.
What name is given to the type nrotor having a high
reactance winding?
What is the chief feature of the double squirrel cage
motor?
What is the object of a double squirrel cage?
Upon what does the operation of a double squirrel
cage depend?
Describe a double squirrel cage motor with choker.
Upon what principle does the operation of a double
squirrel cage choker. depend?
State the characteristics of a double. squirrel cage.
Give comparison of high slip and high torque motors.
State the effect of changes in voltage and frequency
for induction motor operation.
For what size motors is the internal resistance method
suited?
What is the objection to large internal resistance
motors?
On what class of circuit are internal resistance motors desirable?
State four advantages of internal resistance motors.

External Resistance Motors
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CHAPTER 58

External Resistance or Slip
Ring Induction Motors
There are three general types of commercial polyphase iilduclion motors in use today.
1. Squirrel cage.
2. Internal resistance.
3. External resistance.
The external resistance induction motor variously called, slip
,ing, wound rotor or phase wound, is hereafter spoken of as slip

2,787 and 2,788.-General Electric slip ring motor construction 1. Partially wound
fields showing exposed laminations, oiled paper and linen slot insulation, form wound coils
wrapped with "assembly" or (sacrifice) tape which affords protection while installing, and a
perfect lit in the slots.

nos.

INSULATED FROM SHAFT

PHOSPHOR BRONZE SLIP RINGS

HEAVY STEEL BANDS

COPPER CLIP5,

PUSHED -THROUGH
ONE.- TURN COIL.

INSULATED SLOTS
AND WINDINGS

THOROUGHLY

VENTILATING DUCTS
INSURE COOL RUNNING

HARDWOOD SLOT WEDGES
PARAFFINE IMPREGNATED

FIG. 2,789.-Triumph slip ring motor construction. -1. Armature showing winding and slip rings. The slip ring and brush
rigging are shielded to prevent accident to the operator.

SHAFT

CREEPING

OIL SLINGERS PREVENT
OIL THROWING AND OIL

l''TOER CONSTRUCTION IN LARGER SIZES
ALLOWIN(i FOR QUICK REMOVAL OF SHAFT

00

Fro. 2,790.-Triumph slip ring motor construction.
treated and wrappea.

FULLER BOARD
BOTTOMING

CAST IRON FRAME

2. Frame with field winding partially assembled. Coils are form wound,

PARAFFINE IMPREGNATED

,HARDWOOD WEDGES

EXTRA INSULATION

PHASE COILS

REINFORCED

OILED MUSLIN SANDWICHED
BETWEEN LAVERS OF HORN FIBRE
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ring motor to avoid confusion with the internal resistance

motor.
By definition, a slip ring motor is an induction motor which has
ai polyphase winding similar to that of the stator,
the rotor windings
being connected at one end and brought out to a variable external
resistance through slip rings.
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Fro. 2,791: -Speed torque curves for Wagner slip ring motors with armature short circuited
(inherent speed torque) and with resistance inserted to give maximum torque at standstill.
Wagner slip ring motors for continuous duty are designed for a maximum torque of
approximately 250% full load torque. In other words this type of motor, when subjected to an
extreme overload, will exert a momentary torque equal to 250% of full load torque before
pulling out of step. The upper curve shows the speed torque performance of this motor when
operated with the armature short. circuited. This curve is called the inherent speed torque
curve of the motor in that it shows the performance of the motor with all external resistance
short circuited. It will be noticed that the motor develops 175% of full load torque at
standstill and that the torque slowly increases in value to 250% at approximately 6S% of
synchronous speed. The torque then begins to decrease slowly as the' motor approaches full
speed. At full load the motor develops normal of 100% torque and operates at approximately
95% of synchronous speed. On other than-rated load the motor will operate
at the speed
shown on the curve for the corresponding torque requirement. At 250% of full load torque
the motor becomes unstable and will "pull out" as shown by the lower part of the curve
which
brings the motor tti rest. The curve marked "starting at maximum torque" shows the speed
torque relations during starting when the resistance inserted and retained in the
armature
circuit is of such value as to give maximum torque at a standstill. With this same amount of
resistance kept in the armature circuit while the motor is operating this curve also shows how
the speed of the motor will vary with the torque required by its load.

NOTE.-The commonly used terms wound rotor and phase wound, for an external resistance
motor are ridiculous because they do not fully classify. For instance, the terms are
though questionably applied to internal resistance motors such as shown in Chap.commonly
57, and
external resistance motors such as shown in this chapter. The term slip ring
fully defines the
motor as to type and leaves nothing to the imagination.
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STARTING UNDER FULL LOAD TORQUE
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2.792.-Speed torque curves of Wagner slip ring motor equipped with starter having eight
steps of resistance. The resistance in the armature circuit is contained in a motor controller.
Assuming that the motor load requires a little over full load torque to start, it will be noticed
that with the controller handle on the first step of resistance, only 75 % of full load torque is Eleveloped not sufficient to start the motor. Moving the handle to the second step cots out a
section of resistance and causes the motor to develop 118% of full load torque. The motor
will start and the speed increases to 2(1% of synchronous speed. The speed remains at this
value until the controller handle is moved to the third step, which cuts out another sect ion of
the starting resistance. The motor speed then increases in accordancewith the third curve
from tine left until 50% of synchronous speed is reached. Moving the controller handle so as
to cut out more resistance causes the motor to build up to SR% of synchronous speed, and so
on, until full load speed, which in this case is 55% of synchronous speed, is attained.

FIG.
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MACHINE TYPE SPEED CONTROLLER
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Ftc. 2,793.-Speed torque curves of Wagner slip ring motor equipped with machine type speed
controller having eight steps of resistance. The diagram shows the speed torque curves of a
slip ring motor used with a machine type controller. If the machine driven require full load
torque at all speeds, the intersections of the speed torque curves with the 100% torque tine.
..how the motor speeds with the controller handle on the various steps. If the motor load
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Ques. How is

the armature
winding connected?
Ans. It is con-

nectedinYgroup:ng and the free
ends connected
to the slip rings,
leads going from
the brushes to
he variable ec-

ternal resist-

ances, these being
illustrated in fig.
2,795.
FIG.

2;794.-itesttghou,:e slip ring motor construction. l,ut

struction.

away view showing con-

NOTE.-Slip rimy motor armature minding.-Usually thee are three phase windings,
irrespective of the num ter of phases of the dell. The polypase armature winning creates
a uniformly resolving I.el I. It is then possible to use and mum er ni phases i esired in the
field just as the rotatir.¿ tel alternator may be conne.te for any rem'.er of phases. I low ever, the windings o t..e a-:n-tture must be grouped to pro uce poles corresponding in numher ani location to die
es of the Feld. In the squirrel cage win ing tais e..e=t is obtained
automatically alt.,oug the armature winding is not arrange I wi :1 ie.mite pole grouping.
It has been fosn t t.tat t .: c.,aracteristics of the slip ring mnto: are i.nprore by increasing
the number of phases i.t t .e armature winding. The s uirrel cage winding is, in effect, a
multi -phase win ing. Three phase windings are used for slid ring motors Lecause they require but three co!te.:tor rings. Single phase windings would require t,.o r.ngs only but would
afford much poorer t eriorrnance. An increase above three bases is rot justice as the improvement is inca fi:ient too feet the aide l complexity of motor, control ani wiring. The
star connection is use e :elusively for armature windings as it yields the highest armature
voltage for a given number of armature inductors and adapts itself readily to the insertion
of external resistors in the armature circuits.
1

t

1

1

I

1

I

Fro. 2.793.-Text Continued.
vary, the motor spec will follow the speed line corresponding to the setting of the controller
handle. For example, if the torque required be reduced from 100 to 50% of full load torque
while the controller han .le is on the third step, the spec t will increase from 43 to 75% of
synchronous speed. If it 1;e (esired to retain the same spee at which the motor was operating when delivering full torque, the controller handle shout l be moved to the second
I

I

step. causing the motor speed to drop to

.50%o

of synchronous s

eel.
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Comparison of Types.-The squirrel cage motor is the one in
most general use. It is simplest in construction, the most reliable in operation and the easiest to maintain. For constant
speed service where the starting duty is light and infrequent,
this type of motor is eminently well adapted. However, certain
classes of service require a higher starting torque than is obtainable with a squirrel cage motor and central stations frequently
insist upon a definite limitation of motor starting currents. To

.

A B

G

n n

2,795.-External resistance or slip ring induction motor connections. The squirrel
cage armature winding is not short circuited by copper end 'rings, but connected in Y grouping and the three free ends connected to three slip rings, leads going from the brushes to
three external resistances, arranged as a triplexrheastat hay.nj three arms rigidly connected
as shown, so that the three resistances may be varied simultaneously and in equal amounts.

FIG.

meet these conditions the internal resistance motor described in
the preceding chapter was developed.
In addition to meeting conditions just mentioned, the slip
ring motor is the only industrial type of polyphase motor
adapted to variable speed service. Wide variations of speed may
be obtained without complicated arrangements.
Starting and speed variation alike are accomplished by means of a controller connected to the slip rings of the motor. This controller consists of
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an adjustable resistor. With all resistance out of the circuit, that is with the
armature short circuited, the motor runs at full speed. Starters and con-'
trollers are similar in construction differing only in the rating of the resistors
used and in minor details of construction.

FIGS. 2,796 and 2,797.-General Electric slip ring motor construction 2. Field windings
being conected. Views show partially closed slots, heavy fibre and hard wood wedges, end
shields, etc.

'-- °g

+R

FIGS. 2,79S and 2,799.-General Electric slip ring motor construction 3.
yields showing systematic arrangement of connections to f:.,ilitate reconnecting.
insulation, outlets tar leads. etc.

Completed

comltund
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.

may

FIG.

2,800.-General Electric slip ring motor con.$rsJiion

4. Armature ready foi winding

showing heavy end flanges secured by through bolts aid e.d fingers.

2,801.-General Electric slip ring motor construction 5. Partially sound armature.
Insulated copper bars are inserted in insulated slot: and arc supported at ends by wide
insulated flanges.

FrG.

6. Armature complete showing binc'ing wires, connection clips

of :farting performance,
Considering all three types of motors from the point of view
the following comparison can be made.

cage motors. Their applicaSlip ring motors are used for many of the.same purposes as squirrel machines, shears, hammers,
compressors,
forging
blowers,
tions in industry are in driving pumps,
are also used for elevators,
punches, bending rolls, straightening rolls and similar apparatus. They
other factories. Used with the
paper
mills
and
for
steel
mills,
in
drives
and
frequently
cranes, hoists
to haff of normal.
proper control equipment they give a range of speed from' normal down

which act as tans, slip ring.

no. 2,802.-General Electric slip ring motor construction

o
.l
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A squirrel cage motor of well balanced design will develop at starting
on full voltage 125 to 150% of full load torque and will draw 375 to 450%
of full load current..
An internal resistance motor of good design will develop from 180 to
225% of full load torque with a starting current of 225% of full load current.
These starting currents are 75% of the "locked" currents.
With a slip ring motor the starting torque and the starting current are
under the control of the operator and may be varied at his will. The slip
ring motor accordingly permits the heap iest loads to he started slowly and
smoothly with no objectionable line disturbances.

j_:

c3-_.

.,
5-

Ems. 2,803 and 2,1401.-General Electric slip ring motor construction 7. End shields
Shields interchangeable, end for end. Rabbet fits prevent misplacement. Plenty of heavi,
cap screws hold shields firmly to field frame. Fig. 2,803, collector ring end shield wills
brush rigging assembly; fig. 2,804, pulley end shield,

Construction of Slip Ring Motors.-The following representing the practice of one manufacturer is typical of approved:,
methods in the construction of motors of this type.
The armature windings are composed of coils having several turns which
are grouped into polyphase systems. These coils are connected together at one
end. Each phase group of coils is made of one continuous copper bar,
reducing the end connections to a minimum and consequently the number of
soldered joints, thereby eliminating the human element as much as practicable in the manufacture of the windings. The phase groups are insulated
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lm
Pie. 2,805.-Allis Chalmers type ARY external resistance or slip ring motor. This type
motor is adapted to keep the starting current within limits, or where a large starting torque
is required, the slip ring or wound rotor type is used. This type requires a smaller current
to develop a given starting torque, and is therefore used where frequent starting is necessary.

.

"
o.

Frc. 2,806.-Brush holder of Allis
Chalmers type ARY external resistor slip ring motor. It is of the
double holder type cast in one piece
t) -y
of bronze metal. One holder (with
two brushes) per ring is used on
small ratings and two holders (four
brushes) on larger ratings.
The
L
boxes are radial to the slip rings, and
adjustment of the angle of contact

ji

as the brush wears, is unnecessary.

The pressure arms are of heavy, copper plated, clock spring steel, mounted face to face, which equalizes the
stresses set up in the brush holder
stud. Adjustment of tension is
made by means of the tension ad-.
justing arm, which also acts as a retainng pin for the studs on which the pressure arms
are mounted. By removing this tension adjusting arm, the entire pressure arm assembly
can he readily removed. Current is carried by the brush pig tails from the brush to a lug
bolted to the holder. Separate terminal lugs are provided for the secondary leads.

External Resistance Motors
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from each other. When the winding is completed, the slots are closed with
treated hardwood wedges, which, with the banding wires over the coil
extensions, hold the coils securely in position. The armature is baked to expel
all móisture, and the winding is completely saturated with hot insulating
compound which makes it practically impervious to moisture and other

deteriorating elements.

Pie. 2,807.-Sleeve hearing o Allis Chalmers squirrel cage and slip ring motors. In con-'
struction, the bearings are of the ring oiling type and in the small motors have aluminum
bronze bushings. The bushings of the iárger machines are of cast iron, babbitt lined. Each
bearing is protected against the entrance of dust or dirt. Screwed down steel plates for
inspection of the oil rings, oil overflows with hinged caps for filling and pipe plugs for drain-'
ing the oil wells are part of the regular equipment furnished. Suitable slingers are also
provided to prevent oil being drawn from the bearings and thrown into the motor. Where
motors are intended for gearing or coupling, split bearings and split end brackets or housings are recommended and can be furnished for all motors above 5 h.p.

Starting Devices for Slip Ring Induction Motors.-Automatic starters are commonly used for the smaller sizes of slip
ring motors. They consist of primary and secondary contactors or magnetic switches mounted on a slate panel with
starting resistors, all being enclosed in a steel cabinet. With
this type starter, operation is controlled by "start" and "stop"
push buttons.

_,908
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Pushing the ` start" button closes the primary contactor and applies full
voltage to the field windings with sufficient resistance in the secondary or
armature circuit to limit the starting current to 150 or 200% of normal full
load current.

Ftos. 2.808 and 2,809.-Continuous windings of taped copper ribbon as used on Fairbanks.
Morse slip ring motors. The continuous winding has for its object the elimination of a
multiplicity of soldered connections.

ya.-.,..'.
k

r;.

2,810.-Armature construction of Wagner 300 h.p. slip ring motor.
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A time limit relay controls the operation of the secondary contactor, and
after a short interval closes it and cuts out the resistance in the armature
circuit. Pushing the "stop" button opens both contactors and stops the
motor.

The drum type starters have the switching device mounted in
a vertical position, and the operating handle has a rotary
horizontal motion. A star wheel is mounted on the shaft so that
each step can be felt by the operator. The resistance is placed in

a

i{

la&

R..

F'tc. 2,R11.-General Electric slip ring motor with switch and push button in primary and
rheostat in the

_ondary.
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a separate frame which may be placed at some distance from the
drum convenient to the installation.
Slip ring motors require a primary switch to control the current supply to the field winding in addition to the control for
the armature circuit. This may be a magnetic contactor or
primary oil switch interlocked with the drum controller.

Fro. 2.812.-Allis-Chalmers slip ring motor with drum starter and primary oil switch. A mechanical interlock is sometimes provided between the drum starter and the primary oil
switch to prevent closing of the primary oil switch when the secondary resistance is not in
the circuit.

Speed Regulating Devices for Slip Ring Induction Motors.Speed regulators are usually designed to give 50%. reduction
from normal speed, and consist of a resistance unit designed for
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continuous service together
with a switching device for
varying the amount of resistance in the armature
circuit.
Speed regulators must be
selected with particular reference to the kind of service
for which they are to be
used. They maybe divided
into two classes, as,
1. Those for use where
the torque varies with the
speed at which the machine
operates.

2. Those - fór use -where
the torqu is approximately
the same at all speeds.
Manually operated speed
regulators are classified in
two types.
-

1.

J

Face plate;

2. Drum.

Chalmers vertical slip ring motor. It is provided with ball bearings
. 2,813. --Allis
having a combined radial and thrust bearing at the top and a radial bearing at the bottom.
This arrangement is used for motors where the shaft extends downward. ff the shaft extension be upward, the thrust is taken at the bottom of the machine. A sleeve is fastened
in the bottom of each bearing and extends upward considerably above the level of the oil.
The bearing is mounted on another sleeve fastened to the shaft, this fastening being above
the stationary sleeve. The construction is such as causes circulation of the oil and a continuous flow thereof to the wearing surface of the bearing at all times. The bearings are
supplied with suitable oil level indicators, and means for readily filling the bearings with
fresh oil.

Fn
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Face plate regulators are self-contained and control the secondary circuit
only.
Drum type speed regulators consist of a drum switch with a resistance unit
mounted separately and are designed for continuous service on any point of
the drum switch. These regulators are furnished for either reversing or nonreversing service, the latter cont rolling the secondary or armature circuitonly
The reversing type, in addition to controlling the secondary circuit, is also
equipped with a reversing switch for the primary circuit. this switch being
mounted on the control shaft and being operated directly by the control
handle. This permits a reversal of the same direction of the motor and permits speed control in either direction.

FIG. 2,814.-Allis Chalmers slip ring armature as used on external resistance or slip ring
motors. The armature is of the phase wound type having the terminals brought out to
three slip rings.

Controllers for intermittent service motors are made either
for reversing or non -reversing duty as required; the drum switch
and the resistance units are designed only for intermittent
service and give 50% speed reduction with one-half full load

torque.
Controllers for mine and other service often require special
graduations of resistance steps, depending upon the results to
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obtained. These controllers are also similar in appearance to
the drum type starters. It should be remembered in applying
slip ring induction motors and in selecting control equipment
for them that they are adjustable varying speed machines. This
means that the speed of the motor may be varied, but that when
once set will not remain constant if the load change.
be

-- -m

Q7

E,c. 2.815.-Sectional view of Wagner internal resistance motor showing directed draught
ventilation.

Pole Changing Induction Motor.-The field winding of an
induction motor is grouped so as to produce an even number of poles, which number remains fixed in the ordinary type
of this motor. The speed depends on this number of poles and
on the frequency, the rated no load speed (in revolutions per
second), being equal to the frequency (in cycles per second)
divided by the number of pairs of poles.
From this rule it is evident that if the number of poles could be doubled
the speed would be reduced one half. This is done in what is called the
"pole changing" or "polar wound" induction motor.
Taps are brought out from the winding to a double throw switch.

1,914
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Practical difficulties limit the attainable ellicientspeeds to two, usually
in the ratio of one to two. This limitation and the increased cost of building the motor restrict its use. A squirrel cage armature is often used.

In the polyphase motor, shown in fig. 2,816, which is specially
designed for oil well pumping and pulling, a slip ring armature
with external resistance is used.
A pole changing switch permits two preferred running speeds, one
double the other. The armature resistances are used both for starting
and for obtaining additional running speeds ranging from each synchronous

::.:;,...-. .Rá ,'
Qioo

.® .3

7
i`w

w

a

Fro. 2,815.-Fairbanks-Morse type OW ball Ixaring, three phase, pole changing, slip ring
induction, oil well motor arrangeI to give two synchronous speeds by means of a pole changing switch and speeds below these by inserting resistances in the armature circuit.

speed to one half of this. Thus on one size of these motors a full range
of speeds from 360 to 1,200 revolutions per minute can be obtained.

The Heyland Diagram.-By aid of this diagram it is possible to calculate horse power output, kva input, amperes per
terminal, per cent power factor for different loads, per cent
inrush at starting under full voltage, per cent torque at starting, maximum or pull out torque, per cent slip of motor at
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The following example indicates plainly just how the data is'
obtained.

Example.-In a test of a 5 h.p. 220 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle,.1,200 s.r.p.ni
slip ring motor, 17 amperes per terminal, the iloload and blocked armature'
tests gave the following results:
NO LOAD
Volts Amperes

Test
Ratioed

230
220

12

11.5

BLOCKED ARMATURE

Kva

Kw.

P.f.

Volts

4.770
4.370

.550

11.5

114.3
220.

....

....

Amperes

35.5
68.3

Kva.

Kw.

7.020 3.980
26.000

P.f.

56.7

....

With scale of 250 va to one division, 4.370 kva = 17.5 div.
Resistance between terminals X3
2

1

97 =total resistance of

armature, hot.

Short circuited full voltage blocked 12R =68.32X .97=4,520 va = 18.1
divisions.
Full load of 5 h.p. X746=3,730 va =14.9 divisions.
With O, as center, and a radius of 100 divisions, strike arc AB, which
is the power factor arc. Draw OC, through 11.5 power factor and lay
off OF, equal to 17.5 divisions (no load condition).
Draw OD, through 56.7 power factor and lay off OE, equal to 104
divisions. (Full voltage blocked armature condition.)
Through F and E, draw arc FKEG, with center at H. This is input
arc of motor. Connect E and G, draw JG, perpendicular to EG.
With center at J, dran arc through F and G. This is output arc of
motor.
Lay off ST, equal to full load. which equals 14.9 divisions. Draw GT,
through to K. OK, equals kva, input full load, from which full load amperes is calculated to equal 17.8 amperes. (OK, equals 27.2 divisions,
multiplied by scale of 250, equals kva; this, divided by 220 volts and
1.73 for three phase, equals 17.8 amperes.) OK, extended to L, gives
a power factor of 68% for full load.
Draw EP, equal to 18.1 divisions, as per second paragraph above, and
PQ, perpendicular to intersection of EG.

External Resistance Motors
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With scale of 250 va, to one division, 26 kva=104 div. With center I.
on HJ, draw arc FQG. This is synchronous torque arc.
Extend GE, to M, the latter being 100 divisions above line.FG. Draw MN,
perpendicular to IGXY, then in divisions is per cent slip; in this case
9.2%. Then r.p.m. is 90.8% of synchronous r.p.m: or 1,090 r:p .m.
Per cent inrush equals
04
OE
or substituting =

2
OK
which is 383% of full load; with power factor read at D, as 56.7%. Maid mum, or pull out torque equals
-whichRH =
QW

TS

39.5

15 or

-or 300% of full l,ad

263
%which

is per cent

starting torque of full load wh :n

armature rings are short circuited, in the case of a slip ring motor FK, is secondary amperes.

..

KZ

= per cent efficiency.

synchronous h.p. X33.000
2 Ir X synchronous r.p.m.

- torque in pounds at

1

foot ..aditts.

TEST QUESTIONS
What are the three general types of commercial polyphase induction motors in use today?
2.
What other names w -e given to the external resistance
motor?
3. Give definition of a slip ring motor
4. How is the armature winding of a slip ring nmcto.r
connected?

1.

.

1,918

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

External Resistance Motors

What type of motor is in most general use?
Why is the squirrel cage motor generally used?
What type motor was introduced to overcome the
shortcomings of the squirrel cage motor?
For what service is the internal resistance motor unsuited?
For what particular service is a slip ring motor especially adapted?
Compare fully the three types of induction motors.
Describe the construction of slip ring motors.
What kind cf starting devices are used for slip ring
motors?
Describe the switch and push button type starter.
Describe the drum type starter.
What is the construction cf speed regulating devices
for slip ring motors?
.

Split

Phase h otors
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CHAPTER 59

Single Phase Induction

Motors

The general utility of single phase induction motors,
particularly the smaller sizes, is constantly being enlarged
by the growing p--actice of central stations generating polyphase current, of supplying their lighting service through
single phase distribution, and permitting the use of single
phase motors of moderate capacity on the lighting circuit.
The simplicity of single phase systems in comparison with
polyphase systems, makes them more desirable for small alternating current plants.
Small single phase motors are manufactured in great numbers, a large percentage of these motors being used to operate
household appliances, such as washing machines, ironers,
pumps, water systems, refrigerators, oil burners, utility motors,
etc. Two fairly new developments which use a large number
of motors are domestic electric refrigerators and domestic oil
burners.
The single phase induction motor has no inherent starting
torque.
A polyphase motor connected to a source of polyphase power has a socalled rotating magnetic field, and starting torque is produced due to the
tendency of the armature to follow the magnetic field.
The starting torque of the polyphase motor may be increased to a

1,920,
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certain amount by inserting resistance in its armature circuit, but no amount
of resistance inserted in the armature circuit of a single phase induction
motor can give it any starting torque.

The single phase motor, with its armature at standstill, has
only a reciprocating field and there is no tendency for the ar-

mature to turn.

For a motor to produce .torque, the axis of the magnetic field, due to
the armature current, must not be in space phase with the axis of the air

.,/
.

1.

/
11i

o

Ftcs. 2,818 and 2,819.-Diagrams illustrating a single phase or reciprocating field.

A motor
not self starting with a reciprocating field because the magnetization alternates in reversed directions.
is

In the single phase motor the axis of the armature field, with
the armature at standstill, is in space phase with the air gap flux and the
torque is, therefore, zero. The motor must be started by some auxiliary
gap flux.
means.

Varicus internal means of starting single phase induction
motors and bringing this type up to speed have been devised,

Split Phase Motors
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all of which are based on "splitting the phase." This consists
in producing temporarily a substitute for a two phase current so
as to obtain a make shift or bastard rotating field in starting by
"doctoring" the single phase.
When the motor has come to speed, the makeshift second
phase is cut out and the motor then runs on the single phase
or true phase delivered by the external circuit.

NON -INDUCTIVE

RESISTANCE

2,823.-Four ways in which the phase can he split for starting split phase moFig. 2,820, non -inductive shunt resistance; 11g. 2,821, shunt condenser; fig. 2,822,
11g. 2,823, series condenser with transformer.

2,820 to

tors.

series condenser;

Since the torque for starting motors of this type is obtained by splitting
the phase, they are generally known as split phase motors.

Phase Splitting.-There are several methods of splitting the
NOTE --A single phase motor may also be started 1, manually, as by giving it a very rapid
twist by hand, or 2, mechanically, as by aid of an auxiliary motor or other external starter.
Accordingly: 1, starting by ha,,d is not practical and 2, starting mechanically invokes unnecessary complications; expense and space.

1,922
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phase to 'start single phase motors, as by providing in addition
to the main single phase or running winding
1. A

starting winding, or

2. Shading coils.

Practically all small single phase induction motors are started
by means of a split phase starting winding.
The starting winding is placed in slots at 90 electrical degrees from thle
main winding. Split phase means that the main winding and the starting
winding are so proportioned that their respective currents are out of phase,
the object being to produce a so called rotating field similar to that in a
polyphase motor, as shown in figs. 2.821 to 2,8-13.
RESISTANCE OR

CONDENSER

MOTOR

FIELD WINDINGS

AUXILIARY

COILS

SL TE RNATOR

2,844.-Simplified diagram showing the principle of phase splitting for starting single
phase induction motors. By the use of an auxiliary set of coils connected in parallel with
the main coils and having in series a resistance or condenser as shown, the single phase
current delivered by the alternator is "split" into two phases, which are employed to produce a rotating field on which the motor is started.

Ftc.

In order to keep the copper loss in the main winding low,
the largest possible wire should be used in this winding. The
remaining slot space available for the starting winding is,
therefore, limited.
The starting winding usually consists of a relatively small'
number of turns of fine wire. This gives a high resistance and
low reactance and the current is nearly in phase with the applied \ oltal?e.

Split Phase Motors
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In the ordinary split» phase motor, the current in the starting winding
to 30° ahead of the current in the main winding. This time
phase difference in the currents, combined with the 90° difference in
space phase, gives a so called elliptical magnetic field which would be a
rotating magnetic field if the fields set up by the two windings were 90°
apart in time and of the same strength.
is usually 25°

CONDENSER
MAIN

(CAPACITY)
MAIN

WINDING
GOo

swn-c

f

The phase difference
betweeñ the currents in
the two windings can be
increased by the insertion in the starting
winding circuit of
1. Capacity, or
2. Inductance.
PHASE

WINDINib

Flo. 2,845.-Elementary split phase induction motor with cut out switch for application
requiring only low starting torque the phase splitting (starting) winding being proportioned to stand the line voltage continuously. Phase difference is here obtained by the
use of a condenser. The application of this type is limited: Where the phase coils are to
remain in circuit during the running period as above, they should be placed physically in
phase relation with the current traversing them, because: All motors, in. operation, generate a reverse pressure. This reverse pressure will be in phase with the actual physical
phase position of the coils on the motor, that is, if the phase coils be placed say at 90° from
the running coils, the reverse pressure will be at. 90°. Now, if the phase coils he placed at
90° (as in fig. 2,848) and they be fed with a current that is displaced say 60°, there will
be a phase displacement of the remaining 30° between the coils and the actuating voltage.
In other words the reverse voltage and the line voltage will he 30° out of phase with each
other, resulting in a heavy so called idle current flowing which according to P. E. Chapman, will promptly heat up the phase coils, throw a load on the rotor and slow it down
just as a load on its pulley would, and making trouble in general. Hence, the phase coils
should be place to crrespon-I with the phase of the current then traversing them.
.
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STARTING POSITION
MAIN

wIN DING

CHOKE COIL

STARTING
WINDING

CONTACT PLATE
(TURNS WITH SHAFT)

SQUIRREL CAGE

1

COMPRESSION
SPRING

CONTACTS

(STATIONARY)
STARTING

WINDING

RUNNING POSITION

CENTRIFUGAL
FORCE

nos.

2,846 and 2,847.-Elementary split phase induction motor with cut out switch. Fig.
_2,846, cut out switch closed at start; starting winding in circuit; fig. 2,847, motor speeded
up to point where centrifugal force acting on governor weights has overcome the tension
of spnng and opened switch cutting out starting winding.

Split Phase Motors
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.

If only low starting torque and pull up torque be required, the starting
winding can be so designed that it will stand line voltage continuously,
and both main and starting windings may be connected to the line during
the period of operation of the motor, as shown in fig. 2,845.
To obtain sufficient starting torque and pull up torque requires high
current density in the starting winding, and some means must be provided
for opening the starting winding circuit when the motor has reached a
speed at which the torque, due to the main field, is sufficient to bring the
load up to speed.

STARTING
PHASE
WINDING

phase induction motor with choke col method of increasing
the phase difference Letween tl.e current in the starting and running windings. here a
hand operated switch for cutting out the starting winding is shown in place of an automatic
cut out switch. Note: In motors having phase cols in circuit only during the starting
period, they are placed at 90° with the running coils of main winding because with this displacement a Letter starting torque is secured, and since the phase tors we cut out at about
speed, the reverse pressure (increasing from zero curing acceleration) c'oes not result in
sufficient "idle current" as to cause undue heating. In practice the starting switch is automaticaliy operated as elsewhere explained.

hta. 2,845.-Elementary split

NOTE.-For simplicity concentrated coils

distributed coiis are used.

are shown in the diagrams, however,

in practice

Split Phase Motors
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Since the motor must reach a certain speed before its main winding develops sufficient torque, the logical way to open the starting winding is
by means of a centrifugally operated cut out switch as shown in figs.
2846 and 2,847.

The starting torque of a split phase motor is usually from one and onehalf to two times full load torque, while the starting current is considerably
greater than the full load current.

Another method of starting small split phase motors which
gives low starting torque is by means of a shading coil.
The usual construction of a shading coil motor is to surround part of
each field pole with a strap of copper which is a closed loop as shown in
fig. 2,852. This means that the flux which threads the shading coil lags
in time phase behind the flux in the unshaded part of the pole and the

iY'r

ti

';Fm. 2,849.-Century split phase induction motor

governor weights which operate cut out s.: itch.

I

t,
,t

u

Cf0.iOtryN/'

tf"
11.

Flo. 2,850.-Century split phase induction motor
cut out switch. It is adjusted for a predetermined speed. The governor fig. 2,849 which
actuates the cut out is positive in action and
opens the starting or phase coil circuit with a
tapir' break of silver contacts

'
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WIPING AUXILIARY

LEVER STOP

/AND GUIDE

LEVER -ALWAYS A
CLEAN CONTACT
YEE

MICA BARRIER

STATIONARY
CONTACT I -PIECE

d

1,929

a

r 'jam

t

,

Y`a

MAIN CONTACT
LEVER

S

COUNTER BALANCE

AND SPRING
SUPPORT

V' HARD
DRAWN BRASS

.L

FLAT SPRING
SECURELY SET

¡....r.

"..-+

_-S

1

r4,1-1

--+--(A

F

y

NOTE'NO SCREWS
USED -RIVETED
THROUGHOUT

-

phase induction motor cut out switch for making and breaking
There is an auxiliary contact which gives a wiping effect both in
the starting circuit.
opening and closing the switch. Obviously the contact points are always clean.

Fla. 2,851.-Janette split

SHADING COILS

--T-

MAIN COILS

FIG. 2,852.-Single phase fan motor with shading coils for starting. In addit'on to the main
field coils, one tip of each pole piece is surrounded by a short circuited coil of wire or frame
of copper, as indicated in the figure. This coil, or copper frame, is called a shading coi?
and it causes a phase difference between the pulsating flux that emanates from the main
portion of each polar projection and the pulsating flux which emanates from the pole tip,
thus introducing an approach to two phase action on the armature.

Split- Phase Motors
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FIG. 2,853.-Diagram showing action of shading coil in atternating current motor. The extremities of these pole
pieces are divided into two branches, in one of which a copper ring called a shading coil *is placed as shown, while the
other is left unshaded. The action of the shading coil is
as follows: Consider the field poles to be energized by
single phase current and assume the current to be (lowing
in a direction to make a north poleat the top. Assume
the poles to he just at the point of forming. Lines of
force will tend to pass through the shading coil and

SHADING_)

CURRENT

SHADING

COIL

the remainc:er of the pole. Any change of lines within
the shading coil genérales a voltage, which causes to flow
through the coil a current of a value depending on the
vohae, and always in a direction to oppose the change
of lines. The field flux is, therefore, partly shifted to the
free portion of the pole, while the accumulation of lines
through the, shading coil is retarded.

.
'4

Yy
UNSHADED PORTION

.n.

SHADED
PORTIO

POLARITY OF
SHADING COIL DUE
TO INDUCED CURRENT
OPPOSES FLUX IN SHADED
PART OF POLE

Fros. 2,854 and 2,855.-Diagrams illustrating why the flux in the shaded portion of the pole
lags behind that in the unsha.-e3 portion. When the alternating flux passes through the
pole it induces a current in t:.e shading coil which, according to Lenz' law, tends to oppose
the flux in the shaded portion which produces it. The result is t:rat the flux in the "unshaded"
portion of the pole, attains its maximum sooner than does the flux in the "shaded" portion.
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magnetic field tends to move from the unshaded part of the pole toward
the shaded part of the pole.
The direction of rotation of a motor with a shading coil cannot be reversed
by any chance in the leads, and the motor has the disadvantage' that the
shading coil is active when the motor is running at full speed and causes

additional loss.
The starting torque is inherently low, but is sufficient for most fan
motors since the starting torque of a fan motor, under ordinary conditions, need be only great enough to overcome static friction.

motor split phase cut out switch.
Flog. 2,856 and 2,857.-Domestic split phase induction is of the quick acting type. The
It
Fig. 2,856, stationary part; fig. 2,857, rotating part. of a split Lrass ring assembled on an
stationary part, mounte on one end bracket, is made the leads from the starting winding.
insulating ring with clips and screws for attaching
by three auxiliary weights, the
The rotating part consists of three contact fingers operatedfrom the stationary ring simulthrown
entire part interlocking so that the contacts are
taneously.
1

Flo. 2,858.-Domestic split

phase induction motor armature complete,

-VFW

How is the plain squirrel cage armature modified to enable the motor to

This type motor is known as the clutch type of single phase induction motor. In operation when

Ans. An automatic clutch is provided which allows the armature to turn free on
the shaft until it accelerates almost to running speed.

start with a heavier load?

(dues.

On account of the disadvantages just mentioned the shading coil method of starting is used only in
very small motors,and is becoming obsolete.

2,859 to 2,868.-Sing curves representing variation of flux in the unshaded and shaded port'ons of the fie d of a shading coil
type single phase induction motor; first half of cycle. For illustration the lag due to shading coil is assume( to be 22%°.

nos.

irk

}--

FLUX IN SHADED PORTION

FLUX IN UNSHADED PORTION

FIRST HALF. OF CYCLE

-WADED
-117
1N
PORTION

I

Explain in detail the action of the clutch type of motor in starting.

Ans. It can start a load which requires much more than full load torque at starting,
because the motor being nearly up to full speed, has available not only its maximum
overload capacity, but also the momentum of the armature to overcome

(slues.

the circuit is closed, the armature starts to revolve upon the shaft; when it reaches a predetermined
speed, a centrifugal clutch expands and engages the clutch disc, which is fastened to the shaft.

FIGS. 2,869 to

2,878.-Sine curves re )resent'ng varia 'on of flux in the unsl aded and st aded portions of the field of a shading coil
type single phase induction motor; second half of cycle.

tFLUX IN SHADED PORTTON

FLUX

SECOND -HALF OF CYCLE
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CUT OUT
SW$TCH

Al

SQUIRREL CAGE

CLUTCH

ji
COMPRESSION
SPRING

CENTRIFUGAL GOVERNORS

PULLE

LE EVE

AT START

TENSION SPRING

(STARTING WINDING IN CIRCUIT; CLUTCH OUT)

ABOUT 3/4 SPEED

(STARTING WINDING CUT OUT; CLUTCH STILL OUT)

FULL SPEED
(CLUTCH FULLY ENGAGED; ARMATURE CARRYING FULL LOAD)
Fine. 2,879 to 2.881.-Elementary split phase induction motor with cut out switch and clutch,
showing working of these automatic devices; the windings are not shown. Fig. 2,879 at
start; 2,880, about % speed; fig. 2,881, full speed.
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the inertia of the driven apparatus. In this it is assisted by a
certain amount of slippage in the clutch, which is the case when
the armature speed is pulled down to such a point as to reduce
the grip of the centrifugal clutch.
.

2,882.-Domestic split phase induction motor speed torque curve. Operation and characteristics. The speed of an induction motor depends upon the number of poles of the
motor and the frequency of the current upon which it is operate -1. This is why only certain definite speeds are obtainable. The speed changes very slightly from no load to full
load, and e--en at a heavy overload the speed reduction is comparatively slight. Since the
speed changes only slightly from no load to full load the induction type 'is commonly known
as a constant speed motor. It is impossible to build a variable speed split 'phase type motor,
without complicating the construction.

FIG

Reversing Split Phase Motors.-A single phase motor will
operate equally well in either direction, and the direction in
which it will start depends upon the direction in which the
-resultant magnetic field tends to rotate.
If the armature 1-e free to move, it will always rotate in the same direction as the magnetic field.

Split Phase Motors
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If the motor be connected for one direction of rotation, it may he made
to start in the opposite direction by reversing either winding with respect
to the other winding.

Some Characteristics of Split Phase Motors.-With its armature at rest, a single phase induction motor is equivalent
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Fto. 2,883.-Speed torque curve of split phase induction motor. The pull up torque is the
greatest load torque the motor will pull through and go on up to speed, that is, it is the
lowest torque point on the motor curve below pull out. In the above curve it coincides
with the starting torque; if the motor had a higher starting torque, as shown clotted, the
pull up torque would be at A; or if the centrifugal switch opened below its best operating
speed, as shown by the horizontal dotted line, the pull up torque would occur la B.

to a transformer with large air gap with its secondary short
circuited. This accounts for the high starting current of this
type of motor.
As soon as the secondary begins to

turn, a rotational voltage is produced

Split Phase Motors
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in the secondary. The axis of this voltage is at 90° to the axis of the main
field flux. The maximum rotational voltage coincides in lime with the
maximum of the main field flux. The reactance for the axis of the rotational voltage is high and the current, therefore, lags nearly 90° behind
the voltage. The quadrature field produced by this current is in space
quadrature and very nearly in time quadrature with the main field. At
speeds close to synchronism, the two fields are very nearly of the same
strength and approximately a uniform so called rotating field results.

The speed torque characteristics of the main and starting
windings combined is shown in fig. 2.883.
As will he seen from the curve, the torque increases with the speed until

c

ryri

A_r
Fro. 2,881.-wabmer split phase induction motor switch mechanism showing construction.

the maximum torque point is reached, thus giving rapid acceleration, and
insuring that the motor will bring up to speed any load it will start.
In a polyphase induction motor, changing the armature resistance does
not change the value of maximum torque but simply changes the speed
at which the maximum torque point occurs.

Adding resistance to the armature of a single phase induction motor not only increases its slip, but also decreases its
maximum Iorque.

1,938
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For small changes in voltage the speed is practically independent of the voltage.
This means that in cases of low voltage the motor will continue to carry

Fta. 2,855-Wagner split phase induction motor switch mechanism; side view.
Flo. 2,2:W.-Wagner split phase induction motor switch mechanism with plate in exaggerated
position to show construction.
reference
NOTE.-Paris of Wagner split phase induction motor corresponding to the
B, governor
letters in the accompanying illustrations. The parts are: A. governor weights:ring;
G. BakeF,
disc
collar;
contact
pins;
E,
D,
pivot
springs;
weight mounting pins; C, coil
mountlite disc; H, contact Lingers; I, contact stops; J, contact finger mounting; K, terminal hushing;
ing; L, terminal studs; hl, tenninal opening; N. terminal cove: plate; O. terminal
T,
frame.
core:
U.
shaft;
P, dynamically balanced armature; Q, balancing flange; R, fan: S,
V. end plates; W, wool yarn lubrication: X. base.
in accottiNOTE.-Construction and operation of Wagner split phase induction motor,
and two simple
panying illustrations. Two stationary contact fingers H. a rotating ring orF.starting
position,
At
normal
switch.
cut
out
the
split
phase
up
governor weights A, make
the starting circuit.
the contact ring F, is in contact with the two fingers H. This completes A,
to swing toward
As the motor gains speed, centrifugal force causes the governor weights
C. The movement of the
the armature, overcoming the tension strength of the coil spring
D.
through
pivot
pins
ring
to
the
translated
is
governor weights

its load at approximately full speed, but with increased current and consequently with increased heating.
At rated voltage, the motor will usually deliver about two and one-half times its rated output for a
short time. Under this condition of overload the losses are excessive and the temperature rise will he
sufficient in a short time to damage the winding.

Fins. 2,887 to 2,895.-Exploded view of Wagner split phase induclon motor showing construction.
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The normal rating of a single phase motor is usually about
one-half that cf a polyphase motor of the same dimensions.
For the same output as a polyphase motor, the single phase motor requires more iron and therefore, has more iron loss. In addition the field
winding of .a single phase induction motor carries the magnetizing current
for both the main and quadrature fields and this current is about twice
as large as the magnetizing current in one phase of a two phase motor.

The power factor of a single phase motor is less than the
power factor of a polyphase motor cf the same speed and rating, due to the fact that the single phase motor has more iron
to be magnetized, and to the fact that the ratio of the magnetizing current to the power current in the field of a single
phase motor is greater than the ratio cf the same currents in
a polyphase motor.
The efficiency of a single phase motor is lower than that of
a polyphase motor of the same rating, since the losses of a
single phase motor are inherently greater than those of a pol\ phase motor.
Since most of the motors which drive household appliances are operated
from lighting circuits, the high starting current is objectionable, because
any lights being operated from the same circuit will flicker each time a
motor is started. This has caused several of the larger power companies
to make rules to the effect that single phase motors which require more
than 15 amperes starting current may not be operated from their lighting
circuits when the motors drive devices which must be frequently started.

Probably the largest application of the small split phase induction motor
not classed as frequently starting devices. A one fourth h.p. motor is usually used on washing machines.
Other applications are wringers, ironing machines, oil burners, player
pianos, ventilating fans, refrigerators, coffee grinders. meat choppers,
grinders, compressors and eeneral utility motors.
is on washing machines, which are

Split Phase Motors
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TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7

.

S.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14:

15.
16.
17.

For what services are single phase induction motors
used?
What other name is given to single phase induction
motors?
Has a split phase motor any starting torque?
What is the usual method of starting a split phase
motor?
Define the term "splitting the phase.
Describe the method generally used for `splitting the
phase. What is a shading coil?
What is the objection to the use of shading coils?
What two methods are generally used to increase the
phase difference in splitting the phase?
Describe the induction method and the capacity
method of splitting the phase.
How is the starting winding cut out of circuit when
the motor comes to speed?
Describe a centrifugal cut out switch.
What is a centrifugal clutch usedfor?
How áre split phase motors reversed?
Give some characteristics of split phase motors.
How does the torque vary with increase of speed?
What is the effect of adding resistance to the armature of a split phase motor?

1,942
18.
19.

20.

Split Phase 'Motors
How does the normal rating of a split phase motor
compare with that of a polyphase motor?
How does a power factor of a single phase motor
compare with that of a polyphase motor?
Why is high starting current objectionable specially
in split phase motors?

A. C. Series and Shunt Motors
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CHAPTER 60

Commutator Motors
1.

Series and Shunt Motors

By definition a commutator motor is a motor driven by alternating currents, carrying a commutator upon its armature. There
are numerous .types of commutator motors and they may be
classed as
1. Series
a. Single phase
b. Universal

Neutralized series
a. Conductively
b.

Inductively

3. Shunt
a. Simple
b. Compensated.

4. Repulsion
(sometimes called
a. Straight
b. Compensated

5. Repulsion

inductive series)

start -induction

a. Brush lifting
b.

Short circuiting

6. Repulsion -induction
7. Induction -synchronous
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Of these numerous types some are of importance commercially
and some only of interest theoretically.
In general, commutator motors are similar in construction to
direct current motors in the t they have a closed coil winding
which is connected to a commutator.
Since, as stated. commutator motors are similar to direct current motors, the question may be asked: Is it possible to run a direct current motor
with alternating current? If the mains leading to a direct current motor
be reversed, the direction of rotation remains the same, because the currents through both the field magnets and armature are reversed. It must
follow then that an alternating current applied to a direct current motor
would cause rotation of the armature.

In order to understand the working of commutator motors,
first, there should be considered the inductive effects due to operation in an alternating current. field as outlined in the explanation following:
Action of Closed Coil Rotating in Alternating Field.-When
a closed coil rotates in an alternating field, there are several
different pressures set up and in order to carefully distinguish
between them, they may be called:

The transformer pressure;
2. The generated pressure;
3. The self-induction pressure.
1.

These pressures may be defined as follows:
The transformer pressure
mature by the

is that pressure induced
the field magnets.

in the ar-

alternating flux from

For instance, assuming in fig. 2,896 the armature to he at rest, as the
alternating current which energizes the magnets rises and falls iri value,
the variations of flux which threads through the coils of the ring winding,
induce pressure in them in just the same way that pressure is induced in
the secondary of a transformer.

'A. C. Series and Shunt Motors
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A ring winding is used for simplicity; the same conditions obtain in a
drum winding.

The generated pressure is that pressure induced in the armature by the cutting of the flux when -the armature rotates.
O

TAT

I

NEUTRAL PLANS

PLANE

07f -

A

MAXIMUM
INDUCTION

D

rtc. 2,896.-Diagram of

ring armature in alternating field illustra:iaó ':.a -inciples of com-

mutator motors.

The self-induction pressure is that pressure induced in both
the field and armature by self-induction.
Nature of the Generated Pressure.-In fig. 2.896, the generated
pressure induced by the rotation of the armature is minimum at the neutral
plane C D, and maximum at A B. It tends to cause current to flow up
each half of the armature from D, to C, producing poles at these points.
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Nature of the Transformer Pressure.-This is caused by variations
of the flux passing through each coil of the armature winding. Evidently
this variation is least at the plane A B, because at this point the coils are
inclined very acutely to the flux, and greatest at the plane C D, where the
coils are perpendicular to the flux. Accordingly, the transformer pressure
induced in the armature winding is least at A B and greatest at C D.
The transformer pressure. acts in the same direction as the 'generated
pressure as indicated by the long arrows and gives rise to what may be called
local armature currents.

Nature of the Self-Induction Pressure.-The self-induction pressure, being opposite in direction to the impressed pressure, it must he

1,x
2 ,897.-Detail of winding and commutator illustrating local armature circuits. The
serious difficulty encountered in attempting to operate a d.c. series motor with a.c. is the
excessive sparking at the brushes. Whenever a brush touches two commutator bars..an
armature coil or section is short circuited; at the moment of this short circuit the armature
coil surrounds a field pole as shown by the heavy line, so that the armature coil is related
to the field winding as the short circuited secondary coil of a transformer of which the primary coil is the field winding. Therefore an excessive short circuit current is produced
through the armature coil and through the tip of the brush. The result is an increased
heating of the armature coils, commutator, and brushes, and an excessive sparking at the
brush tips as the commutator bars pass from under the brushes.

tc.

evident that in the operation of an alternating current commutator motor,
the impressed pressure must overcome not only the generated pressure
but also the self-induction pressure. Hence, as compared to an equivalent
direct current motor, the applied voltage must be greater than in the
direct current machine, to produce an equal current.

The Local Armature Currents.-These currents produced by

A. C, Series and Shunt Motors
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the transformer pressure occur in these coils undergoing commutation. They are large, because the maximum transformer
action occurs in them, that is, in the coils short circuited by the
brushes.
Ques. Why do the local armature currents cause sparking?
Ans. Because of the sudden interruption of the large volume
of current, and also because the flux set up by the local currents
being in opposition to the field flux, tends to weaken the field
just when and where its greatest strength is required for com-

mutation.
What is the strength of the local currents?
Ans. They may be from 5 to 15 times the strength of the
normal armature current.
Ques.

Ques. Upon what do the local armature currents depend?
Ans. Upon the number of turns of the short circuited coils,
their resistance, and the frequency.
Ques. How can the local currents be reduced to avoid
heavy sparking?
Ans. 1, By reducing the number of turns of the short circuited coils, that is, providing a greater number of commutator bars; 2, reducing the frequency; and 3, increasing the
resistance of the 'short circuited coil circuit: a, by means of high
resistance connectors; or b, by using brushes of higher resistance.

What are high resistance connectors?
Ans. The connectors between the armature winding and the
commutator bars, as shown in fig. 2.898.
Ques.
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Ques. Does the added resistance of preventive leads, or
high resistance `brushes, ittaterially, reduce the efficiency of
the machine?
Ans. Not to any great extent, because it is very small in
comparison with the resistance of the whole armature winding.

Ques.

What is the objection to reducing the number of

SRUSN
ARMATURE
WINDINC-

HIGH RESISTANCE
CONNECTORS
Ftc. 2,898.-Section of ring armature of commutator motor showing local current set up by
transformer action of the alternating flux, and high resistance connectors to prevent sparking at the brushes.

turns of the short circuited coils to diminish the tendency to
sparking?
Ans. The cost of the additional number.of commutator bars
and connectors as well as the added mechanism.

Ques. What effect has the inductance of the field and armature on the power factor?
Ans. It produces phase difference between the current and
impressed pressure resulting in a low power factor.

'
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Ques. What is the effect of this low power factor?
Ans. The regulation and efficiency of the system is impaired.
The frequency, the field flux and the number of turns in the winding
have influence on the power factor.

Ques.
Ans;

How does the frequency affect the power factor?
Lowering the frequency tends to improve the power

factor.

It is practically the same
FIG. 2.899.-Diagram of single phase series commutator motor. the metal of the magnetic
as the series direct current motor, with the exception that all
circuit must he laminated.

The use of very low frequencies has the disadvantage of departing
from standard frequencies, and the probability that the greater cost of
transformers and alternators would offset the gain.

Series Motors.-This class of commutator motor is about
the simplest of the several types belonging to this division. In
general design, the series motor is identical with the series direct
current motor, but all the iron of the magnetic circuit must be
laminated and a neutralizing winding is often employed.
It will be readily understood that the torque is produced in the same
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way as in the direct current machine, when it is remembered that the direction of rotation of the direct
current series motor is independent of the direction of the voltage applied.
At any moment the torque will he proportional to the product of the current and the
flux

Fns. 2,900 to 2,907.-How an a.e. series (commutator) motor works; diagrams
the motor will continue rotating in the same direction because the currents through showing that if the current be reversed,
both toe field magnets'and armature are
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produces, so -that if the iron
average
flux
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losses be not too high, the
the
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be
if
as
they
must
unsaturated,
parts be

Fins. 2,900 to 2,907.-Text continued. an alternatin' current applied t, a direct current motor would cause rotation of the armature.
direction.
reversed. It must follow then that
figs. 2,904 to 2,907, cycle with current in negative or reverse
Figs. 2,901 to 2,9113. cycle with current in positive direction;
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torque will be proportional simply to the square of the current, there being
no question of power factor entering into the consideration.

Ques. What are the characteristics of the series motor?
Ans. They are similar to those of the direct current series
motor, the torque being a maximum at starting and decreasing
as the speed increases.
Ques.
suited?

For what service is the series motor especially

Ans. On account of its powerful starting torque it is particu.larly desirable for traction service.

Neutralized or Compensated Series Motor.-A chief defect
of the series motor is the excessive self-induction of the armature,
hence in almost every modern single phase series motor a
neutralizing coil is employed to diminish the armature selfinduction.

'

The neutralizing coil is wound upon the frame 90 magnetic degrees or
haif a pole pitch from 'the field winding and arranged to carry a current
equal in magnetic pressure and opposite in phase to the current in the
armature.

The current through the neutralizing winding may be obtained, either
1. Conductively; or
2. Inductively.
In the conductive method, fig. 2,908, the winding is connected in series
as shown and is a better arrangement than the inductive method.
In the inductive method, fig. 2,909, the winding is short circuited upon
itself and the current obtained inductively, the neutralizing winding being
virtually the secondary of a transformer, of which the armature is the
primary. In this method the winding is liable to heat and burn out.

A. C. Series and Shunt Motors
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Universal Motors.-The term universal as applied to motors
means a motor so designed that it will operate on' either direct or
alternating current.
Since the alternating current series motor has the same general
characteristics as the direct current series motor, it is possible

Fro. 2,908.-Diagram of neutralized series notor; conductive method. In the ..imple series
motor, there will be a distortion of the flux as in the direct current motor. As the distorting magnetic pressure is in phase with that of the magnets, the distortion of the flax will
be a fixed effect. If the poles he definite as in direct current machines. this distortion may
not seriously affect the running of the motor. but with a magnetizing system like that universally adopted in induction motors the dux will he shifted as a whole in the direction
of the distortion, which will produce the saute elfeci as it in the former case the brushes
had been shifted forward, whereas for good commutation they should have been shifted
backward. As in direct current machines. this distortion is undesirable since it is not conducive to sparkless working, and also reduces to a more or less extent the torque exerted
by the motor. The simplest remedy is to provide neutralizing coils displaced 90 magnetic
degrees to the main field coils as shown. The ne tralizing current is obtained by the method
of connecting the neutralizing coils in series in the main circuit.

by a careful compromise of design features to build series motors

that can operate on either direct current or alternating current
circuits of substantially the same voltage.
Motors of this type are used to a small extent for household appliances,
such as desk fans, portable vacuum cleaners, hair driers, etc. As a rule,
the universal motor has a lower efficiency and is more troublesome in operation than either the direct current series motor or the alternating
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current series motor. Universal motors are built almost invariably in
small sizes only.

In modifying the design of a d.c. series motor so that it will
operate satisfactorily on either d.c. or a.c.
1. All the magnetic circuits must be laminated.
To prevent excessive hysteresis and eddy current losses.

2,909.-Diagram of neutralized series motor; inductive method. Although the conductive method of neutralization is employed in nearly all machines, it is possible merely
to short circuit ti.e neutralizing winding upon itself, instead of connecting it in series with
the armature circuit. In this case the flux due to the armature circuit cannot Le eliminated
altogether, as sufficient flux must always remain to produce enough pressure to balance
that due to the residual impedance of the neutralizing coil. It woull Fe a mistake to infer,
however, that on this account this method of neutralization is less elective than the conductive one, since the residual flux simply serves to transfer to the armature circuit a drop
in pressure precisely equivalent to that due to the resistance and local self-induction of
the neutralizing coil in the conductive method.

FIG.

2. Number of commutator bars must be increased.
To reduce the number of turns of the short circuited coils.
3. Resistance of the short circuited coil circuit must be increased.

A. C. Series and Shunt Motors
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The

Reducing the Inductance.
inductance of the field is reduced by reducing the number of turns per pole. In order that
this may be done, and still, without excessive current, produce
the total flux needed to develop the required torque, the reluctance of the magnetic circuit is reduced to a minimum.

Ftc. 2,910.-Core stamping for two

pole a.c. commutator motor. The field winding in single
phase motors is usually a concentrated or massed winding; but instead of I eing placed on
poles which are separated by a considerable distance as in the direct current motor. it is
placed in large slots in the lamina;, the large slots F, holding the field winding, and the
small slots C, the neutralizing or compensating winding. This latter winding is distributively wound like the stator coils of the induction motor.

-

This is done by increasing the air gap section per pole by using the
arrangement indicated in fig. 2,910. By reducing the air gap length to
the minimum mechanically permissible; and by using laminated steel of
good magnetic quality for themagnetic circuits. This last change also
reduces the core loss and eddy current loss.

To reduce the inductance of the armature winding, a stationary neutralizing or compensating winding is placed in slots
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in the pole faces (slots C, fig. 2,910) and so connected in series
that the main current flows through it in the opposite direction
to the current in the armature winding.
By using additional turns in this winding (over compensation) the same
effect is produced under running conditions, as is produced in the direct
current motor by using inter-poles; that is, due to the rotation of the

armature conductors through the flux produced by over compensation,
a voltage is produced in the coils undergoing commutation which tends to
reverse the load current in these coils and thus improve the commutation.

2,911.-Diagram of simple shunt commutator motor.
defects it is of little importance.

FIG.

,

Owing to its many inhere!. -

As for the voltage induced in the commutated coils by the
alternating main field flux, there is at starting no practical way
to prevent this in the single phase series motor.
This voltage is proportional to the frequency of the supply system, to
the flux per pole, and to the number of turns between commutator bars
tinder the brushes. It is therefore desirable to have 1, low frequency;
2, many poles; 3, many commutator bars; and 4, thin brushes.

Another feature which has been used to some extent is to
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make the leads which connect the armature winding to the cornmutator bars of material of comparatively high resistance
The short circuit current during commutation must then flow through
this resistance and is thereby limited to a reasonable amount and the
sparking reduced.
Under running conditions. a reverse voltage opposed to the voltage
induced in the commutated coils by the alternating main flux, may be
generated by supplying a ccimponent of flux which lags 90' behind the

Etc. 2,912.-Compensated shunt induction single phase motor. The transformer shown in
the arrangement is capable of being replaced by a coil placed on the frame having the same
axis as the field winding, so that the flux produced by the field winding induces in the coil
a pressure in phase with the supply pressure. Such a coil will now be at right angles to
the circuit to which it is connected. In a similar manner, a coil at right angles to the armature circuit, that is, the circuit parallel to the stator axis, if connected in series with that
circuit. will also serve to compensate the motor.

main flux in time and also 90 electrical degrees in space, Such a component may be supplied by connecting a portion of the compensating
winding to a voltage in phase with the supply voltage. A transformer
is necessary in order to accomplish this, but in most cases one is used
anyway.

Shunt Motors.-The simple shunt motor has inherently many
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properties which render it unsuitable for practical use, and
accordingly is of little importance. Owing to the many turns of
the field winding there is large inductance in the shunt field
circuit.
The inductance of the armature is small as compared .with_that-of the

field; accordingly, the two currents differ considerably in phase.

The phase difference between the field and armature currents and the
corresponding relation between the respective fluxes results in a weak
torque.

FIG. 2.,313.-Fynn 's shunt conductive single phase motor. In order to supply along the
stator axis a constant field, suitable for producing the cross flux to which the torque is due

by its action on toe circuit perpendicular to the stator axis, the "armature circuit," as it
may be ca:le 1, has a neutralizing coil in series with it, so that the armature, circuit and
neutralizing coil together produce no flux. In addition to this, there is a magnetizing coil
along the same a':'.s. which is connected across the mains and so produces the same flux
as the primary coil in a shunt induction machine. Fynn has proposed a number of methods
of varying the speed and compensating this machine. It is, however, complicated in itself,
and is only suite for very low voltages, so that on ordinary circuits it would need a sepI

arate transformer..

,

.

.

It is necessary 17 use laminated construction in the field circuit to avoid
eddy currents, which otherwise would be excessive. Fig. 2,911 is a diagram of a simple shunt commutator motor.

A. C..Series and Shunt Motors
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TEST QUESTIONS
What is understood by the term "commutator. motors.' ?
2. Give a classification of commutator motors.
3. Explain the action of a closed coil rotating in an alternating field.
1

.

Fin. 2,914 -Fynn's compensated shunt induction motor. This ís a combination of the compensated shunt induction motor with the ordinary squirrel cage form. In one form, in
addition to the ordinary i rum a inding on the armature, ti ere is anotl.er three phase
winding into the "star," of which the irum winding is connected. This second winding
is connected to three slip rings which are short circuited when tl.e machine is up to speed.
Upon the commutator are placed a pair of brushes connected to an auxiliary winding placed
on the frame in such a position that the flux from the primary coil induces in it a pressure
of suitable phase to produce compensation. The same pair of brushes is alsoused for starting.

4. Distinguish between transformer, generated, and self-

induction pressures.
5. What is the nature of the three pressures?
6. Where do local armature currents occur?
7. How can the local armature currents be reduced to
avoid heavy sparking?
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8. What are high resistance connectors?
9. What effect has the inductance of the field and armature on the power factor?
10. How does the frequency affect the power factor?
11. Describe a series a.c. motor.
12. What are the characteristics of a series motor?
13. What is a neutralized or compensating motor?
14. Explain the conductive and inductive methods of ob-'
taining current through the neutralizing winding.
15. What is a "universal" motor?
16. How is a motor designed so that it u ill operate on

either d.c. or a.c.?
17. Explain how the inductance is reduced.
18. Describe a simple shunt a.c. motor.
19. Draw diagrams of 1, Fynn's shunt conductive single
phase motor, and 2, Fynn's compensated shunt iñ

duction motor.

Repulsion Motors
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CHAPTER 61

Commutator Motors
2. Repulsion Types
Repulsion Motors.-In the course of his observations on the
effects of alternating currents, in 1886-7, Elihu Thomson observed that a copper ring placed in an alternating magnetic field
tends either to move out of the field, that is, it is repelled by the
field (hence the name repulsion motor), or to return so as to set
itself edgeways to the magnetic lines.
There 'are several types of motors which operate entirely or
partly- on the repulsion principle and they may be classified as:

Straight repulsion
2. Compensated repulsion
3. Repulsion start induction
4. Repulsion induction.
1.

Basic Principles.-In order to understand the operation of
repulsion motors the action of a copper ring placed in an
alternating field should be noted as shown in the accompanying
illustrated repulsion motor principles. The application of Lenz'
law is of importance here. It is given as principle 3, figs. 2,919
and 2,920, and by its application the direction of the current
induced in the ring is easily determined.

Repulsion Mótors
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Thus, to determine the direction of the current induced in the ring in

fig. 2,921, the inductive effect of the increasing field is the same as though the
ring were pushed toward the magnet in a constant field (d.c.) magnet ás in
fig. 2,919.

Further, since according to Lenz' law, the inductive effect in the ring is

t

APPROACH

RECESSION

C<C<CK

FIELD CONSTANT

DIRECTION' OF CURRENT

FIELD CONSTANT

DIRECTION OF CURREN

Flcs..2;915 and 2,916.-Repulsion motor principles 1: The approach or recession of a copper
ring from a magnet pole will induce currents atternatsng in:direction.

APPROACI¿
FIELD CONSTANT

INCREASE

IN NUMBER OF LINES

RECESSION

»»

FIELD CONSTANT

DECREASE

IN NUMBER OF LINES

2,918.-Repulsion motor principles 2. The approa h or recession of a copper
ring from a magnet pote is respectively equivalent to an increase, or decrease in the number of
lines of force which pass through the ring.

FIGS. 2,917 and
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such as to oppose the motion which produces it, the direction of the induced
current will be such as to produce a like or opposing pole (to resist the

RECESSION

APPROACH
FIELD CONSTANT

.
REPULSION

ATTRACTION

Fics. 2,91J and 2,923.-Repulsion motor principles 3. LENZ LAW: The approach or recession of a copper ring from a magnet pole induces a current is the ring in such direction as
to set up a magnetic field which opposes the motion which produces it.

REPULSION

NOTION

FIELD INCREASING

REPULSION
LOO

Fm. 2,921. Repulsion motor principles A. .1 copper ring is repelled from a magnet pole
when the number of lines of force passing through the ring is increasing. See fig. 2,919.
FIG. 2,922.-Closed loop moving across a magnetic field so as to increase the number of lines
passing through the loop with application of the right hand rule to verify direction of current
in the ring (fig. 2,921).
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movement of the ring), as shown in fig. 2,919 the application of the right
hand rule being given in fig. 2 922. Similarly, when thefield is decreasing;
as in fig. 2,923, the inductive effect is the same as though the ring were
pulled away from the magnet in a constant field (d.c.) magnet as in fig. 2,920.
Here the movement is opposed by unlike or attracting poles. Hence, in
figs. 2,920 and 2,923, the direction of the induced current is such as to
produce a S pole.
If the ring be pivoted, its motion is restricted to rotation. There are,
however, positions in which there is no tendency to rotate the ring as:
1. When the plane of the ring is perpendicular to the axis of the magnet,
and

ATTRACTION

MOTION

«««««
FIELD DECREASING

Ftc. 2.923.-Repulsion motor principles

5.
.4 copper ring is attracted to a magnet pole
of lines of force passing through the ring is decreasing. See fig. 2,920.
FIG. 2,924. Closed loop moving across a magnetic field so as to diminish the number of lines
of force passing through' the loop with application of the right hand rule to verify the direction
of current in the ring fig. 2,923.
when the number

2. When the plane of the ring is parallel with the axis of the magnet.
Figs. 2,925 to 2,928 illustrate the first case.
This corresponds in analogy to the so-called "dead centers" of a steam
engine as in figs. 2,929 to 2,932. This must be obvious because there is
no leverage.

Again, when the coil is placed in the second position in which
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FIELD DECREASING

FIELD INCREASING

FIELD DECREASING
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s

Fins. 2,925 to 2,928.-Repulsion molar principles
ring

i<

6. 9 ken the plane of a pivoted copper
at right angles to the axis of un a.c. magnet there is no tendency for the ring to turn.

FIELD DECREASING

FIELD INCREASING

!i

STEAM

STEAM

^---

'

Ftrs.2,929to2,932.-Steam engine ''dead cen er" analogy of results obtained with pivoted
ring placed in a.c. field perpendicular to axis of the

magnet-no torque.
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+

DEC.

-.INC.

I80°

270°

FIGS. 2,933 to 2,936 -ltepulsion motor principles 7. When a pivoted copper ling to prated
in 'he field of an a.c. magnet, there are four positions in which no torque is produced.

+1t1C

\

,,0,O..1"i

AT R EST +DEC

oQPe

Ftoa. 2,937 to 2 940.-Repulsion motor principles 8. When the plane of a pivoted copper
ring at rest is oblique to the axis of an a.c. magnet, torque is produced by repulsion and attracLion allernatel-v, no useful torque; ring vibrates.
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its plane is parallel with the axis of the magnet, no torque will
be produced because no current is induced in the magnet, as
shown in figs. 2,934 and 2,936; the same holds for increasing field .

K/
Ot4TTRq
SYNCHRONOUS SPEED

tINC.

9vE

tDEC.

z0RQV

Ems. 2,941 to 2,944 -Repulsion motor principles 9. If a pivoted copper rreg
to synchronous speed

be brought up
in an a.c. field, rotation is produced by re,,_Isio.e and atlrnction alternately.

If, the plane of the coil be oblique to the magnet. torque is
obtained as shown in figs. 2,937 to 2,940.
Now in fig. 2,937 before the torque there shown has time to
overcome the inertia of the ring and cause it to rotate, the field
flux, which was increasing, begins to decrease, and the torque is
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reversed as in fig. 2,938, thus
causing the ring merely to
vibrate instead of rotate. However, if the ring were 'brought
up to synchronous speed, useful
torque would be obtained, that
is, the ring would rotate in synchronism with the alternation
of the flux, figs. 2,941 to 2,944.
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going explanations were
made assuming the in duced current to he in
phase with the f ield flux.
Now since the direction of
voltage induced in the ring
changes when the field flux
changes from increase to decrease as shown in figs. 2,921 and
2,923 and from decrease to increase, it will be 90° later in
phase than the field flux and if
the ring have no inductance the
induced current will also be 90°
later in phase than the field flux.
With a non -inductive ring,
the torque would be alternating, resulting in no useful turning effect, as shown in figs. 2,948
to 2,953 (unless the ring were
turning at synchronous speed) .

.

t-,

FLUX90°
LAG

f!.
.270°

CURRENT

3G

Considering, in place of the ring, a coil of wire (as in the actual motor) it will contain some inductance so that the current in it will lag more than 90° bthind the field flux.
The maximum torque occurs theoretically if the induced current and field flux differs by 180° as in figs. 2,954 to 2,959. However, even to approximate this, requires
the coil reactance to he very large with respect to its resistance. This condition implies

The current induced in a non -inductive metal ring placed in an a.c. field
will be 90° later in phase than the primary flux. The diagram shows flux and current curves for 90° lag, electrical conditions
in the ring being illustrated for each 90° of the cycle.

Ftcs. 2,948 to 2,953.-Repulsion motor principles 11.

\y

PRIMARY

the Maxinnurt torque occurs

270°

360'`¡

if t.':e primary flux and current

CURRENT

during the entire cycle, but
In figs. 2,954 to 2,959 for 180° lag, the torque is in the sari.: direction
the th'section of the torque is reversed during
to
as
in
2,967,
thafl
180°
figs.
2,960
the
is
less
when
lag

occurs when the coil
an extremely small current, so practically the maximum torque
90° and
has such impedance that the current induced in it lags somewhere between
to
in
2,967.
a.; shown
figs. 2,960
180°, say about 135 with respect to the field flux

principles 12. Theoretically

1800 LAG'

FIGS. 2,954 to 2,959.-Repulsion- motor
in the ring differ in phase by 1SÁ°,
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Straight Repulsion Motor.-This motor consists of single
phase a.c. field and an armature similar to that used on a.c.
series motors. There is no electrical connection between the
field and armature, the brushes of the latter being short circuited.
This motor is a special type of single phase induction motor,
because the currents in the armature are set up by the inductive
action of the field and are not supplied from an outside source.

FIG.

2,968.-Early Thompson repulsion motor with open coils.

Elihu Thompson took an ordinary direct current armature, placed it

in an alternating field, and having short circuited the brushes, placed
them in an oblique position with respect to the direction of the field, The
effect was to cause the armature to rotate with a considerable torque.

The inductors of the armature acted just as an obliquely placed ring,

but with this difference, that the obliquity was continuously preserved
by the brushes and commutator, notwithstanding that the armature

turned, and thus the rotation \vas continuous. This tendency of an indoctor to turn from an oblique position was thus utilized by him to get
over the difficulty of starting a single phase motor. With this object in
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view he then constructed motors in hich the use of commutator and
brushes was restricted to the work of merely starting the armature, which
when so started was then entirely short circuited on itself, though disconnected from the rest of the circuit, the operation then being solely
on the induction principle.

Ques.
motor?

What difficulty was experienced with Thomson's

Ans. Since an open coil armature was used, the torque developed was due to only one coil at a time, which involved a
necessarily high current in the short circuited coil resulting in

heavy sparking.
Profs. Anthony, Ryan and Jackson appreciated the seriousness of this defect, and in 1888 suggested the use of a closed coil armature winding in
place of the open coil type (U. S. patent 389,352 Sept. 1888). This resulted in a greatly increased power for a given weight, because the effective
turns on the armature were augmented and a given current produced more
torque, or a smaller current produced the same torque with less sparking.
On the other hand, sparking with this type of armature is due not only
to reversal of current in the coil short circuited by the brush, as in d.c.
machines, but also to transformer action.

Ques.
Ans.

Ques.

Did the use of closed coils effectually stop sparking?

No.

What other means is employed in modern designs

to reduce sparking?

Ans. Compensation and the use of a distributed field winding, high resistance connectors, high resistance brushes, etc.

In explaining the operation of the straight repulsion motor
consider the drum armature replaced by a ring armature so that
the current flow may be more easily traced.

_

_ _
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Fig. 2,969 shows a ring armature without brushes placed in an a.c.
With the armature at rest (assuming current induced in the armature coils to be in phase with the flux, as in figs. 2,954 to 2,959), pressure
will be induced in the winding as shown during a half cycle; starting at A,
traversing both sides and meeting at C. Since these pressures are equal
and opposed to each other there will be no flow of current.
Now if points A and C, be connected by short circuited brushes as in
fig. 2,970 current will flow around both sides as indicated.
field.

FIG. 2,969.-Wound ring in a.c. field showing direction of pressures induced in the inductors
by transformer action. In this and accompanying cuts, induced pressures and currents are
assumed to be in phase with the field flux. As shown, the induced pressures starting
from A, traverse both l.alves of the winding to the point C. indicated by the arrows. Since
the pressures induced in one half of the winding are equal and opposite to those induced
in the other half, no current will flow.

The inductive effect for quadrants AB and CD, tend to produce counter
clockwise rotation, and for quadrants CB and AD, clockwise rotations.
These opposing torques balance each other so that the resultant is zero,
hence no rotation.

Again if the shore circuited brushes he moved to the position

Repulsióñ Motors
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B

Flo. 2,970.-Ring armature in a.c. field with short circuited brushes located on magnet axis.
For this connection there will be a maximum flow of current; this position of the brushes
is called the live neutral. Since the armature is polarized in the direction as, parallel to
the field lines of force, there will be no torque tending to produce rotation became there
is no leverage..

FIG. 2,971.-Ring armature in a.c. field with short circuited brushes located at 90' from
magnet axis, that is, from live neutral. Since the induced pressures in quadrant AB, are
balanced by the opposing pressures in quadrant Al), and similar conditions obtain in the
other two quadrants BC and CD, there will be no current flow, consequently no torque

tending to produce rotation.

1,976
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shown in fig. 2,971, perpendicular to the magnet axis, connecting points B and D, equal and opposing pressures would be
induced in quadrants AB and All, also in quadrants CB and CD.
These opposing pressures would balance each other so that there would
be no current or resultant torque. The two brush positions shown in
figs. 2.970 and 2,971 are called the live and false neutrals respectively.
ROTATION

a

FIG. 2,972.-Ring armature in a.c. field with two thick brushes placed to short circuit two
pairs of coils L,F, and H,D. With this arrangement, clockwise rotation will result due
to repulsion by the two pairs of short circuited coils. The resultant effect of the other
coils is zero as may he seen from the diagram.

Now the strength of current induced in a coil by an a.c.
magnet depends on the angular position of the coil with respect to the field.
/

.In. fig. 2,972, the inductive effect (considering one quadrant) is great in
coil L or F, and least in coils a' and f. It is great in L or F, because a

maximum number of lines of force thread through each; least at a', because
a minimum number of lines of force can thread through it on account o_
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the acute angle of inclination to the field; also weak at j, because the field
is weak at that point. Accordingly, the inductive effect may he taken as
equal in similarly placed coils as for instance in coils c and c'.

With the two thick brushes M and S, placed so as to short
circuit several coils as L,F, and H,D, current will flow through
the two pairs of coils thus short circuited as indicated.
By comparing the diagram with fig. 2,969, or by Lenz law, the current
will he found to he in a direction such as to polarize the coils L,F, with
a n pole near the N
pole of the magnet,

and to polarize the
coils H,D, with a s pole
near the S pole of the
magnet. A clockwise
torque is thus produced
due to the repulsion of
like poles.

2,973-Osnos circle diagram for repulsion motor. In construction, OE =direction of
the impressed voltage, 0I1 the primary current with armature locked, drawn at an angle
EOI, corresponding to its phase displacement. 01/, is the current with armature revolving
without load and EOlf is its corresponding phase angle. Draw an arc of a circle through
O1/I 1, the point C, being the center of the circle. This is the circle of current input, and the
angle E01, is the phase of any particclar primary current. The ordinate 11', is the working
or energy component of the current 1, and is proportional to the input. Describe the circle
Bl D, which Itas its center on OB. perpenthicular to OE. Then on OB, as a diameter describe
a second semi -circle 01./D. The first of these semi -circles or BIeD, is the circle of speed and
the second circle OI0D is the torque circle. Thus for a load requiring a current 1, the speed
is represented by the ratio IPP =D, and the torque by the product 01 X IN. The line ID,
represents the secondary current in phase and magnitude reduced to primary equivalents.
The angle S. is the difference in phase between corresponding primary and secondary currents. This diagram takes into account the copper losses as well as leakage effects, but does
not include the windage, friction or iron losses, which must he allowed for, either by addition
o the input or subtraction from the output.

PIG.

,

It should be noted that with this arrangement only those coils L, F, and
H, D, that are short circuited by the brushes have current flowing through
them and are accordingly the only coils that produce rotation. The reason
for this will he seen by examining the diagram closely. Thus, the pressures
induced in coils b, c, d, e, f and a', indicated by the small arrows, are balanced
by equal and opposite pressures induced in coils b',c',d',e',f', and a,
hence there is no current flowing in these coils; that is, current flows only
in coils, L,F. and H,D.
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More coils can be utilized and the repulsive effect nzade
stronger by connecting the brushes M and S, as shown in
fig. 2,974.
The effect of this is to bring all the coils into action, producing a strong
clockwise torque, excepting (for the brush position shown), coils a and a'
which are bucking the other coils.
ROTATION
ONE'COIL BUCKING

Ott."T

4

11,1>j"

ONE COIL BUCKING

Fri;. 2,974.-Ring armature in a.c. field with short circuited brtnhes located at an angle to
the magnet axis showing polarization of armature, rotation by repulsion and electrical
conditions in the coils.

The current Cow due to connecting the brushes, p->larizes the armature
at both poles with the poles of
the magnet.
in the direction ns, resulting in repulsion

If the brushes be shifted to a less or greater angle than in
fig. 2,974, the torque corresponding will be reduced as shown
in figs. 2,975 and 2,976, because of reduced leverage in fig.
2,975, and remoteness of poles in fig. 2,976.
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ROTATION

br1
SMALL LEVERAGE

%---

-,

INC.

SMALL LEVERAGE
NI

2,975.-Ring armature in a.c, field with short circuited brushes shifted close to the live
neutral showing weakc-íng of torque (as compared with torque in cg. 2,974) due to de-

crease of magnetic leverage.
TWO COILS BUCKING

ROTATION

LIKE POLES

REMOTE

-

3

\

Z

Y

INC

LN2bkin7

LIREOT6

2,976.-Ring armature in c.c. field with short circuited brushes shifted close to false
neutral showing weakening of torque (as compared with torque in fig. 2,974) due to in-

FIG.

crease in number of huckinz coils.
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Fin. 2,977.-Ring armature in a.e. held with brushes shifted on other side of live neutral
showing reversal of rotation. Compare this diagram with ig. 2.976.
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FIG. 2.978-Curves for repulsion motor showing effect on current and torque due
to shiftink
the brushes. Note that the ci:rent and torque vary greatly with the position of the
brushes.
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Again, if the brushes be shifted across the magnet axis, the
direction of rotation ís reversed, as shown in fig. 2,977.
In other words, shifting the brushes awav from the live neutral magnet axis.
results in a torque in the direction of the shift.

2.979-Diagram of connection of Sprague single phase compensated repulsion motor.
brush
To reverse direction of rotation interchange leads C1 and C2 and slightly shift theof
conholder yoke. Brushes Ei and E_ are permanently short circuited. This diagram
nections applies also to fig. 2,981.

rta.

In the accompanying diagrams the electrical conditions were
shown for only part of the cycle. In operation the direction
of rotation will be the same for the entire cycle because the
current in the field and armature' reverse together or practically
so depending on the amount of lag.
For simplicity the current has been assumed to be in
phase with the flux, though in practice as already explained it lags about. 135° behind the flux.

Compensated Repulsion Motor.-In its simplest form it. consists of a simple or "straight" repulsion motor in which there are

1,982
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two independent sets of brushes, one set being short circuited
while the other set is in -series with the compensating winding.
Ques. What names are given to the two sets of brushes
on a compensated repulsion motor?
Ans. The energy or main short circuiting brushes, and the
compensating brushes.

Fm. 2,980.-Compensated repulsion motor. B, and B, main brushes;

b, and b,

compensating

brushes.

The compensated repulsion motor is a development of the straight repulsion type and was designed with the object of overcoming field distortion
so as to increase the power factor the machine.
The simplest form of compensated repulsion motor is shown in fig. 2,980.
The effect of the compensating brushes B and B, considerably modifies the
action of the machine.
One effect Is largely to neutralize the self-inductance of the field winding,
since the current flowing in the armature across these brushes acts as the
current of a short circuited secondary; of which the field winding is the
primary. The field winding, therefore, acts as a transformer coil; on
the other hand, it does not supply the entire magnetic field necessary for
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the production of the turning effort. This latter field is now mainly 'supplied hy' that component of the current which passes through the armature
at brushes b and b.
The current flowing between b and b, is variously known as the exciting
is
or compensating current, while that developed between brushes B and B,
called the short circuit current.
This type of motor is characterized by high power factor at speeds

LINE

TERMINAL
BOARD

Í
l

®®
Q
0
30OZ

phase compensated
Pic. 2,981-Diagram of connections of Sprague variable seed single
speed reduction and
repulsion motor and controller. The controller is designed to give compensating
circuits.
speed increase as resistance or reactance is inserted in the energy and exception or the leads
the
Constant speed and variable speed motors are identical with
2 : 1 speed
brought out from these circuits. The standard controller gives approximately
variation.

the
above synchronism, but at low speed its power factor is less than with as
a.c. series motor, while at all speed points its torque per ampere is not
high.
greatest adA further criticism of this construction is, what has been the
vantage of the repulsion motor, its connection directly to high tension lines,
in the
is no longer practicable, because now the. revolving member is also
main circuit so that the necessary insulation is difficult. This bad feature
of the compensated motor is avoided by the Winter-Eichberg modification

1,984
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shown in fig. 2,982.- In .this design the armature
between brushes b and b, instead of being supplied exciting current, flowing
from the high tension lines, is obtained from the directly to the armature
whose primary is in series with the stator and secondary of a transformer
high tension circuit.
Variable speed is obtained by variation of the voltage
supplied by this
secondary, which is provided with taps, as shown.

PIG. 2,9132.-Modified compensated
repulsion motor to permit high tension operation with
tension communal ion.

1

nu

Repulsion Start Induction Motor.-This type of motor is
one
designed lo start as a repulsion motor and run as an induction
motor. It should be carefully distinguished from
the repulsion
induction motor later described.
The repulsion start induction motor has a
single phase
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distributed field winding with the axis of the brushes displaced
from the axis of the field winding. The armature has an insulated winding. The current induced in the armature or rotor is

Ftr . 2,983.-Wagner single phase repulsion start induction motor armature showing commutator end.

Ftcs. 2,984 and 2,985.-Wagner single phase repulsion start indiction motor armatures showing type of governor employed on the smaller sizes (fig. 2.9841 and on the larger sizes (fig,
2,985)

.

carried by the brushes and commutator resulting in high starting
torque. When nearly synchronous speed is attained the commutator is short circuited so that the armature is then similar
in its functions to a squirrel cage armature.
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REPULSION STARTING
BRUSHES. IN CONTACT WITH COMMUTATOR

COMMUTATOR SHORT CIRCUITING .RING

INDUCTION RUNNING
BRUSHES RAISED FROM COMMUTATOR

CENTRIFUGAL
FORCE

5 ORT CIRCUITING RING

IN CONTACT WITH COMMUTATOR

FIGS. 2,986 and 2,987

-Diagrams illustrating operation of brush lilting mechanism of repulsion

start induction motor' Fig 2,986, brushes in contact with commutator during repulsion

starting; fig. 2,987, brushes lifted from commutator and short circuiting ring pressed against
commutator, short circuiting the latter, thus causing motor to run as an induction motor.
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The elementary diagrams rigs. 2,986 and 2,987 show the working principles of the mechanism for simultaneously lifting the brushes and short

phase repulsion start induction motor centrifugal short circuiting
there are three centrifugal weights spaced 120° apart and held to
the armature
the center of a cup shaped housing, when the armature is not rotating. When
circuit
begins to rotate, the centrifugal force causes these weights to leave center and short
6 pole types
six stationary contacts spaced 60° apart on the inside wall of the housing. On
apart
four centrifugal weights and eight stationary contacts are used spaced 90° and 45°
respectively. These contacts are connected to six and eight sections of the commutator
the
switch
serves
this
that
claimed
by means of leads through the armature slots. It is
all of the bars of
same purpose as a switch which has many more parts and short circuits
the commutator against a ring, or one which uses a necklace of copper segments to short
to
circuit one commutator bar against the next one. The ob'ect of this construction is
secure greater reliability at the expense of a fraction of 1% less of elricienc7.

FIG.

2.988.-Baldor single

switch.

In construction

ase. 2,989.-Baldor single phase repulsion start induction motor brush gear and brushes. In
construction, each brush is pig tailed to the holder and a copper wire provides the shunt.
The holders are insulated so that no current passes the the rocker arm or frame of motor.
The commutator being of relatively large proportions and the brushes carefully selected
it is not necessary to raise them. The brushes carry current only at starting and when
up to speed the centrifugal switch carries all the ^nrrent.
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circuiting the commutator to change the operation from repulsion to induction. The object of lifting the brushes is to eliminate wear of the commutator during the running periods as it makes no difference electrically
whether the brushes he in contact or not after the motor comes up to speed

FIG.

2,990.-Baldor single

phase repulsion start induction motor armature.

2,991.-Baldor fractional horse power single phase repulsion start induction motor corn
mutator showing sectional view of the short circuiting switch. This switch is designed for
rolling contact to render it self-cleaning.

FIG.

Ftc. 2,992.--2aldor fractional

horse power single phase repulsion start induction motor.

This motor has gone through many stages of improvement since its first
appearance on the market, although its general principle has remained the
same. The general reliability of this type of motor is largely governed by
the reliability of the short circuiting mechanism. For this reason, it has
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been the constant aim of engineers to improve on the principle and construction of the short circuiting switch. Centrifugal force, as a means to
accomplish the best results, was early resorted to and still remains the most
practical method, because the weight being once determined, will always
throw out and short circuit the commutator at the same speed.

Since the motor starts on the repulsion principle it has the
same starting characteristics as the repulsion motor described
above, namely, high slatting torque and low starting current.
COMMUTATOR BAR
WIPING CONTACT

\r

5M091 CIRCUITER
SEGMENT

SPRING

RUNNING
POSITION,

COPPER
HOUSING

STEEL
BUSHING

C.L.

FIG. 2,993.-Master single phase repulsion start induction motor short circuiting ccntri ugal
starting switch; built as a unit.

r tc.

2,991.-Sectional view of Master single phase repulsion start induction motor short
circuiting switch showing operation. !t is con:arucled so that centrifugal force reacts
against the circular coiled spring that rests in a groove upon the outer surface of the short
circuiting segments. The ends of the commutator bars are beveled to provide a wiping
contact with the segments as they move outward. As the segments reach the end of their
travel, they produce a wedging action contact against the commutator bars that gives
good mechanical contact.
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As the motor speeds up the torque falls off rapidly. At some point
on the speed torque curve after the repulsion curve has crossed

the induction motor curve, usually at about 80% of synchronism, the commutator is automatically short circuited, producing
the effect of a cage winding in the armature, and the motor
comes up to speed as an induction motor.
After the commutator has been short circuited, the brushes
do not carry current and, therefore, may be lifted from the commutator, but lifting the brushes is not necessary.

Fie. 2.995.-Leland single

phase repulsion start induction znotoi short circuiting device. Thu.
construction is clearly shown in the illustration.

The curve in fig. 2,998 shows the speed torque characteristics of a typical
repulsion start induction motor. The short circuiting mechanism operates
at point A. At this point the induction motor torque is greater than the
repulsion motor torque, which means that if the repulsion winding have
sufficient torque to bring the load up to this speed, there will be sufficient
torque as an induction motor to bring the load up to full speed. The higher
the speed at which the short circuiting mechanism operates, the lower will
be the inductiod motor current at that point and consequently the less disturbance to the line. After the commutator has been short circuited, the
motor has the same characteristics as the single phase induction motor
described above.
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Frus. 2.996 and 2.997 -Jeannin single phase repulsion start induction motor short circuiting
device. Fig. 2,996 starting position switch open; fig. 2,99; running position. commutator
short circuited.
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Ftc. 2,998.-Speed torque curve of repulsion start induction motor.
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If the short circuiting mechanism operate_before the .,epulsion curve
crosses the induction motor curve, and the torque of the induction motor is
less than that required to accelerate the load, the motor may slow down
until the short circuit is removed from the commutator, in which case the
motor will again operate repulsion. The armature will then speed up until
the commutator is again short circuited after which the armature will slow
down until it again becomes repulsion. This cycle will be repeated over
and over again until some change takes place.
The efficiency and maximum running torque of the repulsion start induction motor are usually less than those of a cage wound induction motor
built of the same parts. In other words, the repulsion start induction
motor must he larger than cage wound motor of the same rating to give the
same performance.

FIG. 2,999.-Jearmin single phase repulsion start induction utotor armature showing governor
weights which when acted upon by centrifugal force close the short circuiting switch. This
operation is shown in figs. 2,996 and 2,997.

Since this motor has low starting current, the fractional horse power sizes
may be operated from lighting circuits when used to drive frequently starting devices. Some applications of this motor are air compressors, water
systems, gasoline pumps, household refrigerators, meat choppers, etc.

Repulsion Induction Motor.-This is a combination of the
repulsion and induction types and operates by the combined
VOTE.-Careful distinction should be made between repuslion induction motors and
repulsion start induction motors. The questionable practice among manufacturers of calling
repulsion start induction motors simply repulsion induction motors should be discontinued
as it is erroneous and misleading to the buyer.

Repulsion Motors
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principles of repulsion and induction. It is sometimes called a
squirrel cage repulsion motor. In this motor is obtained the
desirable starting characteristics of the repulsion motor and the
constant speed characteristics of the induction motor. It is
obviously impossible to combine the two types of motor and
obtain only the desirable characteristics of each.

Fm. 3,000.-General Electric constant speed single phase repulsion induction motor; phantom
view showing commutated winding A and squirrel cage B. This motor has no centrifugal
short circuiting switch and operates on the combined principles of repulsion and induction:
it is sometimes called the squirrel cage repulsion motor. Winding A, gives the high starting
torque of a repulsion motor; winding B, the running characteristics of an induction motor
This type motor is adapted to applications requiring frequent starting and stopping, even
when the voltage is low, or under severe service conditions.

The field has the same type of winding as is used in the repulsion start induction motor. The armature has two separate and
independent windings:
1. Squirrel cage winding.
2. Commutated winding.

Repulsion Motors
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Both of these armature windings function during the entire
period of operation of the motor. There are no automatic
devices such as the starting switch of the split phase motor, or

the short circuiting
device of the repulsion
start induction motor.

The cage winding is located in slots below those
which contain the commutated winding. The slots
which contain the two
windings may or may not
be connected by a narrow
slot. Usually there are the
same number of slots in
the two windings. It is
not, however. absolutely
essential that they be the
same, as before stated.

:f)

`de

,,
ad

Fig. 3,001 shows the
arrangement of the two
armature windings.
Dtie to its construction,
the squirrel cage winding
has inherently a high inductance. Its reactance
with the armature at rest
is, therefore, high.

Ftc. 3,D01.-Repulsion induction motor, or combination squirrel

cage repulsion motor. The
a highly reactive squirrel cage in the slots below the commutated winding. The nat row portiazt between the squirrel cage winding S, and the commutated winding C, is occupied by a metal strip M, of comparatively high resistance. Sparking
is minimized by transferring theencrgy of the short circuited coil to the cage winding through
the mtervet.ion of the leakage flux which is mutual to the two windings and shown by
path l; and also by similar action to the nonmagnetic strips M, as shown by flux path 2.
In operation with voltage impressed upon the motor at standstill, the armature frequency
is high and little current will flow in the squirrel cage winding because of its large inductance. As a result, the current will flow mainly in the commutated winding, thus starting
the machine as a repulsion motor, and increasing the speed with decreasing torque. When a
high speed is reached the cage winding carries its share of the current and the motor will
operate at nearly constant speed as an induction motor.

armature of this machine has

Repulsion Motors
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The commutated winding has a low reactance and the current will flow
mainly in this winding. The ideal condition at starting would be for all of
the flux to pass beneath the commutated winding and none of it to pass
beneath the cage winding. If this condition could be obtained; this motor
would have the same starting characteristics as the repulsion start induction motor.
At full load speed, which is slightly below synchronism, the reactance of
the cage winding is low, and most of the mutual flux passes beneath the cage
winding.
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repulsion irduction motor. The starting torque is about
two and one-half times full load torque and the starting current is about two and one-half
to three times futl load current. The speei torque curve is very similar to that of a compound wound d.c. motor. As the motor speeds up, the torque increases until the maximum
torque point is reached, which insures that the motor will bring up to full speed any load
that it will start. Due to the somewhat drooc'ng speed torque characteristic, this motor
tends to throw off its load as it is overloaded. As the applied voltage is decreased, the
motor speed decreases and the power requir_d :., drive a constant torque load decreases
The current on overload, therefore, does not increase as rapidly as in the case of the induction motor or the repulsion start induction motor. At light loads, the speed of this
motor may be above synchronism. This is a very desirable feature in many cases, for
example, driving a pump :here the pump starts against low pressure and builds up the
pressure. Due to the higher light iced speed of this motor, a pump driven by it will build
up its pressure in less time than one driven by a constant speed motor.

Ftc. 3,002.-Speed torque curve of

Both windings produce torque and the output of the motor is
the combined output of the cage winding and the commutated
winding.

Repulsion Motors
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The commutation of this motor is good at all speeds. The no load speed
is above synchronism and is limited by the combined effect of the field w finding on the commutated winding and the cage winding and the action of the
two armature windings on each other. At synchronous speed, a squirrel
cage motor has no torque. At synchronous speed and for a short distance
above synchronous speed, the torque of a repulsion induction motor is
greater than that of the commutated winding alone, which shows that, due
to the interaction between the two armature windings, the squirrel cage
supplies torque instead of acting as a brake.
At full load speed, and up to about the maximum running torque point,
the torque of this motor is greater than the sum of the torques of the cage
winding and the commutated winding. The inherent locked torque curve
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FIG. 3,003.-Locked torque of repulsion motor.

of a repulsion induction motor is similar to that of the repulsion motor
shown in fig. 3.003. At soft neutral, the primary winding carries the
squirrel cage current in addition to the exciting current of the motor. Since
the starting current of the repulsion indiction motor is low, it may be operated from lighting circuits when driving frequently starting devices.
The repulsion induction motor is especially suitable for such applications as household refrigerators, water systems, garage air pumps, gasoline
pumps, compressors and similar appli;ations. This motor may also be
arranged for reversing service by the same method described for the repulsion motor, that is by the use of one transformer field and two main field
windings.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.

16.

What did Prof. Thomson observe in experimenting
with a copper ring?
What should be noted in regard to the term "repulsion" as applied to repulsion motors?
Name four types of repulsion motors.
Give the basic principles deduced from Prof. Thom son's experiments with a copper ring.
What is the phase relation between the field flux and
the voltage induced in the ring?
What is the effect of the lag in the current behind the
voltage induced in the ring?
What conditions obtain when the current lags 180°
behind the field flux?
In practice what is the 'approximate lag to produce
maximum torque?
What is a straight repulsion motor?
Describe Prof. Thomson's experiments with. an ordinary d.c. armature in an a.c. field.
What difficulty was experienced with Thomson's
motor?
Who suggested the use of closed coils?
Draw a diagram and explain action of ring armature in an a.c. field.
What is the position of the short circuited brushes in
operating?
What is the difference between the live_ and false
neutral?
How is a straight. repulsion motor reversed?

1,998
17.
18.

19.
20.

21.

22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

,
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What is a compensated repulsion motor?
What names are given to the two sets of brushes on a
compensated repulsion motor?
What is a repulsion start induction motor?
How is a transition from starting to running conditions made?
What difference does it make whether or not the
brushes be in contact with the commutator during
the running period of the motor?
What force is employed to operate the short circuiting
switch and brush lifting mechanism?
What is a repulsion induction motor?
What mistake is made by manufacturers in using
the title "repulsion induction motors"?
What two kinds of windings are used on repulsion
induction motors?
For what applications is the repulsion induction
motor especially suited?

Brush Shifting Motors
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CHAPTER 62

Commutator Motors
3.

Brush Shifting, Adjustable Speed

Brush Shifting Commutator Motor.-This type of a.c.
commutator motor is designed to obtain adjustable speed by
the method of shifting the brushes. The development of satisfactory a.c. adjustable speed motors, 'and combinations for obtaining adjustable speed, has been given much attention both in
Europe and in this country because of the quite general use of
alternating current and because the usual types of a.c. motors
give constant speed or approximately constant speed.
The motor selected to illustrate this type is the General
Electric BTA motor known as an a.c. adjustable speed brush
shifting motor.
It operates with three phase current and has shunt characteristics; that is,
its changé of speed is only moderate as compared with the change in load.
It is sometimes known as the Schrage motor; its inventor being K. H.
Schrage of Sweden. It is built to supply the demand for an a.c. motor having shunt characteristics which will also provide adjustable speed features
without unduly complicating the machine.
Such a motor may he used for a wide field of applications where íts characteristics are desirable or necessary and where alternating current is the
only available power supply.

The motor may in some respects be compared with the slip
ring induction motor, although it should be bcrne in mind that

2,000
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the characteristics of this brush shifting motor are quite different
from the characteristics of the slip ring induction motor, as is
shown later.
The general construction of the motor is shown in figs.
3,004 and 3,005. The schematic diagram, fig. 3.007 shows
how the windings are arranged.
In the description following, the stator is the armature and the rotor, the
field. It should be noted in this connection that the rotor with its two windings performs the functions of both field and armature. On account of this
complication, the terms rotor and stator <we used.

á

1

r--b_

l'--02401.

+
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3,004.-General Electric 3 phase adjustable speed brush
motor. The inherent
feature of this type motor is that its change of speed is shifting
only
compared with
the change of load. It has a full load speed range of three-to -one,moderate
the slip reducing the top

FIG.

and bottom speeds and all intermediate speeds as with an induction
motor. The change
in speed from no load to full load, however, is
greater than for an induction motor, hut
is substantially the same in revolutions per minute over the
range of the developed
speed
ratings, except at and near synchronous speed where it is less. At high speed this amounts
to 5 or 10 per cent of the speed in question, and at low speeds to 15 or 20 per
cent of the
speed in question, depending on the rating of the motor.

The field winding is in the rotor instead of in the stator, as is the case in
slip ring induction motors, and is con_ necteci to the power supply through
slip rings.
The armature winding is in the stator which again differs from its position
in the slip ring induction motor. The armature winding has each phase

independent. In addition. this shunt characteristic motor has a second
winding in the rotor similar to a d.c. armature winding which, in this case,
also connects to a commutator. This winding, known as the adjuslink

Brush Shifting Motors
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is placed nearest the air gap to obtain the benefit of lower reactance
and thereby give better commutation.
The motor is provided with two brush yokes, one located at each end of
the commutator, so arranged as to shift in opposite directions.
One end of each phase of the armature winding is connected to brushes
on one brush yoke and the corresponding other ends of the armature winding
are connected to brushes on the other yoke.

winding,

leW.'

Mkitf

ieneral Electric 3 phase adjustable speed brush shifting motor rotor or combined
held and armature showing slip rings. commutator. etc. Torque: With the brushes in the
low speed position the motor may be thrown directly on the line and will give from 150 to
250 per cent of normal torque at starting with only 125 to 17a per cent of full speed line current. The maximum running torque at low speed is 150 to 250 per cent of normal torque,
and increases as the speed is increased. For the high speed position, the maximum running
torque is 300 to 400 per cent of normal torque. With the brushes in the high speed position
the starting torque is approximately 110 to 150 per cent of normal torque, although the
static torque may be materially less than these values clue to the position curve and the
starting current is approximately 400 to 600 per cent.
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Etc. 3.007.-Diagram of General Electric 3 phase adjustable speed brush shifting motor. The
stator contains only the armature winding, each phase of which is connected independently
between two commutator brushes. The rotor. has two windings: 1, The field windinz is
connected to the collector rings deriving power therefrom. 2, The adjusting winding is
placed in the same rotor slots and connects to the commutator. In construction and
operation the commutator is provi' ed with two yokes so arranged as to shift in opposite
directions. One end of each phase of the armature winding is connected to brushes on one
brush yoke and the corresponding other ends are connecte1 to brushes on the other yoke.
When the brushes, to which each end of the armature phase is connected, are on the same
commutator segment, the adjusting winding is idle, the armature winding is short circuited
and the motor runs as an induction motor with speed corresponding to the number of poles
and freo'tancy of supply. As the brushes are moved apart, a section of the adjusting winding
is included in series with the armature winding, causing the armature winding to generate
a voltage to balance the voltage impressed upon it by the adjusting winding, thereby causing
the motor to change its speed. Moving the hand wheel in one direction raises the speed
and moving it in the other direction reduces the speed. The motor operates both above
and below the induction motor synchronous speed.

NOTE.-The brush shifting adjustable speed motor

has a low voltage on the commu-

tator which is c'esirable for certain applications. T!Ss voltage is the same when starting or
running. Variations of line voltage do not materially affect the speed as with d.c. machines,
the motor being similar to an induction motor in this respect.

1
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Bus rings on the yokes keep the phases separate and permit the use of'
several studs per phase. With three phase power supply for the field in the
larger sizes of motors, it is frequently desirable to use a different and larger
number of phases in the armature winding, and a corresponding spacing of
the brushes on the commutator. This is possible since there is no electrical
connection between the field and the armature winding. Better commutation and better operating characteristics are thereby obtained.

The field winding in the rotor which connects to the power
supply through the slip rings generates the working flux in the
machine.
This flux is substantially constant since the line voltage and line frequency
are substantially constant. Since the adjusting winding, winch connects to
the commutator, is placed in the same slots as the field winding, a voltage
G
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Fis. 3.008.-Horse power output curves for Kimble single phase class L brush shifting variable
speed motor.
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of constant value and at line frequency is induced in it by the field flux, by

transformer action.
The commutator changes the frequency from line frequency to slip
frequency, which is the frequency of the armature of the machine. Thus
the voltage between two brushes properly located on the commutator will
depend upon the number of commutator segments between them or, in other
words, upon the number of turns of the adjusting winding included between
the two positions on the commutator where the brushes are located. Obviously, the minimum value of this voltage will be zero when the two brushes
being considered are together on the same commutator segment, thus

tc.

3 ,009.-Kimble

single phase adjustable speed brush shifting commutator motor.

including no portion of the adjusting winding. Also, the voltage will have
its maximum value when the two brushes are one pule arc or 180 electrical
degrees apart on the commutator.
Now assume one of the brushes to be connected to one end of armature
phase and the other brush to be connected to the other end of the same
phase; and likewise for the other brushes or groups of brushes and armature
winding phases. For the condition where the brushes are together on the
same commutator segment, it was noted that no portion of the adjusting
winding was included and it is apparent that the armature winding is short
circuited. Thus is obtained the conditions existing in an ordinary slip ring

Brush Shifting Motors
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TRANSFORMER
SECONDARY
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WINDING

ARbíAURE

/)
no. 3,010.-Connections of

a three phase brush shifting series motor. A series transformer
is generally used to step down the voltage for the armature as low voltage is necessary to
good commutation. The secondary of this transformer is connected for three phases and

the armature has three sets of brushes per pole pair. The transformer, by its ability to
become saturated, limits the no load speed of the motor to a safe value. which is usually
about 150 per cent normal

NOTE.-The characteristics of the bresit shifting polyphase motor depend to a considerable degree upon design factors, such as ratio of armature to stator ampere turns. In order
to gain flexibility in performance these factors may be arranged for adjustment in the held.
The armature relations are modified by means of taps in the step down transformer. Light
load operation is more stable if the primary turns in this transformer be reduced below the
most effective full load ratio. The tap to be selected depends upon the relation of motor
rating to load handled.

NOTE.- The brush shifting polyphase motor is better suited for use on 25 cycle circuits than on 60 cycle circuits. The commutation is better at the lower frequency and the
possible output from a given commutator and frame is greater with low than 'vith high frequency. This is primarily due to the fact that higher voltage per phase and more rotor phases
may be used with a given number of brush studs due to the lesser number of poles for a given
speed. This results in less current per rotor phase and increases the capacity of the commutator.
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FIG. 3,011-Kimble type
variable speed motor.
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Fics. 3,012 and 3,013.-Torque
and horse power curves of Kim-

LK variable speed
motor. I"ig. 3,012 shows speed
ble type
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torque curves of a i-h.p. motor with the brushes set a distance corresponding to 2,3,4 etc.
bars from neutral, as indicated by the numerals. However. it should be understood that the
brush positions are not limitel to these settings. Fig 3,013 gives speed output curves at the
same brush settings. Ry the aid of these curves the load on the motor can he found. While
these curves are accurate only for one rating, they indicate the general characteristics of all
type
motors.'

Lx.
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induction motor with short circuited armature and the motor will run as an
induction motor with its speed depending upon the frequency of supply and
upon the number of poles of the motor.
If the brushes of the motor be now moved apart, some commutator segments and consequently a portion of the adjusting winding will be included
in series with the armature winding, thus impressing a voltage at slip or
armature frequency across the armature winding. If the brushes be properly located on the commutator, this voltage will cause an increase or decrease in the speed of the motor because the armature winding must generate a reverse voltage with proper phase rotation to balance the voltage
impressed upon it by the adjusting winding. The speed of the motor must
change until the voltage generated by the armature winding (generated by
its cutting the field flux) balances the impressed voltage with just enough
difference to permit sufficient current to flow to develop the required torque.
When the gear shaft of the brush shifting mechanism is turned in one
direction the speed is raised, and when turned in the opposite direction the
speed is lowered. the motor operates both above and below the induction
motor synchronous speed. If the brushes of the motor be shifted approximately 90 electrical degrees around the machine, that is, such that the same
two brushes are together on a segment 90 electrical degrees from the position referred to, and they then be moved apart as before, the speed world
not change but the power factor would. Therefore, by compromising
between the two positions speed control is obtained, and also some control
over the power factor within the capacity of the windings.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

What is the object of shifting the brushes?
Are brush shifting motors in general use?
What is the nature cf the speed cf the usual types
of a.c. motors?
What is understood by the terns "adjustable speed"?
What is the field cf application cf adjustable speed
brush shifting motors?
With what other type motor may the brush shifting
motor be compared?

2,008
i

.

S.

'l.
10.

Brush Shifting Motors
Describe the construction and operation of General
Electric three phase adjustable speed brush shifting
motor.
Where are the field and armature windings located?
Do variations of line voltage affect the speed?
Describe the effects obtained by shifting the brushes
of General Electric motor to various positions.

Fynn-Weichsel Motors
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CHAPTER 63

Commutator Motors
4. Fynn-Weichsel Motors
The .Fynn-Weichsel Motor.-The disadvantages of low power
factor experienced by central generating stations caused the
National Electric Light Association in 1921 to address a letter
to all motor manufacturers strongly urging them to try to
produce a general purpose alternating current motor that would

1,11
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resistance or slip ring induction self-excited synchronous
motor; type design tor ratings 30 h.p. 10 pole up to 21X) h.p.

Fte. 3,014.-Fynn-Weichsel external

2,010
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operate at unity power factor, or in other words, a motor that
would furnish its own magnetizing current. The
m'tºr was produced in response to this request Fynn-Weichsel
and according
to the claims of the manufacturer (Wagner) not only accomplishes this, but in addition corrects low power factor due to
other motors on the line, that is, furnishes magnetizing current
for induction motors as well as for itself.

Ftc 3.015.-Fynn-Weichsel motor starling connections. The
starting equipment is similar to
that of a slip ring induction motor and as easily manipulated.
Pilot circuit automatic
starting may be dsed if desired.
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Ftc. 3.016.-Fynn-Weichsel motor starting characteristics. It will be noted that the
current required during the starting period at full load torque is equal to 1 to 1.5average
times
normal full load running current.
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Further, as claimed, for each horse power :of medium and high speed
Fynn-Weichsel motors installed, its leading magnetizing amperes counter
act the lagging magnetizing amperes of induction motors of the same horse
power and speed giving substantially unity power factor of the combined
load of the two types of motors. It accomplishes this correction irrespective
of the load on the two types of motors: However, if the lagging magnetizing
amperes of slow speed induction motors are to he counter balanced by the
leading magnetizing amperes furnished by Fynn-Weichsel motors of corresponding speed, a greater proportion of Fynn-Weichsel capacity will be
A

Ftc. 3,017.-Fynn-Weichsel motor running connections. To reverse the direction of rotation
reverse two line wires and shift commutator brushes.
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Ptc. 3,018.-Fynn-Weichsel motor running characteristics; motor adjusted to operate in
parallel with induction motors. It will be noted that the motor operates at synchronous

speed with a leading power factor to about 160% load. Above this.value it drops into induction motor characteristics and continues to run as a slip ring motor, to the breakdown
point of approximately 300% load before it stops.
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required to obtain unity power factor;: due to the large magnetizing current
required by slow speed induction motors:

The Fynn-Weischsel motor may be classified as a slip ring
induction synchronous motor;. that is, it starts as a slip ring
induction motor and after attaining synchronous speed it
becomes a self-excited synchronous motor.
Moreover, if over loaded it drops out of step and operates as an induction
motor, resuming synchronous operation if the excess load be removed.

The motor consists of a stator with starting and operating field
windings
and a rotor field with windings carrying the load and exciting currents.

Fcc. 3,019-Fymn Weichsei motor frame with starting and running field
windings.

The rotor windings are connected to a commutator and slip rings of the
usual construction.
Brushes bearing on the commutator suitably interconnect the
stator

and rotor windings.

Fynn-Weichsel Motois
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of
Fig. 3,019 shows the stator construction which is quite similar to that
slip
windings,
its
with
armature
the
shows
Fig.
3,020,
an induction motor.
The
rings and commutator. The complete motor is shown in fig. 3,014.
of a
starting connections illustrated in fig. 3,017 are identical with those
fig. 3,017.
in
shown
are
connections
running
The
motor.
induction
slip ring
The motor is started in the same manner as a slip ring motor by reducing

resistance of the secondary circuit, either manually or with an automatic
starter.
The starting characteristics illustrated in fig. 3,018 are identical with
usual
those of the induction motor, with the difference, however, that the of
cent the
slip ring motor has a running speed with full load of 95 or 96 per
synchronous speed while the Fynn-Weichsel motor operates at synchronous
speed.

Fie. 3,020-Fynn Weichsel motor armature with windings in which arc induced the load and
exciting currents.

The motor is so designed that with a load which does not exceed full load
by more than 25 to 50 per cent, the rotor will continue its increase :n speed,
without change in operating connections, until synchronism is reached.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.

What was the object in view in designing the FynnWeichsel motor?
What windings are on the stator?

r

2,014
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
.

9.
10.
,11.

Fynn-Weichsel Motors

What windings are on the rotor?
How may the Fynn-Weichsel motor be classified?
How does it start?
How does it run after starting?
Describe fully the operation of motor with variable

load.
What are the starting characteristics cf the motor?
What are the running characteristics of the motor?
Make sketch showing the starting connections.
Make sketch showing the running connections.

Converters
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CHAPTER 64

Converters
The alternating current must change to a direct current in
many cases as in railroad work because the induction motor is
not so satisfactory as the direct current series motor and the
alternating current series motor is slow in coming into general
use.

In all kinds of electrolytic work, transformation must be
made, and in many cities where the direct current system was
started, ít is still continued for local distribution, but the large
main stations generating alternating currents and frequently
located some distance away from the center of distribution have

replaced a number of small central stations.
Transformation may be made by any of the following
methods:
1. Rotary converters;
2. Motor generator sets;
3. *Mercury vapor rectifiers;
4. "Electrolytic rectifiers.

Strictly speaking, .a converter is a revolving apparatus for conis
verting alternating current into direct current or vice versa; it
from
distinguished
be
to
usually called a rotary converterand is
the other methods mentioned above.
*NOTE.-Rectifiers are explained in detail in Chapter 71.
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Broadly, however, a converter may be considered as any
species of apparatus for changing electrical energy from one form
into another.
According to the standardization rules of the A. I. E. E.
converters may be classified as:
1. Direct current converters;
2. Synchronous converters;

10ÓÁ I

FIGS. 3,021 and 3,022. Gramme ring dynamo and alternator armatures illustrating
convene,
operation. The current generated by the dynamo is assumed to be 100 amperes.
Now,
suppose, an armature similar to fig. 3,021 to he revolving in a similar field, but let its windings be connected at two diametrically opposite points to two slip rings on the axis,
as in
fig. 3,022. If driven by power, it will generate an alternating current. As
the maximum
voltage between the points that are connected to the slip rings will be 100 volts,
and the
virtual volts (as measured by a volt meter) between the rings will be 70.7 = 100+ 2 ,
if the power applied in turning this armature is to be 10 kilowatts, and if
circuit be
non -inductive, the output in virtual amperes will he 10,000 =70.7 =141.4. the
If the resistances of each of the armatures be negligibly smáll, anti if there be no frictional or other
losses, the power given out by the armature which serves as motor will just suffice to drive
the armature which serves as a dynamo. If both armatures be mounted on the same shaft
and placed in equal fields, the combination is a motor dynamo. In actual
machines the
various losses are met by an increase of current to the motor. Since the armatures are
identical, and as the similarly placed windings are passed through identical magnetic fields,
one winding with proper connections to the slip rings and commutator will do for
both.
In this case only one field is needed; such a machine is called a converter.

'

3. Motor converters;
4. Frequency converters;

5. Rotary phase converters.

Converters
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Fin. 3,023.-Westinghouse synchronous coriret ter construction 1. Field frame. MaierId, cast
steel.

The frames of machines of 500 k.w. capac-

ity and above are split horizontally and the upper
half is provided with eye bolts so that it can be

readily lifted off with its field winding. The supporting feet are cast integral with the frame.

FIG.

3,024.- West jog-

/louse synchronous

converter construction

2. General

field construction
showing assembly of
poles with windings.

r
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A

direct current converter converts from a direct current to

a direct.

current.
A

synchronous converter (commonly called a rotary

converter) con-

verts from an alternating current to a direct current.

A motor converter is a combination of an induction motor with a
synchronous converter, the secondary of the former feeding the ármature of the latter with current at some frequency other than the impressed
frequency; that is, it is a synchronous converter in combination with an
induction motor.
A

frequency converter ipreferably called a frequency changer) converts

FIGS. 3,025 and 3,026.-Westinghouse synchronous converter construction 3. Main
pole showing damper winding and view showing shunt and series coils. The main pol b
are built up of lamina:e f steel punchings to prevent eddy currents in the pole face. The
face of the pole is punched with partially closed slots which receive thé bars that torn: a
part of the damper winding. Any pole complete with its windings can be removed without
disturbing the armature or the remaining pole pieces. The shunt field coils are wound of

double cotton covered wire and are made in concentric sections which are rigidly bound
together over spacing blocks, leaving an air duct between them. The coils are given a thorough impregnation, which treatment removes all possible moisture and air pockets and
hermetically seals the windings. When the coils are mounted on the pole pieces, heavy
insulating fuller'oard shields protect the sides of the coil from the pole piece. The series
field coils consist of bare edge wound strap copper with insulating spacers between adjacent
turns, thereby allowing a free circulation of air around each conductor. The impregnating
compound, applied to the assembled shunt and series field coils, is the only insulation used
on the series windings. The series coil is assembled around the shunt coil and securely
bound to it, but separated on all sides from the shunt winding by spacing blocks. This
assembly is made before the coils are impregnated and allows them to be handled as a unit.
The starting and damping winding; are made up of copper bars carried in the slots in the
faces of the main poles, all bars being welded to the enrl ring segments. These segments
are bolted together between poles facilitating the removal of an individual pole and at
the same time giving a positive contact. A relatively large number of bars well distributed
over the pole face is used to obtain the best practical starting and damping action.

Converters
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alternating current at one frequency into alternating current of another
frequency, with or without a change in the number of phases or voltages.
A rotary phase converter changes alternating current of one or more
phases into alternating current of a different number of phases, but of
the same frequency.

Rotary Converters.-The synchronous or rotary converter
consists of a synchronous motor and a dynamo combined in one
machine. It resembles a dynamo with an unusually large
commutator and an auxiliary set of collector rings.
EDGE WOUND
STRAP COPPER
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Fro. 3.027.-Westinghouse synchronous converter construction 4. Commutating pots:
with winding. The commutating pole field coils are made from edge wound strap copper.
The coil is insulatel from the pole piece by a heavy fullerboard shield which completely
surrouñds the pole piece. Insulating washers are placed between turns, allowing a free
circulation of air around each conductor.

Ques. In general, how does a rotary converter operate?
Ans. On the collector ring side it operates as a synchronous
motor, while on the commutator side, as a dynamo.
Its design in certain respects is a compromise between alternating current and direct current practice most noticeably with respect to the number
of poles and speed.

Upon what does the speed depend?
Ans. Upon the frequency of the alternating current supplied,
and the number of poles.

Ques.

Convetters
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Fig. 3,028 is a diagram of a ring wound rotary converter. This style
winding is shown to simplify the explanation. In practice drum wound
armatures are used, the operation, however, is the same.

With this simple machine the following principles can he
demonstrated:
1. If the coil be rotated, alternating currents can be taken
from the collector rings and it is called an alternator.
ALTERNATING CURRENT

CURRENT
OUTPUT

DIRECT

INPUT

s,

FIG.

3,028.-Diagram of ring wound single phase rotary converter. It

is a combination of
synchronous motor and a dynamo. The winding is connected to the commutators
in
the usual way, and divided into halves by leads connecting segments 180° apart to collector rings. A bipolar field is shown for simplicity; in practice the field is multipolar and
energized by direct current.
a

2. By connecting up the wires from the commutator segments, a direct current will flow in the external circuit making
a dynamo.
3. Two separate currents can be, taken from the armature

Converters
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one supplying alternating current and the other direct current;
such a machine is called a double current generator.
4. If a direct current be sent in the armature coil through
the commutator, the coil will begin to rotate as in a motor and
an alternating current can be taken out of the collector rings.
Such an arrangement is called an inverted rotary converter.
5. If the machine be brought up to synchronous speed by
external means and then supplied with' alternating current at

N

phase rotary converter. This is identical with the single phase
machine with the exception that another pair of collector rings are added, and connected
to points on the winding at right angles to the first, giving four brushes of the alternating
side for the two phase current. The pressure will he the same for each phase as in the single
phase rotary. Neglecting losses, the current for each phase will be equal to the direct cur-

c. 3,029.-Diagram of two

rent X

1

_ '/2=direct current X.707.

the collector rings, then if the direction of the current through
the armature coil and the pole piece have the proper magnetic
relation, the coil will continue to rotate in synchronism with the
current. A direct current can he taken from the commutator,

Converters
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and when used thus, the machine is called simply a rotary
converter.

Ques. What is the relation between the impressed alternating pressure and the direct pressure at the commutator?
The ratio between the impressed alternating pressure

Ans.
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3,0;0.-Westinghouse synchro-

noun converter construction 5. Completety wound armahue. The armature

of the drum wound type having
thin sheet steel laminations supported
in doetailed grooves on a cast steel
is

-Pr

spider. The laminations are annealed
and lac"uerei to re:uce the iron loss.
They are assembled with air ducts for
P
ventilation. The front and rear coil
supports are so constructed as to set up
supports
++
''_'"
, sti a circulation of air through the front
and rear extension: of the armature coils. The armature coils are form wound, duplicate coils. Mica sheets are tightly wrapped around the portion of the coil lying in the
slots and held by cot;on tape. After insulation, the coils are capped in an insulating compound and subjected to baking. The slots are lined with fish paper to protect the coil in-,
sulation during assembly. The slot portion of the coils is held in place by hard fibre wedges,
and the coil ends are held firmly against the coil supports by steel bantling wires. The
armature has a number of cross connections to insure electrical balance.
o

.

7

°l'°
vi

'°c:

9

e,'b

and the direct current pressure given out is theoretically constant, therefore, the direct pressure will always be as 1 to .707
for single phase converters or if the pressure of the machine
used above indicate 100 volts at the direct current end, it will
indicate 70.7 volts at the alternating current side of the circuit.

Converters
Ques.
Ans.

Ques.
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Name two different classes of converter.
Single phase and polyphase.

What is the advantage of polyphase converters?

Ans. In the majority of cases two or three phase converters
are used on account of economy of copper in the transmission
line.

S

1'tc. 3,0:11.-Diagram of three phase rotary converter. In this type, the winding is tapped
at three points 120° d:stant from each other, and leads connected with the corresponáng
commutator segments.

Ques.

How is the armature of a polyphase converter

con

netted?
Ans. Similar to
Y connections.

that of an alternator with either delta or

Figs. 3,032 to 3,036 show various converter connections between the
collector rings and commutator.

2,024
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3,036.-Various rotary converter and transformer

FIGS. 3,032 to

I

connections.
Fig. 3,032 two
phase connections; fig. 3.033
three phase delta connections;
fig. 3,034 three phase Y or star
connections; fig. 3.035 six phase
delta connections; fig. 3,036 six
phase Y connections.

SIX PHASE Y
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Fig. 3,032 indicates how the armature is tapped for two phase con.
nections.
Fig. 3,033 shows three phase delta connections, and fig. 3,034 the three
phase Y or star connections.
Six phase delta and Y connections are frequently used as shown in fig.
3,035 and fig. 3,036, both of which require two secondary coils in the transformer, one set of which is reversed, so as to supply the current in the
proper direction.

Ques. With respect to the wave, what is the relation between the direct and alternating pressures?
t

r..

"A

t1.
3,03?.-Westinghouse synch-onou.s converter construction 6. Partially wound armature showing commutator. The commutator is made of hard drawn copper bars insulated
from each other with moulded mica and held in position by V rings on each end. The cast
A moulded
steel V rings are insulated from the commutator by moulded mica V rings.
mica sleeve also insulates the commutator from its spider. After the commutator is asbetween
a
contact
affording
sembled and seasoned, the mica between bars is undercut
brushes and commutator and permitting the use of a softer grade of brush.

Ans. The direct current voltage will be equal to the crest
of the pressure wave while the alternating voltage will depend
on the virtual value of the maximum voltage of the wave ac-

cording to the connections employed.
In a single phase rotary, the value of the direct pressure is 1 to .707,
therefore a rotary which must supply 600 volts direct current must be
supplied by 600X.707=424 volts alternating current. For three phase

2,026
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BIPOLAR DIAGRAM
MECHANICAL
ROTATION

4

STATIONARY

REFERENCE
POINT

PHASE ROTATION

3 PHASE 6 PHASE
TRANSFORMERS

VNhNV1A
XI
X4 3

iVM
SINGLE

PHASE'

XI

X2

X1

TRANSFORMERS

CONVERTER
6

5 4

3 2

1

X27

XI

X2

CONVERTER

6

5

4

3 2

1

Flea. 3,038 to 3,041.-Phase rotation in synchronous converters. Figs. 3,038 and 3,CC9 for
6 phase machine; figs. 3,040 and 3,041 primary and secondary phase rotation in 3 phase
diametrical transformers for 6 phase synchronous converter. Synchronous converters are
always designed to .un clockwise viewed from the commutator end, or counter -clockwise
from the collector end and the phase rotation is 1-2-3-4-5-6. The collector rings are numbered from the bearing in toward the armature as in fig. 3.038. The phase rotation on the
high voltage size of the transformers is 1-2-3, as shown in fig. 3,039, which shows the corresponding low voltage connections for both 3 phase and 6 phase transformers and for 3
phase and 6 phase transformers and for three single phase transformers. In the case of
3 phase, 6 phase transformers, refer to the numbering of the leads, rather than their mechanical position, as certain forms of 3 phase transformers may have a different mechanical
ar-angement of low voltage leads from the one shown. When the phase rotation of the high
tension supply is known, this diagram may be followed in maki'g the primary connections;
if it be not known, make the connections temporarily in the most convenient manner and
try them out. In either case, the connections should he tested before any attempt is made
to run the converter on full voltage from the a.c. end.
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rotaries the ratio is 1 to .612, or in order to produce 600 volts direct current, 600X.612=367 volts on the alternating current side of the rotary
is required.
Fig. 3,028 shows a complete diagram of the electrical connections. A
single phase rotary is illustrated so as to simplify the wiring.
The table of, Steinmetz on page 2,038 gives the values of the alternating volts and amperes in units of direct current.

Ques. How is the voltage of a rotary varied on the direct
current side?

Fro. 3,044.-Westinghouse synchronous converter
tions and taps to collector ring.

construction 7.-Equalizer

connec-

Ans. Pressure or potential regulators are put in the high
tension alternating current circuit and may be regulated by
NOTE.-An ideal method for controlling the voltage netween the d-c. terminals of a synchronous converter would he to shift the d.c. brushes: by so doing the voltage between the
d.c. terminals could be varied from its full value to zero independently of any change of the
voltage between the a.c. terminals of the machine. This method of voltage control is, however, impracticable because of the sparking which is produced at the d,c. brushes when they
are shifted from the neutral axis. To overcome this difficulty Mr. J. L. Woodbridge proposed
the split pole converter (see figs. 3,06,1 to 3.066, page 2,044). in which each field pole is split
into two (or three) parts. One of these parts is permanently excited, and it produces near its
edge the fringe of field which is necessary for sparkless reversal. The other portion of each
field pole is arranged so that its excitation may be increased or decreased at will, thus shifting
the resultant axis of the field with respect to the d.c. brushes. The result. is exactly equivalent
to the shifting of the d.r. brushes in so far as the voltage relations of the converter are concerned.

2,029
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small motors operated from the main switchboard or operated
by hand.
Ques. What is the advantage of unity power factor for rotary converters?
Ans. It prevents overheating when the rotary is delivering
its full load in watts.
Ques. What greatly influences the power factor of the
high tension line?
-fns. The strength of the magnetic field.

I'm. 3,045.- Westinghouse synchronous converter construction 8..4.
The rings are made of
a bronze alloy. In the smaller size mashrunk on a cast iron
rings
are
chines, the
spider insulated by a mica bushing held
C. collector rings.

on by cotton tape and covered with an
insulating varnish. In the larger machines, the rings are bolted to a spider
by means of insulated bolts and washers. The brass rods to which the collector connections are attached are insulated with micarta tubing and tapped
into the individual collector rings.

Ques. Does variation of the field strength materially affect
the voltage?
Ans. No.
voltSince variation of the field strength does not materially affect the the
circuit,
magnetic
the
with
series
in
age, by adjusting the resistance
nearly
strength of the field can be changed and the power factor kept or
off the rotary
1 as different loads are thrown on and
1

2,030
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to 3,048.-Transformer connections for interconnected
Y and voltage vector diagrams A,B,C, for the primary windings and
N,1,2,3, for the converter armature. The
interconnected Y arrangement utilizes for each phase two half
windings
which have a 120°
phase difference. This arrangement provides
a neutral point for u.,e with three wire, d.c.
service and in addition eliminates the magnetizing
effects produced by unbalanced direct
currents. In the diagrams, leg NI, is formed by
the lower secondary winding of B, consequently itsthe upper seconda y winding of A, and
voltage vector is the sum of lx, along
the line A, and xN, along the line B. Since the
radius of the circle is 2(xN)cos 30° =1.732
(xN), and since the voltage ratio for the three phase
converter to neutral is .354, it follows
that the alternating voltage on each secondary
section for unit direct current voltage is
.354 =1.732 = .204.

FIGS. 3,046

NOTE-Allis Chalmers synchronous converters
nating or direct current side. The former, however, is are self starting from either the alterthe usual practice, the machine being
designed to start as an induction motor. This is accomplished
by leading the alternating current
to the collector rings ata reduced voltage. The
reaction between tl.e armature currents and the
current set up in the field structure causes the machine to start
up as an induction motor. The
field structure is provided w ith special damping devices, or
sometimes called, to pro 'uce a large starting torque with a amortisseur windings, as they are
relatively
small current from the
line. On larger sizes, brush lilting devices are
furnished'to raise the In ushes during the starting
period. This device is not necessary for the smaller sizes as
excessive sparking is eliminated by
specially designed commutating poles. All machines are esigne
I for starting without a field
breakup switch. The switchboard controlling the converter
should contain a double pole single
throw field switch with a discharge clip, usually mounted on
the starting panel, the machine
being started with this switch closed. If the converter be
operated inverted, that is, from direct
to alternating current, it is started from the direct current
side
direct current motor, and when brought up to the proper speed, very much as an ordinary
as shown ny a synchroscope
or synchronizing device of some kind, thrown on the line.

i
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3,049.- Westinghouse synchronous converter construction 9. D.C.

FIG.

brush holder with brush and lifting lug.
The sliding shunt type is used arranged
with a corrugated face, they are bolted

to the brush holder bracket. These
slots in the brush holder make it possible to place the holder at the proper
distance from the commutator face.
The spring is so arranged as to make it
possible to maintain practically uniform
tension through the entire wearing
length of the brush. The brush holder
spring and spring support are so located
as to be protected from damage caused
by any flashing which might occur at
he commutator.

3,050.-Westinghouse synchronous converter construction la. A. C. brush holder.
They are of the sliding shunt type arranged fur mounting on a stud. The spring and tension
adjusting mechanism being similar to that on the d.c. holder except that a thumb nut
micrometer adjustment is employed, which gives an accessible and ready means of adjustment of brush pressure.

FIG.

NOTE-Compounding pole synchronous convertefs for railway and industrial service
are normally compound wound and arranged for automatic compounding which is effected by
the proper combination of series excitation and reactance between the generator and converter.
1'his reactance is normally included in the transformer hut in special cases raay be partly in
the transformer and partly in a separate reactance. It is possible to produce by this means
approximately constant direct Current voltage, provided the voltage drop in the alternating
current line be not excessive. Usually it is not practicable to over compound, as an excessive
amount of reactance is neress ry if the voltage drop in the alternating current be appreciable.
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-TVestinghou.se synchronous converter construction II. U. C. brush lifting
derive. 11 ^onsisls of a cast iron brush shifting ring which fits into
a recess in the brush
holder rocker ring and is free to turn. Movement of the brush shifting ring is
obtained
by a shifting lever which provides, by means of the shifting rack and
pinion, sufficient
movement of the brush shifting ring to raise the brushes from the commutator.
A right
angle connector for each brush holder bracket is pivoted to the brush shifting ring, the
long mat of which is made of hard fibre for means of insulation. The connector head, or
short arm, is metal and is pivoted to the rock shaft. lever. The rock shaft lever is rigidly
fastened to the rock shaft by a set screw. The rock shaft extends the length of the brush
holder bracket and is supported by brackets bolted lo the brush holder arta. The lifting
rod is steel and parallels the rock shaft the entire length of the brush holder bracket,
and
is rigidly fastened to the rock shaft at each end. Any movement of
the shifting lever is
imparted to the lifting rod which in turn raises the brushes from the commutator.

17n,. 3.051

NOTE.-Treatment of commutator and brushes. Converters are frequently shipped
with the commutators freshly ground. This and the initial condition of the
brush face do
not constitute a fit condition for carrying loads, and heavy loads must not he put
upon a converter when first put in service. This point must be insisted upon, for if the converter he misused in this respect, its commutator may reach such a condition as to require turning,
and
a great deal of trouble may be experienced before proper
condition is obtained. If. on the
other hand, the following instructions be followed, good results are assured. When the armature is received with the commutator polished from factory testing, the converter may be loaded
at once as heavily as the condition of the brush surfaces will permit with good commutation,
but if the commutator be not polished, the machine should be run light for at least 24 hours
with normal brush pressure, and then an additional 21 hours at approximately half load,"iri
order to establish a polish on the commutator surface. The desired surface will show a very
high polish by reflected lighr and will vary in color from a fight straw to a (lark brown or even
a blue gray the actual color being of no consequence as long as the bars are
polished uniformly

Converters
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Ques. What is the effect of a field too strong or too weak?
Ans. If too strong, a leading current is produced, and if too
weak, the current lags, both of which reduce the power factor
and are objectionable.
Usually there is a power factor meter connected up in the main generating station and one also in the rotary substation, and it is the duty of
the attendant at the substation to maintain the proper power factor.

3,052.-Westinghouse synchronous
12.
D.C. flash
barriers. They a.e standard on all 50 cycle
and 60 cycle railway converters. All sizes of

Fin.

converter construction

d.c. brush holers are, however, provided
with the lug an I tapde hole for mounting
flash barriers where special applications or
needs demand them on other than railway
machines. These barriers do not interfere
with the proper maintenance and upkeep of
the d.c. brushes and commutator which is
important from a practical operating standpoint. It is obvious that -even the most efficient brush holder will not prevent the generation of gas under short circuit conditions.
Therefore, barriers must be able to control
as well as dispose of the conducting gases.
The space between the harriers forms an arc
chute through which generate) gases escape,
causing minimum damage to brush holdersand
brushes, which are the parts usually injured
by Hashing.
1

E.-.

NO'f
ontinued.
from edge to edge. Use no lubricant on the commutator either during the polishing period
or subseuently. Both the carbon and the graphite brushes now furnished on synchronous
converters me self-lubricating, and their caaracteristics are seriously impaired by the use of
any external lubrication. Self-lubricating carbon brushes may in some instances leave a black
deposit on the commutator when first put into service. This deposit should be wiped off as
rapidly as it appears by means of a piece of dry canvas or other hard, non -tinting material,
which should he wound around a block and held against the commutator with sufficient pressure to remove the blackening. While the converter is being run to polish the commutator
and fit the brushes, the . nd play device should be in operation so that the commutator and
the collector :rags will be polished uniformly.

1
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Ques.
Ans.

What is the ordinary range of sizes of rotaries?
From 3 kw. to 3,000 kw.

,Ques. What-is the general construction of a rotary converter?
'-

Ans. It is built similar to a dynamo with the addition of
suitable collector rings connected to the armature windings at
points having the proper phase relations.

3,054.-Alternating current starting. Synchronous converters are generally started from the a.c. side like polyphase synchronous motors. The current in the
armature induces a magnetic field in the tole pieces, and as the iron has hysteresis, tl.e
induced field lags behind the current producing it, thus creating a torque. It is, however.
necessary to reduce the voltage at starting in order to prevent a heavy rush of current and
this is done by providing taps on the transformer secondaries. Fig. 3,053 shoe's the arrant'ement of taps for starting three phase converters, leads 1, 2 and 3 being the operating
terminals, and leads 1, 4 and 5 those for starting at half voltage. Lead 6 is merely for the
- purpose of making the three transformers duplicates.
Large converters are usually connected
six phase diametrical, and when started from the a.c. side, it is desirable to provide taps
on the transformers for one-third and two-thirds voltage as shown in fig. 3,054. Leads
I to ti. inclusive, are the operating terminals; leads I, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 are for the first step,
and leads 1, 3, 5, 10, 11 and 12 are for the second step. Leads 2, 4 and 6 are for the final
or full voltage step. Leads 1, 3 and 5 are connected directly to the converter and the starting is done by two triple pole double throw switches as shown. When a.c. is used for starting, the armature winding stands in relation to the field winding, as the primary of a stationary transformer to the secondary. A large number of turns in the field spools, compared with,the turns in the armature, may produce in the field winding a high induced
voltage which should be kept within safe limits. This is done by breaking up the field circuit between the spools by means of a switch provided for that purpose on the frame of the
machine.

FIGS. 3,053 and
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n.c. starting method does not require any complicated) or expensive apparatus, the same switches being used for both starling an running connections. Since
it is sel(.synchronizing, there is Little passibility of confusion by the operator, as the difficulty
ol accurately adjusting the speed is eliminated and less time is required for the starting. After
seeing that all the machine switches are open, the high tension oil switch is closed. Then
the first starting switch is close.' and the converter should start, running on one-half or onethird of the normal voltage as the case may be. As the speed of the machine increases, a
volt meter connected across the d.c. side will oscillate back and forth and finally come to
rest in either a positive or a reverse direection, that is. the machine may come up to synchronism with either positive or negative polarity. For this reason, it is customary to make the
field switch double throw and this switch is thrown in the normal position if the volt meter
indicate positive polarity. If. however, it show that the polarity of the converter is reversed,
the üeld switch is closed in the other direction, reversing the current through the field coils.
The flux set up by this reversed current in the field coils opposes and overcomes the flux induced by the º c. flowing in the armature, musing the armature to drop in speed.until it slips
a pole, and when the pressure at the brushes is brought to zero, there is no field current and
the polarity reverses. if the field switch be now opened, the converter will run in synchronism and the field switch is thrown to us original position, after which the machine is thrown
successively on the two -third and the full -voltage taps. When the last switch is closet, the
converter is running on full voltage anti is ready for service after adjusting Use shunt field
rheostat to give proper voltage bar the station bus bars. Three phase machines starting on
onehalf voltage taps with the external reactance coils in the circuit will take three -fourths
to full load primary current and six phase machines starting on one third voltage taps without the reactance coils in the circuit, approximately three -fourths primary current.
1

.
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Standard rotary converters have been developed for 25 and 60 cycles.
The standard railway machines are compound wound, the series field
being designed for a compounding of 600 volts at no load and full load
when supplied from a source of constant pressure with not more than 10 per cent. resistance drop and with 20 to 30 per cent. reactance in the circuit. The large size machines are usually wound for six phase operation.

Compounding of Rotary Converters.-Compounding is desirable where the load is variable, such as is the case with inter-

3,056.-Westinghouse synchronous converter construction 13. D. C. brusl, rigging.
The location of the brush holder cross connecting rings at t:,e outer ends of the brush holder
brackets produces a pronounced tendency toward reducing the effect of a flash over to a minimum by flux control over the arc paths. Cup type insulating washers behind the d.c.
brush holder brackets give the maximum creepage distance and consequently, the maximum protection against arcing to ground. This type washer is used on 60 cycle railway
converters of 1,000 k.w. and larger. Flat washers are used on the smaller machines.

urban railway systems. The purpose of the compounding is
to compensate automatically for the drop due to line, transformer and converter impedance.
On account of the low power factor caused by over compounding, and
the fact that substations are customarily connected to the trolley at its
nearest point without feeder resistance; over compounding is not
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An adjustable shunt to the series field is provided with
each machine.
Shunt wound converters are satis factory for substations in large cities
and similar installations where, due to
the larger number of car units demanding power, the load is more nearly

constant.

75. Pedestal bearing.
Fla. 3,15?-Westinghouse synchronous converter construction
split. The lower half
All converters a e e lui ipe with bearings which are horizontally
of the bearin, housing is east integral with the pedestal.
1

the brushes may
NOTE.-End play device and speed limiting switch. In order that
should have a slight
not wear grooves in the commutator and collector rings, the armature
machines are
larger
the
motion
reciprocating motion parallel w th the shaft. To obtain this
for its operation is obtained
provided with an automatic, magnetic eni play device. Currentacross
the make and break to
from the d.c. side of t,e converter. A condenser is connected
Small machines having comparatively light
facilitate the opening an .l closing of the circuit. play
converters are
synchronous
All
device.
armatures are cc-Flipped with a mechanical end
circuit in case the speed
equipped with a ¿evice for automatically opening the direct current
it is generally called) conbecome too high]. T.eis sa"ety device (or speed limiting switch, as .rifugal weight is mounted
sists of a switch which is operated by a centrifugal governor. The cen
is mounted on the coland
on the shaft and revolves with it, while the switch is stationary
at -practically the same
lector end pillow block. This weight is so designed that it operates
to operate at any predespeed irrespective of the acceleration. The switch can be adjustedof the low voltage release
termined speed. Unde- normal operating conditions, the circuit converter increase to the
of
the
coil on the line circuit breaker is closed, but should the speed
breaker. The curpredetermined setting, the switch will open, thus opening the line circuit
to operate is practically
rent carrying parts are all stationary and so constructed that failure
play
device and speed
impossible when properly adjusted. It should be noted that the end
operation of one
limiting switch are usually mounted at opposite ends of the shaft so that the
does not in any way interfere with that of the other.
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Converters

Ratio of Conversion.-The relation between the alternating
and direct current voltages varies slightly in different machines,
due to differences in design. The best operating conditions
exist when the desired direct current voltage is obtained with
unit y power factor at the converter terminals when loaded.
rte
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Fi.:.:t,058.-1Vestinglioose synchronous converter construction

Ques.

16. Speed

limit

device.

Upon what does the ratio of Conversion depend?

Ans. Upon the number of phases and method of connecting

the windings.
NOTE-Adjustment of end play desire. After the machine has bees brought up to
voltage, the end play device should start automatically into operation. If the armature will
not come forward or back from the end play device it is due to an endwise pull of the field.
Test the machine by running up to full speed on the a.c. starting tap and pall off the power
without closing the field circuit. If the machine then oscillate freely in either direction and
will not oscillate when up to voltage with field closed, trouble is due to pull' of field. If this
field pull, hold the armature over against, or near to one of the bearings so that the coil detector bumps against it. when the armature oscillates, the field should be removed slightly in the
opposite direction to correct it. In making this movement, take care not to disturb the air
gap by shifting the field to one side or the other. Make reference marks on the feet of the field
frame and on the base; move one side of the field exactly the same amount as the other. and
take care to give no lateral movement Then dowel the field in the proper position for the
best operation of the end play device.
NOTE.-There is always a certain approximate ratio between the. alternating and direct
current voltage of any given synchronous converter, and the alternating current voltage is
the smaller of the two. The ratio varies with the number of phases for which the converter
is designed. For a d.c. voltage of 1, the n.c. voltage will be single phase, .707; two phase.
707; three phase, .615; six phase double delta, .615; six phase diametrical, .707.
.
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For single phase or two phase machines it is 1 to .7; for three phase,
to .612, or six phase, 1 to .7 or 1 to .613 depending upon the kind of
connection used for the transformer.
1
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Nros..3,059 to 3,061.-Westinghouse synchronous converter construction 17. Detail of
speed limit device. That end of the shaft upon which the device is mounted is turned to a
smaller diameter than the tearing surface of the shaft. Upon this "turne I down" portion
of the shaft is mounted the centrifugal governor with an adjusting spring which allows it
to be adjusted to operate at any pre.:etermine.l speed. The switch contained in a metal
box attached to the bearing housing, completes an auxiliary circuit through the tripping
coil of the d.c. breaker, and is held closed or open by a pivoted latch so arranged that when
the governor operates it trips the latch and releases the spring, insuring a :uick and positive
opening or closing of tl.e switch. The standard arrangement is for the circuit of the device
to be normally closed and to trip open, since this arrangement will immediately detect
any trouble in the wiring connections.

NOTE.-Adjustment of speed limit device. This device is adjusted at the factory
(General Electric practice) to trip at 15% over speed. Check this adjustment before putting
the converter into service in order to detect any change during shipment. For this overspeed
test, the machine may be belted and driven by an auxiliary motor, or it may be run inverted
as a d.c. motor an brought to the required overspeed by weakening the shunt field. In order
to control the speed of compound wound converters operating as motors it will probably be
found sarer to disconnect or reverse the series field, or short circuit it. since the series field
opposes the shunt hell and tends to make the converter run away
Use an accurate speed
indicator or tachometer, aad check it first at the synchronous s,.ee.l of the converter. Open
the speed limit switch first by hand to test the circuit breaker trip coil and show that the
breaker opens properly. If the speed limit device then fail to (yen the breaker at the required
overspeed, reduce the tension on the spring by turning the nut on the adjusting screw, and
conversely, if. the speed limit operate at too low a speed, increase the tension on the spring.
Check the final adjustment twice.
-1
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For example, a two phase rotary receiving alternating current at 426 volts
will deliver direct current at 600 volts, while a three phase rotary receiving
alternating current at 367 volts will deliver direct current at 600 volts.

Ques. What difficulty would be encounte ed if other ratios
of conversion than those given above were required?
Ans.

An armature with a single winding could not be used.

I t would be necessary to use a machine with two distinct armature
windings or else a motor generator set.

Ques. What change in voltage is necessary between a
converter and the alternator which furnishes the current?
Ans. The voltage must be reaucea to the proper value by a
step down transformer.

Voltage Regulation.-As the ratio of the alternating to the
direct current voltage of a converter is practically constant,
means must be provided to compensate for voltage variation
due to changes of load in order to maintain the direct current
pressure constant.

In

NOTE.
the rotary converter no lead in either sense need he given to the brushes;
for the armature reactions of the motor part being, in general, opposed by those in the dynamo
part, they cancel one another to a large extent. This property is common to all those motor
generators in which there is use', whether with one winding or two, a common core in a cornmon field. The relations between speed and field are peculiar. In the case of tho=e grouped
machines, or motor -dynamos in which each armature revolves in its own field, the conditions
differ from those of the converter, where there is only one field. If in either case the continuous -current site is the primary (i.e. motor) side, the speed of revolution will depend on
the field -magnet, the weakening of which will increase the speed. The fre uency of the secondary or alternating current will in that case also vary. But the ratio of the primary and
secondary voltages will be in !ependent of speed if the fields be alike, or if only one common
field be used. The secondary voltage cannot be varied, while the primary voltage is kept
constant, unless separate fields an I separate windings be employed. If, on the other hand, the
alternating -current side be use as primary, then the machine, whether motor dynamo or
converter, runs as synchronous motor with a fixed speed.
1
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Ftus. 3,062 and 3,063.-"Phasing out" a synchronous converter. Fig. 3,062 on high tension
side of the transformers. Raise the a.c. brushes and slip a sheet of varnished cambric or
other insulating material between the brush holders and the rings. Close the oil circuit
breakers and close the low tension starting switch on the down or running position. Make
certain that the full secondary voltage appears at the brushes which hear on the diametrical
rings 1-1, 2-5, and 3-6. Then open the starting switch and put the a.c. brushes down on
the rings. The transformer secondaries will then he connected in Y, the stationary converter armature forming a low resistance neutral, compared w.th the resistance of the voltmeter, and the following voltage relations should exist at the switch: The voltages between
blades and upper, or starting clips, should be the starting voltage, approximately ¡I of thé
secondary voltage. The voltage between blades and lower, or running clips, should be full
secondary voltage. Any deviation from these requirements indicates an interchange of
starting and running leads. The voltage between each upper clip and the corresponding
lower clip should be the difference between the starting voltage and full voltage, or approximately
secondary voltage. Any deviation from this requirement indicates an interchange of two starting or two running leads. The voltage between any two upper clips
should he about 87 per cent of full secondary voltage and the voltage between any two lower
clips should be twice this amount, or about 1M times full secondary voltage. Any deviation
from this requirement indicates a reversed transformer secondary, or that the switch is connected in consecutive phases instead of alternate phases, as shown. If the voltages at the
switch he properly symmetrical according to the above tests, the phase rotation must then
be checked. The method of phasing out will depend upon the character of the equipment,
and the available auxiliary apparatus. When the converter is arranged to start from the
a.c. end, and a separate high tension bus fed by a single generator can be used to start the
converter, a convenient method is to start the converter first on the starting taps, and then
on the running taps by reducing the primary voltage. If a separate bus and generator be not
available, start the machine on 3.1 voltage in the ordinary manner, but before throwing it to
full voltage, check the voltages at the starting switch as follows: The voltage between each
blade and the corresponding lower clip should be approximately t4 voltage and the voltage
between any two lower clips should he about 130 per cent of full secondary voltage. When
the converter is designed to start from the d.c. side or by an induction motor it must be
phased out by means of lamps or volt meters connected around the oil switch as in fig. 3,062
or around the low tension switches as in rig. 3,063. If possible, the synchroscope should be
checked at the same time by connecting the lamps at the switch it is connected across. Any
apparatus connected across the open switches should be capable of standing double line
voltage. While "phasing out" converters designed to be synchronized at the oil switch,
make certain that one phase is not reversed on the secondaries, since a reversed secondary
phase with delta primary is equivalent to a short circuit. Such a reversal will make itself
apparent by excessive current when starting with the transformers connected to the converter, so that the converter will not come to speed from the direct current end, or in the
case of induction motor starting preventing the building up of the voltage. When the machine has reached approximately normal speed and voltage, correct phase rotation will be
indicated by all the lamps across the oil switch growing bright at the same instant, followed
by a period when they will all be dim at once. Reversed phase rotation will he indicated
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'There are several methods of doing this, as by:
'1. Shifting the brushes (objectionable);
2. Split pole method;
3. Regulating pole method;
4: Reactance method;
5. "Multi -tap" transformer method;
6. Synchronous regulator.

Shifting the Brushes.-Were it not for the difficulties encountered, this would be a most convenient method of voltage
regulation, since by this procedure the direct current voltage
may be varied from maximum to zero. It is, however, not
practical because of the excessive sparking produced when the
brushes are shifted out of the neutral plane.
Split. Pole Method.-In -order, to overcome the -difficulty encountered in shifting the brushes the split pole method was devised by Woodbridge in which each field pole is split into two
or three parts.
The effect of this is the same as shifting the brushes except
that no sparking results.
The other part is arranged so that its excitation may be
varied, thus shifting the resultant plane of the field with respect to the direct current brushes.
Floe. 3,062 and 3,063.-Text continued.
by the lamps growing bright in succession. In "phasing out" at the secondary switches.
the indications of correct and reversed phase rotation are the same, respectively, as when
"phasing out" on the high side and, in addition, the following indications are possible:
If the lamps on two phases fluctuate together, and the third in a different manner, one phase
is reversed but the phase rotation of the other two is correct. If the three lamp circuits become bright in a rapid succession and then pass through an interval when all are dim, a
combination of reversed phase rotation, and reversed connections on one phase, is indicated.
Usually the easiest method of correcting reversed phase rotation is to interchange two
lines at-tl.e high voltage terminals of the transformers.
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One of these parts is permanently excited and it produces
near its edge the fringe of field necessary for sparkless commutation.

Regulating Pole Method.-As applied to the rotary converter regulating poles fulfil the same functions as commutating
or interpoles (see page 7711 on motors and dynamos, that is.
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l'tcs. 3,064 to 7,066.-Woodbridge split pole

rotary converter. Each pole is split into three
sections and provided with windings as indicated in tg. 3,064.
hen excited as in fig.
3,065 the commutator voltage is at its highest
value; when excited as in fig. 2,066, the commutator voltage is low. The change in commutator voltage for constant collector ring
voltage is in virtue of the property of rotary
converters that the ratio of these two voltages
is a function of the width of the pole arc.
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they insure sparkless commutation from no load to heavy overloads with a fixed brush position.
NOTE-In starting six phase converters, on one-third voltage taps without the external reactance in the circuit, conditions may be found where a starting resistance must
be provided to reduce the current rush. With inherent reactance transformers, however, the
lower limit of starting voltage is reached and the conditions of starting will be improved. It
may be found, however, in some cases of high line reactance and resistance that the voltage
will drop too low for starting the machine, and if such be the .case, it may be possible to start
on t'e two-thirds voltage tap using a resistance or reactance coil to re.'uce the starting current.
Another arrangement would al^H be to provide taps at 40 per cent. from one end and 30 per
cent. Iron the other end of the transformers, so that either end could he used for starting.
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Ftcs. 3,067 and 3,068.-Allis-Chalmers synchronous converter brush raising device.
3,067, brushes normal; fig. 3,068,
brushes raised.

' Fig.

NOTE.-Another method of a.c. start -

bag is by means of a small induction motor
supported on one of the pillow blocks and
with the rotor mounted on the extended
synchronous converter shaft just outside
the bearing. By designing the starting motor
with less poles than the converter, it will en-'
able the motor to bring the converter up to
and above synchronous speed. The field
switch of the converter is then closed with all
the resistance cut in the field circuit. The
resistance is then gradually cut out, thus increasing ti:e iron losses of the converter and
the corresponcing motor torque necessary for
driving it, resulting in a gradual recrease in
the speed until the synchroscope indicates
that the converter is in synchronism. The
a c main switch is then dosed, and the induction motor is cut out and left to run free.
NOTE.-D.C. starting. When starting
from the direct current end, the collector rings
of the converter are generally connected to the
transformers, although this requires conthe
siderably lxavier starting current than if end
connections be interrupted and the a.c,
of the converter open circuited during starting. All the switches and breakers are assumed
open on starting. Close the main d.c. circuit
breaker. Cut the field rheostat all out. Throw
Io
in the starting switch, cutting out the resistis running on
ante slowly, so that the machine
full voltage in one minute or less. Raise the
,
+o
main field
the
of
means
speed to normal by
rheostat. ]regulate the voltage of the a.c. side
to the same value as the line voltage by means
of the a.c. booster or induction regulator. SynF"
chronize around the high tension oil switch by
means of field rheostat. holding the voltage of
oil
n
the a.c. side steady. Close the high tensionthe
. ' _r
switch. Raise the d.c. load by means ofreguinduction
the
or
booster
synchronous
_
lator, maintaining unity power factor at all
of operations in shutting down a converter
order
loads by means of the field rheostat.The
the load as far as possible by means of the
arranged to start from the d.c. end is as follows: Drop
circuit breaker. Turn the booster
booster or the induction regulator. Open the direct current
buck position. Open the high tension
rheostat or the induction regulator to the maximum on
a 3 -wire distribution system and the
oil switch. When a converter is designed to operate middle points of the diametrical transthe
connecting
by
obtained
is
system
neutral for the
from the main neutral bus while starting
formers, the transformer neutral must be disconnected
may be left connected todirect current, but the neutral points of the individuala.r.transformers
end. it is necessary not only to disthe
gether. In starting this type of convener from hut.
individual transformer
the
to oiscunuect
connect tine transormers trout the neutral bus,
neutrals from each other.
:

.
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Ftc. 3,069.-Allis-Chalmers synchronous converter field yoke with
NOTE -Synchronous converters in parallel. If several

w
poles and windings.

converters are to
supply the same d.c. system, they can be connected in parallelsynchronous
in the same manner as shunt
or compound wound generators, and they are even frequently
operated in parallel with such
generators and 'storage batteries. The different converters will divide
the load according
to their d.c. voltages, and these can be regulated by changing
applied alternating voltage.
It is evidently necessary that all of the machines operating inthe
parallel
should
have the same
Voltage regulation from no load to full load, and if a
battery he also operated in parallel the
voltage drop should he sufficiently large so as to cause the
battery
excessive loads.
If no battery he used., it will; however, be more economical to havetothetake
machines designed
for a less voltage drop. Synchronous converters operated
in parallel should not be connected
to the same transformer secondaries. Such a connection would form a
closed local circuit in
which heavy cross currents would flow, where any difference in the
operating conditions of the
machine occurs; as for example if the brushes of one of the machines
were slightly displaced
relative to the other. Compound wound converters for parallel operation
should he provided

.
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The regulating poles are used in order to vary the ratio between the
alternating current collector rings and the direct current side without the
use of auxiliary apparatus such as induction regulators or dial switches
which involve complicated connections and many additional wires. The
regulating poles arearranged with suitable connection so that the current through them can be raised, lowered or reversed.
The characteristics of the regulating pole converter being novel, a detailed explanation of the principles involved is given to facilitate a clear
understanding of its operation.

i
3,070.-Diagram of field of regulating pole converter illustrating. principles explained in
the accompanying text.

NOTE-Contuiued.
with one
with equalizer switches. For connecting a compound wound converter in parallel
field from the
already running, the equalizer switch is closed first, so as to energize the series so that the
running machine. Next, the shunt field circuit is closed andthe field adjusted
The
voltage will correspond to that of the first machine and finally'the main switch is closed.
the shunt field
load can then be transferred from the first to the second converter by weakening
a
short
example,
as
for
reason,
of the former and strengthening that of the latter. If, for some
the
circuit, the a.c. voltage should drop considerably the synchronous converters operating on
system would not drop out of step, as the direct voltage and load would be correspondingly

on the
reduced. If other dynamos or storage batteries, however, were operating in parallel would
case the t.c.
same system, these would tend to maintain the direct voltage, and in such a
should therefore in such
everse and flow toward the converters running them as motors. Care
limiting de r rses he taken that the synchronous converters be provided with proper steed
rices and reverse current circuit breakers.
in series on the
NOTE.-Two 600 volt converters operating in parallel on the a.c. and a.c.
side. When
a.c. side, giving 1,200 volts, are generally started one at a time from the
connected
both have been brought up to speed and corrected for the right polarity, they are
thrown on
to
be
in series; then the field is adjusted for the proper voltage and they are ready
the direct current system.
i
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Then with each regulating pole excited to the same density as the
main poles, and with polarity corresponding to that of the main pole in
the same section between brushes,
the direct current pressure will rise
to 300 volts at the same speed, since
th total flux cutting the inductors
in one direction between brushes has
been increased 20 per cent.
If, on the other hand, the excitation of the regulating poles be reversed and increased to the same
density as that of the main poles,
the direct current pressure will fall
to 200 volts, since in this case the
regulating poles give a reverse pressure, that is, a p:essure opposing
that generated by the main poles.
Now, if the machine be equipped
with collector rings, that is, if it be a
converter, this method of varying
the direct current voltage from 200
to 300 volts does not give nearly as
great a variation of the alternating
current voltage; in fact, the latter
voltage will be -the same when delive.ing 200 volts as when delivering
300 volts direct current pressure, if
the field excitation be the same.

This may be seen by reference to
fig. 3,073, which is a diagram of the

alternating current voltage developed in the armature windings by
the two sets of poles.
The horizontal line OA, represents
the alternating current voltage generated by the main poles, alone,
with the regulating poles unexcited,
that is, when delivering 250 volts
direct current pressure.

2,050
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For a six phase converter OA measures about 180 volts diametrically,
that is, between electrically opposite collector rings.
If now the regulating poles he excited to full strength, to bring the
direct current pressure up to 300 volts, the alternating current voltage
generated by the regulating poles will be 90 degrees out of phase with
that generated by the main poles (since they are placed midway between
the main poles), and will be about 40 volts as shown by the line AB.
The resultant alternating current volts across the collector rings will he
-

represented by the line OB, with a value equal to 184.
Again, if the regulating poles he reversed at full strength, to cut the
direct current pressure down to 200 volts, the alternating current voltage
B

184\JOuT5
180 VOLTS

-S1.31 --`ANT

MAIN FIELD

184 V O`TS RESULTANT

o
A

o"4

-

FIG. 3,073.-Voltage diagram for regulating pole converter illustrating principles exp ained
in the accompanying text.

of the main and regulating poles will be OA and AC, respectively, giving
the resultant OC, equal to OB, with a value of 184 volts. Accordingly,
the direct current pressure may he either 200 or 300 volts with the same
alternating current pressure, and if the main field be kept constant, the
direct current pressure may range between 200 or 300 volts, while the
alternating current pressure varies only between 180 and 184 volts.

The alternating current pressure can be kept constant through the full
range of direct current voltage by changing the main field so as always to
give an equal and opposite flux change to that of the regulating field.
A constant total flux may thus be obtained equal to the radius of the arc
BC, fig. 3,073. In this case the line OA, representing the main field
strength, will equal OB, when the regulating field is not excited, and 250
volts can only he obtained at this adjustment.
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This method of operation gives unity power factor with a constant impressed pressure of 184 volts alternating current with a range of direct current voltage from 200 to 300 volts.

Ques. Where should the regulating poles be located for
best results?
Ans. A better construction is obtained by placing them
closer to the corresponding main pole, as in fig. 3,074, than
when spaced midway between the main poles as in fig. 3,070.

E

tc. 3,074.-Diagram illustrating placement of regulating poles. In practice machines are
not built as indicated diagrammatically in dg. 3,070, that ís, with regulating poles spaced

midway between the main poles, because a better construction is obtained by placing the
regulating pole closer to the corresponding main pole, as shown above.

Ques. When the regulating poles are spaced as in fig. 3,074,
what is the effect on the direct current voltage?

Ans. The effect is the same as for the midway.position (fig.
3,070) except for magnetic leakage from the main poles to the
regulating poles when the latter is opposed to the former, that
ís. when the direct current voltage is being depressed.
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3

D.C.

A. 300900'5
VOLTS
200

o

VOLTS A.G.

BI

270 VOLTS D.G.

t7

A2

MAIN FIELD

200VOLTs

4.C, 24oVOL7-S
D.C.

A

Z

á
B2

Ftcs. 3,075 and 3,076.-Diagrams illustrating the effect on the a'ternatmg current voltage
due to varying the regulating field strength (of a machine proportioned according to fig.
3,074), from a Density e foal to that in the main poles to the same density reversed, the
main field strength remaining constant. The D. C. voltage in this case varies from 30
per cent. above that produced by the main field alone to 30 rer cent. below, or from 325
to 175 volts, while the A. C. voltage varies only from 200 to 175 volts. To keep the A. C.
voltage constant with such a machine the main field must be strengthened as the regulating
field is weakened or reversed to reduce the D. C. voltage. This strengthening increases
the core low particularly on low direct current voltages, which however, are rarely required. hence a mach'ne proportioned as in fig. 3,074, would not be operated through so
wide a range as 175 to 325 volts. Assume that the range is 240 to 300 volts, and that at
the highest voltage, both main and regulating fields have the same density, presenting to
the armature practically one continuous pole face of uniform flux intensity. The diagram
of A. C. component voltages to give constant A. C. resultant voltage across the rings for
the case, is shown in fig. 3,076. At 303 volts D. C., the main field produces an A.C. voltage OA, and the regulating field, a voltage AB, with a resultant OB, equal to about 200
volts A. C. At 270 volts D. C., the main field produces an A. C. voltage OA, and a regulating field voltage Ara, giving a resultant A. C. voltage OB, equal to 200 volts. Similarly, at 243 volts D. C., the main field produces an A. C. voltage OA, and the regulating
field (no-.v reversed) p-o.luces the reverse voltage AR. giving the resultant OB again equal
to 203 volts. It will be noted that, theoretically, the main field strength must be increased
about 15 % above its value at 300 volts D. C. in order to keep the D. C. voltage at 250 volts,
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Ques. What is the effect on the alternating current voltage?
Ans. It is somewhat altered as explained in figs. 3,075 and
3,076.

Reactance Method.-This consists in inserting inductance
in the supply circuit and running the load current through a

FIG. 3,077.-Collector end of Allis-Chalmers 200 kw., 1.200 r.p.m., synchronous converter.

turns around the field cores. This method is sometimes
called compounding, and as it is automatic, it is generally used
where there is a rapidly fluctuating load.
few

If a lagging current be passed through an inductance. the collector ring
voltage will be lowered, but will be raised in case of a leading current.
The degree of excitation governs the change in the phase of the current
to the converter, the excitation, in turn, being regulated by the load current
Accordingly with series inductance, the effect of the series coils on the field
.
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Ftc. 3,078.-\Vestinghouse

8,000 ampere, 60 cycle, booster converter. A booster comerter
consists of a shunt wound synchronous converter in combination with an alternator mounted
on the same shaft with the converter and having the same number of poles. By varying
the field excitation of the alternator, the alternating current Voltage impressed on the converter armature can he increased or decreased as desired. The direct voltage delivered by

the converter is thereby varied accordingly. The synchronous booster converter is simply
a combination of two well known and thoroughly tried pieces of electrical apparatus.

NOTE -Application of ayn chronou.a booster eonrerl era. They are adapted to any
application for which a relatively wide variation, either automatic or non -automatic in direct
current voltage is necessary. They are particularly desirable for serving lighting systems where
considerable voltage variation is required for the compensation of drop in long feeders, or for
electrolytic work where extreme variations in voltage are required by changes in the resistance
of the electrolytic cells.

NOTE.-Three wire service. No extra apparatus is necessary to adapt synchronous
booster converters for three wire rl.c. service. This is taken care of in the convener by a
special arrangement of the commutating pole field coils. The neutral wire is taken from the
neutral point in the windings of the transformer? with which the machine operates.
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of the converter is quite similar to that of the compounding of the ordinary

railway dynamo.

Multi -tap Transformer Method.-The employment of a
variable ratio step down transformer for voltage regulation is
a non -automatic method of control and, accordingly, is not
desirable except in cases where the load is fairly constant over
considerable periods of time. It requires no special explanation.

1'ir.. 3,079.-General Electric commutator of 750/1,500 volt converter showing radial type
brush rigging and barrier partially removed for inspection. In construction, each
group of brushes is enclosed by covers and insulation, thus preventing possibility
of burning the springs, shunts or otl er parts. The attachment for supporting the brushes
is at a radial point near the inner end of the commutator where an arc is least likely to form.
Each barrier consists of several members or scoops, each of which is mane up of a rectangular
plane surface of fire proof insulating material set at an acute angle to the commutator surface, parallel with the commutator segments. This device deflects and cools the series of
arcs between the segments on the commutator at the time of flashing and thus prevents
the arc being carried to the stud of opposite polarity. Each barrier is supported al. three
points and easily adjusted for proper running clearance. It can also he readily removed
for cleaning and inspection.

Synchronous Booster Method.-This consists of combining
with the converter a revolving armature alternator having the
same number of poles.
Ques. How is the winding of the booster alternator armature connected?

Converters
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Ans.

It

input circuits on the

is connected in series with the

converter.
Ques.
Ans.

How are the field windings connected?

They are either fed with current regulated by means
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Flo. 3,080.-General Electric radial unit,type rigging with flash barriers 300 k.w. 750/1,500
volt, 60 cycle synchronous converters.

of a motor operated field circuit rheostat, or joined in senes

with the commutator leads of the converter.

Ques. For what service is the synchronous booster method
desirable?
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Ans. For any application where a relatively wide variation
in direct current voltage is necessary.
It is particularly desirable for serving incandescent lighting systems
where considerable voltage variation is required for the compensation of
drop in long feeders, for operation in parallel with storage batteries and
for electrolytic wot k where extreme variations in voltage are required by
changes in the resistance of the electrolytic cells.

100 AMPERES

OUTSIDE MAIN

ARMATURE
WINDING
110
VOLTS
S AMPEPE$

C

-1

MIDDLE
MAI N

5 AMPERES V.0

110

VOLTS
r

90 AMPERES

OUTSIDE MAIN

FIG. 3,081.-Double current generator. When the synchronous converter is driven by an
engine and used to deliver both a.c. and d.c., it is called a daub:e current generator. Such
a machine can be used to deliver d.c. to a 3 wire distributing system. The two coils C and
C', represent the two similar coils of a tránsformer so wound that the point g, is as it were,
the middle of one continuous winding, the terminals h and i, are connected to the two a.c.
brushes r and d, of the machine. The terminals;h and i, are at the same voltage as the
points and e, of the armature winding respectively. Half of the inflowing current in the
middle main flows through coil C', to the point f, and coil C, and it causes the other half
of the current in the middle main to flow through coil C, to the point e. The current which
enters the armature at the point e, enters at a "level" such that the voltage induced in the
rotating armature between e and a, is sufficient to carry the current up from e to a, and
the current which enters the armature at the point f, enters at a "level" such that the voltage induced in the rotating armature between f and a, is sufficient to carry this current up
from to a.
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Commutator Heating.-Generally due to improper brush pressure, poor commutation, bearing
prolonged overload, faulty conditions of commutator surface. Allowable temperature is higher than
can he endured by hand.
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Armature Ileating.-Short circuits, or improper connections, of the
armature winding cause heating in a particular spot on the armature.
Go over the end clips on both ends of the armature and see that they are
not bent together and short circuited. Make certain that the collector
taps come out at equally spaced points, and that the equalizers are symmetrically connected. in some machines the relation of the equalizers to
the collector taps varies, repeating itself at regular intervals around the
armature. Continued operation at heavy loads and low power factor
produces excessive heating of the tal) coils, and will be apparent at equally
spaced points on the armature. Change the primary tap connections on
the transformer so .that better power factor will be obtained at the required
voltage, or if possible change the primary voltage at the generating station.
General heating of the whole armature is caused by unequal air gap, a
grounded shunt field spool, one or more reversed spools, or a break in
the field circuit. These troubles cause large circulating currents in the
armature winding, and through the equalizers. The air gaps should not
vary over 12 per cent. either way from the average value. Check the
connections with the connection diagram, and check the polarity by separately exciting the field and holding two iron rods against adjacent pole
tips all the way around. The free ends of the rods should attract, each
other. With a steady current flowing through the field, take the drop on
each spool separately with a volt meter. A variation of over 9 per cent.
in the drop indicates a faulty spool.

Shunt Field Ileating.-Faulty spools or improper connections which
cause armature heating may also cause heating of the shunt field. The
trouble should be located by the above outlined procedure.
Heating of Contacts.-Bolted contacts may heat if the contact surfaces be not clean, smooth and bolted together with sufficient pressure.
l'articular care must be taken with the contacts of connecting strips for
pole piece bridges on machines which start from the alternating current
end in order to prevent excessive heating during starting.
Poor Commutation.-When the d.c. brushes spark, the mechanical
condition of the converter should first be gone over carefully. If the
brushes chatter, the commutator should he stoned or ground, and if they
move up and down in the holders perceptibly, it must he turned before
grinding. A rough commutator may cause vibration in the entire brush
rigging, but vibration may also result from loose assembly of the rigging
or poor set up of the machine, with insufficient support under the points
where the weight rests on the base.

Flash Overs.-Arcing or "flashing over" at the d.c. brushes may be
caused by excessive overloads or short circuits on the í1.c. system, or by
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Similar toi

Connections

TC.

Without W.H.Irt

A C Buses

With W.1-1.M.

meter (d.c.).

FIGS. 3,083, to

Symbols
3,085.-General Electric three phase synchronous converter switch board and diagram of connections.
oil circuit breaker;
A, ammeter (a.c.); Ai, ammeter (d.c.); C.B., air circuit breaker; C.T., current transformer; F, fuse; O.C.B.,
Rs., resistance;
O.R., inverse time limit overload release; P.T., pressure transformer; Pr.T., power transformer; Rh.. rheostat;
under -voltage release;
S., switch; Si. starting switch; S', equalizing switch; Sh., shunt; S.L.D., speed limit device; U.V.R.,
watt hour
watt
hour
meter
(a.c.);
W.H.M.-1,
T.C., trip coil; V., volt meter; VI, volt meter (d.c.) (optional); W.H.M.,
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disturbances on the a.c. supply system due to lighting, switching, or acci
dents to other apparatus. Protection against short circuits on the d.c.
system can be obtained by increasing the resistance of the feeder to the
distribution point where the trouble is most frequent. Short feeders should
be avoided, particularly in railway work. Set the main circuit breakers
at about three times full load and the feeder breakers as low as possible for
continuous operation. A.c. disturbances should be located, and reduced
to a minimum. The oil switch should be adjusted to trip instantaneously
so that in case of a flash-over the machine will clear itself quickly, and
the damage to it will be reduced as much as possible.

Sparking of A.C. Brushes.-The a.c. brushes should not be allowed
to spark, as they wear away rapidly when sparking. Make certain that
the brushes move freely in the holders, and that the pig tails are not caught
on the springs or on the sides of the brush holders. See that each brush is
running at the proper pressure. If the collector rings be very rough they
must he ground or turned.
The synchronous booster method is particularly desirable for serving
incandescent lighting systems where considerable voltage variation is required for the compensation.of drop inlong feedersfor.operation.in parallel
with storage batteries and for electrolytic work where extreme variations
in voltage are required by changes in the resistance of the electrolytic
cells.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

What is a converter?
Mention four methods of changing a.c. to d.c.
Give classification of converters.
Define: 1, d.c..converter; 2, synchronous converter;
3, motor converter; 4, frequency changer; 5, rotary
phase converter.
In general how does a rotary converter operate?
Upon what does the speed of a rotary converter depend?
State the principles of rotary converters.

Converters
8.

9.
10.
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What is the relation between the impressed alternating pressure and the direct pressure at the commutator?
What is the advantage of polyphase converters?
How is the armature of a polyphase converter connected?

11.
12.
13

14.

15.
16.

With respect to the wave, what is the relation between
the direct and alternating pressures?
In a single phase rotary what is the value of the
direct pressure?
How is the voltage of a rotary varied on the d.c. side?
What is the advantage of unity power factor for rotary converters?
What greatly influences the power factor of the high
tension line?
Does variation of the field strength materially affect
the voltage?

17.
18.

19.

20.

21.
22.

23.

What is the effect of a field too strong or. too weak?
What is the ordinary range of sizes of rotaries?
What is the general construction of a rotary converter?
When is the compounding of rotary converters desirable?
Upon what does the ratio of converters depend?
What change in voltage is necessary between a converter and the alternator which furnishes the current?
Mention several methods of voltage regulation.

2,064
24.

25.
26.

27.
-

28.
29.

30.
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Describe: 1, brush shifting; 2, split pole; 3, regulating pole; 4, reactance; 5, multi-tap transformer; 6, synchronous methods of voltage regulation.
Where should regulating poles be located for best results?
How is the winding of a booster alternator connected?
Describe the methods of starting converters.
How are synchronous converters run in parallel?
Describe the "phasing out" of a synchronous converter.
Mention a number of converter troubles and their

remedies.
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CHAPTER 65

Motor Generator Sets
The combination of a motor and a dynamo or alternator is
used in preference to rotary converters when it is desirable that
the generating element be independent of the a.c. line voltage
so that any degree of voltage regulation can be obtained. The
following combinations of motor generators are made and used
to suit local conditions:
Synchronous motor
Induction motor
Direct current motor
Direct current motor
Synchronous motor
Induction motor

dynamo
dynamo
dynamo
alternator
alternator
alternator

An advantage of motor generator sets over converters on high frequency
circuits, is that the generator can he designed with a few poles and brushes
set far apart, which greatly reduces the chance of flashing over in hunting.

Standard practice has adopted high tension alternating current for transmission systems, but direct current distribution
is very frequently used. This is particularly true where alternating current apparatus has been introduced in ola direct
current lighting systems.

.
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The synchronous motor or the induction motor connected to a generator stands next in importance to the rotary converter because it is easy
to operate and the pressure may be changed by a rheostat placed in the
field circuit of the generator.
The line wires carrying full voltage can usually be connected direct to
the motor and thus do away with the necessary step-down transformer required by the rotary.
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1,210) r.p.tn.. 2511 volt d.c. 3 phase, 60 cycle. 2,200 volt
Standard synchronous motor generators consist of a self-starting.
rotating field, synchronous motor mounted on a common bed -plate and shaft with a d.c.
generator. Direct connected exciter for 125 volts is included where required, although
the motor fields can be wound for 250 volts. if desired. The motor generators below 100 kw.
have three bracket bearings, while those of larger capacity are equipped with pedestal

3,087.-Westinghouse 500 kw.,

a.c. motor generator.

bearings.

dues.

What is the behavior of a rotary converter when

iunting?
Ans. It is liable to flash over at the direct current brushes,
which is common in high frequency converters where there are
a great number of poles and the brushes are necessarily spar( cl
close together around the commutator.
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3,088.-Westinghouse synchronous motor generator rotating part. The rotor consists
of the motor rotating field and generator armature mounted on a common shaft, the shaft
being arranged for two or three hearings, according to the construction used. The synchronous motor field is equipped with a damper winding which renders the motor stable
in operation and readily self starting when a reduced voltage is applied to the stationary
armature. \Vhile the starting kva. required is dependent on the resistance of the cage winding. and all motors start with a very reasonable &a., the resistance of this winding is not
increased to a point where the stability will be impaired. A low starting kva, is desirable.
but the starting conditions are not allowed to affect the design so as to impair good operating stability. The generator armature is of the standard drum type with either a series
or multiple winding, depending urxun the size. The multiple wound armatures are cross
connected by connections in the rear joining points of equal -voltage:
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Fie. 3.089 .-Westinghouse sync-ircnous motor
generator motor frame and arm qurew:ndin

É,
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Ques.
sets?

Is this fault so pronounced with motor generator

The motor generator operating on a high frequency
circuit, the generator can be designed with a few poles and the
brushes set far apart which will greatly reduce the chance of
flashing over.
Ans.

Ftc. 3,090.-Westinghouse synchronous motor generator stator, complete, showing compensating winding.

A synchronous motor will drive a generator at a constant speed during
changes of load on it, and by having a field regulating resistance it can he
used to improve the power factor of the system.
When an induction motor is used its speed drops off slowly a-; the load
comes on the generator, and it is necessary to regulate the voltage of the
generator by means of a field rheostat. or compound wound machines
may be used.

Motor Generator Sets
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While an induction motor requires no separate excitation of the field
mhgnets like the synchronous motor, its effect on the power factor of the
system is undesirable.
Although it is seldom necessary to convert direct current to alternating, such an arrangement of a direct current motor driving an alternator
is often justified in place of an inverted rotary converter, as in this case
alternating current voltage can be changed independent of the direct
current voltage.
The racing of an inverted rotary under a heav y inductive toad or short
circuit does not take place in motor generator set mentioned above.
-
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Fm. 3,091.-Crocker Wheeler 3

t..

kw. 172

A.madir;

r.p.m. induction motor dynamo set.

Frequency Changing Sets.-A frequency of 25 cycles is generally used on railway work and in large cities using the Edison
three wire system, and as a 25 cycle current .is not desirable
for electric lighting it is necessary to change it to 60 cycles by
means of a frequency changer for distribution in the outlying
districts.
The two machines in this combination are of the same construction,
only the synchronous motor would have eight poles and have the 25 cycle
current passing through it, while the generator would have 20 poles and
produce 62?/ cycles per second at 300 revolutions per minute. By supplying the motor with 24 cycles, the generator would produce 60 cycles.

2,070
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Frequency Calculation.-The frequency obtained at the slip
rings will depend on the speed of rotation, the number of poles
for which the changer is wound and the frequency of the supply
circuit. The old formula holds

i:

iii:.

.

connected to induct ion motor.
FIG. 3,092. -General Electric induction frequency changer direct
at various frequenThe induction type frequency changer renders it possible to secure power
The
machine and control are
cies above those usually provided by commercial circuits.
consists mechanchanger
frequency
type
The
induction
neither expensive nor complicated.
change necically of standard slip ring induction motor parts both stator and rotor: the only
and voltage, which
essary is to provide a suitable winding which will insure balanced current
given fre.
for
voltages
is an essential for successful induction motor operation. Standard
of frequency
quencies have been adopted after long and careful consideration. Interchange
front standards. The frechangers, motors and control is seriously affected by departure
in either case the
quency changer may be belted or directly driven front a moto,, line shaft;
the rotor is driven
Ordinarily
polyphase
energy.
stator must he excited front an a.c. source of
a motor; in this way
in a direction opposite to that which the machine would tend to run as plus the frequency
circuit
frequencies are generated in the rotor equal to that of the excitation
due to the reversed rotation of, the rotor.

X

N=
1

P
" +line frequency
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or excitation frequency.
N = slip ring frequency
P = number of poles
r.pan-revolutions per minute of rotor
Example.-Assume 60 cycle excitation and a 6 pole machine
at 1,200 r.p.nr. then

1,200X2
+60 =120 cycles.
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3.093.-Allis Chalmers 55 h.p. motor driving two

..

1734.

'_

°r'.

k.te., 250 volt. 1200 r.p.m. gen-

erators.

Similarly if the speed were 1,800 r.p.nz. the result would he 90
cycles plus the excitation frequency or 150 cycles at the slip
rings.
The maximum speed for standard frequency changers is 2,200 r.p.m.
When frequencies are required which would demand higher speeds for any
particular machine, it will he necessary to select a frequency changer,
having a greater number of poles, with a correspondingly lower basic speed
Frequency changers may be wound for excitation for either 2 or 3 phase
circuits. It is necessary to specify the voltage, frequency and number of
phases of the circuit from which the frequency changer is to he excited, a
winding being suitable for one voltage and frequency only.
The high frequency circuit is always three phase, the voltage depending
upon the frequency at which the machine is operating.
Machines are wound in two series, the first series being, from 100 to
199 cycles, the second being from 200 and upward. Both.are rated from
.
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a basis which for the first series is 225 volts at 120 cycles, the second being
114 volts at 200 cycles.
A means of checking connections when first setting,up. a machine, is
to read the slip ring .voltage w411 the machine running at normal speed;
if it differ seriously from the tabulated value for the speed, interchange
a pair of stator leads and again read the voltage which should now be
correct,' that is about 15 per cent above rated voltage if the excitation
voltage be normal.
Standard machines are designed to give about
at 80 per cent power factor.

15

per cent regulation

:ac*i,''

c@ a
`,

_

3.094.-Allis Chalmers 600 volt motor driving 120 volt, 100 kw. series booster. If the
voltage of a feeder is to be raised or a higher voltage is wanted to charge a storage battery
a booster is useful.

FIG.

The power input to the stator from the commercial lines for an induction frequency changer at full load is approximately equal to the ki!owatt
rating of the machine at the frequency of the commercial circuit plus the
excitation losses of approximately 10 per cent. For example, assume a
20 kw. machine first series (rated 120 cycle)) delivering power at 120 cycles
and excited from a 60 cycle supply. This machine will require 10 kw.
electrical input, for example:
X,
60 cycles :: 20 kw.
120 cycles
"

:

:

from which

X=10

kw.

The difference between the electrical input of 10 kw. and the total
capacity must be provided mechanically to the rotor, therefore. 10 kw.
mechanical energy is required.

.
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Parallel Operation of Frequency Changers.-It.is very difficult to construct two or more frequency changers and join them
to synchronous motors so that the current -wave of tine machine
will be in phase with the other, since the speed .of the motor
will depend on the frequency of the line and he independent
of the load thrown on it.

f

FUSES 'IN
HIGH FREQUENCY

CIRCUIT

STARTING SWITCH
FOR

HIGH SPEED
MOTORS

INCOMING POWER
SUPPLY LINES

CONTACTOR TO
ENERGIZE STATOR OF
FREQUENCY CHANGER

0

-1
li<
MOTOR

STARTING
DEVICE

H GH

FREQUENCY
LINES

-MOTOR FREQUENCY CHANGER

3,095.-General Electric typical connections of frequency changer set induction motor
driven showing high speed motors on high frequency circuit.

FIG.
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When alternators are run in parallel, if one machine lag behind, the other
carries most of the load with the result that the lightly loaded machine will
speed up and get in step with the other, or in other words a synchronizing
current will flow between the two alternators and tend to keep them in
proper relation with respect to phase and load.

Cascade Converter.-This piece of apparatus was introduced
by Arnold and La Cour. Briefly, it consists of a combination

Ftc. 3,096.-Allis Chalmers rotor of 1200 kva., 300 r.p.M. frequency changing set, showing fans
for ventilation and arrangement of dampers used to facilitate starting and to insure paralle:
operation without hunting.

of an induction motor having a wound armature and a dynamo,
the armatures being placed on the same shaft.
The windings are joined in cascade, that is, in series with those of the
armature of the induction motor. The line supplies three phase currents
at high voltage direct to the field of the induction motor and drives it,
generating in it currents at a lower voltage depending on the ratio of the
windings.

Part of the current thus generated in the armature passes into the armature of the dynamo and is converted by the commutator into direct current
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in
as in a rotary conerter, but is also increased by the current induced
the winding of the dynamo armature.

Ques.

At what speed does the machine run?

Ans. Assuming equal numbers of pole, the armatures rotate
at a speed corresponding to one half the circuit frequency.
Thus if the motor have six poles and the frequency be 5C. the rotary
revolve at
field revolves at 50X60-3=1,000 r.p.m., and the motor will
one-half that speed or 1,000=2=500 r.p.ru.
MOTOR FIELD

SLIP RINGS

VOLTMETER

x

MOTOR ARMATURE

iL:N P)LE¿

r,rrrrrr//r/rrr/n

DYNAMO

WINDING

!7
EXTERNAL
RESISTANCE

STARTER

or_converter, as it is called in
'rte. 3,097.-Diagram of "Cascade" motor generator set or mo
In the diagram of motor
England where it is used extensively for electric railway work.
The windings are
armature winding, some of the connections are omitted for simplicity.
at the right and center,
Y connected, and as they are fed by wires joined to the slip rings

winding and out to the
the rest of the power passes to the converter windings back to rotor
through the converter.
slip rings so that part of the power enters the rotor and part

to set
Since the connections are so arranged that these currents tend
opup in the armature a revolving field, rotating at half speed in a sense that
posite to that in which the shaft is rotating at half speed, it followsof the
by the superposition of this revolving field upon the revolutions
at
machine, the magnetic effect is equivalent to a rotation of the armature of
armature
the
does
as
synchronism,
in
whole speed, so that it operates
a rotary converter.
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Half the electric input into the motor part is, therefore, turned into
mechanical energy to drive the shaft, the other half acts inductively on
the armature winding, generating currents therein.
As to the dynarro part it is half generator, receiving mechanical power
by transmission along the shaft to furnish half its output, and it is half
converter, turning the currents received from the armature into direct
current delivered at the brushes.

Ques.
winding?

What action takes place in the motor armature

Ans. Since it runs at one-half synchronous speed, it generates
alternating current of half the supply current frequency delivering these to the armature of the dynamo.

Ques. What claim is made for this type of apparatus?
Ans. The cost is said to be less than a motor generator set,
and it is claimed to be self -synchronizing and to require no
special starting gear, also to be 2.5 per cent. more efficient than
a motor generator.

Ques. How is the machine started from the high pressure

side?

Ans. The field winding is connected directly to the high
pressure leads. The three slip ring brushes are connected with
external resistances which are used while starting, the external
resistances being gradually cut out of the circuit as the machine
comes up to speed (the same as with an ordinary slip ring
motor)
.

Ques. How does a cascade converter compare with a synf
chronous converter?
Ans.

It is about equally expensive as the synchronous
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converter with its necessary bank of transformers, but is about one per cent less efficient. It is claimed to be mare desirable
for frequencies above 40 on account of
the improved commutation at the low frequency used in the dynamo member. For
lower frequencies the synchronous converter is preferable.

-

Synchronous Booster Converter.
Where it becomes necessary to adjust the
voltage at the d.c. end over a considerable
range, as for electrolytic work, or for central station service, it is desirable to vary
the a.c. voltage supplied to the rotary by
means of a special a.c. booster which adds
to or subtracts from the a.c. voltage supplied, thus giving double the range of
voltage generated by the booster.

,

ó

`"'
ca,

.

The voltage can be varied over the full range
in very small steps by adjusting the field
strength of the booster. The booster may be of
the revolving armature or revolving field type,
the former, however, being more simple.

The booster armature is mounted on the shaft
between the converter armature and collector
rings, with its coils connected in series with the
converter armature coils. Thus the voltage 'generated by the booster is added to or subtracted.
from the supply voltage.
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The variation and reversal of the booster voltage, by means of a field
rheostat in the booster field circuit, increases or decreases the d.c. voltage
delivered by the synchronous converter.

Fly Wheel Motor Generator Sets.-It is always desirable to
have as near uniform a load on a station as possible. Such
loads as come from the hoisting of coal or ore from docks or
mines are quite intermittent in character and have high peaks.
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FIG. 3.099.-Allis-Chalmers fly wheel motor generator set designed to smooth out load
curve
of coal hoists.

Furthermore power is usually transmitted by means of alternating currents to the hoisting centers and it usually is converted to direct current since the direct current motor. has
the best characteristics for hoisting work.
By designing the motor generator set with a fly wheel, energy can he
stored in and taken out of this fly wheel in such a way that the motor of
the set draws practically a uniform load from the line.
Since the energy can be obtained from and put into the wheel by varying its speed, it is necessary to have a motor which can be adjusted in a
simple manner within the narrow limits required. An induction motor is
therefore required. For small sets this may be of the squirrel cage type requiring no regulating device whatever. For larger sets the phase wound
rotor is used.
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Ques. What systems of electric drives are most common
for mine hoist service?
Ans. In order of the frequency of their application, these
are:
1. Induction motor with
a. Master controllers, contactors and grid secondary
resistance.
b. Primary contactors and liquid secondary resistance.
c. Drum controllers and grid secondary resistance.
2. Ilgner-Ward Leonard System:
Direct current, shunt wound motor operated from motor
generator set with fly wheel by Ward Leonard control.
3. Ward Leonard System:
Direct current, shunt wound motor operated from
motor generator set without fly wheel by Ward. Leonard
control.
Direct current motors with rheostatic control, using either drum
controllers or magnetic control, are used to a comparatively
limited extent due to the almost universal use of A. C. power.

Induction Motor -driven Hoists.-The frequent use of this
type of motor for mining service is best illustrated by the fact
that of 450 General Electric Co.'s mine hoist drives of 250 horse
power capacity and above, over 85% are of this class.
The large majority of mine hoists therefore are driven by
induction motors with secondary control through reduction
gearing, and successful operation has been attained with capacities up to 1800 h.p. continuous rating.
The chief reason for their predominance is their low first cost
combined with simplicity of installation and operation. The
availability of a.c. power at reasonable rates, the adaptability

2080
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of the industrial type motor for this service, its ruggedness and

reliability are also contributing causes of its populárity.
In addition to adequate capacity and general rugged construction, the only particulars in which the induction motor
intended for mine hoist service demands special attention are,
that the slip ring voltage be sufficiently low and the rotor insulation sufficiently good to withstand the double voltage resulting from reversal at full speed, and that the rotor have sufficient binding wire to withstand the possible overspeed to which
it may be subjected.
The main factor limiting its application is the comparatively
poor control obtainable, although its use may also be precluded
on account of conditions of power supply and also on account of
a low efficiency on certain frequencies.
In cases where a more precise control is necessary, for example
in metal mine hoists where hoisting must be carried on from
many levels necessitating frequent shifting of the skips and considerable unbalanced operation; and also with some very high
speed coal mine hoists, requiring great accuracy of control at the
end of the trip. Usually in the latter case the adoption of one of
the Ward Leonard systems also results in higher operating
efficiency. The lowering of loads out of balance at reduced
speeds can be accomplished with the induction motor only with
some difficulty and with the expenditure of considerable energy
unless the mechanical brakes are used.
For light duty hoists, using motors up to 100 h.p. it is usually
satisfactory to use drum controllers for both the primary and
secondary circuits or to use contactors for reversing the primary
connections and handle the secondary currents directly on the
controller segments. In a few cases where the service is exceptionally light and the operation very intermittent this type of
control has been used on hoists up to 200 h.p. capacity.

Motor Generator Sets.
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FIG. 3,099-A.-Simplified connection di.ieram of electric drive for mine hoist service, in which
an induction motor with liquid slip resulator provides power to the Ward -Leonard motor
generator set.
'
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Usually, however, with hoists driven by motors of 100 h.p.
and above the conditions require the -use of full magnetic type
control, that is, contactors are used for both the primary and
secondary circuits in connection with grid resistance, or for the
larger sizes primary reversing, contactors are used in connection
with a liquid rheostat, the resistance being in the form of a
liquid and its value being varied by varying its level, in a chamber in which are placed electrodes connected in the secondary
circuit. The standard voltages for these equipments are 440
and 2,200 volts, the latter being recommended for motors of
300 h.p. and above.

Ques. What are the principles underlying the liquid rheostat type of control?
Ans. Liquid resistances are used on account of their favorable resistance characteristics to an electric current. However,
while this principle is a simple one it has required ingenious
designing to produce a rheostat that will operate successfully
under the conditions encountered in mine hoist service. Besides
providing a high resistance to limit the torque at the start and
for low speed running, the rheostat must have a low minimum
resistance so that the hoist can be operated at full speed without
excessive loss in the rotor circuit.

To obtain a lcw value of minimum resistance, a great multiplicity of plates must be used, spaced closely together. In the
earlier designs, and in some still on the market, trouble results
from arcing between the plates when the rheostat is hot and
steaming during reversal at high speed, since under these conditions double standstill potential is developed between the
collector rings and therefore between the plates. A design has
been perfected from which a large number of rheostats have been
built and put into successful operation, which has overcome all
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practical difficulties and which embodies all the characteristics
essential to successful service. In this design two separate sections of electrodes are used, one of high resistance consisting of
widely spaced pipes of graduated lengths and the other of low
resistance consisting of a nest of closely spaced plates. At start
only the widely spaced pipes are connected in the rotor circuit,
but as the level of the liquid rises in the electrode chamber and
the motor has reached a considerable speed and the secondary
voltage has fallen to a low value, the low resistance section of
plates is cut into the circuit in multiple with the pipes by means
of a contactor, and the acceleration of the motor is completed,
so that at the maximum level of the liquid the resistance in the
circuit is very low.
A small continuous running motor driven centrifugal pump
forces the liquid which is a weak solution of chemically pure
sodium carbonate (Na_ CO;;) into the electrode chamber from a
storage tank, which is formed by the lower portion bf'the rheostat. The speed of the motor is controlled by means of a lever
operating a weir, whose position determines the level of the
liquid. To this same lever is connected a master controller which
operates the primary switches that control the direction of rotation of the motor. As the weir constitutes practically one entire
wall of the electrode chamber, it can be emptied practically as
quickly as the lever can be brought to the off position.

The rheostat is equipped with an adjustable sill, which in its
upper position increases the height of the liquid at the start,
thereby decreasing the time required to attain full speed, this
being often desirable during the normal operation of the hoist.
The liquid in the storage tank is cooled by means of a nest of
coils through which cooling water taken from the local water
supply is circulated. It is important that this supply of cooling
water he free from acid and other corroding chemicals.
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Ques. In what type of mine hoist service is liquid rheostat
secondary control generally found?
Ans. The liquid rheostat is found chiefly when induction
motor driven hoists of large capacities are employed, and also in
applications where a considerable amount of partial speed operation is required. For example in metal mine shafts and long
slopes, as it supplies a finer degree of control than the grid
resistance type.

Ques. What are the principles of the Ward & Leonard
System of speed control?
Ans. This method of control depends upon the fact that the
speed of a.motor, armature rotating in a constant magnetic field
TO FULL VOLTAGE SOURCE

TO FULL "OLTAGE SOURCE

FIELD RHEOSTAC(

PRIME MOVER

MOTOR
FIG.

GENERATOR

3.099-B.-Diagram of connection for variable voltage Ward -Leonard system of

speed

control.

to the potential impressed at the brush contacts.
Hence, by a variation of this potential the armature speed may
be.similarly varied.
is proportional
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To accomplish this speed variation, an independent generator
for the supply of the motor is required, and the armature terminals of the generator are connected directly to the armature
terminals of the motor.
The motor field usually derives its source from the switchboard buses providing for a constant excitation field. The shunt field of the generator, however, is separately excited and is conveniently controlled by a rheostat operated by a master con-

troller.
As the prime mover drives the armature at constant speed the
potential impressed from it to the motor armature is approximately proportional to the shunt -field Pxcitation. In this way
the speed of the motor armature is controlled over a rather wide
range by the operator.
Ward Leonard Motor -Generator Sets Driven by A.C. Motors.
which are not provided
with fly wheel equalization are driven by either constant speed
induction motors or synchronous motors.
The choice in this matter is influenced by a number of considerations, but chiefly by the relative first cost (which depends
on the capacity) and the desirability of power-factor correction.
In some cases the high pull-out torque necessary would require a
synchronous motor of larger capacity than that necessary to
meet the average duty, while an induction motor, which has inherently a high overload capacity, would not be thus handicapped
The synchronous driven set can be designed to operate at a
higher average power -factor, and for this reason is quite commonly used where the station capacity is already operating
under a low power factor load.
In the majority of cases, however, the squirrel cage induction
motor is employed because of those characteristics to which its
general popularity_is attributed.

-Ward Leonard motor -generator sets

-

.
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without Ily-wheel.

The ligner-Ward Leonard system of speed.control.-In this
system of speed control a flywheel is introduced to the motor
generator set, its function being to equalize the load in cases
where power is generated under such condition as to preclude
the possibility of carrying the heavy peak loads without disturbance to other apparatus operating on the system.
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This system of control is especially desirable where power is
purchased at rates which imposes a heavy reservation charge
for peak loads.
As described, the most common use of this system takes the
form of a flywheel directly connected to the Ward Leonard
motor-generator set in addition to a device for automatically
varying the speed through the secondary rheostatic control of
the slip ring induction motor that drives the set.
With the utilization of an equipment of this kind, the power
taken from the supply circuit is limited to a certain pre-determined value, and whatever power is required by the hoist in
excess of this value is given up by the flywheel as the speed of
the wheel is reduced. Again, during periods of light demand the
speed of the wheel is increased and energy stored up in anticipation of the next load peak period.
This smoothing out action of a flywheel motor generator set
used in connection with a d.c. hoist motor is shown in fig.
3099D. The extreme fluctuation of load to which the generator
is subjected is supplied by the line at a very much lower and
more uniform rate, the action of the wheel is illustrated by the
speed curve of the motor -generator set.
In fig. 3099E is shown a partial record from the curve drawing
watt -meter which measures the input of power to a flywheel set
operating a mine hoist. This record gives a good illustration ot,
the effectiveness of a flywheel set in limiting the maximum demand from the line to an adjusted value.
Since in this system the motor generator set must operate at
varying speed a slip ring motor is necessary which operates in
connection with a liquid type slip regulator.
The regulator is operated by a motor whose primary windings.
are connected in series (through series transformers) with the
windings of the main induction motor, the electrodes which are.
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suspended from one end of a lever arm, the other end of which
carries a counterweight for purpose of adjustment.
The torque of the motor varies with the line current and
when this current tends to exceed a certain predetermined
value, the torque of the motor will overcome the weights of the
moving parts of the slip regulator introducing resistance into
the rotor circuits of the main induction motor, thereby causing
the motor to slow down .and thus allow the flywheel to give 'up
its energy.
When the current tends to fall below the predetermined value,
the weight of the moving parts of the slip regulator will overcome the torque of the motor and the resistance will be automatically cut out, the wheel absorbing energy as the set speeds
up.
When operating on the cycle for which the regulator is adjusted to completely equalize, the regulator will maintain a uniform input to the induction motor within 5% of either side of
the average. The regulator is also used for starting of the set,
the current during starting being limited to the value for which
the regulator is adjusted.

to

Ques. When is a synchronous converter used
a motor -generator set?

in

preference

Ans. The matter of comparison of the merits of the synchronous converter with the motor -generator set is one which is
influenced by a large number of considerations and the questions
as to which should be adopted in a given instance can be answered only by a careful consideration of all the conditions affecting such decision for the particular case involved. Yet,
there are certain characteristics of each type which may well be
appraised before making a decision.
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FIG. 3.099-F.-Diagram of connection for D.C. compound wound generator directly
connected
to a (i0 cycle, 3 phase A. C. motor shown on the opposite page.
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to a D. C. compound wound generator. The control scheme includes a starting
means of devices
and starting oil circuit breaker. Under -voltage protection is provided by
of the motor
inter-connected to the A. C. and D. C. main switches anti on the main shaft
when the over generator set. The overload relays will trip the main oil circuit breakerbecome energized
will
which
coils,
of
trip
current exceeds a pre -determined value by means
the over -current. The energy is measured by
when the relays open their contacts due
side of the load.
means of a watt hour meter provided hcth on the A. C. and D. C.
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Certain applications for example by their very nature prove
themselves suited for synchronous converter usage while others
indicate that better economy and better all around service may
be expected from a motor -generator application. For example,
if an application is to be located at the end of a transmission line
where regulation is poor and the voltage is subject to large
fluctuations due to switching, the utilization of the motor generator set is preferred.
However, due to the higher standards of a.c. distributors and
improvement in interconnection methods, the synchronous converter has found a wider field of application than was previously
thought possible. In the case of extreme frequency variations,
severe line surges and extreme line voltage drops, the application of the synchronous converter is ill advised.
When making a comparison of the initial cost of both types
of equipment, the calculation should be made to include the
step down transformer for the synchronous converter. In many
applications the motor-generator set is designed for direct line
operations which tends to lower initial cost. On the basis of such
computations, it will be found that the converter with the necessary auxiliary equipment represents about the same initial cost,
Key to symbols shown on diagrams pages 2,080-10 and 2,080-11.
4..= Ammeter (a-c).

A, = Ammeter (d -c.).

A.S. = Auxiliary switch.
CR.= Air circuit breaker.
C.T. = Current transformer.

D.C.P. =D -c. generator panel.
F. = Fuse.
F.A. = Field Ammeter.
Rs. = Resistance.

S.= Main and equalizing switch.
Si = Starting switch.
Sh. = Shtint.

S.C.=Starting compensator.
S.L.D.=Speed limiting device.
S.M.P.=Synchronous motor panel.
S.R.=Shunt relay.

F.S. = Field switch.
O.C.R. = Oil circuit breaker.
O.R. = Inverse time limit overload
relay.
P.F.I. = Power factor indicator.
P.T. = Potential transformer.
R.M. = Rheostat mechanism.
R.M.S. = Running and magnetizing
switch.

T.C. =Trip coil.

U.V.D. = Under -voltage device a-c. or
d-c. (optional).

V=

Voltmeter (d -c.).

V, = Voltmeter (a -c.) (optional).

W.H.M.= Watt hour meter (a -c.).
W.H.M.-I = Watthour meter (d -c.).
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but the added all around efficiency incident to its operation will
in time compensate for such added investment. This overall
efficiency of the converter exceeds that of the motor-generator
set by as much as 3 or 4 per cent at full load and even higher at
lighter loads.
The demand for successful commutation at frequently applied heavy overloads is best met by the motor -generator set.
Service involving high load peaks at frequent intervals in daily
operation is particularly adverse to the best converter performance. In fact such service can be maintained by the converter
only at greatly increased maintenance cost of the current collecting parts. Such increased maintenance will be further accentuated in event of a flash -over. Unquestionably the possibilities of
flash -over are greater with the synchronous converter than with
the motor-generator set .
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TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What is a motor generator set?
What is a motor generator set used for?
When is a motor generator set. preferable to a rotary
converter?
What combinations of motor generators are in general
use?
What is the advantage of motor generator sets over
converters on high frequency circuits?
What ís the standard practice for transmission systems and the exceptions?
When is direct current distribution used?
What apparatus is not required with d.c. distribution?
What is the behavior of a rotary converter when

hunting?
10. Is hunting so pronounced with motor generator sets?
11. Does racing under heavy inductive load or short circuit take place with motor generator sets?
12. Describe a frequency changing set.
13. Is a frequency of 25 desirable for electric lighting?
14.
How is a low frequency changed to a high frequency?
15. What may be said of the parallel operation of frequency changers?
16. When alternators are run in parallel, with one machine right behind the other, what happens?
17.
18.

What is a cascade converter?
Describe the windings of a cascade converter.

2,080-18
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

Motor Generator Sets

At what speeds does a cascade converter run?
How is a cascade converter started?
How does a cascade converter compare with a synchronous converter?
What is a. synchronous booster converter?
Describe a fly wheel motor generator set.
What is the object of a fly wheel on a fly wheel motor
generator set?

A. C. Windings
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CHAPTER 66

A. C. Windings
The windings for alternators and a.c. motors are substantially alike. Most alternating current windings are of the open
circuit type, that is, there is a continuous path through the
wire of the coils of each phase of the winding with the ends
of this path forming two free ends. Such a winding does not
close upon itself.
For instance, in a revolving armature alternator the terminals of the
completed winding are connected to collector rings and the winding is open
circuited until closed by the connections between the brushes.

Alternator windings are usually described in terms of the
number of slots per phase per pole. For instance, if the armature of a 20 pole three phase machine have 300 slots, it has 15
slots per pole or 5 slots per each phase per pole, and will be
described as a five slot winding. Therefore, in order to trace
the connections of a winding, it is necessary to consider the
number of slots per. pole for any one phase.
Classification of Windings.-The fact that a.c. machines
are built in so many different types, gives rise to numerous kinds

NOTE.-The careless use of the term "armature windings" without regard to whether thi
winding be an armature, or a field winding should he avoided.

/
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of winding to meet the varied conditions of operation. In
dividing these forms of winding into distinctive groups, they
may be classified, according to several points of view, as
follows:
1.

With respect to the form of the armature, as:
a. Revolving;
b.

Stationary.

2. With respect to the mode of progression, as:
a. Lap winding;
b. Wave winding.

3. With respect to the relation between number of poles and
number of coils, as:
a. Half coil winding;
b.

Whole coil winding.

4. With respect to the number of slots, as:
a. Concentrated or uni-coil winding;
b. Distributed or multi -coil winding.

5. With respect to the form of the inductors, as:
a. Wire winding;.
Strap winding;
c. Bar winding.

b.

6. With respect to the number of coils per phase pet -pole, as:
a. One slot winding;
h. Two slot winding,
etc.

7. With respect to the kind of current delivered, as:
a. Single phase winding;

A. C. Windings
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b. Two phase winding;
e.

Three phase winding.

8. With respect to the shape of the coil ends, as:
a. Single range;
b. Two range;
e. Three range.

'

In addition to these several classes of winding, there are a
number of miscellaneous windings of which the following might
be mentioned:

\

,,:,.;I
m'm

;á.;
-.,
,

Fin. 3,100.-Single
in fig. 3,101.

m

i

,

di?;
;\¡2
\\
a

'

...--

as for the wave winding
phase tap winding suitable for the sort: conditions

a. Chain winding;
b. Skew coil winding;
c.

d.
e.

f.
g.

h.

f

Fed -in winding;
Impregnated winding;
Mummified winding;
Spiral winding;
Shuttle winding;
Creeping winding.
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Ques.
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Define a revolving and a stationary winding.

Ans. The words are self -defining; a winding is said to be
revolving or stationary according as the armature, or field
forms the rotor or stator of the machine.

Ques. What is the significance of the terms lap and wave
as applied to alternator windings?
Ans. They have the same meaning as they do when applied to dynamo windings.
These are described in detail in Chapter 19. Briefly a lap winding
is one composed of lap coils; a wave winding is one which roughly resembles in its diagram, a section of waves.

Fin.

3.101
per slot.

Single phase wave winding having two slots per pole per phase and one coil side

Half Coil and Whole Coil Windings.-The distinction as
to whether the adjacent sides of consecutive coils are placed
together under one pole or whether they are separated a distance
equal to the pole pitch, gives rise to what is known as half coil
and whole coil windings.
A half coil or hemitropic winding is one in which the coils in
any phase are situated opposite every other pole, that is, a winding
in which there is only one coil per phase per pair of poles, as in
fig. 3,102.
A whole coil winding is one in which there is one coil per phase

A. C. Windings
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per pole, as in fig. 3,103, the whole (every one) of the poles
being subtended by coils.
Concentrated or Uni-Coil Winding.-Fig. 3,104 shows the
simplest type of single phase winding. It is a one slot winding
and is sometimes called "monotooth" or "uni-coil" winding.

LIII

ONF COI'PE POLE

I

ONE COIL PER
PAIR OF POLES

td.
HALF COIL WINDING

J41

WHOLE COIL
WINDING

nn

Ill_

"I

isT

Pius. 3,102 and 3,103.-Elementary bipolar alternators with I off ,coil vtd Jul ole coil windings.
In a hall coil winding t here is one coil ¡ter phase per pair of pales: in a vhole coil winding there
is one coil per phase per /role.

The surface of the armature is considered as divided into a series of
large teeth, one tooth to each pole, and each tooth is wound with one
coil, of one or more turns per pole. Since all the turns of the coil are
placed in single slots, the winding is called "concentrated."

Ques.
Ans.

What are the features of concentrated windings?
Cheap construction, maximum voltage for a given

2,086
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number of inductors. Concentrated windings have greater
armature reaction and inductance than other types, hence the
terminal voltage of an alternator with concentrated winding
falls off more than with distributed winding when the current
output is increased. An alternator, therefore, does not have as
good regulation with concentrated winding as with distributed
winding nor as great capacity.
Quell. What should be noted with respect to concentrated
windings?

CONCENTRATED HALF
COIL WINDING

CONCENTRATED WHOLE

COIL WINDING

Fuss. 3,104 and 3,10.5. --Concentrated windings. A concentrated winding is one in which the
armature has only one tooth per phase per pole, that is, the number of teeth equals the number
of poles. A concentrated winding of the half coil type has only one side of a coil in each slot
as in fig. 3,104. In the whole coil variety. each slot contains neighboring sides of adjacent
coils, as in fig. 3,105.

Ans. A concentrated winding, though giving higher voltage
than the distributed type with no load, may give a lower voltage
than the latter at full load.

A. C. Windings
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Ques. What is the wave form with a concentrated winding?
Ans. The pressure curve rises suddenly in value as the armature slots pass under the pole pieces, and falls suddenly as
the armature slots recede from under the pole pieces.
B

CONCENTRATED COIL

PARTIALLY DISTRIBUTED COIL

B

--r

FULLY DISTRIBUTED COIL

Fire. 3,106 to 3,108.-Alternator coils, showing difference between the concentrated, partially
distributed, and fully distributed forms. Fig. 3,103 shows a concentrated coil in which all
the wire is wound in one large coil; in the partially distributed type fig. 3,107, the wire of fig_

3,106, is wound in two or more coils or "sections" connected as shown, leaving some space,
inside not taken up by the subdivisions. In fig. 3,108 the wire of fig. 3,106 is fully dish.ibuted,
being wound in a series of coils, so that all the interior space is taken up by the wire, that is
to say, the spaces not occupied by the wire (the teeth when placed on the armature) are of
equal size.

Distributed or Multi -Coil Winding.-Instead of winding
an armature so it will occupy only one slot per phase per pole,
it may be spread out so as to fill several slots per phase per pole.
This arrangement is called a distributed winding.
To illustrate, fig. 3,106 represents a coil of say fifteen turns.

This

.
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could be placed on an armature just as it is, in which case only one slot
would be required for each side, that is, two in all. In place of this thick
coil, the wire could be divided into several coils of a lesser number of
WEDGE

E3

.

./

8

COILS
KEYWAY
Ftc. 3.109.-Laminated core with coils in position; type of punchings used on some
machines
having concentrated whole coil windings.

PARTIALLY DISTRIBUTED WINDING

FULLY DISTRIBUTED WINDING

FIG. 3,110.-Partially distributed winding. Each coil unit is here divided into two
concentric
coils of different dimensions and connected in series, as shown in detail in
fig. 3,107. This
being a "whole coil" winding the several units are so connected that the winding of
units proceeds in opposite directions, that is, one coil is wound clockwise. and the nextadjacent
counter
clockwise, etc., so that the induced currents flow in a common direction as indicated
by the
arrows for the position shown.

Ftc. 3,111.-Fully distributed winding. In this type of winding each coil consists of so
many
sub -coils that the winding occupies the entire surface of the armature core; that is,
there are
no extensive spaces unoccupied, the spacing being uniform as shown,
duly distributed; fie. 3,110 shows a better arrangement.

This winding is un
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turns each, arranged as in fig. 3,107; it is then said to be partially distributed, or it could he arranged as in fig. 3,108, when it is said to be fully
distributed.

A partially distributed winding, then, is one, as in fig. 3,107,
in which the coil slots do not occupy all the circumference of the
armature; that is, the core teeth are not continuous.
A fully distributed winding is one in which the entire surface
of the core is taken up with slots, as in fig.. 3,108.

Ques. In a distributed coil what is understood by the
breadth of the coil?
POLE.

PITCH

FIG. 3,112 -I)eveloi,ed diagram of single phase concentrated whole coil winding in two slot
stamping for six pole alternator. If the sides of adjacent whole coils be slightly separated
by placing the winding in a two slot stamping the electrical result will not differ materially
from the Inonotaoth whole coil wimiing.

Ans. The distance between the two outer sides, as B, in
figs. 3,307 and 3,108.

Ques. How far is it advisable to spread distributed coils.
of a single phase alternator?

There will be little or no advantage in reducing the
interior breadth below 25.¿, of the breadth of the pole pitch,
Ans.

A. C. Windings
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nor is there advantage in making the exterior breadth greater
than the pole pitch.
Undue spreading of distributed coils lowers the value of the Kapp coefficient (later explained) by reducing the breadth coefficient and makes
necessary a larger number of inductors to obtain the same voltage.
The increase in the number of inductors causes more armature selfinduction. From this point of view, it would he preferable to concentrate
POLE PITCH

-I$

21

3

4

Ftc. 3,113-lleveloped diagram of single

phase partially distributed half coil winding for six
pole alternator in ene slot stamping, same as in fig. 3,112. In this arrangement the direction of
rotation is not reversed.

the winding in fewer slots that were closer together. This, however,
would accentuate the distorting and demagnetizing reactions of the armature. Accordingly, between these two disadvantages a compromise is
made, as to the extent of distributing the coils and spacing of the teeth,
the proportions assigned being those which experience shows best suited
to the conditions of operation for which the machine is designed.

Voltage Formula for Alternators.-A volt or unit of electric
pressure is defined as the pressure induced by the culling of
100,000,000 or 10$ lines of force per second. In the operation
of an alternator the maximum pressure generated r,ay he
expressed by the following equation:

2,091
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Emx-7<fZN
108

in which
`

E = volts;

f= frequency;

Z = number of inductors in series in any one magnetic circuit;
N =magnetic flux, or total number of magnetic lines in one pole or in one

magnetic circuit.
E
4000,000 LÍNES OF FORCE
4
}r

1ARI MUM PRESSU

R

E. I.57

VOLTS

VIRTVALPREStVRELU VOLTS
AVERAGE

PRESSUR~
360'

L5 REV. PER SECOND

AVERAGE PRESSURE

4Nf
So.000.000

4N VOLTS
io

djor

ONE
AVERAGE
VOLT

.

k,

I'to. 3,114.-Elementary alternator developing one average volt. If the loop make one revolution per second, and the maximum number of lines of force embraced by the loop in the
position shown (the zero position) be denoted by N, then each limb will cut 2N lines per
second, because it cuts every line during the right sweep and again during the left sweep.
Hence each limb develops an average pressure of 2N units (C.G.S. unitsi, and as both
limbs are connected in series, the total pressure is 4N units per revolution. Now, if the
loop stake f revolutions per second instead of only one, then./ times as many lines will be cut
per second, and the average pressure will be 4N f units. Since the C.G.S. unit of pressure
is so extremely small, a much greater practical unit called the volt is used, which is equal
to 100.000.000, or 109 C.G.S. units is employed. Hence average voltage =4Nf +1P. The
value of N, in actual machines is very high, being several million lines of force. The illustration shows one set of conditions necessary to generate one average volt. The maximum
pressure developed is 1 s-.637 =1.57 volts; virtual pressure =157 X.707=1.11 volts.

The maximum value of the pressure, as expressed in equation
(1), occurs when 8=90°.
NOTE.-Fig. 3,114 is here repeated from the chapter on Alternating Currents to illustrate
the unit 01 pressure or volt as obtained by the cutting magnetic lines of force as in the op oration of an alternator.
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a

,~.~Nomm.,
°

FIG. 3,115.-Developed diagram of single phase winding with
As explained, excessive spreading lowers the value of the Kappexcessive distribution of coils.
and consequently
voltage; also the use of a larger number of inductors to obtain coefficient
the same voltage results in
an increase of armature self-induction. On the other band, if,the
were concentrated in fewer slots and these slots were closer lógether, the result -winding
will.be f+oi increase 'in
distorting and demagnetizing reactions of the armature. "Therefore,
a'compromise
between
these two disadvantages must be made.

,:rr"

-

p,

u,'^b

,

^`a:,`,s,Yut

;'''i1,,_--.:..'
..

,I.

\''''

,

Fie. 3,116.-Allis-Chalmers "diamond" coils forming a live slot
distributed coil unit. In
construction. the coils are form wound, covered with insulating
material and treated
with insulating compound. The coils where they pass through
core and for some distance on each side, are further protected by insulating material the
placed in the slots. Each
:oil is held in place by means of leatheroid slot wedges. The ends
of the coils, where they
Project beyond the slots, are heavily taped
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value
The virtual value of the volts is equal to the maximum
divided by NI2, or multiplied by á I2, hence,

-

iz 2X,rfZN
108

2.22fZN

(2)

108

designing
This is usually taken as the fundamental equation in
that
alternators. It is, however, deduced on the assumptions
and
law,
sine
the distribution of the magnetic flux follows a
armature
the
that the whole of the loops of active inductors isin concentrated.
circuit act simultaneously, that is the winding
more
The Kapp Coefficient.-In practice, the coils are often
exact
an
subtend
always
do
not
or less distributed, that is, they
depends on
pole pitch; moreover, the flux distribution, which
different
quite
often
is
poles,
the
the shaping and breadth of
in equa2.22
coefficient
the
Hence,
from a sine distribution.
equacase
general
the
in
and
from,
tion (2) is often departed
tion (2) may be written
Evirc

- kJ'108ZN

(3)

accordwhere k, is a number which may have different values,
number k, is
ing to the construction of the alternator. This
was first
called the Kapp coefficient because its significance
pointed out by Prof. Gisbert Kapp.
The value of k, is further influenced by a "breadth coefficient"
or, spread or span "factor."
The effect of breadth in distributed windings is illustrated
in figs. 3,117 to 3,119.
of
Wire, Strap, and Bar Windings.-In the construction
or
bar,
strap,
wire,
either
of
be
may
alternators, the windings
be met.
according to which is best suited for the conditions to

I

NOTE -Kapp coefficient. This coefficient (symbol k)
of the flux wave; 2, the spread factor, and 3, pitch factor takes into account: 1, the integration and reduction to a virtual value
of the armature winding. The basis of the coefficient was
at an early date by Prof. Kapp, and hence the name.
discussed
NOTE.-Pitch factor. It often happens, for various reasons; that an armature coil
does not embrace a complete pole
and therefore the two sides of the coil do not lie in
similar positions under adjacent poles with respect to the flux. The pitch,
from instant to instant is not the same in the two sides
of the coil, and the resultant voltage will be less than if the coils voltage
the complete pole. To allow for this, the pitch
factor is introduced into voltage formula and is usually taken as the sinespanned
the angle of span of the coils, the full span being
of half
taken as 180'.

FIG. 3,119.-Diagram of distributed coil' whose inner breadth is
less than the breadth of the pole face, showing the
of such arrangement. The pressure reverses at this point.
disadvantage

and 3,118.-Effect of breadth of coils in distributed windings. In
the section of the alternator shown in fig 3,117
the directions of the pressures induced as the armature
the reader, and by crosses for those which act from therotates clockwise are represented by dots for those which act toward
reader (the dots and crosses representing respectively the heads and
tails of arrows). Since the field is not uniform but maximum
at the center and gradually weakening toward the extremities,
it is obvious that the maximum pressure is induced in any
dicated by the hea,+ier dots and crosses toward the center.inductor as it passes the center of the pole, this variation being inNow if a number of these inductors be connected up to form a
distributed coil as in fig. 3,115, the pressures induced in
each will be added, but as some of the flux go :s around the inncr
coils inste,a of through them, the total pressure induced in
the
distributed coil is less than it would be if the coil were concentrated as in fig. 3,120.

FIGS. 3,117
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Ques. What kind' of inductors are used on machined intended for high voltage and moderate current?
Ans. The winding is composed of what is called magnet
wire, with double or triple cotton insulation.

Ques. What precaution is taken in insulating a wire wound
coil containing a large number of turns?
NOTE.-Spread factor. In order to minimize the voltage impedance and so improve
the regulation, the coils in the various phases of an alternator armature are divided up over
a number of slots, instead of being concentrated all in one slot. As a result of this, the voltage
in the various coils is not all in the same phase. and the resultant- voltage is not the arithmetical sum of the voltage in the several coils. To correct for this; a factor, known as the
spread factor, is introduced into voltage calculations. For practical estimation this reduction factor may be taken as .96 in the case of a distributed three phase winding; .90 for a distributed two phase winding; and .84 for a single phase winding distributed over two-thirds
of the pole pitch.

NOTE.-The values of the spread factor as given in the. table below are based upon

*he same number of inductors being placed in each of the slots and all of the slots being used.

Spread Factor'
Slots per phase
per pole
1

2
3
4

6

Single phase

3'wu phase

-Three phase

1.000
.707

1.000
.924
.911
.906
.903

1.000

.663
.653
.644

.966
.960
.958
.956

NOTE.-Voltages generated in various single phase windings. The terms single,
double, triple coil, etc., in the table below, indicate whether the inductors are arranged in
one, two, three, etc., e lually spaced single coils per pole piece, the single coil be.ng determined
by the group of inductors lying in one slot. The conditions are equivalent to the component voltages generate I in each group being in one, two, three, etc., different phases, irrespective of the number of resultant windings into' which they are combined.
Type of Winding
Single coil winding...
Double coil winding...
Triple coil winding
Quadruple coil winding
Multi -coil or thoroughly distributed wining

Correction factor for voltage
of variously distributed windings

E=1.000

E _ .707 Xsingle coil winding
"
E_ .667X "
"
E= .654X "
"
E = .637 X "
"
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Ans. On account of the considerable difference of pressure
between layers, it is necessary to -insulate each layer of turns as
well as the outside of the coil, as shown in fig. 3,121.

Ques. Do distributed coils require insulation between the
separate layers?
Ans. Since they are sub -divided into several coils insulatior
between layers is usually not necessary.

Ques.. How is a coil covered?

TAPE .COVERI NG

WIRE

INSULATION

COIL ENDS

3,120.-Simple form of alternator coil, consisting of numerous turns of insulated wire
wound around a form, then covered with a tape winding, varnished and baked.

FIG.

Ans. It is covered with a more or less heavy wrapping of
tape depending upon the voltage, which, if high, is reinforced
with other insulation.
Unvarnished cotton, sometimes falsely called "linen" (because of its
color), is usually used for a coil binder or outer cover. Other insulation
is frequently applied under the cotton.

A. C.

Windings
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Ques. Is the insulation placed around the coils all that is
necessary?
Ans. The slots into which the coils are placed, are also
insulated.

Ques.
Ans.

How are bar windings sometimes arranged?

In two layers, as in fig. 3,131.

PIG. 3,121.-Method of winding a coil containing a large number of turns, when there is
considerable difference of pressure between the layers. In such cases to guard against
short circuits or breakdown of the insulation, each layer of turns is insulated from the next
layer by the insulating strips A, B, C, in addition to the regular insulation around each wire.
After the coil is made up it is wound with insulating tape. varnished and baked.

COPPER STRAP
OR RIBBON

INSULATION
ROUND EDGES

FiG.3,122.--Copper strap or ribbon with insulation. These are generally from
thick s ith rounded edges as shown to avoid cutting the insulation.

51

to

t

jti

inch

FIG. 3,123.-Bar inductor. Its shape enables putting the maximum cross section of copper into
the slot and is used to advantage on machines which generate large currents.
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Single and Multi -Slot Windings.-These classifications correspond to concentrated and distributed windings, previously
described. In usual modern practice, only js to 3 of the
NEDGt

LAM11/¡1ATI

ÓOVE TAIL JOINT

SLOT INSULATION

COIL TAPE

Gt

LAMINATIONS

<I
DOVE

TAIL JOINT

SLOT INSULATION

-'OP

LAYER

COIL TAPE

gee

r BOTTOM

LAYER

Ftes. 3,124 and 3,125.-Single and double layer multi-wire inductors and methods of placing

them on the core. Here the term layer means unit, in fact each unit is made up of several
"layers" of wires. In fig. 3,124, where so many wires are bunched together in one unit.
each layer of turns is separated from those adjacent by insulating strips on account of the considerable dilTerence of pressure between layers. This insulation m y not b_ necessary in fig.
332.5 where there are two units or so called layers. In both cases the inductors are held in
place by wedges driven into.dovetail grooves...
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total number of slots (assuming the spacing to be uniform) of
a single phase armature are wound with coils.
The reason for this may be explained by aid of fig. 3,130, which shows
an armature with six slots per pole, four of which are wound.

SOIDERED CONNECTION

Ftus..3,12ti and 3,127.-Bent bar inductor and method of connection with soldered joint.
Fig. 3,126 shows one bar and shape of bent ends. The portion front C, to D, is placed in the
slot; B, to C, and D, to E, bent or connector sections; A, to B, and E, to F, .ids bent parallel
with slot for soldering.

Fig. 3,127 shows two bar inductors connected.

Fum. 3,128 and 3,129.-Methq'l of avoiding a soldered joint at one end of a bar inductor by
using a bar of twice the length shown in fig. 3.128, and bending it into a Jong U form, as
in fig'. 3,128. after which it-is spread. out forming two inductors. as,infig4.128.

2;100
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Owing to the different positions of, say, coils A and B, there will be a
difference in phase between the pressure generated in them and consequently the resultant pressure of the two cols joined in series will be
less than the sum of the pressure.in each coil.

Fie. 3,130.-Diagram of single phase multi -coil or distributed winding to show characteristic
differences in construction and action from single coil or concentrated winding.
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FIG. 3,131.- Arrangement in slot of two layer bar winding. With bar inductors, as must
be evident from the illustration, the maximum cross section of copper can he
placed in a
slot of given dimensions. hence a bar winding is used to ad',antage for alternators Le.:igne
to carry a large current.
I
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Ques. What other advantage besides obtaining a sine
wave is secured by distributing a coil?
Ans.

There is less heating because of the better ventilation.

Single Phase Windings.-There are various kinds of single
phase winding, such as, concentrated, distributed, hemitropic,

FIG. 3,132.-Style of armature cote stamping used with,bar wound machines. This construe
lion, since there are no indentatiorw in the teeth for wedges, makes it necessary to provide
hands to hold the bars in place.
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a single phase monotooth or one slot bar winding;
suitable only for operation at low voltage.

Fn:. 3.1:13.-Developed diagram of

it

is

etc. Fig. 3,134 shows the simple type of single phase winding
It is a "one slot" winding, that is, concentrated coils are used.
The armature has the same number of teeth as there are poles,
the concentrated coils being arranged as shown. In designing
such a winding, the machine, for example. may be required to
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generate, say, 2,300 volts, frequency 60, revolutions 1,200 per
minute.
These conditions require 720 inductors in series in the armature circuit.,
and as the armature is divided into six slots corresponding to the six
poles, there will be 120 inductors per slot, and the coil surrounding each
of the six teeth on the surface of the armature will consist of 60 turns. The
connections must be such as to give alternate clockwise and counterclockwise winding proceeding around the armature.

F1c. 3,134.-Diagram of six pole single phase revolving armature alternator, with monotootht
or concentrated whole coil winding. For 2.300 volts at 1,200 revolutions per minute, 720
inductors per slot are required. In the case of a concentrated or monotooth winding they
may be arranged in "whole coils" as above or in "half coils" (hemitropic) as in fig. 3,135.

Ques.

In what other way could the inductors be arranged

in concentrated coils?

Ans. They could be grouped in three coils of 120 turns each,
as shown in fig. 3,135.

-
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When thus grouped the 'arrangement is called a % coil, hemitropic or club
footed winding.

Ques. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a
half coil winding?
Ans. In single phase machines, a half coil winding is nearly
equivalent electrically to a monotooth winding and therefore

3,135.-Diagram of six pole single phase alternator with concentrated half coil or hemitropic winding of same capacity as in fig. 3,134. There are an equal number of inductors
but in this case arranged in three instead of six coils. In this winding the direction o1
winding is not reversed or that the induced pressures would oppose one another.

is not of any particular advantage; the regulation and ventilation are not so good and they require more head room.
The wave shape is badly off the sine curves, same as a mono -

tooth.
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-Two phase concentrated whole coil winding. In this style winding the- total
number of slots is twice the number of poles, or one slot per pole per
two windings iden ical with fig. 3,131, being spaced 90 polar degrees phase. It comprises
as shown. The two
circuits are independent, the windings terminating at the four
collector rings.

FIG. 3,13G

...o\pAtorAlN,ynnnnt
11

PARTIALLY PISTRI CUTtS
WHOLE' TYP! COILS

Fin. 3,137.-Two

p lase winding in two slots per pole per phase. This
stamping distributes
the coils of each phase into two sections, as A and B. The
coils are of the "whole" type
and with ,is poles the total number of slots is 4 X6 =24,
uniformly spaced as shown.

-
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Two Phase Armature Windings.-This type of winding can
be made from any single phase winding by providing another set
of slots displaced along the surface of the armature to the extent
of one-half the pole pitch, placing therein a duplicate winding.
For instance: If the six pole monotooth, single phase winding, shown in
thus duplicated, the result will be the one slot two-phase
winding shown in fig. 3,136, which will have twelve slots, and will require
four slip rings, or two rings for each phase.

fig. 3,134, be

FIG. :1,1:18 -Treatment of cot ends in taco phase, two range concentric chain windings. In
this arrangement straight out 13 and bent up A coils are used which are placed on the al.;
mature as is clearly shown in the illustration.

By connecting up the two windings in series, the machines could be
used as a single phase, with an increase of voltage in the ratio of 1.41 to 1.

(dues. How must the coils be constructed for chain type
windings?
Ans. They must be made of two different shapes, one bent
up out of the way of the other, as in fig. 3,138.
NOTE.-A chain winding which is made up of coils having one. two, ott three different
shapes is called a one range, two range, or three range winding respec,ivety.
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There are numerous kinds of two phase windings; the coils may be concentrated or distributed, half coil or whole coil, etc. Fig. 3,137 shows a
two phase winding with four slots per pole, and fig. 3,140 one with six
slots per pole.

Three Phase Armature Windings.-On the same general
principal applicable to two phase windings, a three phase winding can be made from any single phase winding, by placing

Fio.3,1j9.-Two

phase winding in three slots per pole per phase showing shaping of the coil
ends. The coils are the "whole" type. Every other coil is flat, while the alternates have
their ends bent down as shown. With respect to the shaping of the coil ende, it is called
a two range winding.

three identical single phase windings spaced out successively
along the surface of the armature at intervals equal to one-third
and two-thirds, respectively, of the double pole pitch, the unit in
terms of which the spacing is expressed, being that pitch, which
corresponds to one whole cycle.
Each of the three individual windings must be concentrated into narto leave sufficient space for the other windings between

row belts so as
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them. This limits the breadth or space occupied by the winding of any
one phase to one-third of the pole pitch.

Ques.

How are three phase coil ends treated?

Ans. They may be arranged in two ranges, as in fig. 3,141,
or in three ranges, as in fig. 3,142.
PHASE A
PHASE B
PHASE 4

Ftc. 3.13.-[hree

phase winding

with distributed coils-wound in four slots per pole per

phase; diagram showing placement of the coils.

Ques. What kind of coil must be used for three phase
windings in order that the ends may be arranged in only two
ranges?

Hemitropic or half coils; that ís, the number of coils
per phase must he equal to one-half the number of poles.
Ans.
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Chain or Nested Winding. One disadvantage in ordinary
two range windings is that two or three separate shapes of coil
are required. The cost of making, winding, and supplying
spares would be less if one shape of coil could be made to do
for all phases. One way of accomplishing this is by the method
of nested winding. in which the two sides of each coil are iiiade of
PHASE A

PNPSE

i

3

4

5

6
9

29

10

slot winding in two ranges. In this winding perfect
symmetry occurs after every four poles. Accordingly in the case of an odd number of pairs
of pole, one of the coils must necessarily be askew going from the inner to the outer range
as shown at the left.

Pte.

3,141.-Three phase,

10 pole. 30

PHASE A

10 pole 30 slot winding in three ranges. The coils of each phase are
alike, those of the A phase. being all in the straight out range, those in the B phase, in a
bent up range, and those in the C phase in a bent down range. This arrangement has the
disadvantage, that by reason of the third range, the heads require excessive space. In
prnct ice. one range is straight and the other two bent back.

Frc. 3,142-Three phase

different lengths, as shown in fig. 3,143, and bent so that they can
lie behind one another.
In the case of open slots the coils may be form wound and afterwards.
wedged into their places.
In chain winding the adjacent coils link one another as in a chain (hence,
the name); the winding is similar to a skew coil winding.. This plan of.
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winding is supposed to have some advantage in keeping coils of different
phases further separated than the two range plan.

FIG. 3,143.-Diagram showing chain or nested winding. In this method of winding the
coils are all similar with long and short sides. It obviates the extra cost of making coils of

several different shapes. The diagram represents a winding for one slot per pole per phase.

FIGS. 3,144 and

3.145.-Nested, basket, or mush coil and

difference' between the two types.

a diamond winding coil showing

Diamond Winding.-By definition a diamond winding is one
which is made up of similarly shaped overlapping coils which
have V-shaped coil ends, so bent that approximately half of each
coil end is on one side of the plane of the coil side and the other
half of each coil end is on the other side of the plane of the coil
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The diamond winding is the real " HE" winding of to -day
and is the prevailing type.

side.

Ques.

What are the advantages of the diamond winding?

Ans. A single adjustable form may be used for numerous
size coils; it can be connected according to nearly any method;
connections may be readily changed; coils easily insulated and
assembled; coils and winding all alike; repairs easily made.

o 3,148.-Views of a section of skew coil winding; so called on account of the
skew shape given to the coil ends in order that al the coils may be of one shape

Fics. 3.146

Ques. How are the ends of a diamond coil shaped?
Ans. They are bent so that the plane of the coil side does
not bisect the coil end.

Ques.

What is a sharp bend at the middle of a diamond

coil end called?

_
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The knuckle.

The coils of practically all two layer overlapping windings are provided
with some sort of a knuckle. The function of the knuckle is to permit
coil ends to properly cross each other.

Skew Coil Winding.-In this type of winding the object is
to shape the coils so that all may he of one pattern. This is

Ftc. 3,149. --Diagram snowing a spiral coil. This ty ts- of coil is one in which each succeive
turn lies entirely within the previous turn, starting with the outermost turn of the coil.
The successive turns of a spit-al coil are thus not of the same size, and are not over -lapping
as in a

"lap'

coil.

accomplished by making the ends skew shape as shown in figs.
3.146 to 3,148.
Assembled or Fed -in Winding.-This name is given to a type
of winding possible with open or only partially closed slots, in
which coils previously formed are introduced, only a few inductors at a time if necessary. They are inserted into the slots from
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f

the top, the slot being provided with a
lining of horn fibre
or other suitable material, which is finnally closed over
and secured in place
by means of a
wedge, or by some
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means. An example of a fed -in winding is shown in fig.
3,145. -

.
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Spiral Winding.
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-This is
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a winding
"spiral"
which
in
coils, as shown in
fig. 3,149, are used.
The spiral form of
coil is very extensively used for ar-

mature windings of
alternators.

A

Impregnated or
Mummified Wind-

üiJ7/>%7id

ing.-These words

V.

/////////t

e.

applied to a winding
are used to express
the treatnhent the coils
of the winding receive
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in the making; that is, when a winding, after being covered
with tape or other absorbent material, is saturated in an insulating compound and baked until the whole is solidified, it is
said to be mummified.

Shuttle Winding.-This type of winding consists of a single
coil having a large number of turns, wound in two slots spaced
180° apart. It was originally used on Siemens' armature and
is now used on magnetos, as shown in figs. 2,263 to 2,265.
Turbine Alternator Winding. -For the reason that steam
turbines run at so much higher speed than steam engines, the

rt.
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.
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'
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1

FIG. 3,152.-Westinghouse turbine alternator with end bell removed showing projection of
armature winding. Owing to the large current each inductor consists of, a large number
of insulated small wires to reduce the large eidy currents that would exist if each inductor
consiste I o. solid bars.
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construction of armatures and windings for alternators intended to be
direct connected to turbines must be
quite different from those driven by
steam engines. Accordingly, in order
that the frequency be not too high,
turbine driven alternators must have
very few poles-usually two or four,
but rarely six.

rte. 3,153.-Westinghouse turbine alternator insulated
ready for installing in slots. The individual
coils of the field windings are made of continuouscopper
field coil

strap, bent on edge and are held in the slots by means
of bronze wedges. The conductors are insulated from
each other with highly compressed continuous mica
strip and the complete coils are insulated from the core
with a moulded pure mica cell. The end turns of the
field winding are braced in both circumferential and
axial directions by treated asbestos cloth blocks, having clearance to allow axial expansion without distortion from changes in temperature. The end turns are
supported in the radial direction by retainer rings
made from high grade specially heated-treated continuous steel forgings.
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Table of Frequency and Revolutions
REVOLUTIONS

FREQUENCY
2 POLE

4 POLE

25

1,500

750

60

3,600

1,800

100

6,000

---S,000

Y

"44,

a-

6 POLE

500
-

1,200

2,000

YO

Rrc. 3,155.-General Electric turbine alternator. End view showing
end of armature winding and method of raising coils for inserting last coil.

'
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FIG. 3,156.-Westinghouse`general turbine alternator field.

FIG. 3,1ó7.-Diagram of General Electric turbine alternator armature lead showing method
of insulation. It is the. usual practice .for the customer to insulate the connection between
the turbine generator armature terminals and the line cables. Insulate joints as follows
to guard against.troub:e: 1, Smooth over the uneven surfaces of the joint and the terminals
with a paste in order to form a,surface over which the insulating tape can be smoothly
drawn; 2, starting each layer of- tape at the bottom, insulate the terminals and joints with
tapings one' half lapped of .012'in. varnished cambric applied with varnish to seal all of
the interstices, tbé'number of tapings depending upon the voltage; 3, apply one layer of
.012 in. stay..hinairig one half lapped and over this five coats of moisture proof varnish;
4, do not support more than five feet of station cables on these terminals.
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From the table, it is evident that a large number of poles is
not permissible, considering the high speed at which the turbine must be run.
Ques. How is the high voltage obtained with so few poles?
Ans. There must be either numerous inductors per slot or
numerous slots per pole.
What form of armature is generally used'

Ques.
Ans.

A

Ques.
tures?

stationary armature.

What difficulty is experienced with revolving arma-

Ans. The centrifugal force being considerable on account
of the high speed, requires specially strong construction to resist
it, consequently closed or nearly closed slots must be used.

Ques. How is the design of the rotor modified so as to reduce the centrifugal force?
Ans. It is made long and of small diameter.

TEST QUESTIONS
1. How are a.c. windings usually described?
2. Give a classification of a.c.
3. What is the meaning of the terms lap and wave as

windings.

applied

to

a.c. windings?

4. What is the difference between a nail coil. and a whale
coil winding?
5. What is a concentrated or unit coil winding?

A. C. Windines
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are the features of a concentrated winding?
Describe a distributed or multi-zcoil:.winding.
In a distributed coil what is' understood by the breadth
of the coil?
How far is it advisable to spread distributed coils of
a single phase alternator?
Derive the voltage formula for alternators.
What is the Kapp coefficient?
What factors are included in the Kapp coefficient?
What is the difference between wire, strap and bar
windings?
How is ,a coil covered?
How are bar windings -sometimes arranged?
What are the names given to single and multi -slot
windings?
Describe the arrangement of a two. layer bar winding.
What other advantage besides obtaining a sine wave
is secured by distributing a coil?
Name some types of single phase winding.
What is the advantage, if any, of a half coil winding?
How must the coils be constructed for two phase
windings?
How are three phase coils made and assembled?
What is the difference between a one range, two range,
and three range winding?
What is a skew coil winding?
Describe: 7, fed -in, 2, spiral, 3, impregnated or
mummified, and 4, shuttle windings.

6. What

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

.

14.

15.
16.

17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

-24.
25.

Grouping of Phases

-
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A. C. Windings
2. Grouping of

Phases

In the diagrams of the preceding chapter the general arrangements of the coils on the armature are shown for the
numerous classes of winding. In polyphase alternators the
separate windings of the various phases may be grouped in
two ways:

Star connection;
2. Delta connection.
1.

Ques.

Describe the two phase star connection.

Ans. In this method of grouping, the middle points of each
of the two phases are united to a common junction M, and the
four ends are brought out to four terminals a, a', b, b', as shown
in fig. 3,158. or in the case of revolving armatures, to four slip
rings.

What does this arrangement .give?

Ques.
Ans.

Ques.

It

is practically equivalent to a four phase system.

How is the two phase delta connection arranged?

Grouping of Phases
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Ans. In this style of grouping, the two phases are divided
into two parts, and the four parts are connected up in cyclic
order, the end of one to the beginning of the next, so as to form
a square, the four corners of which are connected to the four
terminals; this connection is obsolete.
Clues.

Describe

a

three phase star connection.

PHASE B

Fit; 3,158.-Diagram of two phase star .grouping.

Ftc. 3,159.-Three phase winding with whole coils. Two sides of adjacent coils come in one
slot. Number of coils per phase =number of poles per phase. Total number of slots=3

multiplied by number of poles per phase. Whole coils require the ends arranged in three
ranges as indicated. The coils are concentrated.
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Ans. In three phase star grouping, one end of each of the
three circuits is brought to a common junction M, usually
insulated, and the three other ends are connected to three terminals a, b, c, as shown in fig. 3,160, or in the case of revolving
armatures to three slip rings.

Ques.

What other name is given to this connection, and

why?
Ans.

It

is commonly called a Y connection or grotping

phase star grouping, commonly Called Y grouping owing to ita
resemblance of the letter Y. The current in each main is obviously equal to the current
in each phase winding, but the terminal pressure is the vector sum of the pressures in the
component phase windings, that is, v3 multiplied by the pressure in one phase.

Pte. 3,160.-Diagram of three

owing to the resemblance of its diagrammatic representation

to the letter Y.
`Ques. How is a three phase delta connection arranged?
Ans. The three circuits arc connected up together in the
form of a triangle, the three corners are connected to the three
terminals;.á, b, c, as shown in fig. 3,163, or in the case of revolving armatures to three slip rings.
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FIG. 3,161.--Radial diagram of a three phase,
one slot winding with
Y connection.

FIG. 3,162.-Radial diagram of three phase
one slot winding with
delta connection.

.,
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Ques. In three phase star grouping, what is the point
where the phases join, called?
Ans.

The star point.

Ques. In a three phase star connected alternator what is
the voltage between any two collector rings?
Ans.

It is equal

to the voltage generated

per phase multiplied

13 or 1.732.

by

owing
3,163.-Diagram of three phase mesh grouping, commonly called delta grouping
to the voltto its resemblance to the Greek letter A. The voltage at the terminals is equalthe
currents
of
sum
vector
to
ti.e
line
is
equal
each
age in one phase, and the current in
in two phases, that is, it is equal to v(3.multiplied by the current in one phase.

FIG.

Ques.. In

a three phase star connected alternator what

is the value of the current in each line?
Ans. The same as the current in each phase winding.

Ques. What is the value of the total output inwatts of' a
star connected alternator?
Ans. It is equal to the sum of the outputs of each of the
three phases. When working, on a non -inductive load, the
total output of a star connected alternator is equal to J 3 multiplied by the product -of the line current and line voltage.
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Ques. What ,is the value of the line voltage in a three:
phase delta connected alternator?
Ans.

It

is equal

to the voltage generated in each phase.

Ques. What is the value of the line current in a three+
phase delta connected alternator?

Ftc. 3,164.-Radial diagram of three phase tap winding with
star connection.

ns.

by I3.

It

is equal to

the current in each phase multiplied

Ques. What is the total output of a three phase delta connected alternator working on a non -inductive load?
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Ans. The total watts is equal to < 3 multiplied by the
product of the line current and the line voltage.

What are the features of the star connection?
Ans. It gives a higher line voltage than the delta connection
(dues.

Pic. 8,165.-Radial diagram of three phase

wave winding with

star connection.

for the same pressure generated per phase, hence it is suited for

machines of high voltage and moderate current.

The delta connection gives a lower line voltage than the star connection
for the pressure generated per phase, and cuts down the current in the
inductors; since the inductors, on this account, may be reduced in size, the
delta connection is adapted to machines of large current output.
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Ques. How is the path and value of currents in a delta
connected armature determined?
Ans. Starting with the inductors of one phase opposite the
middle of the poles, assume the maximum current to he induced

Fins. 3,166 and 3,167.-Gramme ring armatures showing three phase star and delta connections, respectively, with direction of currents in the coils. In the figures, the coils A,
B, C, are spaced at equidistant positions on the ring core. The arrow heat's represent
the directions of the induced pressures or currents for the position shown, the rotation
being clockwise: In coil 'A, the pressure is increasing, in coil r, -it is dimin shing, but is in
the same d rection is in A, whereas in coil C, it is t lso diminish'r..g, but is in the opposite
direction to what it is in coils A and B. As the rings rotate the three coils have similar
alternations of pressure induced in them, but differ in phase. If a, b and c, be joined to
collector rings three phase currents can be supplied to tl.e outer circuits. In fg. 3,166 at
the instant represented a and b, are giving their current to their lines, while c, is receiving
from its line a current a^ual to tie sum of a and b. In fig. ?,167, at the instant represented,
the currents sent out from a, will he equal to the sum of the currents in x and y, and intermediate between them in phase. The current from b, will he equal to the difference
currents in z and y, and of intermediate phase, while similarly the current received ofbythee.
will he equal to the sum of the currents in x and z.

-
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3,1d8.-Diagram showing determination of path and value of current flowing in delta

connected armature.

A

p

COMMON RETURN WIRE

.0

qS

C
FIG. 3,169.-Diagram "of Y'connection with a common return- wire.-- When-the- three. lines
leading from a. b and c, are equal in resistance and reactance, or in other words when the
system is balanced, the currents of the three phases are equal and are 120e apart -in phase
(each current lagging behind its pressure by the same amount as the others) and their sum
is at each instant equal to zero. In this case the resultant current being equal to zero there
is no need of a common return wire. However, in some caves. where power is distributed
from transformers or three wire systems, the different branches are liable to become unbalanced. Under such circumstances the common return wire is sometimes used, being
mare large enough to take care of the maximum unbalancing that may. occur in operation.
The return wire is, used sometimes on alternators that furnish current mostly for lighting
work.
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at this moment; then but one-half of the same value of current
will he induced at the same moment in the other two phases,
and its path and value will best be shown by aid of fig. 3,168,
AUXILIARY FIELD

RECTIFIER

SERIES °
TRANSFORMER

,ABC

°

COLLECTOR
RINGS

3,170.-Diagram of Westinghouse three phase composite wound alternator. The armature inductors are of the closed coil or delta connected type, but are tapped at three points
per pair of poles to the three collector rings. All three connections between the armature
coils and the collector rings run through primary circuits of the series transformer within
the armature, these three primaries each giving t heir own effect upon the secondary. Since
the resultant of three equal alternating electric pressures 120° apart is zero, so that
some special arrangement must be adopted to make these pressures act with, instead of
against each other. The arrangement is a reversal of the connection of one of the primaries
of the series transformer. This is shown in the case of the lowest primary indicated in
the diagram.

FtG.

in which X, may be taken as the middle collector ring, and the
maximum current to be flowing from X, toward Z. It will be
seen that no current is coming in through the line Y, but part of
the current at Z, will have been induced in the branches b
and c.

Ques. Since most three phase windings can be connected
either Y or delta, what should be noted as to the effects produced?
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With the same winding, the delta connection will
stand 1.732- as much current as the Y connection, but will give
only 1=1.732 or .577 as much voltage.
Ans.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3..
4.
5.
h.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

What are the two ways of grouping a.c. windings?
Describe the two phase star connection.
Describe -the- two phase delta connection.
Describe the three phase star connection.
Describe the three phase delta connectión.
In three phase star grouping, what is the point where
the phases join, called?
In a three phase star connected alternator what is the
value of the current in each line?
What is the value of the total output in watts of a
star connected alternator?
Give voltage, current., and power values of the delta
connection three phase.
What are the features of the star connection?
How is the path and value of current in a delta connected armature determined?
Draw diagram showing determination of path and
value of current flowing in delta connected armature.

Grouping
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13.

Draw diagram

of

of

Phases

Y connection with a common return

wire.

Draw diagram of a three phase composite wound alternator.
15. Since most three phase windings can be connected
either Y or delta what should be noted as to the of
fects produced?
14.
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CHAPTER 68

Winding A. C. Motors
The winding instructions given in this chapter relate to the
familiar types of a.c. motor most frequently met with in repair shops.
There are several methods of winding the field coils of small
single or split phase motors, which are in common use:
1. Skein winding

2. Mould winding
3. Hand winding

Operations Preliminary to Winding.-The following operations should he carefully performed before starting to wind.
1. The coil and insulating materials comprising the windings that go
into a slot are usually so proportioned that they completely fill the slots.
Hence if any foreign substance were to remain lodged in the slot at the
time of winding, it would not leave room for the coil, and an attempt to
drive the coil home would probably result disastrously. Therefore. the
first step in winding should be a detailed inspection of each slot for foreign
substances and irregularities of punchings.
2. Blow all dirt out of the slots with compressed air.
3: Examine the core on both faces for flared out punchings or retaining
fingers. If any be found. drive them hack until the core ís even and
straight on both sides.
4. By the location of the. terminal block, .determine on which side of
the core the coil leads should he wound.
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5. Mark the slots (top and bottom) indicating the proper throw for the

first coil.

6. If the grouping be irregular, mark all the slots into which the bottoms of the phase coils are to he placed.
7. The windings should always make a tight fit in the slots. In cases
where the coil with the customary slot insulation does not make a tight
fit, side fillers, bottom fillers or spacing pieces of insulating materials must

Ftc. 3,171.-Master polyphase squirrel cage motor laminated
in place.

field core with slot insulation

be used. In order to determine the exact amount of filler needed, try the
winding out in one slot. All filler needed in depth should be placed in the
bottom of the slot, or between the top and bottom parts of the coils, in
order to bring the winding as near to the bore as possible.

From this point on, the procedure will vary, depending on whether the
stator has open slots or partially closed slots.

Slot Insulation.-Several methods of insulating the slots of
small motors are in use at the present time, the principal ones
being:

FIG.

Fish paper cell only.
2. Fish paper and treated cloth cells.
3. Combination cells only.
When a fish paper cell only is used it should be
about 15 mils thick and should be cut to extend
about one eighth inch beyond the fibre punchings.

3.172.-Sector. of Lincoln

az 6
1.-

field lamination with one coil in place showing insulation.

!4"

COIL
INSERTED

It should be of such width as to come just to the edge of
the tooth tip, that is, it should not obstruct the slot opening
passage for wires into the cell. The cell should, of course,
be formed to fit the slot if possible. After the slot is wound
or
in. thick fibre strip of suitable width shotild

1.

.

'w

1
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be inserted in the top of the slot under the teeth and between the teeth
and the fish paper cell. This fibre wedge should extend about one -eighth

inch beyond the punchings.
The starting winding of split phase motors should be insulated in the
slots from the main winding by a fibre strip, as wide as the slot. or by
an additional fish paper cell. Where an additional cell is used, the first
fish paper cell into which the, main winding is wound should he folded
over and the second fish paper cell placed on top.

3,173.-Lincoln polyphase induction motor construction illustrating phase insulation.
In every polyphase induction motor there are sets of windings or coils, each carrying a
different phase of current. A large percentage of the failures or "burn outs" in field windings
come at the points where these different phase windings cross each other. Accordingly at
the points where the tifferent phases approach each other, insulation is provided to will,-

Fle.

'

stand considerably higher voltage.

`

'The starting winding should be insulated frtimthe main winding on the
ends with drilling or light canvas in case considerable shaping be necessary
to form the windings. Where shaping of the end windings is not necessary, no insulation is, required between the main and starting windings
except that provided on the individual wires and by the insulating varnish which is applied to the completely wound stator.

Winding A. C. Motors
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When a fish paper cell and a treated cloth cell are used, the
fish paper cell is usually not more than 10 mils thick and is
required merely to prevent the iron puncturing the treated
cloth
.

This fish paper cell is the same size and shape as the one described
above. The treated cloth cell, however, extends through the slot opening
toward the center about three -fourths inch to one inch. After the wires
are inserted the treated cloth cell should be cut off flush with the slot and
folded over, and the fibre wedge inserted as described.
The starting winding should he insulated from the main winding where
it is wound in the same slot with the main winding the same as described
above except use a treated cloth cell in addition to the fish paper cell.
The starting winding is insulated from the main winding on the ends as
described.

When a combination cell is used the. procedure is the same
as for the fish paper cell.
A combination cell generally consists of a piece of fish paper to which
varnished cambric has been attached by means of varnish. The combination cell should be inserted so that the fish paper side is next to the iron.
When necessary all end windings should be laced and in some cases where
the end windings are bulky they should he taped from iron to iron with
linen tape.

All small motors should be dipped in varnish and baked,

after they'are completely wound and insulated.

Any good grade bf insulating varnish which does not bake too hard will
be satisfactory. Some insulating varnishes require a longer time to bake
than others, and some require higher temperatures than others, but in no
case should the temperature exceed 125° C., and the length of the baking
time should never be less than four hours.
Before immersing the wound primary into the insulating varnish it
should be kept heated for several hours at 50° C. to. permit it to dry out
thoroughly. It should then be immersed immediately into the insulating
varnish and allowed to remain there until bubbles cease to rise.
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Skein Winding.-In this method of winding, a skein of wires
is looped a number of times through the slots to form one pole.
Thus, the total number of turns per pole is a multiple of the
number of turns in the skein.
The multiple depends upon the number of times the skein.
through the slots and the number of slots used per pole.

is looped

When rewinda
skein
wound motor the
number of times
the
skein is
looped through
each slot should
he noted, the
length of the
skein measured
and the turns
ing

counted.

In case the
skein length be
not obtainable
directly from
the old winding,
it may be calculated from the
dimensions of
the primary core
by considering
the mean diameter D, of the
l'G.

3,174.-Adjustable shuttle or skein winder showing operation of winding

responding to fig. 3,175.

a

skein cor-

FIG. 3,175.-Skein placed in slots and halt twist taken ready for the second operation.
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winding to be the distance from center to center of diametrically opposite slots, as indicated in fig. 3,177.
Using this value,of D, the pole pitch
from the formula:

at the slot centers

is calculated

-

D
pole pitch = poles

This distance is then laid out as a developmer'; the slot centers are in
dicated by dots on this line and the probable mean line of each loop is
ADJUSTMENT

CLAMPING

BOLT

MOULD S^LIT
FOR ADJUSTMENT

SHAFT

DOUBLE GROOVES
FOR WINDING

SPLIT SKEINS

two skeins
Fro. 3,1."Y. --Winding head for winding skeins. The double grooving permits winding wire
larger
and of
of the same size or one split skein. When the skein is over y.,; in. square
mould is split
than No. 19, it should be wound in two sections. Note that the winding
through the center so as to be adjustable foi different sizes of skeins.

drawn, as in hg. 3,179, assuming the probable coil extension E, fig. 3,177.
The lengths L,, L2, Lb L4, are measured, and each length is multiplied h
the number of times the skein is looped through the slots for that length.
Then these products are added together, and the sum is multiplied by bso
to include the extensions on the other side of the core. To this total is
added the product of core width by the number of times the skein bundle
crosses the core. This gives the total skein perimeter.
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A trial skein with the required number of turns should first he made
and wound, and the length corrected, if necessary, for the remaining
skeins. After a little experience, corrections will usually he unnecessary.

Another method of determining the skein length or perimeter

is by trial with a single wire.

This wire should he laid in the slots just as the skein of wire would he

Fws. 3,177 and 3,173 -Shape of connecting coi!s for

sinz,!e phase motors.

L2

\\

E

POLE PITCH AT SLOT CENTERS

Fm. 3,179.-Diagram illustrating method of determining length of loope.

inserted, making proper allowance for the bundle of wires the single wire
represents. Then- this wire is removed and measured; one skein is wound
for trial and correction is made, if necessary, for the succeeding skeins.

The distribution of the windings in the slots varies with the
design of the motor and depends upon the number of slots and
the number of poles.
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Winding Table for a 36 Slot Motor
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5 6 7 8 9 10

3 4 5

2

2 3 4

36 Slot Motor

with the first operation
A developed view of a small portion óf the primary core, looking at the teeth,
should
of putting the skein in slots 4 and 7 completed is shown in fig. 3,180. The short end of the skein
end
of
the
skein.
be
on
the
long
of
the
coil
should
the
core.
The
leads
he firmly pressed against

Skein Winding Procedure.-After the skein l ngth and distribution have been determined and the slots insulated, the procedure In winding a single pole of a four pole,
36 slot primary is as shown in figs. 3,180 to 3,190, for the main winding distribution
given in the upper table on this page.

The distribution. most commonly used in a 36 slot, four pole motor is shown in the accompanying
The
table. The numbers in the slots indicate the number of times the loop passes through each slot.
which
is less common
of
slots
and
for
the
same
number
poles,
another
distribution
second table shows
because the starting winding is too cancentrated with this distribution.

WINDING

STARTING

WINDING

MAIN

SLOT N9

WINDING

_WINDING
STARTING

MAIN

SLOT N9

Winding Table for

LI B

¡MON
C

1111#1911

\

al

as

IN

inding a skein with distribution as specified

DE

Ftns. 3,180 to 3,190.-Detail of slots and skein showing
progressively the method of
in the upper table on page 2,139.

A

RH

(
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A half twist is next made in the skein, as shown in fig. 3,181, and the
long end of the loop is then passed through the core and the sides are
threaded into slots 3 and 8, as shown in fig. 3,182. The winding should
be pressed firmly against the side of the core
The half twist is repeated, as shown in fig. 3,183, but the twist should
he made in the opposite direction to the first twist.
Throughout the winding, the half twists should he alternated in direction so as not to snarl the winding on the last loop. The loop is then laid

WINDING FOR
ONE POLE

F o. 3,191.-Field core showing one pile completely wound corresponding to fig. 3,190.

FIG. 3,19z-Diagram showing completed main field skein winding with each pole wound as
shown progressively in figs. 3,180 t' 3,190.
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back in slots 3 and 8 for the second time, as in fig. 3,184. The half twist
shown in fig. 3,185 is then made and the loop laid in slots 2 and 9, as in
fig. 3,186. Again a halt twist is given, fig. 3,187, and the skein is laid
back in slots 2 and 9 for the second time, as shown in fig. 3,188. Another
half twist, shown in fig. 3,189, is made and the skein is threaded into slots
It is im1 and 10, fig. 3,190, thus completing the winding of one pole.
portant that the direction of the half twists be alternated to obtain a
smooth winding and to avoid difficulty on the last part of the loop.

The winding of the second and remaining poles is performed
exactly the same as that of the first.
The completed winding for a ,our ix)le, 36 sloe motor is shown in fig. 3,202.

SERIES
CONNECTION
1

2 34

PARALLEL
CONNECTION
1

2 34

TUI

F os. 3,193 to 3,195.-Diagrams showing connections for winding in fig.

For repulsion induction and repulsion starting, induction
running motors, the primary winding is complete as shown in
fig. 3,202, and the coils are connected together as shown in
fig. 3,197.
Four leads are usually brought out so that these motors may be connectF'r externally for either 330 or 110 volts.
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For single phase squirrel
cage motors the starting
winding is displaced 90 electrical degree; from the main
winding, or in other words,
the pole centers of the starting winding are located midway between the pole centers
of the main winding. Its

distribution and the length
of the skein must be determined as explained for the
main winding.

The starting winding is essentially a resistance winding. As it is important that
its resistance in the re -wound
motor be the same as it was
originally, the length of the
skein. should be carefully
determined. The distribution of both the main and
starting winding and the
number of times the skein
bundle passes through each
slot are shown in fig. 3,196.
The main and starting
winding coils should he connected together as shown in
fig. 3,197 or fig. 3,198. The
particular diagram to be
used depends upon whether.
the winding is to be connected in series or in series -parallel for the circuit on which
the motor is to operate.

It will be noted in fig_
3,196 that the poles lap in
slots 1, 10, 19, and 28 for
the main winding. This is
not essential but depends
upon circumstances. The
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winding in the particúlar motor selected, for the example could have been
distributed as indicated in 2nd table page 2,139, but in that case the starting
winding would not have as advantageous a distribution as in the first table,
and a smaller size of wire would probably he required for the main winding
because the number of wires per slot would be higher for the same effective
number of turns and, consequently, the copper loss would he higher.
Under some conditions, however, and with other pole and slot combinations, it is often advantageous to distribute the winding so that adjacent
main poles do not lap.

Mould and Hand Winding.-The mould winding method is
STARTING

WINDING

3,197.-Diagram showing series

of four pole motor.
Clockwise rotation: Connect 1 and
2 to one line; connect 3 and 4 to
other line. Counter clockwise rotation: Connect 1 and 3 to one line;
connect 2 and 4 to other line.

connections
CENTRIFUGALLY
OPERATED
STARTING SWITCH

4

MAIN
WINDING

CENTRIFUGALLY
OPERATED
STARTING SWITCH

234

Fin. 3.198 -Diagram showing connections of a four pole, two path
motor. Clockwise rotation: Connect 1 and 2 to one line; connect 3
and 4 to other line. Counter
clockwise rotation: Connect 1
and 3 to one line; connect 2 and 4
!o other line.

MAIN

WINDING

STARTING

$4

WINDING
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sometimes ethployed in winding small motors of the induction
type. It takes its name from -the fact that the pole coils are
first wound on a mould, and then placed in the slots.
In most cases one pole set of coils is wound together so that individual
coils do not have to be connected together after being placed in the slots.
As far as the final results are concerned, the mould type of winding has
the same general appearance as the hand type. Any mould wound shall
motor can be hand wound, that is, one wire at a time wound in by hand,
when it is repaired. The winding diagram of both the mould wound and
the hand wound motors is the same, and is shown in fig. 3,202 for the
main winding.

The starting windings
motors with either
mould wound or hand
of

Fm. 3,199.-Method of winding
split skein in the slots. First
or bottom section is shown
twisted and being wound into
the slots first to reduce the
piling up of the ends.
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FIG. 3,200.-Method of hand winding showing how a loop of wire is slipped through
the opening and into the slot.
A skein
winding may be put on in the same
manner, but requires more experientce.

11,1

'

11111110

.

FIG. 3,201.-Placement of rods in
slots which are to be left partially vacant when putting on
the main winding. The wire is
wound around underneath t hest
rods which hold the coils down
and reserve room for the starting wtndine.
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wound main windings are generally skein wound, although they too may
he mould wound, but they should not be hand wound because the resistance of the starting winding is very important, and in the case of a hand
winding, would vary too much.

In case the starting winding is skein wound, the procedure is the same'
as described above.
When the starting winding is mould wound, and no mould is available
for rewinding, it is necessary to measure the entire length of the starting
winding coil of one pole.of the motor to he rewound and to wind that
same amount of wire into the slots.
The split phase, cage wound and single phase internal resistance motors
most commonly encountered have two, four or six poles. The four pole,
36 slot winding and connecting diagrams have been given in connection

Fin. 3,202.-Diagram of main winding for mould or hand winding.

with the description of the method of winding. Two and six pole winding
distributions and connections are shown on pages 2.148 and 2,149.

Open Slot Winding.-Coils for an open slot winding usually
are fully insulated and treated with varnish before winding.
They are of two kinds:
1.

Phase coils

2. Plain coils

The phase coils differ from the plain ones only in that they
are more heavily insulated on the ends to withstand the voltage
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21

2

YO STARTING SWITCH

TO STARTING SWITGEI
Fro. 3.203.-Diagram showing series connections for a two pole motor.
Fm. 3,204.-Diagram showing connections for a 2 pole 2 path motor.
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TO

STARTING SWITCH

V:c. 3,205.-Diagram showing series connections for a 6 pole motor.
FIG.

I

3,206.-Diagram showing conneatinns.for.a..6.pole.two path.motor.

to. 3,207.-Diagram showing connections for a 2 pole repulsion -induction motor.

r`ir,. 3.2t8 -fiagra-1 showing connections for a 6 pole re,ulsion-indurt.on motor
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between groups, ;which is much .higher than the voltage between coils.
i

They are usually taped with colored
tape or otherwise marked todistinguish
them from the plain coils. Coils which
have been fully insulated and treated
before winding are rather delicate and
are liable to have their insulating qualities impaired or broken down completely by careless or rough handling.
or by unskilled workmanship. Such
coils are heavily insulated on their
straight parts, that is, on those parts
of the coil that are put into the slot.
This insulation furthermore is of such
nature that it will not stand being disturbed either by bending, pounding or
abrasion.
-

Fin. 3.209.

Open slot with fish paper cell in place.

The insulation on the coil ends is more pliable and will stand
a reasonable amount of bending.
For best results. therefore, the coils must. be assembled into the slots
without excessive pounding; without scraping the coils against the slots;
and without bending their straight parts. To avoid the first. regulate
the tightness of the coils in the slot to a nice driving lit by means of fillers
coil which is too loose is almost as undesirable as one which is too tight,
as any movement of the coil. in the slot during operation \yiil inevitably
\veaken the insulation.

-a

To prevent scraping the coil against the rough sides of the
slot, use a thin fish paper winding cell, as shown in fig. 3,209.
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Rub paraffin on the inside of this winding cell, and also on the coil.
This will act as a lubricant and enable the coil to slide into the slot without damage. Such winding cells must be sufficiently thick to take up irregularities in the slot and of rather stiff material. They must he placed
in the slot directly against the iron and not inside of the filler, so that the
friction between the cell and the wall of the slot will be greater than the
friction between the cell and the coil. Otherwise, the cell would not stand
up, but would go down with the coil
as shown in fig. 3,210, and crumple
up in the bottom of the slot, taking
up room that has not been allowed
for.

To guard against bending of
the straight part of the coil,
avoid driving the coil into the
slot with the face of the mallet
directly.

BUCKLING OF

----FISH

PAPER

Fio. 3,210.-Wrong method of inserting coil showing buckling of fish paper cell.

Always use a fibre winding drift of the proper length and width over the
coil to distribute the blow. Start the coil into the slot with the straight
part equally spaced on each side of the core.
If the coil fit properly, it cannot be moved lengthwise in the slot after
ends of the core
it has been driven to the bottom. Equal spacing on both
if the
is essential because the heavy insulation ends at the first bend; and
not equal,
extensions of the straight part of the coil at the ends of the slot be
the insulation may break down to ground on the short side.
After the slots, into which the phase coils and the first coil are to be
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wound, have been marked off and after proper fillers have been determined
to give the correct winding lit, proceed by inserting the winding cell and
fillers into the slot into which the bottom or shorter straight part of the
first coil is to go.
Get the first coil started into
the top of the slot with the lead
toward- the proper side of the
frame, then drive it down to
the bottom part of the slot by
means of the fibre slot drift
and mallet. Enter the top part
of the first coil into its proper
slot, but do not drive it down,
because it will have to be raised
up later in order to put in the
last coils.

All the first coils whose
top parts go into slots temporarily, as in fig. 3,212,
are called "throw coils,"
and their number equals the
throw of the winding minus

one.

I

tc. 3.211-Slot with coils inserted showing trimming of slot cell.

.

For instance, if the throw of the winding be
coils in the throw.

1

to 10, there will he 9

Having completed the throw, proceed with winding plain
and phase coils in the order indicated by the layout, until the
first throw coil from the other way is reached. Then raise the
upper parts of all the throw coils out of the slot just high
-enough to enable the last coils to be inserted as shown in .fig..
3,213.
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Raising them too high is liable to injure the coils.

After all coils are wound, drive them down tightly in the
slots with a fibre slot drift and mallet and trim off the projecting
parts of the winding cell, as shown in fig. 3,211.
Care must be taken that the coils are not injured in this operation. If
there be room ín the slot the cells may he trimmed high enough to permit
folding them over the coil; otherwise they should be trimmed even with
the bottom of the wedge grooves.

ábá
pLy

íáu``3.4úi._,

éis\::iéeé7k<k4`es{yg-S;a...,

_as.,

G..

The slots which are
Frc. 3,212.-Detail of core showing throw coils in temporary position.
to receive the phase coils should be marked with chalk.

The winding is now ready for wedging.
wider
This is best done with a wedge driver. If the iron section he results
than six inches, two or more wedges are used per slot. For bestprevent
the wedges should be chamfered at the lower entering end to
NOTE.-A phase coil is the first coil and the last coil of coil groups
Polyphase winding. The intervening coils are called throw corns.

in-

an -overlapping
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damaging the coils. They should not project more than % in. out of the
slot, as a longer projection is apt to curl up and rap on the rotor.

The winding must now be tested for soundness of insulation
between phases and to ground.
This is done by scraping the insulation from the ends of all the
coil
leads and connecting all the coils in each phase together with bare
copper
wire. Care should be exercised that no lead touches the frame or
bridges

f
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rr"Y
=
!

-
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.
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rt

3,213.-Throw coils raised high enough to permit inserting the last coils.

across between phases. Then touch the terminals of the testing
transformer to any two phases simultaneously, repeating these tests until
phases have been tested to one another. Then touch the testing all
terminals to each phase and ground simultaneously.
In case of a breakdown to ground do not patch the winding by
driving
insulating materials past the coil into the slot; but remove the grounded
coil and properly repair it or replace with another. The
removing of a
coil is the reverse proceeding-step by step, .of placing
the last coil in the
original operation.
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Metal Wedges.-In case magnetic wedges be used; certain
precautions are necessary. These wedges consist of two strips
of steel held in place at the top of the slot by a strip of brass.
The steel parts lie in the wedge grooves and.the brass part in
a recess formed by the two steel pieces as shown in fig. 3,214.
The whole is insulated from the punchings by a thickness of
fish paper. The.grooves which áre to receive the metal wedges
must be straightened, not filed, until smooth and even, and
INSULATING
CELL

W EDGE
TOOTµ-\

STEEL -1

rSTEEL

//TOOTH,

BRASS

Fie. 3,214.-Cross section through

a

magnetic wedge.

lie in the slots. solidly -and low enough to
of the wedges.
insertion
permit the
the. winding must

.

Up to 'sever' inches width ofaron, the steel part of the wedge is of one
piece. bent into, the shape of a hair pin, .and spread with a single piece of
brass. For wiijér'iron, two -separate steel wedge pieces are'tised, one for
each side.
The steel parts should extend about % inch beyond the side of the slot
on each end. Two brass spreaders are used whose combined length equals
the width of the core, and these are driven in from opposite sides. -
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Before inserting the wedges, apply a coating of heavy shellac to the grooves
so folded that it will cover the top of the
winding, extend into each groove and project above the too of the slot
about one-half inch.
Insert the steel wedge into the fish paper cell and with a knife or screw
driver spread it open enough on one end to start the brass piece. The
latter is then driven with a wedge driver until its end is even with the
ends of the steel; a commutator punch or special tool is then used to drive
the brass even with the edge of the core.

and insert a piece of fish paper

FIG 3,215.-Typical mould wound and skein wound coils.

Wedge every other slot,, keeping the eyes off the hair pin, if the steel be
in one piece, on the same side of the yoke.1

.After half the slots are filled as just described, begin wedging
the remaining slots'by placing the steel wedges with the eyelets
on the Opposite side of the core.
When the first wedge in the second round has been driven, it can be
tested for tightness, as the wedges on either side will prevent the teeth.
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from bending. This is done by placing a finger across the slot, so that
it covers not only the wedge in that slot, but also the tooth on either side.
Then strike a gentle blow on the wedge with the peen of a riveting hammer
or similar tool. A jar indicates looseness, which is remedied by removing
the wedge and using heavier fish paper or a double thickness of fish paper
for insulation in all slots yet to he wedged.

The proper thickness of paper having been determined, proceed to fill the remaining slots until the wedging is completed.
The brass parts of the wedges are then even with the edge of

for ex
3.216.-Coil grounded on core. Should two grounds occur simultaneously, as voltage
ample at H, and D, a short circuit would be formed in the loop, and if the normal
enough
hot
become
immediately
remained on the motor, this short-circuited turn would
to destroy the insulation on the complete coil.

FIG.

the core, while the steel parts extend beyond both the core
and the brass. This extension should he nicked or clinched to
prevent the brass pieces backing out.
If the brass be in two pieces they should be soldered together in the
middle, thus completing the operation. The fish paper that extends out
of the slot into the bore is now trimmed even with the- wedge with the
rounded end of a knife. The wedges are then ready for testing for their
insulation from the iron. This is done by means of a 110 volt test circuit

2
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with a lamp in series, holding the terminals of one line on the iron and
the other on the wedge.

Partially Closed Slot Winding.-The coils for this class of
winding are usually uninsulated, except for the cotton covering
on the individual wires. They are all of one kind when they
come to the winder, that is, there is no difference between
plain and phase coils, as in the case of the open slot windings;

Ftc, 3,217.-Lincoln

field core showing partially enclosed slot used in the smaller motors.
The object is to give a more even distribution of the magnetic flux or field and thus
obtain
better operation. The coils are wound on pins and stretched to shape. The ends, or exposed parts, are fully:taped, and this tape is extended so that when coils are placed in the
core, the tape extended clear into the iron leaving no wire exposed. The insulating varnish
'seals the hire at points where it enters the slot. The coils are insulated and protected from
the core lamina! by a cell of born fibre placed in the slot. After the coils are put
inside
the fibre cells in the lamination slot, the sides of the cells are bent over and a "tI" shaped
piece of insulating fibre is inserted over the whole assembly. On top of this are driven
fibre wedges which holdall securely in place.

NOTE.-The discriminating buyer of motors can always avoid future trouble if

inspect the motor to
no wire is exposed.

see

if 'ends

he

fully taped and tape extends clear into the iron

he
so

will
that
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hut, according to the service requirements, the design may call
for the winder to differentiate between the plain and phase
coils by one of the following methods:
1. Tape those coils that start and end a group.
2. Tape all coils, with extra taping on the phase coils.

Y

io. 3.218.-Lincoln partly wound field on core having partially enclosed slots.
the top coil and follow the process of inserting the coils.

13cgin

t

t

3. Tape no coils; but place insulating material (usually treated
cloth), between the ends of the phase coils..
4. Place insulating material between the ends of all coils and
a double thickness between phase coils.
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In a two coil per slot winding with partially closed slots, the
coils are wound or pulled to finished shape, their individual
turns being held together by bands of light but strong twine.
These bands are placed at the points where the leads leave the coil, and
thus serve the additional purpose of anchoring the leads to the coil. As
the coils in a winding of this type are tininsulated at the start, the insulation to ground is applied to the slot in the form of a winding cell, which
lines the slot completely with the exception of a narrow opening corresponding to the opening in the slot.

For best results this cell must meet the following requirements:
1. Possess

the proper insulating qualities.

2. Have sufficient mechanical strength.
3. Fit the slot perfectly.
4. Have a proper seal at the top of the slot.
5. Have a sufficient extension beyond the iron on both ends.

Requirements 1 and 2 are met by making the cells from a
combination of treated cloth and fish paper, the former supplying the insulating qualities, while the latter furnish the desired mechanical strength.
.

The two materials can be assembled in a slot separately, or cemented
together and formed into the cell as a unit. The latter méthod is the
latest practice, being more economical of materials and slot room.

Requirement 3 is met by forming the cells with dies designed
to take care of each size of slot.

.

The fit must be particularly good with respect to its width at the bottom of thé slot-a poor fit here is sure to result in a break in the cell and
consequent grounding of the winding. Let,ve the cells long enough to extend at least three -eighths inch beyond the iron at the bottom of the slot,
but short of the bend -in the coil. If the cell extend -beyond the bend of
the coil, it will be torn during the winding.
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Requirement 4 is fulfilled by using either a lipped
cell, as shown in fig. 3,219; a lipped wedge, as shown
in fig. 3,220; or a lipped wedge with a straight wedge
over it, as shown in fig. 3,221. The method used
depends on the width of slot and service requirements.
The slots into which the first coil is to be placed
should he marked for both top and bottom sides.
STRAIGHT WEDGE

IGHT WEDGE

LIPPED
WEDGE

LIPPED

CELL.

.1

>r.

h
tics. 3,219 to 3,222 -Slot details showing: A, lipped

T

DRIFT

.

cell and straight wedge; C lipped wedge;

C, both lipped and straight wedges; D, use of T drift.

Also all slots that are to take the bottom parts of coils that are to he
'the beginnings and endings of groups should he marked. Cells should

then he placed

iri all

slots.

Next take the throw coils (in number one,less than the throw
of the winding) and apply a temporary taping on the whole
upper half, from the_ leads to. the .opposite. extremity of -the. coil.
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With the leads toward the proper side of the frame, proceed to thread
the lower parts of the throw coils into the slots, the upper parts remainng
in"the bore to the last, being protected against damage by the tempo:ary
taping.

The threading of coils into the slot is done one wire at a
time, the first one being threaded through completely before
.starting on the second.
This tends to keep the wires from crossing one another. Avoid bends
and nicks as they take up slot room, while crossed wires may result in
short circuits.

To make the wires slide past one another readily, rub the
coils with paraffin.
f'

When the lower half of the coil is in the slot and the coil
properly located with respect to the extension on both ends,
insert the center strip, which should be slightly longer than
the cell.
It is important that this strip shall properly separate the two coils in
the slot. It should be as good an insulator as the insulation used between
phases-usually being of the same material as the slot cell. This center
strip is tapped home with a T-drift.

To keep the 'winding and center strip from getting out of
place during further manipulations, insert a temporary wooden
filling piece large enough to fill the rest of the slot.
Depending upon the design, the portion of the coil outside
of the slot is now taped before proceeding with the next one;
or else left untaped and triangular pieces of treated cloth inserted between adjacent coils and groups as they are wound.
The first coil after the throw coils is threaded into both the
top and bottom of the respective slots.
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The top is inserted by taking out the temporary filling piece and threading the wires into the slot as before, except that the spring in the wires
already in the slot may necessitate an occasional tapping down with the
T -drift, or packing the last wires with the fibre cell drift.

When all the wires are in place, close the slot by one of the
methods shown in figs. 3,219 to 3,221 according to the design,
making sure that a seal has been established between the cell
and the wedge.

roc. 3,223.-Wedge driver for lipped wedges.

Fiat wedges are driven with the ordinary wedge driver as shown in fig.
3,237.
Lipped wedges are best driven with a specially shaped wedge driver,
shown in fig. 3,223. The rest of the coils are then inserted, wedging and
insulating them until the throw coils are reached. These are raised to
clear the slots underneath them sufficiently to permit inserting the lower
parts of the remaining coils. The temporary tape is then removed from
the throw coils and they are threaded one by one into the tops of their
respective slots.

If the coils or groups be separated by insulating pieces, after
the winding is completed, these should be trimmed off even

with the winding, as shown in fig. 3,211.
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Connecting.-The connecting operation may be considered.
as consisting of three steps.
1. Stubbing the groups
2. The connecting proper
3. The placing and securing of terminal leads.
Each group starts and terminates with a phase coil, The
stubbing operation consists of connecting all the coils of a
STUB

FIG.

ADJACENT GOI LS
3.224.-Stub or connection between adjacent coils.

group in series, the outer lead of each coil connecting to the
inner lead of the adjacent coil.
Then tap down with the drift or mallet any wires that may not lie in
place. Make sure that the winding clears the bore and the bracket. Test
for grounds and short circuits between phases in the same manner as described for open slot windings.

After connecting, the stator is ready for treatment with
varnish and baking.
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The length of the stub, that is, the distance it is permitted to extend
away from the coil, is determined by the clearance to the bracket. The
stub is made by scraping the wires clean with the scraper shown in fig.
3,238 (J) and fastening the inside lead of one coil to the outside lead of the
adjacent coil by means of a copper sleeve connector, as shown in fig. 3,224.
A suitable flux is then applied and the stub soldered, preferably by pouring
molten sólder over it. A group thus connected will form a continuous
circuit, 'beginning with the outer lead of one phase coil and terminating
with the inner lead of the other.
The cross connections and terminal leads are connected to the group
ends in accordance with the connection diagram, using lap joints which
are held together either by sleeve connectors or by the wrapping of turns
of small bare copper wire around the joints, which are soldered the same
as the stubs.

FIG. 3,225.-Century form Hound pyramidal type coils. The pyramüal style of field winding ie
used in all Century polyphase motors, except two pole motors which for constructional
reasons are made with the diamond coil or lap style of winding. The coils are placed in
partially, closed slots and held in place by retaining wedges.
Rte. 3,226.-Century 3 ply insulating':sheet. The slot insulation consists of several layers
of such insulating material as fish paper and varnished cambric. At all points where the
coils extend from the core slots, they are protected and insulated from each other by insulat ion composed of layers of varnished cambric and tape. All individual coil leads are
insulated with varnished cambric tubes. The completed field winding is saturated with

insulating compound and baked.

The stubs and connection joints should be freed from burrs, and then
thoroughly insulated according to the voltage with treated cloth tape held
in place with cotton or friction tape.
The connecting wires and lead cables should then he laid down as nearly
parallel to one another, as possible on the outside .of the end winding,
being careful that 'ample -clearance to the end 'bracket :s provided. They
should he tied in place by strong, light string. The terminal leads are
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then brought out of the frame and cleated in place. They should he prc
tected with insulating tubes where they are fastened into the cleat.

On testing the winding for rigidity on its front and rear
extensions, it will be found that the connections between adjacent coils and groups have a bracing effect on the front end
which the rear end lacks.
To secure this part of the winding against vibration it is braced, in ordinary industrial motors, by tying each coil securely to a heavily instil ,ted
steel ring. All exposed parts of the winding can now be painted or sprayed
with an air drying finishing varnish.

3.221.-Wrong way to remove

a coil.

Don't use the lower cod as a fulcrum.

Removing Coils.-In case it become necessary
to remove a
coil before the winding has been treated,
and baked, proceed
in the reverse order, step by step, from the
original
operation, considering the coil to he removed as the winding
last one

inserted, under the throw.

Should a coil have to be removed from a winding
that has been treated
and baked, it will he necessary to heat the winding
in order to soften the
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varnish. Saturating the part to be opened with paraffin helps to soften
'.he varnish. The coils should be removed while the winding is hot.
For raising the wires out of the slot use a piece of thin fibre sharpened
to the general shape of a screw driver. Metal tools will injure the cotton
covering on the wires, and will necessitate tapping the wires, which usually overcrowds the slot.

Winding Tools.-There are certain tools which are essential
to the successful winding of any type of machine. In addition
to these, certain types of winding require tools which have been
CARE LAMIN,E AS

FULCRUM

SMALL WOODEN BLOCK
i

Itl

TAPE

PIG.

3.228.-I iglu

way.

LEVER

to remove a coil. Use the core lamina.; as a fulcrum.

especially developed to meet the specific needs. An experienced
winder will in some cases develop his own tools, or at least
modify them to meet his personal requirements. The tools
illustrated in figs. 3,229 to ,3239 are, however. sufficient for
most windings of a.c. stators.
The following instructions for the proper use of tools should
be carefully noted
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1. When striking hard blows on tools other than fibre. be
careful not to roughen the surface of the rawhide face.
Avoid striking the coils a hard blow directly with the mallet--use a drift
or shaper. A blow from a mallet is concentrated on a small spot. A
drift distributes the effect of the blow and avoids damage.

FIGS. 3,229 to 3,239.-Hand tools ordinarily used in winding
induction motors. These are.
A, rawhide mallet; B, pliers; C, scissors; D, steel winding ¿rift; E,
fibre slot drifts: F, fibre shaping drift; G, fibre cell drift; H, steel assorted thicknesses of
T-shaped cell drift; I,
wedge driver; J, lead scraper; K, knife.
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2: Pad the jaws of the pliers with tape, when using them to

grasp insulation.
Do not use pliers in place. of a cold chisel.

3. Use scissors solely to cut insulating cloth, and thin insu-

lating materials.
Avoid using scissors in place of pliers or scraper. Do not bend the
points by prying with them, as they will cut poorly after being bent, no
matter bow sharp their edges.

,nnl Calk gLutgt W liUlUltlr
FIG.

3.240.-Martindale coil tamping tool.

4. Keep smooth all surfaces that come in contact with the
coil; nicks in a drift leave corresponding scars on the insulation
when used in shaping the coil.
Never use a steel hammer on that part of the drift that comes in contact with insulation in shaping the coil-use nothing but a rawhide mallet.

5. Slot drifts should have flat square faces with their corners
slightly rounded. Always use the same edge of the drift to
pound on. This will leave the other edge smooth for contact
with the coil. As the coil edge of the slot drift becomes rounded
from use have it filed or ground flat, as a flat edge offers the
largest surface and distributes the blow over the coil better.
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Always use the thickest possible drift, as a thick drift is easier on the
than a thin one. Never use a piece of metal instead of fibre for a slot
drift with which to drive the coil down into the slot.
coil

6. Keep the shaping drift smooth and free from nicks. Pound
it only with a rawhide mallet.
Do not use the fibre shaping drift on anything but coils, and insulating
materials.

s.

rr,_ o
y. -?e

FIG.

3,241.-Martindale wedge driver.

el

FIG.

.

,

3,242.-Martindale insulation scraper.

7. Use a fibre cell drift, and that only, for threading wires
into a partially closed slot.
I)o not use a piece of metal for a cell drift. Do not pound on the fibre
drift.

8. The T-drift is used in packing the insulating spacer between the top and bottom coils in partially closed slots. It
should he used only on windings or insulating materials, as
anv other use might nick it, causing damage to the windings,
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Do not strike a hard blow on the T -drift as this will bend the shank
and render the drift useless.

9. Be sure the tongue of the wedge driver is square on the
end -,vhich drives the wedge. An irregularly shaped tongue
will drive improperly or damage the wedge. Wedge drivers
and % in. should be available, and
with slot depths of V2,
nearly
fits the wedge should be used.
most
which
size
the

l

Do not use the tongue of the wedge driver for a chisel or drift.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Name three kinds of windings used on a.c. motors.
Describe some operations which should be done before
winding.
Name several methods of slot insulation.
How should the starting winding be insulated from
the main winding?
What thicknesses of fish paper should be used for the
various methods of slot insulation?
What is skein winding?
How is the length of skein determined for a given
winding?
ascribe fully the operations performed in the skein
winding.
How are the leads brought out?
Describe the method of mould and hand winding.
How are coils insulated for open slot winding?
What is the difference between phase coils and throw
coils?
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13.

How does the insulation differ in phase and throw

14.

How is a coil prevented scraping against the rough
sides of the slot?
What precaution should be taken in raising coils to
insert the last coil?
How is a winding tested for soundness of insulation
between phases and ground?
If test show a ground, what should be done?
What are metal wedges?
What should be done before inserting wedges?
When should the operation of putting in the wedges be
started?
How is a wedge tested for tightness?
Describe fully the method of winding for partially
closed slots.
How is a coil threaded into a partially closed slot?
How are partially closed slots closed?
Give three operations in connecting.
What should be done after connecting?
How should a coil be removed?
Why should the core be used as a fulcrum in removing
a coil?
What are the essential winding tools?
Describe each tool and its proper use.

coils?

15.

16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
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CHAPTER 69

A. C. Winding Diagrams
Key to Connections
On account of the undue multiplicity of drawings that would
be required in showing developed views of windings for the
various numbers of poles, phases, slots, coils per slot, etc.,
various modes of representation have been devised to indicate
the arrangement of windings without showing them in full

detail.
One method often used is the group diagram. In this the coils
are "stubbed" or grouped into pole phase groups and then
cross connected to form magnetic poles.
To attempt to show "developed" windings, that is a picture
of the actual coils rolled out flat for all possible numbers of
poles, phases, slots, coils per slot, etc., would require a very
large number of diagrams even for full pitch windings.
The diagrams which follow have been selected and prepared
for this work by the General Electric Co.
NOTE.-A. C. Windings. The windings for a.c: motors and alternators are substantially
alike and often may he used for either machine. The winding of a single phase motor or alternator has only one group of inductors per pole, placed in one slot or several slots depending
upon whether or not the winding is concentrated or distributed. Two phase and three phase
windings may be considered as made up of single phase windings properly placed on the same
armature. For the two phase windings two separate single phase windings are used, spaced
90 electrical degrees apart. For the three phase winding, three single phase winlings are used,
spaced 120 degrees apart. Although tine single phase windings are independent of each other.
their terminals are connected in star or delta. The spread or space occupied by each single
phase winding is known as the phase spread of the winding. For a two phase winding the
phase spread is (180 =2) or 90 degrees. For a three phase winding it is (180-1-3) or 60 degrees. In a single phase winding, the phase spread is theoretically 180 degrees. Nothing is
gained however by winding all the slots of a single phase machine. In piartice only about 75
per cent of the available slot space is utilized making the phase spread for a single phase winding
about 135 electrical degrees.
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FIG.

3,243.-2 phase,

2 pole,

1

circuit.

Diagram shows connections between
groups of coils only.

FIG 3,244.-2.phase,

2 pole. 2

2

OUTSIDE AND INSIDE LEADS
FROM
SAME GROUP OF COILS
.

OUTSIDE ANO INSIDE, LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS
circuit. Connections between coil croups only.
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INSIDE AND OUTSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

Fm. 3,245.-2 phase,

4

jw,lc, 4 circuit.

Connection.: between coil groups only.

OUTSIDE AND INSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS
F[c.

3.246.-:2 phase,

6 pole. I

circuit.

1

Connections Let ween coil groups only.
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2,176

INSIDE AND OUTSIDE LEADS
FROM .SAME GROUP OF COILS

Fig. 3,247.-2 phase, 6 pole, 2
circuit. Connections between
coiAgroups.only...
,

INSIDE AND OUTSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

FIG.

3,248.-2 phase,

6 pole, 3

1

circuit. Connections between coil groups only.
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OUTSIDE
DAMN

INSIDE

ROUPS LE

OILS

13

4

Fin, 3,249.-2 phase, 6 pole, 6 circuit. Connections between coil groups only.

OUTSIDE AND INSIDL LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

FIG.

3,250.-2 phase, 8 pole,

4

circuit. Connections between coil groups only.

2,177

2,178
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OUTSIDE AND INSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

F

e..

3,251.-2

phase, 12 pole,

1

circuit. Connections between coil groups only.

OUTSIDE AND INSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS
FIG.

3,252.-2

phase, 12 pole, 3 circuit.

1.

Connections between coil groups only.
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OUTSIDE AND INSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

Etc. 3.253.-2 phase, 20 pole,

1

circuit Connections between coil groups only.

2,199

.

,

2,180
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OUTSIDE AND INSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF C0115

Pm. 3.254.-3 phase, 2 pole,

1

only.
circuit Y. Connections between coil groups

OUTSIDE AND INSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

3,255.-3 phase, 2 pole, 1 circuit Delta.
Connections between coil groups only,

FIG.
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2,181

2

OUTSIDE AND INSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

2 pole, 2 circuit Y
Connections behveen_coil groups only.

Pic. 3,256.-3 phase,

OUTSIDE AND INSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS
rtc.

3.257.-3 phase,

2 pole, 2

circuit Della. Connections between coil vroups only.
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-5LOt

/ I
,

,

,

3.258.-3

phase,

4

pole,

2

circuit

5

N,

N

E!..1.

(irregular).

X'

--SLOT

/

_

I

Ftr:. 3.259.-3 phase,

4 pole, 2

NO.

,

1

ir

circuit, alternate pole.

NO.1
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INSIDE AND OUTSIDE LEADS
,FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

F. 3,260.-3

phase, 6 pole,

1

circuit

i

.

Connections between coil groups only.
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE LEADS
9FPOM SAME GROUP OF COILS

Fa:. 3,261.-3 phase, ti pole, circuit Delta.
Connections,beiween coil groups only.
1

2,183

2,184.
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INSIDE 'AND OUTSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

FIG.

3,262.-3

phase, 6 pole, 2

circuit Y. Connections between coil groups only.
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

Fn:. 3.262.-2 phase. 6 pole.

2

circuit Delta. Connections between coil groups only.
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OUTSIDE AND INSIDE LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

F. 3,264.-3 phase, 6 pole, 3 circuit Y.

FIG.

326.5.-3 phase,

1

Connections between coil groups only.

6 pole, 3 circuit Delta.

2,185

2,186
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oU75iDE AND INSIDE LEADS.
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS

Ft..;

3,266.-3 -phase. 6 pole.

Ftc. 3.267.-3 phase,

(i

1

circuit Y. Con sections between coil groups only.

6 pole, 6 circuit Y.
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FIG. 3,2(18.

-3 phase, 10 pole,

Fio.3,2fi9.-3 phase,

10 pole,

circuit

1

1

V

circuit Delta.

2,187

2,188-
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Pp., 3,271.-3 phase, 10 pole, 2 circuit Delta.
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FIG,

3,272.-3

phase, 10 pole, 5 circuit,

Fio. 3.273.-3 phase,

10 pole. 5

Y.

circuit Delta.

2,189

2,190

FIG.

FIG.
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3,274.-3

3,275.-3

phase, 10 pule, 10

circuit Y.

phase, 10 pole, 10 circuit Delta.
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-SLOT

2,191
N0.1

l

1..
4

-

5'

I

-r'
Z--- --

t

2 3___-

1

.

Y

414;
4

i

\
Fic. 3,276.-3 phase, 4 pole,

1

i

i

circuit Y, irregular.

t" ---SLOT

FIG

3,277.-3 phase,

4

pole,

1

circuit Delta

NO.
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OUTSIDE AND INSIDE. LEADS
FROM SAME GROUP OF COILS
phase, 12 pole, 1 circuit Y. Connections between
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140__
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FIG. 3,278.-3
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FIG.

3,252.-? phase,

A. C: Winding

12 pole, 3

,

Diagrams,

circuit Y.
SLOT NO'

FIG.

3,283.-3 phase,

\
12 pole, 3

circuit Delta.

Y

FIG. 3,284.-3 phase, 12 pole.
Letween coil groups only.
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FIG. 3,286

FIG

-3 phase, 12 pole, 6 circuit Y,

3.28/.-3 phase,

12 pole, 12 circuit Y.

A. C. Winding Diagrams
SLOT NO.1

1

r\`\`r¡
12
-

-

Fi ;. 3,288.-3 phase, 12 pole, 12 circuit Delta.

b'tc. 3,2.89.-3 phase, 16 pole, 8 circuit Y.

------
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FIG. 3,292.-3 phase, 24 pole.
6 circuit Delta.

FIG.

3,293.-3 plu.se,

24

roe. Meircup
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2,199

2,200

A. C.

1

Winding Diagrams

Flo. 3,294 to 3,924.-Collection of winding diagrams showing the great multiplicity of types;
the combinations possible áre almost infinite. Accordingly the student should seek to
master principles rather than look for a diagram of any particular winding.
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CHAPTER 70

Reconnecting A. C. Windings
It frequently happens that machines are not suited to the

conditions of the plant for which they are intended. This may
he due to changes in the conditions, or to the purchase of a
second hand machine designed for different conditions than
those required. For instance, the voltage, speed, horse power,
etc. may be wrong and the machine must be changed if possible to meet the requirements.
There are some changes in the windings of an a.c. motor
that can easily be made by a repairman, and also some which
should not be attempted. Complicated changes should not be
attempted except by men of experience. The operation of
making such changes is known as reconnecting.
By reconnecting the windings, a machine may be adapted
to changes in
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Voltage;
Frequency;
Phase;
Speed;

Rotation.

All changes m operating conditions may be reduced to terms

of change in voltage and so considered.

-

Before any reconnection
Preliminary Consideration.
the motor to the proposed
of
adaptation
the
is
made,
change

2,202
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change, as limited by its design, should be carefully considered
these limitations of design to be considered are:

Strength of the insulation.

1.

.

If the change he for higher voltage, is the insulation adequate?

2. Cross section o1 copper available to carry the current.
There should he a sufficient number of coils in series to prevent the
current rising above the safe carrying capacity of the winding.

3. Cross section of iron available to carry the magnetic flux.
4. Speed (r.p.m.) as limited by safe tangential velocity of

rotor.

The speed should be such that the tangential velocity at the surface
of the rotor will not exceed 7,000 ft. per minute, that is
3.1416Xrotor diameter X r.p.nn.
should not exceed 7,000. If so, the manufacturer of the motor should
be consulted before making the proposed change.

In reconnecting a winding, the current strength in the
copper and flux density in the iron should remain the same.
Assuming the machine to be correctly designed, it will operate at best efficiency when the above conditions obtain. An
increase of current or magnetic flux will cause the machine to
overheat, and if decreased, the efficiency will be lowered.
Voltage Changes.-Nearly all commercial motors are arranged so that they can be reconnected for two voltages.
To make these changes, the polar groups are connected in series for the
higher voltage and in parallel for the lower voltage.
In changing to higher voltages it should be noted that motors as manufactured are provided with insulation good for 550 volts or for 2,500 volts.

Reconnecting A.

C.

Windings

2,203

The capacity of the insulation should accordingly be considered and no
change he made beyond the capacity of the insulation.

In making a voltage change, the voltage per coil or per turn
must be approximately the sauce after reconnection as before.

440

IIIPISe1
-..--,-I IQ VOLTS

-

110

VOLTS

t.1.11111.

110

VOLTS

VOLTS-I-110

-t-.--110

lee 111t

1/f,110
VOLTS

+

110

VOLTS

-1

VOLTS

GUI LS

1-.--110 VOLTS
3,927.-Various connections of windings such that the voltage per coil
remains the same.

FIGS. 3,925 to

.

Thus, if a winding, for a single phase 4 pole stator be designed to operate at 440 volts when the 4 coils which form the poles are connected
in series, as in fig. 3,925, it will operate at 220 volts if the coils he connected as in fig. 3,926, so that there are 2 paths in parallel, with each
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path containing 2 coils in series. Also by connecting the 4 coils in parallel
as in fig. 3,927, the machine will operate at 110 volts. In each of these.
cases the voltage per coil is the same. Since in each case the voltage per
coil, 110 volts is the same, the current density in the copper will be the
same. Consequently, the same operating characteristics will obtain in
the 4 path connection as in fig. 3,927 at 110 volts as in the 1 path connection, as in fig. 3,925 at 440 volts.

Numerous voltage changes may be made with two and three
SERIES STAR

TWO PARALLEL STAR

3,929.-Winding diagrams illustrating a 440 volt series star connected motor
and reconnection for operation at 220 volts as described in the accompanyin,z text..

FIGS. 3,928 and

phase motors as is evident from the accompanying table prepared by A. M. Dudley.
Example.-A motor is connected series -star for three phase 440 volts.
How should it he connected for 220 volts?
In the table (page 2,204) look along the horizontal line corresponding to
three phase series star and under the intersecting vertical column headed
three phase series star is found the number 100. This means that the motor
ás it stands on 440 volts is considered 100 per cent. The new voltage is

2;206
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to, he 220, which is 50 per cent of 440. Hence, the same horizontal line
in the table, namely three phase series star is followed along until the desired figure of 50 is found, which is under the vertical heading "three phase
2 parallel star." This is the correct answer: that is, if a motor be connected
three phase series star for operation on 440 volts, it must be connected.
three phase 2 parallel star, as in fig. 3,929, to operate correctly on 220

volts.

Frequency Changes.-For the same number of poles a change
in frequency will cause the speed to vary directly as the fre
quency.

In order to maintain the speed constant in making a frequency change,
the \ oltage on the motor should he varied in the same proportion as the
frequency is changed.

A change in frequency may be regarded the same as a voltage
change because the voltage changes with the frequency.
Increase in frequency usually causes the machine to run a
little cooler, and decrease, a lillle warmer.
A change in frequency should be offset by a change in voltage
in the same direction and amount; thus, if a motor be operated at 110 volts on 60 cycles, it should be operated at /6 of
110 =92 volts on 50 cycles.
In making a frequency change if the speed is to remain the
same, the number of poles must be changed in the same ratio as
the frequency, or approximately so.

Example.-If a motor have four poles and be operated on 25 cycles, it
will have a synchronous speed of 3,000=4 =750 r.p.m. If the motor is to
have the same speed on 60 cycles, the nearest possible pole number is 10
and the synchronous speed will he 7,200=10=720 r.p.m. It is apparent
.that in very few cases of this kind is it possible to re -connect the same
winding.

Sixty cycle motors are often run on 50 cycles without change, but the
practice results in increased iron losses, hotter running and slower speed.
Under such conditions, the output of the motor in horse power should
be reduced to keep down the copper losses.

Reconnecting A.

C.

Windings
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fequently desired is
to two phases.
from
three
or
from two to three phases,
Phase Changes.-The change most

Exarnple.-A three phase 440 volt motor is to he reconnected for two
phase 440 volts. What changes must be made?
In the table on page 2,204 it ís seen that the winding as it stands on 440
volts is four pole three phase series delta. Select the horizontal column

3

PHASE SERIES DELTA

2 PHASE

2 PATH

3.931.-Winding diagrams illustrating a 440 volt series star connected motor
and reconnection for two phase operation. As explained in the text, the voltagerís'xeduced
to 305 volts.

FIGS. 3.930 and

in the table marked three phase series delta and follow it across, looking
for a vertical column showing the value 100, since the desired two phase
voltage is the same as the present three phase voltage or 100 per cent.
Inspection shows that there is no 100 under any two phase connection.
This indicates at once that a three phase series delta connected motor
which is normally operated on 440 volts cannot he changed and operated
on two phase 440 yolts, without rewinding. The nearest value to 100
tinder a two phase column is 70, shown under two phase 2 parallel. This

2,208
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2 PHASE 3 WIRE MOTOR

Fs. 3,932 and 3,9a3.-- Reversing two phase three wire motor; interchane ti..' two outside leads.

3 PHASE MOTOR

WIGS.

3,934 and 3,935.-Reversing three phase motor.

leads.

Interchango

the

connection uf any two
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means that if a three phase 440 volt motor which is connected series delta,
be reconnected for 2 parallel two phase, it should be operated on 70 per
cent of 440, or 308 volts.

Speed Changes.-The speed of an induction motor may be
changed by regrouping the field coils for a different number
of coil groups. In this connection it should be noted that an
increase in the number of poles will decrease the speed, whereas,
a decrease in the number of poles will increase the speed.
There are numerous cases where a change of two poles is
permiss ble, as for example, changing from four poles to six,
or from ten to eight and the like. The changes would consist
in rearranging the phase coils to agree with the new grouping
ant checking the chord factor, to note its effect on the voltage.
It is often possible to get a fair operating half speed by connecting for twice the number of poles.
Practically all reconn actions involving pole changes give only
a fair operating performance.
Reversing Polyphase Induction Motors.-For a two phase
four wire rnachin3, interchange the connections of the two
leads on either phase.
For a two phase three wire motor, interchange the two outside leads.
For a three phase machine, interchange the connections of any two leads.

:2,210
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TEST QUESTIONS

1. What is understood by the term reconnecting?
2. What changes can be made by reconnecting?
3. How should reconnecting changes be considered?
4: What is the preliminary consideration before making a change?
5. In reconnecting, what two things should remain the

same?
6. How are voltage changes made?
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

What should be especially considered in changing to
a higher voltage?
How are frequency changes made?
How does an increase in frequency affect the operation?
How are phase changes made?
What are the most frequently made phase changes?
How are speed changes made?
Does the motor- operate efficiently after a speed
change is made?
How are polyphase induction motors reversed?
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A.C. Motor Management
Installation; Operation, Care
There are certain precautions that should be taken with a.c.
motors in starting, running and stopping in order that the efficiency of the supply current and indirectly the working of
other motors and lamps connected to the mains in the immediate neighborhood, may not be affected by abnormal variations of the voltage. These precautions should be observed
also to prevent any danger of the motor itself being subjected
to detrimental mechanical shocks and excessive temperature in
the working parts.

1.

Installation

Foundation.-A solid substantial foundation should be provided for the installation of any motor. This provides a firm
support for the machine and the mass of the foundation will
serve also to absorb any vibration that may occur in operation.
Concrete is a good material for foundations. A good mixture for this purpose consists of, one part Portland cement,
two parts clean sharp sand, and three parts broken stone.
Only the best grade of cement should he used.

A. C. Motor Management
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When the anchor bolts which hold down the machine 'are cast in the
concrete their location must be determined with great accuracy, otherwise
they will not be in line with the holes in the base or bed plate of the machine,
Moreover in case of a broken bolt it would be a difficult matter to pút
in a-new, one.

A much

better method

is to

"cast" iron pipes in the concrete.

TEMPLATE,

NGriOR POCKETS

Frc. 3,936.-View showing template for locating anchor boll centers, pipes through which
the bolts pass, and bolt boxes at lower end of bolts. The complete.l foundation is shown
in fig. 3,937, with template removed. The template is made of plain boards upon which
the center lines are drawn, and bolt center located. Holes are bored at the bolt centers to
permit insertion of the pipes as shown.

These iron pipes should be a little larger than the bolts, pockets
being provided at the lower end.
The bolts are inserted in the pipes and being accessible through the
pockets are easily anchored. Since the pipes are larger than the bolts,
a slight variation in location is permitted so that there will be no difficulty
in aligning them with the holes in the machine. A wooden template

A. C. Motor Management
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should be made with holes corresponding to those in the motor base as
shown in fig. 3,936.

Floor or Wall Mounting.-All motors are shipped from the
factory assembled for floor installation unless otherwise ordered. For wall or ceiling mounting, turn both end brackets

Fic. 3,937.--Concrete foundation, showing method of installing the anchor bolts.

so that the oil well covers will he directly above the shaft
when the motor is in the desired position.
Care should be taken, when loosening or tightening the nuts on the
through bolts holding brackets to frame, that the nt torcore is not shifted.
Since the motor core is mounted on these through bolts it is essential
that the tightening of these nuts be done uniformly, that is, by an equal
amount on each bracket.

A. C. Motor
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LARGE WASHER OR PLATE

CLEATS

FIG.

3,938.-Method of mounting motor on wooden wall.

Ftc. 3,939.-Method of mounting motor on wooden ceiling.
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Whenever the end brackets are removed or rotated make sure that the
joints are clean before they are replaced and tightened. Check the air
gap and see that the rotor revolves freely.

Lining up an Engine Type Synchronous Motor.-When on
the foundation, the sole plates supporting the stator should he
leveled, and temporarily set for grouting, using metal wedges
closely spaced and evenly driven. Inch over holes are provided in the sole plates for moving the stator horizontally.
Square the motor frame to the shaft by spanning a steel wire
across the outside, touching the finished bosses on the guard:

'Al"

BENT IKON ROD

FINE PIANO WIRE

LINE
FIG.

3,940.-Small bent lever of ¡x round iron to secure wire enter line taut

in position.

and gauge from this wire to machined surface of spider rim,
and be sure that stator laminations are exactly opposite the field
pole laminations on both sides of the machine.
Before shimming and grouting, see that the air gap on top is considerably smaller than on the bottom. A practical air gap gauge is shipped
with every motor. See also that air gap is even on both sides of the core
horizontally and vertically.
After the sole plates have been grouted and set, raise the stator slightly,
using the jack screws provided for in the feet and now insert shims in both
sides in sufficient numbers to even up the' air gap vertically.
It is good practice to leave the air gap on top slightly smaller (10 or
J5 mils) in order to relieve the bearings from 'the dead weight of the rotor.

2,216
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Adjusting screws inserted in the frame on both sides and pushing against
the sides of the sole plates are used to move the stator sidewise and make
uniform air gap adjustment on both sides.
When motor has been set for correct air gap, dowel stator feet to sole
plates.

Erecting Motors. of Split Construction.-When assembling
the unit, the lower part of the stator is first put in position

PASSING LINE THROUGH SLOT

LINE SECURED

Fie. 3,991.-Method of securing wire centér line.

and moved over as far as the movement on the sole plates will
allow. The machined joints are then carefully inspected and
cleaned and the winding near the joints examined.
Before the upper part is put in position see that the dowel
holes are free from dirt or any foreign matter.
When in position the bolts with reamed seats holding the two frame

,

A. C. Motor Management
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halves together should be carefully installed and tightened up. The disconnected coils should then he carefully assembled in the slots and connected up. The shaft is now turned tith the key seat up and.the rotor
rests on the shaft with the key in place.
A wooden cradle made for the other half of the shaft and bolted to this
half of the rotor, holds it securely in place so it may be given half a revolution. After this half of the rotor has been blocked up from the bottom
of the pit, taking precaution to block only against pole face proper, not
the end rings, the wooden cradle may be removed to allow the second half
to
of the rotor to be put in place. It is understood that before starting
assemble the rotor, the shaft diameter and key should be checked with

.

r

Pre. 3,912.-Detail of joint showing split stator construction of Ideal
3 phase, 25

60J h.p., 2,20n volt,

cycle, synchronous motor_

the bore and keyway in the rotor, that all surfaces be thoroughly cleaned
and dowel pins put in place at the rim.
After the hub bolts have been installed and the two rotor halves securely
fastened to the shaft, the rim bolts should he put in place and the collector rings assembled. These rings should afterwa_ds he smoothed off
with a fine emery cloth to remove any projections which would cut into
the brushes. Finally, the field coils and squirrel cage windings are connected up and the motor set for air gap as outlined above.

LEADS

FI LD

Ill

6

~ma

v
WITH STATOR SUPPORT
BOLT AND DOWEL
.BEFORE STARTING

OUTBOARD BEARING

TO SUPPORT

STATOR BOLTED
AND DOWLED

..

CAGE

WINDING

GAP ADJUSTMENT SCREW

SPLIT NUR

__AIR

ARMATURE LEADS

FIELD
PILES

1. Do not mount brush holder rigging before stator and rotor are i place with
permanent air gap
setting.
2. With huh bolt loose and split wedged in rotor hub, slip rotor in position on the shaft and
tighten
hub bolt. Care must be taken when opening up hub bore for sliding fit on shaft that suitable steel wedges
are used with a taper of not less than % in. to the foot and expanding first undertaken at the spoke end
of huh. Block up under flywheel to support shaft and rotor.

Installation Notes for Fly Wheel Type Synchronous Machine.-The following directions will be found helpful when erecting a machine such as shown in figs. 3,943 and
3,944, having the stator mounted on outboard pedestal.

Fu:s. 3,943 and 3,944.-Ideal fly wheel type synchronous machine with stator mounted on out board
pedestal.

STAND

HOLDER

BRUSH

FRAME

COMPRESSOR

COLLECTOR RINGS

VENT HOLES
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3. Mount stator on stator support pad leaving bolts slightly loose; adjust
concentricity of stator diameter in respect to bearing with stator adjusting
screws using machined surfaces on inside diameter of stator support pad
and machined surface of shaft.
4. \\ ith sole plate temporarily in place on foundation, slide pedestal
onto the shaft with stator intact. Wedge up sole plate on four sides with
metal wedges until shaft turps free in hearings. Grout sole plate.
5. Adjust air gap up and down and sidewise, leaving air gap at the
bottom 10 to 15 mils smaller than at the top, according to instructions
given on certified outline drawing furnished with the machine.
6. Carefully remove pedestal with stator intact from shaft, then drill
and ream holes for proper dowel pins and dowel stator in place, then
tighten all stator holding bolts.
7. Reassemble on shaft. bolt and dowel pedestal to sole plate and
mount brush holder rigging on its foundation plate. Adjust brushes to
collector rings.
8. See that no tools are left in the machine. Rotate rotor by hand a
couple of revolutions to see if it run free and `rue, and machine is ready
for the initial start.
9. In case the machine be built with solid rotor hub and collector rings
mounted inside the rotor on the hub, disregard (Note No. 1) and reference made in other notes to split rotor hub, outside collector rings and
brush holder mounting. Make use of threaded stud or studs to be inserted in hole or holes drilled and tapped in the shaft extension and face
of rotor hub to pull rotor on or off the shaft, but he sure to remove brushes
from the holders before this is done.

Drive Gear.-Power may be transmitted from the motor to
the machine to 'be driven by either:
1.

Belt

2. Toothed Gearing
3. Chain
4. Direct connected.

Belt drive is largely used where room is available for adequate length of belt.
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. 3,945.-Installation with various kinds of drive
gear showing that the power may be transmitted from the engine to the machine or machines to be driven by: 1, belt; 2, toothed gearing; 3, chain; 4, direct connected.
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Align the pulleys and see that the belt is just tight enough to carry the
load without slipping. If possible make the lower side of the belt the
driving side. Do not lighten bell any more than necessary lo prevent slipping.

Vertical belt drive should be avoided. Best results are obtained by
locating the base so that adjusting screws come on the side of the motor
opposite the belt.
There should be a reasonable distance between the center of the rotor
shaft and the center of the shaft being driven, so as to eliminate the necessity of having to run the belt very tight, which would produce .unnecessary friction loads.
A pulley of the size regularly listed with the motor should be used. as
the size has been selected to secure continued satisfaction from the belt and
the bearings.

Belt drive is fully treated in .the chapter on Installation of
Dynamos and Motors, pages 880 to 894.
If the motor be geared to the apparatus to be driven, the
gear and pinion should not mesh so tight as to prevent a thin
piece of paper being pulled from between the teeth without
tearing.
In the case of chain drive mount the motor so that the chain
may be tightened.
Secure accurate alignment. Driven and driving shafts must be parallel.
Avoid vertical chain drives if possible'.' Chain belt should never he drawn

up tight

.

Fuses and Overload Protective Devices.=When a motor is
started automatically, or installed in an out of the way place
or controlled from a distance, or installed where the operator
seldom inspects the motor, the use of a fuse having a rated
capacity of 125% of the rated ampere capacity of the motor
as shown by the name plate is recommended. The same should
apply to the setting of overload devices such as time limit
overload relays.
For motors of the automatic start. across the line type use

RUNNING

STAR POINT

STARTIN'S

STAR POINTS

REGULATING
AND

I

{t`

RESISTANCE

CONTROLLER
CONTACTS

SECONDARY OR
ROTOR WINDING
HIGH OR LOW

ACTIVE CORES

LORE

CHOKE COILS
ON COMMON

choke coil induction motor regulating system, designed to take the place of the "slip ring" type
of induction motor starting or speed control, that is. resistance in the secondary (usually the rotor) circuit, because of the
large losses which occur with external resistance coils, whereas choke coils are highly effective. This system was applied originally to the Chapman armature winding machine. In this application the star point of the primary of a polyphase motor
is opened and a choke coil inserted in each one of the three legs, the other end of these choke coils arc
brought to three

Fie. 3,946.-P. E. Chapman

PRIMARY WINDINGS

MOTOR

SHUNT CORC-

N
N
N
[J

.
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inverse' time limit overload relays, thermal overloads or fuses set for 150% of
the full load motor current.
In case the starting duty he severe
and these fuse and relay settings do not
permit starting, use a double throw
starting switch which will cut out or
shunt out the fuse or relays during

starting.

2. Operation
Before Starting.-In general certain
precautions are necessary before starting a motor especially the first time..
1. Make sure that all bolts, nuts and screws
are tight, that the oil wells are filled with a
good grade of mineral oil, and that the commutator and other parts are clean.

2. Remove all external load if possible and

turn the armature by hand to see if it run
freely.
3. Make sure that the oil plugs are tight
-tnd that the oil wells are filled to the top of
the overflows at the side of hearings with a
good grade of light mineral oil
4. See that the voltage on the name plate
corresponds with the line voltage.
5. Check all electrical connections with diagrams to avoid possibility of injury to machine
by errors in wiring.

,
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6. Before putting the motor in service it is desirable to run it without
load for a short time to determine if there be unusual heating in bearings,
or windings.

Operating Squirrel Cage Motors.-When the motor is
started without a compensator, simply close the line switch.
When starting with hand operated compensator, move the
compensator switch lever to the starting position, and when
the motor comes up to speed (in about 5 to 20 seconds) throw
the lever quickly to the running position.

Operating Slip Ring Motors.-In starting (combined operation, primary and secondary control):
1. See that the control handle is in the OFF position.
2. See that the disconnecting or separate overload protective switch,
if used, is closed.

Constant Speed Motors.
Move the handle of the starting device slowly to the full speed position
Starting resistors have a time limit of acceleration from zero .to full speed
in 15 seconds, 30 seconds and 60 seconds, depending upon.the type of resistor used.

Adjustable Speed Motors.

'

Move the h indÍe of the starting device slowly to any desired speed
point. The resistors for this type of control must be rated for continuous
duty on any speed point.
In stopping return the handle of the starting device to the OFF,position. For other types of apparatus, such as automatic, see further instructions furnished with the apparatus.

Repulsion Motor Operation.-To start the motor:
1.

If without starter, close the main switch.
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2: If a starting box he used, sue that the arm is in the OFF position.
Then close the main switch (the line switch should always be either fully
closed or fully open) and move the lever of the starting device firmly on
to the first contact; hold it there for two or three seconds to allow the motor
armature to accelerate slowly; then move the rheostat lever from one
contact to the next until it is in running position.

In operation,
these minute Irregularities interlock and act as a retarding force, or frictional resistance.
a thin
by
presenting
contact
actual
prevents
which
lubrication
Hence, the necessity for
above is
intervening film against which the surfaces rub. The magnifying glass shown the
shaft
simply suggestive of magnification, in fact, to see the rough granular structure
would have to be viewed under a microscope.

FIG. 2,947.-Magnified view of a sl aft showing its rough granular structure.

To stop the motor:
1.

Open the main switch.

starter he used, be sure that the starting lever is returned to the
OFF position by the time the motor stops.
2. If a

3. Care
To insure the, best operation, make a systematic inspection

,

and 3,949.-Method of scraping small
and medium size bearings. Brasses that have
been soldered together for boring seldom split
exactly across the center when taken apart. For
this reason one-half trill require to be eased at
its edge before it will go on the pin. Many adjustable brasses require to be eased on their sides.
When a round nose scraper is used, a series of
furrows is cut axially along the brass: aril
further, these furrows cannot be commenced at the edge of the brass, nor can they be carried with uniformity to the other end of
the brass. When a half-round scraper is used the results are far from perfect. In the first place, a half -round scraper. is not a tool
on which a great deal of pressure can be easily applied, owing to the manner in which it has to be handled. A further disadvantage
lies in the fact that it is practically impossible to apply the operating force at a constant angle to the surface being scraped. Exactly
the same remarks apply to the cutting angle, which cannot be maintained at a constant angle, to the cylindrical bore of the brass.
The illustration shows a very useful method of scraping out small and medium sized brasses. In the figure, M is an approximately
semi -cylindrical piece of wood which is placed in the brass, the latter being securely held in the vise or elsewhere.. The flat scraper
as shown, rests with its flat side upon this wooden guide, and its cutting edge against the surface of the brass. Now, as the scraper
handle is lowered, the wooden rest revolves in the brass, and as the scraper rests with its flat side upon M, the flat side always remains constant. It will be obvious to any practical engineer that a great deal of pressure can in this way be applied to the cutting
edge, and long, wide uniform cuts can be taken with ease.
Vic:. 3,948
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at least once a week. Give the following points special attention:

Cleaning.-Treat a motor as you would any other high grade
apparatüs. Dirt, dust and oil should not be allowed to accumulate in the motor.
Any oil which may overllow from the bearings should be wiped from
FELT LINED COVER

OIL RING RETAINER HELD
BY LINING SCREW

/SHAFT

CLOSE
CLEARANCES

STEEL SHELL.BABBITED
LINING

OIL RING

'OIL

RESERVOIR

f'10. 3,950.-Sectional view showing a ring oiler or self oiling bearing. As shown the pedestal
or bearing standard is cored out to form a reservoir for the oil. The rings are in rolling
contact with the shaft, and dip at their lower part into the oil. Lt. operation, ail is brought up
by the rings which revolve because of the frictional contacts with the shaft. The oil is in
this way brought up to the top of the bearing and distributed along the shaft gradually
descending by gravity to the reservoir, being thus used over and over. A drain cock is
provided in the base so that the oil may be periodically removed from the reservoir and
strained to remove the accumulation of foreign matter. This should be frequently done
to minimize the wear of the hearing.

the motor. A little attention in this regard will result in continued satisfactory operating results and enable the motor to give the best service for
many years.

Bearings.-Prevent excessive heating and wear of all bearings by proper lubrication, belt tension and alignment.
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Where the air gap has become closed on one side replace the bearings.
Wear of the bearings will cause a closing up of the air gap on one side and
may allow the rotor iron to strike the stator iron resulting in trouble.

Oil Wells.-Before starting the motor, wash out the bearings with kerosene or gasoline to remove any dirt or cinders
which may have accumulated after motor has left the factory;
then replace the drainage plugs, after dipping them in a mixture of red lead and shellac to prevent leakage. Tighten plugs
securely. Fill the oil wells through the oil holes at the top
with a good grade of light mineral oil (not heavy cylinder oil,
animal fat or vegetable oil).

Fins. 3,951 to 3.9.56. -Self oiling, self aligning bearing open. Views showing oil grooves,
rings, bolts, etc.

Fill bearings with enough oil to cause oil to appear at the overflow at
the side of the bearing.
To avoid incorrect oil level, never oil the motor when running.
Do not use oil so thick that it splatters or is thrown oil the oil ring.
Refill the oil wells at regular intervals, the frequency depending upon local
conditions, such as severity or continuity of service; cleanliness, etc.
If the oil rings rattle, it is a sure indication that there is not sufficient
oil in the wells.
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Brushes and Collector Rings.-In the care of motors having
brushes and collector rings see that the brushes move freely in
the holders and that they make firm and even contact with
the collector rings.
Keep an extra set of brushes on hand. New brushes should be sanded
in to fit the curvature of the rings.
Brush pressure on the rings should be from 2 to 3 pounds per sq. in. of
brush section area. Collector rings should run true and have a clean pol-

ished contact surface.

When replacing worn down brushes, they should be fitted
by means of the fine sand paper folded around the commutator
and rotor revolved by hand in the desired rotation until a
proper fit is obtained. Never use emery cloth.
It should be noted that commutation cannot be improved by shifting
the position of the brushes.

Commutator.-The commutator surface of commutator motors should be kept clean and polished. Under normal operating conditions the commutator will require only occasional
cleaning with a piece of non-linting material. Vaseline or oil
of any description should not be used.
Roughness may be removed by polishing the commutator with a piece
of sandstone or sand paper. Run the commutator at a high rate of speed
during the polishing and move the sandstone or sand paper back and
forth along the surface, parallel with the shaft. After this has been done.
clean the commutator and brush faces carefully. Emery cloth as stated
before should not be used on a commutator or brush.
When, due to roughness or wear of the commutator, it is necessary
to turn down the commutator in a lathe, or to re -slot the mica strips.
it is recommended that this work be done by an experienced workman
or sent to a service shop.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

13.

14.
15.
15.

17.

Why should certain precautions be taken in operating
a.c. motors?
What kind of foundation should be provided?
Name a good concrete mixture for a foundation..
What provision should be made for the anchor bolts?
How is the foundation template made?
How are motors mounted on the wall and ceiling?
Give method of erecting motors of split eonstruction.
Name four kinds of drive gear.
Enumerate the features of the different kinds of drive
gear.
What size fuses should be used with a.c. motors?
How should a squirrel cage motor be operated?
Describe the method of operating slip ring motors.
What does a shaft look like under a microscope? _.
Give a method of scraping small and medium size
bearings.
What treatment should the oil wells receive before
starting?
What attention should be given to brushes and collector
rings?
How is a commutator kept in proper condition?
.
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CHAPTER 72

A. C. Motor Troubles
If trouble be experienced in the operation of a machine,
tighten all nuts, bolts, etc. and make sure that the armature
is free to revolve; that is, that the bearings are in good condition and that there is no mechanical obstruction to prevent

rotation.
In hunting for electrical troubles first make sure:
actually available at the motor switch.
2. That it corresponds m the voltage stamped on the name plate of
the machine.
3. That the circuit is of proper frequency.
1.

That the voltage

is

4. That the fuses are intact.
5. That the motor terminals are properly connected for the voltage to
be impressed on the motor.
6. I'hat all connections and contacts are properly made in the circuit
between the motor switch and the motor.
7.

That the starting device (if any)

is

operating properly.

8. That the brush yoke is firmly clamped up against the shoulder on
the hearing housing.
9. That the yoke is properly set on the running position for the rotation desired.
is being used.

10.

That the correct neutral

1.1.

That the correct compensation is being used.
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SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR TROUBLES
Faulty Starting.-This may be due to the following causes:
1.

Voltage too low, at least half voltage is required to start.

2. Open circuit in one phase.

Motor heats up.

3. Too much static friction due to too great belt tension and too tight
bearings.

Fie.

3,957.-Engine type stator with guard segments and brush bolder support removed,

200 h.p., 440 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle, 80 r.p.m. synchronous motor (small motor frame is
shown for compacison).

4. Too much field excitation.
5. Armature windings incorrectly connected.
6. Reversed phase in compensation
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Motor Fails to Start.-When a synchronous motor will not
start it is usually due to:
1. Too low

voltage.

2. Faulty connection in the auxiliary apparatus.

3. Too great starting load.
4. Open circuit in one phase, or short circuit.
5. Either condition results in a buzzing noise.

6. Too great field excitation.

3.958.-Curve for synchronous motor showing effect of varying the field current on
the armature current required for a given output.

Frc.

Field Faults.-These may he due to:
1.

Field circuit broken.

at start.
3. Punctured insulation due to excessive voltage.
2. Excessive induced voltage

Armature Fáults.-Abnormal conditions usually met with
are:
Short circuit in armature coil, with resulting burn out of the coil.
2. Wrongly connected coil resulting in reversed polarity and requiring
extra field current to make up for the bucking pole.
1.
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Hunting.-This unsteady operation has been fully explained

in another section.

Synchronous motors under certain conditions tend to hunt, as in the case of
1. Long lines.

2. Unsteady speed of alternator as when driven by a gas engine. The
application of "bridges" to the pole pieces tends to stop hunting.

3. Field too strong.

Weak Torque.-Sometimes a synchronous motor will start
without difficulty but fail to develop its full torque. This may
be due to:
1.

Exciter voltage too low.

2. Reversed field spool.

3. Short circuit in field.
4. Open circuit in field.

Heating.-This may be due to
1.

Overloading.

2. Excessive armature current.

INDUCTION MOTOR TROUBLES
Motor Fails to Start.-When difficulty is experienced in

starting induction motors, such difficulties may be due to
a number of causes, such as:

A. C. Motor Troubles
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One or more füses blown.

2. Voltage too low.

3. Too great starting load.
4. Worn bearings, permitting armature to touch field larninx, introducing excessive friction.

Failure to Carry Load.-When the motor 'stops after starting, the causes may he:
1.

I

lot bearings, increasing the load by excess friction.

2. Excessive tension on belt causing

bearings to heat.

3. Failure of short cut out switch in internal resistance motors.

4. Single phasing on the running position of

starter.

Winding Faults.-Sometimes mistakes are made at the factory.in the windings of a motor. Symptoms of winding faults
are:
1.

Excessive and unbalanced starting currents.

2. Peculiar noise.
3. Overheating.

In a three phase motor the faults may be:
1.

One armature coil short circuited.

2. One

phase or one leg of armature open circuited.

3. One phase of field open circuited.
4. Short circuit in field.
5. Field coil reversed.

Squirrel Cage Faults.-A squirrel cage winding is subject
to unsatisfactory operation due to such causes as:

2,236
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1. Poor soldering of the bar joints, increasing the' armature resistance
and causing local heating at the joints.

2. Unbalanced currents

dueto some good bar joints-and some poor ones.

REPULSION INDUCTION MOTOR TROUBLES
Motor Fails to Start.-Checking the above points as listed
will frequently locate the cause outside of the motor, where
otherwise considerable time might he spent searching for it

.
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Ftc. 3,959.-General Electric type R1;
pulsion induction motor.

4

pole, 2 h.p., 1,800 r.p.m., 60 cycle single phasere-
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inside of the motor. Obviously, the actual voltage of the
motor terminals should also be checked.
If, after following these suggestions, the trouble be not
located, the brief outline following will assist in locating the
difficulty:
1. No voltage. Inspect fuses, switches, and all connections. Test line
with volt meter or lamp. Notify power plant if no voltage.

FIG. 3,9(3o.-Sectional view of General Electric type R1, single phase repulsion induction
motor end shield showing method of reversing. To locate the brush rigging in the proper
position, a reference mark is chiseled in the Lear'ng housing and two sets of marks are stamped
on the yoke; each of these sets has one light mark with an N, stamped at right angles to it.
while the other has an arrow at right angles it dicating the direction of rotation. In a motor
of unidirectional rotation, one or the other of these marks (depending upon direction of
rotation) should always be opposite the reference mark on the housing as shown.

2. Low voltage. Determine with volt meter whether due to power plant,
or too small service' lines.
3. Excessive itvérlitad. Decrease the load Or install a larger motor. The
load should always he measured by an ammeter and compared with the
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full load amperes on the name plate, as this constitutes the full normal

electrical input.
4. The bearing linings stuck or "frozen" to shaft.
¿lean the shaft with crocus cloth.

Put, in new linings,

5. The armature rubs.

Put in new hearings, remove dirt or particles
the air gap. Make sure that the iron has not been displaced
so as to cut into the slots and short or ground the windings.
6. Incorrect location of the brush yoke.
7. Energy circuit, open. Inspect the brush rigging.
8. Wrong brush spacing. Figs. 3,961 to 3,963 show the correct relative
brush spacing on R1 motors. The total number of commutator bars di.

that may

fill

FIG.. 3,961 to 3,963.-Brush spacing on General Electric type Rl, single phase repulsion in.
duction motors. Fig. 3,961, two pole; fig. 3,962, four pole; fig. 3,963, six pole. Short circuited brushes, A3 and A4 are the energy brushes. Small motors have compensating brushes
at Al and A2. The compensating brushes are connected on unidirectional motors to the
compensating field winding by leads which are tagged Fl and F2. The yoke at points beside
the holder to which these leads are attached is plainly stamped Al and A2. The compensating field winding may consist either of a set of coils, independent of the main and lying
in the central slots of each pole, or may he a tapped off portion of the main winding.
.

vided by the number of poles gives the number of bars between energy
brushes and between compensating brushes. Between adjacent energy
and compensating brushes are one-half this number of bars. It should be
noted that figs. 3,961 to 3,963 do not show the position relative to 'field
winding.

Abnormal Heating.-When the motor seems to be overheating, take the temperature with a thermometer. The overheating may be 'due to:
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Overload. Reduce the load or install a larger motor.
2. Excessively high or low voltage. Take up with the power plant.
3. Low frequency. Take up with power plant.
1.

4. Incorrect brush pressure.
5. Iligh or projecting mica.
6. Short circuit in the field winding.

Remove all the brushes from the
commutator and close the main switch. A short in the field winding will
be indicated by excessive line current and by abnormal heating of the
shorted part of the winding. This may be repaired in the usual way.

(
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Ems. 3, í.1 to 3,966.-Number and relative positions of neutrals, General Electric type R1
single phase repulsion induction motor. Fig. 3,964. two pole; fig. 3,965, four pole; fig. 3.966.
six pole. A, A, etc. are true neutral positions. B, II, etc. are false neutral positions. The
arrows indicate direction of rotation when brush yoke is shifted with compensating brushes
removed. To locate neutral: 1, disconnect motor from any mechanical load; 2, see that
all brushes fit commutator perfectly; 3, raise all compensating brushes so that they will
not snake contact on the commutator; also bend pigtails so that they will not touch the
end shield arms in rotating yoke; 4, after loosening the cap screw move the yoke so that one
of the "N" marks on the yoke comes opposite the supposedly correct reference mark on
the housing, or if new reference mark is being found the yoke may be left in any convenient
position as permitted by the length of leads "F I" and "F2" (see figs. 3,961 to 3,963); 5, throw
(If any starting device be used this should he on
in the main line switch momentarily.
the first point.) If the armature rotate, gradually shift the yoke in the direction opposite
to
to rest and repeat the operation until a point is
(Allow
come
the
motor
to rotation.
reached where the armature definitely "lacks" when current is thrown on momentarily
Temporarily mark this point on the housing opposite either line marked letter "N" on'
yoke.): ti, while holding the yoke in this new found position, close the line switch for a few
seconds and quickly shift the yoke slightly front this point. If the armature start with a
very strong torque in the direction of shift, the correct neutral has been found, but if the
armature slowly start to revolve in. the opposite direction from shift, false neutral has been
found. The true neutral will be fount 90 degrees from this point in a two pole machine,
45 degrees in a four pole machine and 30 degrees in a.six pole machine as here shown. From
the figures it will also be noted that each motor has several true neutral points. The one
where the reference mark may be most readily stamped on the housing and which will not
interfere with the connection of leads "Fl" and "F2" will naturally be selected: 7, remove
previous reference marks and chisel the new mark that it may serve as a permanent reference point
.
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7. Short circuit in armature. When the above test with the brushes removed from the commutator is made for a short in the field winding, it
may be found that the armature is shorted, with all brushes out, throw
in the line switch and slowly turn armature. If the armature have a tendency to lock under each pole and the bearing linings be known to be in
good condition, it shows a short circuit in the armature. This is easily
verified if an ammeter be available. The line current will be high and
will show a decided deflection as the short circuited coil comes under each
pole.
8. Using brushes other than those recommended for use with the Rl
motors.

J-71_
13
T4

Tl

,

T2

11,J
11141
FIGS. 3,967 and

3,968.-Interchangeable voltage connections General Electric type Rl single
phase repulsion induction motor. Fig. 3,967, 220 volts; fig. 3.968, 110 volts.

9. Reversed compensation.
10. Incorrect position of the yoke.
NOTE.-Checking Compensation (General Electric repulsion induction motors) -1.
With the brush yoke on neutral, that is, the line marked "N" opposite the correct reference
chiseled on the bearing housing, see that all energy and compensating brushes (being replaced)
are making firm, even contact with commutator. Close the line switch and note the direction of rotation of the armature. Compensation will be correct if the armature. rotate in the
direction indicated by the arrow line on the yoke nearest the neutral. If rotation be in the
opposite direction, interchange leads "Fl" and "F2" running to the compensating brushes,
or chisel a new reference mark on the housing opposite the other "N" line on the yoke, and
shift the yoke so that the first "N" line will now come opposite the second reference mark
on the housing. Incorrect compensation is indicated by a very high no load current. 2.
Shift brush rigging so that the mark on the yoke at right angles to the arrow indicating the
desired direction of rotation is opposite the correct reference mark on the bearing housing,
and securely clamp the yoke in place against the shoulder on the bearing housing.
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High No Load Speed.-This abnormal operation may be due
to:
1. Open circuit in the compensating circuit if the motor show a no load
speed of about 1V, times rated speed. Poor cóntact in this circuit may
result in a high no load speed.

2. Incorrect position of yoke.
3. Incorrect brush spacing.
FROM COMPENSATING FIELD
TO ENERGY

SHORT CIRCUIT
TO COMPENSATING

BRUSHES
IU

REVERSING LEADS ANO
TERMINAL BOARD

TqT3Tay,
A, ArAy

o

F,

MAIN FIELD LEADS

LINE IIO VOLTS
3,969.-General Electric type R1 motor connected for 110-volt reversing operation, with
double pole, double throw switch.,

Low Running

Speed.-This defect in operation may

be due

to:
Overload. Reduce the load or install a larger motor.
poor contact in the energy circuit. This cause also reduces output of
the motor.
3. Incorrect brush spacing.
1.
A

4. Incorrect position of the yoke.

"
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Sparking at the Commutator.-Causes contributing to this
fault are:
1. The brushes bind in the holder. Clean the brushes; see that the
correct brushes are used.
2. The brushes reversed, that is, riding on the toe only.
3. The brushes worn so that the springs no longer hold the brushes in
lirm contact with the commutator.
4. Incorrect brush tension. Readjust to about 2% lb. per sq. in.
5. Loose brush holder. Tighten all parts; adjust and refit brushes.

FROM COMPENSATING FIELD
o
TO ENERGY

SHORT CIRCUIT
TO COMPENSATING

BRUSHES

of
REVERSING.LEADS AND
TERMINAL BOARD
'A3 NOT USED ON 220 VOLT

MAIN FIELD LEADS

FIG.

LINE 220 VOLTS
3,970.-General Electric type RI motor connected for 220 reversing operation, with

double pole, double throw switch.

6. Rough commutator, grooved commutator, eccentric commutator;
high bars, high mica.
'

7. Loose bars in the commutator. Heat in an oven or by running,
tighten shell nut, turn and polish.
8. Open circuit in armature. Remove one set of compensating brushes,
being careful to see that yoke is properly set in the running position, and
throw in the line switch. If the sparking under the energy brushes assume

A.

11

C.
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short, light green sparks that do not tend to lengthen out into flashes that
will follow the curvature of the commutator, the armature is apparently
in good condition, but, if the sparking assume long, tongue -like flashes
'which are rather vivid and noisy and which tend to follow the curvature
of the commutator, the armature has an open coil. Allow the motor to
run for approximately one minute and this open may be verified by checking for burnt and pitted adjacent commutator bars. Care should be
taken to make sure that slivers of high or projecting mica 3o not cause
the above sparking and lead one to believe that the armature is open.
9. Incorrect compensation.
10. Incorrect position of yoke.

Low Starting

Torque.-This defective operation may

be due

to:
1. Reversed compensation. poor contact or open in energy circuit; short
in the field or armature, or open in the field or armature or wrong. brush

position.
2. In case of a re -turned commutator, do not allow the mica to project
beyond the face of the commutator.

Split Phase Motor Troubles
Speed Too Low.-This may be due to any of the following
causes, which may he corrected by the remedies given.
1.

Wrong voltage and frequency.

2. Overload; reduce load on motor, replace with a larger motor if nec-

essary.
3. Grounded starting and running windings. Test out with magneto
lamp bell or volt meter.
4. Short circuited or open winding in field current. Test out as above.
5. Too small connection wires. Increase size of wires.

Faulty Starting.-Motor starts, runs slowly, will not pick up
to normal full load speed, and blows fuses, due to:
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1. Failure of cut out to work properly. Test cut out for grounds or
short circuit. Oil pivots and springs, sand paper rough spots.
2. Grounded plate, test with lamp or magneto, one wire to each slip
ring or contact plate.*
3. Open circuit in starting or running .winding:
Test out with magneto or lamp.
4. Grounded or short circuited starting or running winding.
Test out with magneto, bell and battery or volt meter.

Motor Fails to Start.-This fault is sometimes encountered,
In such cases
Test line voltage with lamp.
2. Test fuses with lamp.
3. Trace out all connections for grounds, open or short circuit.
1.

4. See if brushes he making proper contact with collector rings or
contact plates.
5. See that rotor is free to rotate in bearings..

Motor Fails to Start and Hums Loudly.-This may. be due
to the starting winding being burnt out, open, or grounded.
If motor hum, this indicates that the main or running winding is not
open; the motor may be started by rotating the armature by hand until
it reaches its normal rated speed.

Sparking at the Brushes.-As the brushes. of split phase
motors are only used in starting, sparking may be due only to
worn and loose brushes, or dirty slip rings.
Clean slip rings with a benzine soaked rag. Apply a little vaseline with
the finger to each slip ring to prevent cutting by the brushes.

Heating of the Windings.-This may be due to any of the
following causes:
1.

Moisture in windings. Dry out in an oven.

A. C. Motor Troubles
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2. Short circuit or ground. Test out with magneto, lamp. bell or voltmeter.
3. Overload.

Reduce load or install a larger motor.

4. Too low line voltage.

Check up with volt meter.

5. Too high line voltage. Any voltage in excess of 5% cln 220 volts,
10% on 110 volts should he reduced as this will cause the windings to burn

out.

6. Wrong frequency. A 40 cycle motor cannot be used on 60 cycle current as the rotor will not revolve in synchronism with the alternator.
7. Wrong voltage connections

to motor.

8. Connection wires too small. This will cause a voltage drop.

Heating of the Rotor.-This is usually caused by overloading
the motor or by broken soldered connections of end bars.
Reduce load or solder broken connections.

Fractional Horse Power
Motor Troubles
Motor Fails to Start.-Be sure that the wires connected to
the motor terminals make good contact; that each of the brushes
of the motor makes perfect contact with the commutator; that
the connected load is not too great for the size of motor used.
Motor Hums Loudly and Refuses to
be due to
1.

Start.-The fault may

Short circuited field windings.

2. Grounded connections, or cut out switch.
Test out individual windings with volt meter, holding one wire to frame the other to

each lead of field windings.

A. C. Motor Troubles
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Test cut out switch with magneto, one wire to shaft, the other to each half of cut out
plates.

Motor Runs Too Slow.-This fault may be due to
1.

Burnt out, short circuited, or grounded winding.

2. Grounded cut

3.

out switch.

Cut out switch refuses to short circuit itself.

This may

he due

tó corroded springs, dirty parts, dirt

in springs and pivots.

Care of Compensators.-These should be inspected once a
year and the oil changed. Use only oil as furnished with the
compensator by the manufacturer, as this has been found to
give the best results; any other grades of oil will cause a lot of
unnecessary trouble.
If the contact fingers on the switch of the compensator be scorched or
burnt they should be smoothed with a piece of sand paper, if they be too
far burnt or worn, they should he replaced with new ones.

Tighten all springs on switch and no voltage release, so that contact
fingers press firmly on all contacts.
Oil all exterior moving parts of switch handle, also the no voltage release.

Grounding of Compensators .-The cases of all compensators
should be grounded especially when installed on high voltage
circuits, to insure safety to the operator if for any reason the
current carrying parts should accidentally come in contact with
the case.
A good contact is obtained by securing the -ground- wire under a screw
or bolt on the compensator.

The ground wire should be run to a water pipe as required by the Code.
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Compensator Troubles
Motor Fails to Start.-If the fuses and motor 'De in good
condition, examine all contacts and see if contact fingers make
contact.
Press with a screw driver all contacts and see if motor start. Trace
out all leads from terminal block to _ontacts. Examine all transformer
taps. In case of a burn out on one coil of a three phase compensator the
coil may be cut out by a slight change in connections and the compensator
used temporarily until a new set of coils can be obtained.

Compensator Hums.-This is due to an improper sealing
surface of the no voltage release or loose laminations of the
solenoid or transformer.
Tighten all screws on the no voltage release solenoid plunger and no
voltage coil, also tighten. screws on transformer.

release fails to
hold switch in running position, the fault may be due to:
No Voltage Release

I

.

Fails.-If the voltage

Burnt out; no voltage coil.

Test with a magneto.

2. Wrong connections.
3. Latch of no voltage release stuck.
This may oe due to dirt or foreign object.

Remove same.

4. Overload relay plunger stuck.
This causes an open circuit in the no voltage release circuit.
make contact.

'ry moving by hand, and note if they

Inspect all relay., and
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Fuses, Single Phasing and Burn Outs.-The author is indebted to Mr. P. E. Chapman of. St. Louis, Mc., manufacturer
of armature winding machines and authority on motors, for the
following polyphase motor troubles, due to improper fusing:
The commonest cause of burn outs in polyphase motors is
"single phasing". By definition, single phasing is the opening

Ftc. 3,971.-Single phasing of star connected motor. Test lamps are shown to indicate the
condition of the supply phases beyond the break. The dark one shows the dead phases.
Owing to reverse voltage generated by all motors when running, the two dark lamps will
actually he only a little dimmer than the normal or bright one. If the motor he stationary
and is therefore generating no reverse voltage, the two lamps will show half voltage for they
are in series with well other. If one lamp only be used for testing, it will be totally extinguished only when the dead leg is not connected in some way with the line as through a load.

of one leg or wire of a two or three. phase circuit, whereupon the
remaining leg at once goes or becomes single phase.
NOTE.-Single phasing of three phase circuit. When a three phase circuit is functioning normally, there are three separate and distinct currents flowing in the circuit. It
should be noted that any two of these three currents jointly use the same wire. Accordingly, an
open circuit in one leg or wire kills two of the phases and there will be only one phase or current
working although two wires remain intact. This remaining phase in a motor will then
attempt to carry all the load.
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The usual cause of single phasing is the so-called running fuse, which
in ciris a fuse whose capacity is near the full load current of the motor
it.
with
cuit
Therefore the worst enemy or menace a polyphase motor has is the socalled "running fuse" or for that matter any other single pole disconnecting device. The nearer its capacity is to the motor rating, the greater
menace it is to the motor, as one of them will blow more frequently. The
usual cause of blowing a close or running fuse is a load, either momentary
or sustained. A short circuit may blow two fuses at the same instant,
but this hardly ever occurs with a load. Therefore, part of the motor
windings are still in circuit-single phase.

FIG. 3.972.-Single phasing of delta connected motor.

When single phasing occurs, the h.p. capacity of a polyphase motor
indrops to about half its rating, the running or load carrying current
safely
creases in the one phase. However, the maximum current it would maxcarry per leg (three phase) drops and its locked current (that is, the phase
imum current standing. still) drops. It is seldom that the single
load or locked current will blow the remaining running fuse or fuses.
If the motor be standing still it will not start, and unless disconnected,
occurs, and
will burn out promptly. If it be running, when single phasing
becarrying half load or less, it will continue to run without damage
.a Rill
cause half loads do not blow normal fuses. If it he running on
.
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,or over load, when single phasing occurs, it will try to keep
throwing all -the work on part of the windings, which sooner oron running,
later burns
out. If the load be too heavy, it stops the motor, and as
it, cannot then
re -start nor blow the remaining fuse, the bun out
is prompt.
A" polyphase motor, if given plenty of current
(large fuses)
care of itself under ordinary mishaps, such as interrupted will take
power, or
severe temporary overload, but if it be closely (running) fused,
it may,
single phase and burn out. It is particularly true on
motors
that a fuse (or circuit breaker) cannot protect it against polyphase
internal mishaps;
therefore, on polyphase motors, the fuses should be used
to protect the
line, or wiring to the motor against catastrophies,-such
as
burnt
out motors,
or other causes of

dead shorts; hence the fuse size should be as large as
the wiring to the motor a ill permit.
The running fuse sizes given in contemporary tables
too small, and
therefore a menace to polyphase motors. They shouldare
be eliminated, or
if an over zealous inspection department insist
that running fuses must
be used. they should be at least 2% times the
rating of the motor or more.
The most satisfactory running fuses, or, those that will
do the motor the
least damage, are the so called "starting" fuses of these
same tables, although
they are possibly a little large.
MOTOR

TRANSFORMERS

PRIMARY

Ft

3,973.-Single phasing of star connected motor fed from
transformer.
three phase motor fused with two fuses only (third leg
solid copper) is much safer than
one with three fuses. This is rapidly becoming standard
practice.
Delayed -action, multipolar circuit breakers with at least two
actuating members are the
best protection for polyphase motors. They do not
cause single phasing. They will permit
momentarily heavy currents such as occur at starting the motor or its load
and still open on
a sustained or damaging overload.

\

Notes on Single

Phasing in Three Phase Motors.-Single phasing of the immediate
motor circuit causes two legs of a Y connected motor
to burn out, as in fig. 3.971. If the
motor he delta connected, one leg is burned, as in fig. 3,972.
If the motor be Y connected and
fed from transformers, having primaries connected to
a three wire,. three phase circuit, and
one of the primaries be opened, it will quickly
burnout one leg of the motor, as in fig. 3,973.
fn practice, the "good" leg or legs are usually so
badly damaged by heat from the burnt out
tans, as to he useless.
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TEST QUESTIONS
hunting for troubles what preliminary items
should be attended to?
2. What are the causes of faulty starting of synchronous
1. When

motors?
3.

If a synchronous

motor

fail

to

start, what is usually

the trouble?

4. What may field faults be due to?
5. Name some abnormal conditions met with in the ar6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

mature.
What are the causes of hunting?
What are the causes of weak torque of synchronous
motors?
What causes heating?
Name some causes why an induction motor will not
start.
When an induction motor stops after starting, what
are the causes?
Mention some winding faults in a three phase induction motor.
What are the causes that produce unsatisfactory operation of a squirrel cage?
When hunting for repulsion induction motor troubles,
mention some items that should be checked?
What are the causes of abnormal heating in a repulsion induction motor?
What causes high, no load speed?
Mention some causes of low running speed of repulsion induction motors.
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17. What are the causes which contribute to
sparking at
the commutator?
18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.

Hew should a faulty commutator be treated?
What causes low starting torque?
Mention causes of too low speed of a split phase
motor.
Give four causes with remedies for faulty
starting of
a split phase motor.
What are the causes of failure to start a split phase
motor?
If a split phase motor fail to start and hum loudly,
what may this be due to?
What causes sparking at the brushes of a split phase
motor?
Give causes of heating of the winding.
What causes a rotor to heat?
What should be done if a fractional horse power
motor

fail to start?
If the motor hum loudly and refuse to start, what are
the
causes?

29. Give three causes why a fractional horse
power motor
runs too slow.
30. How should compensators be grounded?
31. Mention some compensator troubles.

Control Apparatus
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Control Apparatus
For the proper control of the alternating current in any of
the numerous systems' described in the previous chapter, various
devices, which might be classed as "control apparatus," are
required. These may be grouped into several divisions,
according to the nature of the duty which they perform, as
1. Switching devices;
a. Ordinary switches;
b. Oil break switches;
c. Remote control switches.

2. Current or pressure Iimiting devices;
a. Fuses;
b. Reactances;
c. Circuit breakers;
d. Relays

3.

Power factor regulating devices;
a. Synchronous condensers.
b. Static condensers;

4. Regulating devices;
a. Induction voltage regulators:

1
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Variable ratio transformer regulators

c. Compensation shunts;

d. Outdoor induction regulators;

Automatic voltage regulators;
j. Line drop compensators;
e.

5. Indicating devices;
plunger type;
coil type;
lmagnetic vane type;
1

a. Moving iron instruments .inclined
b.

Hot wire instruments;

c.

f shielded pole type;
Induction instruments irepursion
type;

d. Dynamometers;
e.

Instrument transformers;

r_.tt _-._ _--`---- f induction

f

to

%

Frequency indicators

type;

Faraday disc type;

h. Synchronism indicators

i. Power factor indicators

synchronous motor type;
resonance type;
induct ion type;

(lamp or volt. meter;
resonance type;
rotating field type;
watt meter type;
rotating field type;

I. Ground detectors;
k. Oscillographs.

Lightning protection devices;

6.

u. Air gap arresters;
b. Multi -gap arresters;
c. Horn gap arresters;

d. Electrolytic arresters;
e.

Vacuum tube arresters;

f. Choke

coils;

Switches
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Switches
A switch is a piece of apparatus for making, breaking, or
changing the connections in an electric circuit.
The particular form and construction of any switch is

governed by the electrical conditions under which it must
operate, and this gives rise to a multiplicity of types which may
he classified
1.

With respect to the number of blades per circuit leg, as
a. Single
b. Double
c.

Triple, etc.

2. With respect to the movement of the blade, as
a. Swinging
b. Revolving
Radial (combined swinging and revolving)
d. Oscillating
e. Reciprocating.

3. With respect to the kind of blade, as
a. Lever
b. Knife.

4. With respect

to the number of legs, as

a. Single pole
b. Double pole, etc.

Switches
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5. With respect to the number of contacts or sets of contact
controlled, as
a. Single throw
b. Double throw.

6. With respect to the number of circuits controlled, as
a. One point
b. Two point
c. Three point, etc.

7. With respect to the number of leads, as
a.
b.

Two way
Three way, etc.

8. With respect to circuit protection, as
a. Plain
b. Fused
c. Barrier.

9. With respect to the break, as
a. Single
b. Double
c. Quick
d.
e.

Snap
Horn

10. With respect to the medium in which the break takes
place, as
a. Air jJopen;
enclosed;
b.

4

Oil

Switches
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11. With respect to the method of mounting, as
a. Front connection
b. Back connection
c. Surface
d. Flush
e. Pendant
f.

Straight through.

12. With respect

to the method of operating, as

a. Pull

Push
Rotary
d. Remote control
b.

c.

e.

Automatic, etc.

clock control;
hydraulic control;
pneumatic control;

13. With respect to service, as
a. Disconnecting
b. Lighting
c. Electrolier
d. Heating
e. Master
f. Motor starting
g. Field discharge
h. Antenna
i. End cell.
etc.

It will be seen from the foregoing classification that there is a
large multiplicity of switch types to meet the great variety of
service conditions encountered.
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Barrier.-A non-combustible insulating block placed between parts of
opposite polarity to prevent flash overs.
Blade.-The movable contact member.
Contact block.-The base or jaw projection to which is attached a lug.
Cross bar.-The insulating connecting piece which is attached to the
blades, and to which is attached a handle.
PIVOT PERPENDICULAR
TO THE BASE'

BASE

STOPS
ATTACHMENT
SCREW

BLADE MOVES IN
PLANE PARALLEL
WITH THE BASE

i

FIG. 3,974.-View of lever switch illustrating its distinguishing feature, the
movement of the blade
parallel with the base

Hinge jaw.-The jaw to which the blade
Jaw.-The stationary contact member.

Leg.-One side of

is pivoted.

a switch circuit.

Lug.-A fitting which connects a conductor to the contact block.
Point.-A name given to a stationary contact button on a switch to

designate the number of paths. Carefully distinguish from "way."
Pole.-A conductor or lead of a circuit'áeted noon by a switch.

Switches
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Push button.-An acorn or cylindrically shaped part which is pressed
by the finger to move the moving contact of a switch; .

Thtow.-A term which relates to the extent of the blade movement,
with respect to the contact range.
JVay.-A name given to the stationary contact buttons of a switch to
which external circuit wires are connected. Carefully distinguish from
"point."

OFF

ON

ATTACHMENT SCREWS
Fins. 3,975 and 3.976.-Lever switch illustrating construction and operation.

Lever Switches.-This type of switch is for light duty. Its
distinguishing feature is that the blade, pivoted at one end and
operated by a handle at the other end, swings in a plane
parallel with the base. To obtain the movement, the pivot is
perpendicular to the base, as shown in fig. 3,974. The working
of the switch is further illustrated in figs. 3,975 and 3,976.
The meaning of the term point, which must be carefully distinguished from way, is illustrated in figs. 3,977 to 3,980. Here
it will be seen that the number of points is equal to the numbe,-
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of "live" buttons (not including the pivot button) or one less
than the number of external wires.
The satisfactory working of a lever switch depends on good contact at
OSAD BUTTON

I

POINT

2 POINT

I'

OFF -BUTTON

LIVE BUTTONS

3 POINT

4

POINT

3
2
Ftcs. 3,977 to 3,980.-Lever switches illustrating the term "point." IIere are shown

3

1, 2, 3 and
4, point switches controlling .1, 2, 3 and 4 circuits respectively. The use of these switches is
explained at the end of this chapter.

the two ends of the blades. To obtain this, the pivot end must be properly adjusted. Proper contact with the other buttons is due to spring
action of the blade, as shown in figs. 3,981 and.3,982.
The dead button serves the purpose of holding the blade in the off position.
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BLADE
its,
I

BUTTON
I

BASE

Ftcs. 3,981 and 3,982.-Detail of hlar'e and button of lever switch illustrating spring action of
blade in securing firm contact with the button. When the bla'e is not in contact with a button
it swings some distance as AR fig. 3.981 below the plane of the button contact surface. In
engaging a button it rides over the rounded outer part of the button, thus slightly bending
the blade and causing its spring action to hold it in firm contact with the button.

3,983.-Front view of Fahnestock one point, lever, wooden base battery su,itrk. The wires
are connected by spring clips to which the buttons are attached.

FIG.

FIG.

3,984.-Back view of Fahnestock treo point.

lever, wooden base hdllery ,switch.
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Figs. 3,983 and 3,984 show one and two point switch construction.

It

will he noted from the hack view (fig. 3,984) that the number of points is
one less than the number of external wire connections.

Switc:t intact in the case of lever switches is due to spring action of the
blade pressing against a button; this is single contact. A more efficient
method is that of double contact called knife contact because it is used
in knife switches. Fig. 3,985 shows a lever switch with this kind of contact. Here it will he noted that the blade is held on both sides in firm
contact by the spring action of the stationary contacts.

Single and Double Throw Switches.-The'term throw relates
to the movement of the blade in closing the circuit. If the move -

DOUBLE GÓN TAO
Fle. 3.985.-Fahnestock double or knife contact, lever switch.
_

ment of the blade from the off position be limited to one direction, the switch is single throw. If the blade can move on either
side of the off position to a live contact, the switch is double
throw. The distinction between the two types is shown in figs.
3,986 and 3,987.
Here also should be noted the difference between a double throw and
a two point switch as shown in figs. 3,987 and 3,988. It will be seen
that the difference is both mechanical and electrical. Each switch controls the same number of circuits, but the double throw gives selective
control, whereas the two point switch givesprogressive control. Accordingly,
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if the wrong switch
be selected, it may
be totally unsuited
to the service.

Single and Multi Pole Switches.In an electric circuit there must be
one wire to furnish
a path for the current to its point
of application, and
another or "return" wire, unless
the ground he used
instead of the latterwire. If aswitch
open and close one
wire only of the circuit, it is a single
pole switch; if it

simultaneously

open and close
J

both wires of the
circuit, it is .a
double pole switch
Similarly for three
pole and four pole
switches The term
leg is sometimes
used i place of
.

.

pole.
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Since the electric current cannot be stopped instantly when
the circuit in which it is flowing, is broken, an arc is formed as
the switch contacts separate; this tends to burn the contacts,

and to short circuit, the severity of such action depending on
the voltage the length of the break line, etc. Accordingly, if
the circuit he broken on both wires, the arcing will be reduced.
The operation of a two pole lever switch is shown in figs. 3,991 and 3,993.

F1Gs. 3,989 and 3,990 -Fahnestock

double throw, lever
fig. 3,990, long or 180° arc swing. The latter amplitude of switches. Fig. 3,989 short arc swing;
swing is that used on knife switches.

Here a lever type switch is used to illustrate the working principle, hut
the knife type is inherently better suited.

The burning action of the arc as stated, depends upon the
length of the break line, that is, when the blade and contact are
in "line and line" position.
The term line and line means the position when the edge of the blade is
on the point, of leaving the edge of the contact. Evidently this "edge'
in the case of the rt,und button contacts as in fig. 3,993, would
he only
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Accordingly as the blade leaves the contact the arc would be
concentrated and severe burning of the metal would occur as compared
a point.

OFF

ON

.

R-410,0^

BUTTONS

BUTTONS

FIGS. 3,991 and 3 992.-Double pole lever switch showing essentials and
off position; fig. 3,992, on position.

(BREAK LINE

(POINT)

ARC

CONTRACTED

operation. Fig. 3,991,

SHORT
BREAK LINE

ARC

DISTRIBUTED

ARC
WIDELY

0I5TRIBUTEDs

Fins. 3,993 to 3,998.-Various break forms and results obtained as explained in the text. The
illustrations show blade and different shaped contacts of lever switches.
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with the forms shown in figs. 3,994 and 3,995. The results obtained by
thus extending the break line are' shown in figs. 3,997 and 3,998.

Sometimes the blade and contact of a switch having a long
break line are not in alignment, with the result shown in figs.
3,999 and 4,000. Accordingly the parallelism of the blade and
contact edges for line and line position should be maintained.
CONTACT

EDGES
NOT PARALLEL

ARC CONCENTRATED HERE
ARC STARTS HERE

BLADE
METAL .BURNED. HERE

4,000.-1)etail of blade and contact out of alignment showing arc concentrated
and at one end resulting in undue burning of the metal.

FIGS. :1,999 and

HANDLE

,-11111

INSULATING
CROSS BAR

r

BLADE

ÁW

INGES

$LADE

4.001.-A single throw, two pole knife switch. As usually constructed it is made of hard
drawn copper with cast terminal lugs and fibre cross bar.

FIG.
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Knife Switches.-This is a type of switch made in considerable variety and largely used. Its distinguishing feature is that
the blade, pivoted at one end and operated by a handle at the
other end, swings in a plane perpendicular to the base. To obtain
this movement the pivot is parallel with the base. The subject
of knife switches is presented extensively in Chapter 35 on
D.C. Auxiliary Apparatus, which should be read in connection
with this matter.

Fic. 4,f102.-narkelew back connection, single pole mulü élaie knife

swotck wi[h levnineted

studs.

The general construction of a single throw double pole knife
switch is shown in fig. 4,001:
Note the angle of the top edge of the contacts. It is made thus so that
the sloping edges will touch the blades their full length when the contacts
and blades are in line and line position thus giving maximum break line.
here deThis form of knife switch is for front connection mounting.

sired for switchboard mounting the hack connection form such as shown
in figs. 4,002 or 4,033 is used. when circuit protection at the switch is
desired, the latter is provided with fuse terminals for the insertion of
cartridge fuses, as shown in figs. 4.003 to 4,005.
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There are various forms of fuse terminals, examples being shown in

figs. 4,006 to 4,008.

According to the Electrical Code:
Switches rated above 600 amperes at 600 volts and 600 amperes at 250
volts, and therefore exceeding the capacities of standard sizes of cartridge
enclosed fúses, may be arranged for fuses in multiple, provided as few
fuses as possible be used, and the fuses are of equal capacity, and the,
multiple terminals for each pole are mounted in common.
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FIGs. 4,003 to 4,005.-Mendell 250 volt d.c. or a.c. single throw knife switches with fuses inverted in cli0xs. The figures show switches with 2 to 4 poles.

Switches marked with the combined rating. 250 volts, d.c. or 500 volts,
a.c. shall not be provided with fuse terminals.
Switches having fuse terminals and intended for use in ungrounded
branch circuits shall have fuse terminals in each pole.

.Barriers.-By definition a barrier is an insulating block placed
between switch contacts of opposite polarity so that they may be
placed closer together without danger of a flash over. Its object
then is to reduce the width of the switch base, thus making the
switch more compact.
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Fig. 4,009 shows the placement and proportion of a barrier.

According to the Code:
Barriers designed to be placed between poles of switches at hinge jaws
shall he of such size and so located as to provide a. separation betweer.

PM. 4.006.-Lyons enclos,d fuse holder for front connection, 601 to 1,200 amperes.

fi

P14. 4,007.-Lyons enclosed fuse holder or back connection, 601 to 1,200 ampere:

f

oYfÁf`

,.71

_

Fie. 4,008.-Lyons fuse clips for N.E.C.slamdard fuses, 01 to 200 amperes.
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contact parts measured in the shortest insulating surface path over the
barrier equal to that required for switches without barriers, and to provide a separation between other current carrying parts.

Ftc. 4,009.-Barrier as applied to

double pole single throw knife switch.

Notes from the Code
NOTE.-Switches marked with the combined rating, 250 volts, d.c. or 500 volts, a.c. shall
not he provided with fuse terminals.
NOTE. Switches having fuse terminals and intended for use in ungrounded branch circuits shall have fuse terminals in each pole.

NOTE.-Auxiliary contacts of a renewable or quick break type or the equivalent shall be
provided on all 600 volt switches designed for use in breaking currents from 200 to 1000 amperes, inclusive.

NOTE.-Single throw knife switches shall be so placed that gravity will not tend to close
'them. -ruble throw knife switches may be mounted so that the throw will be either vertical or horizontal as preferred, but if the throw he vertical a locking device shall he provided,
so constructed as to insure the blades remaining in the open position when so set. When
practicable, exposed knife switches shall be so wired that blades will be dead when the
switch is open.
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Single and Double Break Switches.-According to the
severity of the duty, switches may be made single break or
double break. That is, when the current is too heavy to be
controlled by a single contact, an additional contact connected
in parallel is provided, thus doubling the length of the break
line.
The distinction between single and double break is shown in
figs. 4,010 and 4,011.

SINGLE BREAK
HEAVY ARC
SHORT BREAK Lime

DOUBLE BREAK
ARC DISTRIB1ITED

*11
LENGTH OF
BREAK LINE
DOUBLED

4,011.-Single and double break single pole single throw .knife switch s Mae tracing single and double break.

FIGS. 4,010 and

Quick Break Switches.-In the operation of a switch when
the circuit is broken, the arc tends to burn the metal of the
switch along the break line, in amount depending upon the
intensity and duration of the arc. Evidently the quicker the arc
is ruptured (put out) the less will be the injury to the contact
and blade by burning.
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MAS

BLADE
AUXILIARY BLADE

SPRING

,
CONTACT BROKEN BY
MAIN BLADE
AUXILIARY BLADE
STILL IN CONTACT

AUXILIARY BLADE

BREAKING CONTACT

r

ARC QUICKLY
ATTENUATED

AUXILIARY BLADE SNAPPED
AGAINST MAIN BLADE
BY

SPRING,

-ARC RUPTURED

FIGS. 4,012 to 4,015. --Construction of
.

quick break switch and its operation progressively
shown. Fig. 4,012, switch in ON position; fig. 4,013, main blade out of contact; fig. 4.014,
auxiliary blade breaking the circuit; fig. 4,015, OFF position, auxiliary blade held against
naln blade by spring.
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In a quick break switch, the arc is ruptured much quicker
than can he done in a plain switch.
There is an auxiliary blade pivoted to the main blade and so arranged
will remain in the contact clip until the main
blade has been opened to a certain predetermined amount. Then the
auxiliary blade under spring tension is quickly pulled out of contact.

that the auxiliary blade

Horn Break Switch.-A switch of this type is one provided
^'

°G

FIG. 4,016.-Rarkelew Iwo pole single throw

quick break knife

switch.

4,017.-Horn break switch. In operation, the arc formed at break will travel toward
the extremities of the horns because of the fact that a circuit will tend to move so as to embrace
the largest possible number of lines of force set up by it: Ilene, the arc that starts between
the horns where they are near together rises between them until it becomes so attenuated that
It is extinguished.
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with horn shaped extensions to the contacts, as shown in fig.

4,017.
The arc formed on breaking the circuit, ,as it travels toward
the extremities of the horn, becomes attenuated and is finally

ruptured.
An objection to horn break switches is the considerable space
required for the horns and arcs, and the line surges caused by the
arc. Horn switches were used extensively for high pressure
.

T'IG.

4,018.-Experimental circuit, illustral Mg the action of horn break switches.

a.c. circuits before the introduction of oil switches. The horn
break, however, is of theoretical interest.
It is often thought that the action of the horn break is due to the arc
being carried up high by the upward draught of air resulting from the
rise of temperature due to the arc. Although the upward draught of air
probably does assist the action of the arc, this type laid over on its
side will repel the arc to the further extremities of the horns almost as
well as with the' horns in the vertical position. The effect appears to be
chiefly due to magnetic repulsion.
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It is well known that if a heavy current he caused to flow in opposite
directions through two adjacent conductors, the conductors tend to repel
each other, as shown in fig. 4,018.
If three conductors A, B, and C. fig. .1,018. be arranged in the form
of a triangle, and the conductor B, he left free to move in the direction
indicated by the arrow, on sending a heavy current through the circuit,
B, will be repelled by both A, and C, as the direction in B, is nearly opposite to that in A and C. It is evident that the shape of the conducting
circuit, when the arc is, say half way up the horns will be similar to that
formed by the three conductors A, B, and C: the arc, being the conductor,
B, will be repelled by A and C. further toward the extremities of A and C.

Fte. 4,019.-Flat horizontal horn break fuse.

To ascertain to what extent the action of the horn break could
made a
be attributed to magnetic repulsion, Leonard Andrews
projecting
number of experiments with different shapes of
horns.
cases 3.inches,
In these ezperinients, the length of the fuse wire was in all was short cirwire
copper
16
of
strand
a
single
and in all experiments
was found
cuited across the terminals of a .2,000 volt, kw. alternator. It
4,019, interthat a pair of horns projecting horizontally- as shown in fig.
with equal
rupted the arc formed on blowing a fuse bridging the two horns
horns arthe
case
of
the
in
than
rapidity
greater
much
and
certainty
exfurther
the
to
repelled
was
arc
The
ranged in the usual manner.
curved
by
the
indicated
as
being
arc
the
tremities of the horns, the path of
nothing
lines. It is evident that the upward draught of air has in this case
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Frc. 4,020.-Action of flat horns neutralized.

to do with the arc being
repelled to the extremities
of the horns. On the other
hand, one would expect
the effect of the magnetic
repulsion to be very much
more apparent in this case,
as it evidently is.
I lorns bent in the shape
shown in fig. 4,020 failed
to interrupt the circuit.
It is obvious that in this
case the current in the
lower arms neutralizes the
effect of the current in the

upper arms.

Frc. 4,021.-Long and short horn break fuse. Photographs taken of the arc produced with these
horns indicate that the arc is repelled with considerable force from the extremity of the shor t
horn. There appeared, in fact, to be quite a blow pipe action from this horn. To ascertain to
what extent this was so, the experiment was repeated with the horns thoroughly enclosed in
a chimney built of fire bricks, about 3 inches clearance being allowed between the horns and
the interior of the chimney. It was found on removing the bricks after the fuse hart blown that
the arc repelled from the extremity of the short horn had burned a hole about a quarter of an
inch deep in the brick upon which it had impinged. The bricks directly above the burnt brick
were slightly blackened, but those on the opposite side of the vertical horn were barely marked
The arc was not at once extinguished as in the open type horn fuse, but was repeatedly reestablished for several seconds, each time with a very loud report. Apparently it was repelled
to the extremity of the short horn, and was then reflected back by the brickwork, and thus
re-established

.

4,024-Trumbull safety switch showing operation. In fig. 4,022 operator cannot open box because switch is clouad.
He must throw switch into "oft" position first; fig. 4,023, operator cannot dose switch because cover is open, and he must close
the box first-the interlocking catch can be manipulated by an expert when necessaryy to examine s{vitch under load; fig. 4,024.
operator cannot touch a live part as the shield covers the upper contacts, which are alive, as well as the entire switch, which
is dead. Dead fuses only are exposed and can be renewed with absolute safety. Shield can easily be removed when necessary
to examine switch.
1

Air and Oil Break .-The choice between air and oil as a medium in which to break
the arc depends upon the service conditions. The large amount of space required in
order to be certain that the arc will he broken in open air, limits the use of air break
switches to comparatively low voltage. The air break switch, however, may be enclosed

FIGS. 4,022 to

N

tJ
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by some form of cover
for the purpose of protecting the operator or
to prevent unauthorized operation.

.1g

8

The enclosed air break
requires less space than
the open air break, but
its effect on circuits
containing inductance
and capacity is very little dirfe ent, so that
there will be the same
oscillatory rises of voltage on opening the circuit. In addition, the
explosion on opening
heavy currents with this
switch is at times so
heavy as to endanger
not only the switch itself, but all delicate instruments in the immediate neighborhood.
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For high tension circuits the oil break is
used almost exclusive-.
ly and also in low tension work they are extensively used on account of the compactness of the construction and the reliability
of the operation.
The arc being completely enclosed, this
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switch can be used in mines and mills where the air is charged with
explosive gas or dust.
The oil break is used almost invariably on a.c. systems. Oil break
switches are used on low voltage circuits when air break switches are objectionable, for reasons of head room, limited space for connections, or
where the open arc is a source of danger; and on high voltage circuits,
where air break devices are not practicable, owing to the space required
for breaking a high voltage arc in air. The oil break is particularly effective on a.c. circuits, because as the switch contacts part, the oil surrounding the contacts immediately rushes to fill the spaces in the break
between the contacts, and induces a high resistance which is in proportion
to the speed at which the contacts part. Also, the pressure of the oil
confines the arc to a limited area and tends to quench it. When the
voltage passes through zero, the resistance of the oil tends to prevent the
arc re-establishing. As the distance between the contacts increases,
the arc holds for a shorter portion of each succeeding half cycle, until
the arc finally fails to he re-established. The circuit is then open. The nurr.b.er of half cycles that
the arc holds depends upon the voltage of the circuit, and the amount of current to be ruptured
.

1:kt.,,1^,
a

Flc. 4,027.-Trumbull meter service switch 30,400 am oeres with cover open showing switch
and fuses.

4,028.-Trumbull meter service 125 and 250 volts switch showing switch and blades
dead service side, fuses exposed.
Che insulating value of the oil and its burning and carbonizing characteristics also make a difference in the length of time that the arc will hold.
As the gases formed by the burning of the metal of the contacts and the
oil adjacent to the contacts must pass through the oil, in order to escape,
these gases are cooled and rendered less dangerous than if they were
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c
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generated in the open
air. These characteristics of the oil switch
make possible the
breaking of an electric circuit with a min imam disturbance.
The oil switch is not
nearly so effective on
d.c. As there is no zero
pressure point in this
case, the breaking of a
d.c., circuit under oil
results in severe burning of the metal and
oil , and the generation
of much gas; consequently, there is considerable tendency of
the arc to hold between the opening
contacts. However,
oil switches are sometimes used on d.c. circuits where conditions are such that, to
break an arc in the
open air, is prohibitive.

Oil Break Switch-

es.-The extensive
use of high pressure

currents and alternating current mo-

tors and other
F
Q

devices introducing
inductance make it
necessary to use
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switches radically different from the ordinary air break types.
By definition an oil break switch is one in which the circuit
is broken under oil.
The oil switch is most used especially on high pressure alternating
current circuits, because of the fact that the oil tends to cause the current
to break when at its zero value, thus preventing the heavy arcing which
would occur with an air break switch, and the consequent surges in the line
which are so often the cause of breakdown of the insulation of the system.

The oil break is not a quick break.

FIG. 4,031. --Hart and Hegeman momentary contact switch. Pressure on the button closes
Quick
the circuit as long as the button is held in. Releasing the button opens the circuit.
each conmake and break. The two circuit type has two separate single pole switches,
trolling a separate circuit. Both buttons cannot be operated at the same time.

Oscillograph records show that the effect of the oil is to allow the arc
to continue during several cycles and then to break the current, usually
at the zero point of the wave.

Rupturing Capacity of Oil Switches.-While an oil switch
may he designed for a given pressure and to carry a definite
amount of current. it should not be understood that the switch
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will necessarily rupture.the amount of normal energy equivalent

to its volt ampere rating.
Oil switches are often used on systems with generator capacity of many thousand kilowatts. It is, therefore, essential that
the switches shall be able to break not only their normal current, but also greatly increased current that would flow if a
short circuit or partial short circuit occur.
FRONT
CONNECTION

BACK

CONNECTION

4.033.-Front and back connection knife switches. With the back connection
the Tires and the terminals are out of sight, thus improving the appearance.

FIGS. 4,032 and

Methods of Mounting Switches.-To meet the varied conditions of service, switches are designed with numerous ways of
attaching them to the supporting member.
Figs. 4,032 and 4,033 show what is called front and back connection
respectively. The appearance is improved by the back connection as the
connecting wires are not visible.
The term surface as applied to a switch indicates that the switch is mounted
on the surface of the supporting member as in figs. 4,034 and 4,035 instead
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ot
of being mounted as in fig. 4,036. A switch designed for this method
mounting is Called a flush switch.
FLUSH

SURFACE

SWITCH

SWITCHES
1111111111

aN

1

; OFF

4,034 to 4,036.-Views showing difference in appearance of the surface and flush type
switches. In the latter type there is practically nothing projecting beyond the surface
of the wall except the push buttons.

nos,

CLEAT RECEPTACLE

FLEXIBLE CORO

PENDANT
SWITCH

it

STRAIGHT

THROUGH

SWITCH
Interior of room illustrating the installation and use of pendant switch and

Fro. 4,037.straight through switch.
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The word pendant means hanging loosely by one end, hence a pendant
switch is one attached to the circuit wires at one end leading to a recep
tacle'or other connection as shown in fig. 4,037. Pendant switches may
sometimes be Used to advantage instead of pull chains switches in locations
where the pull cord of a pull chain switch would not hang vertically in
a straight line from the switch.
A straight through switch, as its name implies, is one designed to be
mounted at any point in 'a (flexible) circuit so that the conductors enter
and leave the switch in a straight line, as shown in fig. 4,037. This type
switch is used for such applications as for controlling small heating devices, vacuum cleaners, irons, etc. It is also called a feed through switch.
5wi TCn
LAMP

I,

?m. 4,038.-Typical application of pull cord method of operating the switch. Evidently
the switch may
quite; remote from the end of the pull cord, thus avoiding the expense
of extra wiring as would he in the case of a pendant switch.

Methods of Operating Switches.-Owing to the great variety
of service 'conditions, various mechanisms for opening and
closing switches have been devised for the convenience and
safety of the operator.
Where the switch is in an inaccessible location as on the ceiling, the pull
method is used as in fig. 4,038.
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Wall switches of the flush type are operated by the push, aiethoc,.there
being two buttons connecting with an oscillating mechanism for on and
off positions of the switch as shown in fig. 4,036.
The snap type switch operates by the rotary method; fig. 4,034.

Remote Control Oil Switches.-It is desirable in the case
of switches on high pressure circuits to locate the parts which
carry the high pressure current at some distance from the
switchboard in order that they may be operated with safety.
With respect to the manner in which the switches are operated
they may be classed, as
2. Power operated.
1. Hand operated.

Fits. 4,039 and 4,040.-Views showing mechanism of hand operated remote control switches.
Fig. 4,039, straight mechanism; fig. 4,040, angular mechanism.

For hand operation, the mechanism between the operating
lever and switch proper, consists simply of a system of links and
bell cranks. Various shapes of bell crank are used, to permit
change in direction or position of the force applied to operate
the switch.
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In 'the case of power operation, electricity is used in most.
cases; in some installations, switches_ are operated by compressed air.

Remote control should be employed for pressure above 1,100 volts.
Red and green lamps are used as indicating devices with electrically
operated switches; red for closed and green for open as shown in fig. 4,041.

(/

RED INDICATING LAMP

(OIL SWITCH CLOSED)

CLOSING CONTACT

Du-<--OPENING

CONTACT

GREEN INDICATING

LAMP

(OIL SWITCH OPEN)

FUSE

O
12,5 VOLT

BUSES

GEAR
CASE

SERIES MOTOR
OPERATING OIL SWITCH

e

CLUTCH

MAGNET COIL

11.

AUTOMATIC CONTACT FINGERS
CAM ACTUATED
OIL SWITCH IN CLOSED POSITION

Fic. 4.041.-Diagram of connections of motor operated remote control switch. The motor
which operates the switch is controlled by a small Lever generally mounted on the panel with
the instruments which are in the circuit controlled by the switch. The standard pressure for
operating the motors is 125 volts.

Motor operated switches are used for exceptionally heavy work where
the kilowatt rupturing capacity is greater than that for which the other
types are suitable.
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Disconnecting Switches.-By definition a disconnecting
switch is a knife switch placed in series with the service switch
so that the apparatus controlled by the latter may be repaired in
safety by disconnecting it from the bus bars or live circuit.
Disconnecting switches are not intended to rupture the load
current.
Since disconnecting switches are not designed for opening under load,
no attempt should be made to open them with current in the circuit.

^ r'-,

_'.

r1:""'

.

switch for indoor mountkic. 4,042.-Westinghouse single throw front connected disconnecting
and are clipped, braced and reinforced

ing. The blades are s:ngle bars for the lower voltages
for the higher voltages to give r gidity. Two single blades are used on.all 2,000 ampere switches
and two pairs of single blares in all 3.000 ampere switches. A single blade is used on all other
sizes up to and including the 15,000 volt switches and on the 600 to 1;200 ampere, 25.000 volt
switches. The 200 and 400 ampere, 25,000 volt and the 50,000 and 73,000 volt switches have
a truss blade that is very rigid because of its broad base.
Fu:. 4,043.-Westinghouse double throw rear connected disconnecting switch.
.
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Disconnecting switches are opened and closed with a
hook on the end of
a wooden pole.

Care and Adjustment of Lever Switches.-To
obtain the best
results from lever switches, they should be given
a reasonable
amount of attention.
When switches are sent out mounted by
the
carefully adjusted and will usually maintain this manufacturers, they are
able period. The object in the adjustment of adjustment for a considerthe clips the initial deflection, so that when lever switch clips is to give
the blade is forced into them.
they will exert a proper pressure and make good
contact with the blade.

.'..

Fie. 4,044.-Hook for operating a
disconnecting switch.
UPPER CONTACT
AND RECEPTACLE

PRESSBOARD WASHeR

ii

FIBER TUBES,

i
e.iii,

BRASS BUSHING'

BRASS CONTACT NUTS--PORCELAIN
WASHER

"
FIGS. 4,045 and 4.046.

i

OILED PAPER
BUSHING

\

PORCELAIN

HEAD

C`)

Bus

transfer plug switch. The method of supporting the
contact
farthest from the panel consists of a porcelain
pillar of the same height as the receptacle,
clamped to a brass connecting or bus bar
which in turn is fastened to the receptacle.
When it is necessary to disturb the
adjustment of the switch either for
remounting or some other cause, proceed as follows:
The setting of the clip is accomplished by means
of a hammer blow applied to a clip finger through a block of fibre
or soft wood held against it
as shown at A, in fig. 4,047, where
the
parallel, or in the condition before adjustment. clips are illustrated as
should appear somewhat as at B, where the full After they have set, they
lines show the deflection
of the clips away-from their original position
indicated by the dotted lines.

'
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gics. 4.047 to 4,049.-Met hods oi adjusting knife switch jaws.

-

FtG. 4,050.-Westinghouse rear connected motor starting switch, for pressures up to b00 volts.
It is used for starting rotary converters and direct current motors of large capacity having
starting torque small enough to permit cutting out the starting resistance ia few steps. The
dips can be connected to any type of resistor, the steps of which are successively short circuited as the switch closes; the amount of resistance in the armature circuit is thus gradually
reduced. A pause should be made after each step of resistance is thrown in to allow the motor
speed to accelerate. If the starting switch do not have to carry the full load current and can
be short circuited by another switch. a starting switch of smaller capacity equivalent to 50
per cent of running current of the machine can be used, The switch is of the single pole, single
throw, rear connected, four point, knife blade type.
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Ftc. 4,051 -Metropolitan ratio switch,
back connections. This type of switch
is used for selected control, transformer
ratios and for testing.

The setting at the ends of the
clips in good practice is not any
greater than will allow the blade
to easily enter between the beveled
ends of the clips. The form of the
deflection curve given to the clip
fingers must be such as will cause
the clips to bear evenly across the
entire width of the blade when the
switch is closed. and the setting
of the clips for this result can only
be secured by repeated trial. In
the first place, the contact clip
block should he located firmly in
its permanent position on the
panel or on the switch insulator to
which it is attached, and the contact surface of the blade should be
well coated with vaseline to prevent undue wear during adjust-

ment.

The operations shown on page
2,289 are not necessarily consecutive; for instance, the secondary
adjustment with the clip wrench
shown at B, may precede the operation of setting shown at A, although usually this is not the case.
The first operation gives the
clips some initial setting by,a few
hammer blows; then the switch
blade is closed into contact and
the clearances examined by means
of a gauge 0.002 inch thick. This
test is shown at C, which indicates
how all portions of the contact
surface of the blade may be
reached by means of a thickness
gauge and the condition of the con-

tact ascertained.
F u. 4,052.-Metropolitan end cell switch, back connections. End cell switches are used
to cut in the end cells of storage batteries as the voltage of the line drops due to discharge.
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If it be found that any contact finger does not bear evenly upon the
blade, the next operation is to withdraw the blade and change the setting
of that contact clip finger. For instance, if the clip fingers do not bear
at the front side of the blade, but are making contact at the back, a round
steel rod which is of the same diameter as the thickness of tit,: blade is
slipped in between the clips as shown at A, up against the blade stop,
and, by means of a hammer and block, additional setting is given to the
contact finger until the outer end of the contact finger bears against the
blade the same as it does at the inner side.
It may be found, however, after adjusting for one side of the contact
finger, that the other side does not hear upon the blade, in which case

Fios. 4,053 and 4,054.-Lyons solid neutral type switches. In fig. 4,053 a removable solid
neutral bar is used in place of the usual fuse connections. This construction permits removal of the solid neutral bar ani replacing in its stead the regular fuse clips, if desired.
In the construction shown in fig. 4,05,4, a solid strap is used terminating at both ends in a
line parallel with hack and frost connections. This permits somewhat easier handling
because of the omission of one working Pole.

it may have to be given a slight twist, as shown at B, by the clip wrench.
The arrows illustrate the different directions in which the clip wrench
may he pulled for various kinds of secondary adjustment.
Other clip, fingers must be adjusted by combination of the methods described, and tested carefully with a thickness gauge at all points, the object
being to secure practically a tllliforni pressure at all points on the bladk
without any loose places that the thickness gauge will enter.
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The blades and clips of lever switches should have properly finished
surfaces when they leave the manufacturer.

Snap Switches.-By definition a snap switch is one having
an automatic spring actuated mechanism within the switch which
causes the contacts to open or close with a snap.
The construction is such that this rapid action takes place
no matter how slowly the button or handle is moved by the
operator. Hence, any fool can operate a snap switch without
danger of burning the contacts by undue arcing and that is
the reason they are. made that way.
STATIONARY CONTACTS

TERMINAL

NOTCHED PLATE

FIG.

4,055.-II

& }i

and notched plate.

snap switch porcelain base showing stationary contacts (jaws) terminals

snap switch consists essentially of:
1. Stationary contacts with terminal connection;
2. Movable contacts;
3. "Snap" mechanism;
all mounted on a porcelain base and protected by a cover so
that only the operating handle projects. The accompanying
illustrations show typical construction.
A
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In fig. 4,055 is seen a snap switch base having mounted on it
the terminals or binding posts, stationary contacts and a
notched plate held stationary by lugs which fit into slots in
the porcelain base. The duty of this notched plate is to prevent rotation of the movable contacts until the full force of
the spring is brought into action by turning the operating
handle.
The movable contacts are shown in fig.
4,056. In this par-

ticular switch an
INDICATOR

MOVABLE CONTACT

MOVAFSLEtQNTACT

FIG.

Fie,.

4.056,-H & H

4,057.-H

& H

indicator dial is provided as seen in the
illustration, though
many switches do not
have this attachment.
Part of the operating mechanism is

snap switch movable contacts (blades) with indicator dial.

snap switch shock resisting release parts mounted on porcelain base.
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shown in fig. 4,057. The illustration shows the shock resisting
release parts consisting of the eccentric with projecting lug.
shaft, and notched plate mounted on the porcelain base.
In operation as the handle is turned and the spring tightenb,
the eccentric on the spindle forces
the stop out to the cam point
where it is released just when the
spring is at proper tension. This
stop and cam receive the shock of
the snap. To resist the wear and
at the same time retain their
toughness, these parts are carefully case hardened. They are,

furthermore. formed with

OPERP.tING

SPRING

Ftc. 4,058.-H

&

H switch self adjusting handle.

4,059.-H & ti snap switch method of attaching mechanism to base. In construction,
metal plates on top and bottom of -the porcelain base, rivetei together, form the supports
for the spindle and act as bearings for it. No,tnatter how the spindle is yanked or wrenched
in service these plates hold the spindle and mechanism in alignment.

FIG.
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accuracy and smoothly finished, to reduce friction and wear
to a minimum.
Fig. 4,058 shows the operating handle. In this design there
is' a steel plate running lengthwise through the handle, so
that if the rubbr were to soften under extreme heat, the
handle could still b2 turned. A strong spring in the handle
holds the cover of the switch tight to the porcelain, preventing
dust getting into the mechanism.

FIG. 4,060.-Diamond snap switch showing. formed sheet mica usel to insulate the mechanism
from the current carrying parts. The black portions of the cut show the mica, which is
contained in the brass sleeve which carries the switch plate. It is put together under high
pressure and the central pin holds it securely in position.

FIGS. 4,061 and 4,062.-Diamond snap switch contacts.

Ttey are of

the knife form.

The cycle of operation of a snap switch is here given which
should be helpful to an understanding of the rather complicated mechanism.
Snap Switch Cycle
1. Handle is turned increasing tension of spring.
2. When the predetermined tension is reached the movable
contacts are released.
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,SNAP SPRING

OPERATING SPRING

.-PORCELAIN HANDLE'

UPPER BEARING STRAP

OPERATING SPRING

SPRING -DOG

BLADE'

AND
SPACING WASHER

COMMUTATOR ASSEMBLY

COMMUTATOR BRUSH
(BRONZE BLADE)

INSULATING WASHER

INSULATION'

HOLLOW
COMMUTATOR

HUB

LOCKING MECHANISM

LOCK PLATE

FIGS. 4,063

to 4.067e.-Disassem-

bled view of Arrow reciprocating
switch showing mechanism with
names of parts.
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3. The force of the spring acting on the released movable

contacts causes them to make a quick break.
4. Another turn of the handle actuates the spring to quickly
close the switch.
Fig. 4,068 shows a typical snap switch which will serve to illustrate further
the construction and operation of snap switches. The switch here shown

BUTTON

HANDLE
INDICATING
DIAL
YOKE
KEYED TO SHAFT.

COVER

INSULATINGI

NDING POST

E.

JG

SPRING

STATIONARY
CONTACTOR

-C
ffr

MOVABLE
CONTACTOR

B

NOTCHED PLATE

iejt
`4YY!

PORCELAIN BASE

Fi'. 4,O6R.-Arrow rotating button

"-SHAFT

HOLE

FOR

WIR

7

snap switch: sectional view showing mechanism.

It consists of a porcelain
base on which are mounted the stationary contacts C, and the switching
mechanism which is enclosed by a cover and operated by the handle.
The operation of the standard rotary snap switch is clockwise and nonreciprocating.
The switch base is made of a mixture of clays commonly known as
electrical porcelain and fired at a high degree to obtain the vitreous composition.
is known as a rotary surface type snap switch.
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Mounted on this switch base are two contact posts which serve a double
purpose of holding the incoming circuit wires, and provide suitable contact area for carrying the current.
Binding screws are provided and are so arranged that they cannot be
backed out, eliminating the possible loss of screws in wiring operation.
The center mechanism is of the lock and release type, consisting of a

4,069.-Diamond snap switch base showing terminals and
detent which locks the
mechanism. The r'etent is s ipporte I by a steel plate which issteel
prevented turning by lugs
set into the porcelain at ins outsi_e edge.
FIG. 4,070.-Diamond snap switch operating mechanism. It is the same as used
on the rotary
flush switches. In operation, the rr. vement is accomplished by a rack and
pinion and
the action is quick and positive.

FIGS. 4,071 to 4,073.-Diamond snap switch handle. Fig. 4,071 external view of handle:
fig_
4,072, spring in normal position; fig, 4,073, spring compressed.

rack mounted in the bottom of the switch base, a cam, and switch plate
mounting support.
The two switch plates are made of spring temper phosphor bronze insulated from the member carrying parts by means of electrical fibre.
These parts are mounted and held in position in the switch base by, means
of a spindle protruding through the switch base and fastened by means
of a lock ring.
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This mechanism is actuated by means of a helical compression spring
of music wire held in place by means of a spindle lock washer which also
provides for locating studs for turning the indicating dial.
The cover is drawn from brass sufficiently heavy to prevent denting
and provides, by means of a removable dial, indication showing whether
the switch is in the "On" or "Off" position. The switch handle of corn -

VMS. 4,074 to 4,076 -Various
double pole; 4,O7ú, three way.

Diamond snap switches. I. Fig. 4,074 single pole; 4,075

position has a moulded interior and is furnished with a spring washer
providing a means for holding the cover tightly to the switch base.
This type of switch is largely used in the residential and industrial wiring
fields and for the control of lighting and low wattage heating circuits.

In the operation of a snap switch the operation of coiling the
spring by turning the handle is shown in figs. 4,072 and 4,073.

,
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There is a very large váriety of snap switches, and they
may he classed as

.

1. Single pole

i

410t

J

A09:

4: ><

s

(

y

.,

^

y

FIGS. 4,077 and 4,078.--Various

4,078, three circuit.

Diamond snap switches.

-_.J-_.

2. Fig. 4,077, two circuit; fig.

Fm. 4,079.-Diamond two or three point electrolier snap switch.
Ftc. 4,080.-Diamond series parallel heater type snap switch.

2. Double pole
3. Three way
4. Four way
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Flo. &M .-Bryant
-Bryant heater switch; view without cover showing mechanism.

OPERATING

SWITCH DRIVING DOG

SPRING
UPPER

BEARIN G
SPRING
RETAINING

BINDING
TERMINALS

PLATES

INSULATING
DISCS

COMMUTATOR
INSULATION

SCAPEMEEE IT

PARTS

BOTTOM BEARING

OTTOM BEARING

COMMUTATOR BUSHING

Ft ,. 4.0£12.-Sectional view of Bryant heater switch.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7

.

What is a switch?
What governs the form and construction of a switch?
Give classification of switches.
Why is there such a great multiplicity of switch types?
Explain teens relating to switches.
What is a lever switch?
What is the meaning cf the term "point" and "way"?

Carefully distinguish.
8. What purpose does the dead button serve on a lever
switch?
9. What is the difference between a two and a three
point switch?
10. What is the difference between a single and a double

Ii.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

throw switch?
What happens in the,operation cf a switch. when the
contacts separate?
Upon what does the burning action cf the arc depend?
What is a knife switch?
What is the difference between a single pole and a
two pole switch?
What is the object of barriers?
Give the Code requirements for barriers.
What is the difference between a single and a double
break switch?
What is a quick break switch?
Describe the construction and operation of a horn
break switch.
Give an objection to horn break switches.
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21. How does the arc travel in a horn break switch?

22. Describe Andrews' experiments with horn break
switches.
23. What is the object of an enclosed break?
24. Describe an oil break switch.
25. On what kind of circuits are oil break switches used?
26. What is the action of the oil in rupturing the arc?
27. What may be said in regard to the rupturing capacity of oil switches?
28. What are the various methods of mounting switches?
29. What is a surface switch?
30. What is the difference between a pendant and a
straight through switch?
What
are the uses of súrface, pendant and straight
31.
through switches?
.32. What are the varioi s methods of operating switches?
33. Describe a remote control oil switch.
34. Give two methods of operating a remote control oil
Awitch.
35. What kind of

indicating devices are used with electrically operated switches?
36. What is a disconnecting switch?
37. For what service should disconnecting switches be not
used?
38. Explain in detail the repair and adjustment of lever
switches.
39. What is a plug switch?
4-0. Describe the construction of a motor starting knife

switch.
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CHAPTER 75

Fuses
By definition a fuse is a conducting element of such dimensions as will melt or dissipate at a predetermined current value,
and 1ltus rupture the circuit and protect it against abnormal conditions of current.
All branch lines should be fused at the junction with the
main line, and all electrical apparatus, if not protected by some
other automatic device, should be protected individually by
fuses.
An element with low melting point connected between terminals, con-

stitutes a fuse. An excess current flowing through the fuse raises its temperature until the element volatilizes and breaks the circuit. The breaking of the circuit forms an arc that develops heavy gases and scatters

molten metal.
The ideal fuse is one that is reliable and safe in operation, with an
element which can be renewed readily and at a minimum cost.

Fuses may be divided into two general classes:
1. Those designed to protect the circuit and apparatus
against both short circuits and definite amounts of overloads.
2. Those designed to protect the system only against short
circuits.
To the first class belong link and enclosed fuses of the National Electrical Code that opens on 25% overload. To the
second belong the expulsion fuses, which blow at several times
the current they are designed to carry continuously.
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Fuses are especially suitable for protecting motor circuits,
because they will carry an overload for a short time, but open
if the overload continue.
Open Link Fuses.-During the first years of the electrical
industry several forms of open type fuse were used. These
were not safe in operation because the arc formed on blowing
was not smothered and because the molten metal thrown out
would ignite material, and also would cause severe burns to

5

nos.

4,087 _0 4,092.-Various open fuses. A, fuse for main and branch blocks; B, standard
railway fuse; C, Edison main style; D, sneak current fuse; fig. E, W. U. pattern; fig. F,
Bell telephone style. When an open fuse "blows" as a result c,f overloading, the rupture
is accompanied by a flash, and by spattering of the fused material. With large currents
this phenomenon is a source of danger, and the use of enclosed fuses is accordingly recommended whenever the rating of the fuse exceeds 25 amperes.

people nearby. The danger of these open fuses has been overshadowed by their cheapness, reliability and ease of renewal;
therefore they unfortunately are still used on some switchboards. The general form of a link fuse is shown in fig. 4,087.
Link fuses should only be used when mounted on slate or marble bases
and enclosed in dust tight fireproof boxes or cabinets. Such boxes also
protect the fuses from air currents which may affect the blowing. The
boxes are, of course, not used in switchboard work, but in order to protect
the operators in such cases, the fuses should preferably be mounted on
the back of the boards. Link fuses may he used for voltages not over

-
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250, and are listed in capacities up to 1,000 amperes. There areno standardized ratings for this type fuse, due to the special nature of the services
for which it is intended.

Edison Plug Fuse.-The Edison plug fuse was one of the
early forms developed to confine the throwing of molten metal
and to smother the arc. This type of fuse cannot be very
accurate in operation because of the short length of the fuse
element. However, because of its comparative cheapness, it.
.

F

4,0Y3.-Section of Edison type plug fuse construction. It consists of a cylindrical
porcelain body A, in which the fuse strip B, is placed. One end C, of the strip is soldered
to the screw shell which surrounds the body and which forms one of the contacts. The
other end L), of the strip is soh:ered to the center contact in the bottom. The top cover is
spun in place on the body and is fitted with a mica window E, by which it is possible to tell
al once when a fuse on the circuit has blown, as the blowing discolors this window. These
plugs screw into the receptacles on the fuse block and, whenever a fuse blows, a new plug
must be inserted. Standard plug fuses are intended for the protection of circuits having a
maximum current of 30 amperes.
FIG. 4,094.-Cartridge fuse. Its construction is explained on page 2,309.
Ftc.4,095 -Metropolitan plug fuse; renewable type. In construction, the fuse is fitted with a
brass and mica cap so that the operator can determine in a moment which circuit has blown.
The plug proper is made of porcelain. These fuses are listed by the Underwriters' Laboratories
and are for use on voltages not exceeding 125 volts, but including 3 wire circuits with gmunded
neutral having 250 volts between outside wires.
FIG.

is used extensively when extreme accuracy is not required. The
construction of this type fuse is shown in fig. 4,093.

Cartridge Fuses.-There are two types of cartridge fuse classified with respect to the fuse, as being:
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1. Non-renewable, or

2. Renewable.
In 1887 the non-renewable cartridge enclosed type fuse was developed.
This type, with such modifications as are demanded in its manufacture and
use, is still used and will -always be applicable for certain installations.
1

.»17410,112,1

r.r,wali,
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4,097.-Chicago non-renewable cartridge fuseg. Fig. 4,096, ferrule type:
lig. 4,097, knife blade type. Non-renewable cartridge fuses should be applied to circuits
The indicator consists of a small high re,1/4here the interruptions do not occur often.
sistance wire, in parallel with the fuse strip, passing over a white circle in the center of the
label. As soon as the circuit, is broken, this wire produces a black smudge in the whit,
.:ircle, making it very distinguishable.

FrGs. 4,096 and

t

Mos. 4,098 and 4,099.
-Westinghouse re-

newable cartridge
fuses. Fig. 4,098,
ferrule type; fig.
4,099,

type.

knife

black
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Non-renewable cartridge enclosed fuses have the fusible element incased
in a fibre tube filled with a non -inflammable material and dosed at the
end with ferrules. On arcing, part of the fusible element is vaporized,
and the filling compound absorbs or chills and condenses this vapor, rendering it non -conducting and thereby extinguishing the arc.
The ends of the ferrules of the larger fuses are provided with vents to
relieve the internal pressure. These fuses have gradually replaced the
major part of the open link fuses in use.

The construction of a cartridge fuse is shown in rig. 4,094.

B
E

C

G

4,105.-Westinghouse ferrule type renewable cartridge fuse di+vcnbled. T/u
parts are: A, special hard bone fibre tube; B, brass ferrules rigidly fastened to the tube and
which cannot he turned off when refilling the fuse; C. removable caps, constructed so as to
sent and cool the hot gases sufficiently to prevent pressure and flashes; D. holes through
which the hot gases enter the venting system; E, holes through which the gases escape
from the fuse at a safe temperature; F, drop out type of link; G, loose washers.

FIGS. 4,100 to

It consists essentially of one or more strips of fusible metal H, enclosed
in a fiber tube D, filled with a powdered insulating substance L. This
substance serves to absorb the heat liberated when the fuse is blown and
condenses the vapor of the molten metal, breaking the continuity of the
electric circuit. The ends F, of the fuses are soldered or riveted to metal
contacts which also serve to seal the tube, thus holding in the filling compound.

Renewable cartridge fuses o; various types may be divided
into two general classes:

f
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1. Those using a renewal consisting of a bare link
without
any powder filling;
2. Those using a renewal with the fusible element enclosed
in a powder filled tube.

The demand for a renewable fuse exists because of the
necessity for a
reliable fuse with a cheap renewal. Obviously a renewal using a
link only
is considerably cheaper than a renewal using a powder filled
tube.
Extra
renewals do not require much storage space.
E

-

°

kuy

'

rº!

r

,fi

A

D G

res. 4,106 to 4,108.-Westing;,ouse knife blade type renewable
cartridge fuse disassembled.
The parts are: A, special hard bone fibre tube; B, removable caps;
C. removable washers;
D, screws attached to removable washers and used to fasten
washers; cannot become detached from the removable washers; E,removable washers to fixed
fixed
washers constructed
to vent and cool the hot gases sufficiently to prevent excessive
pressure and flashing; F,
opening through which hot gases enter the venting system; G, holes
through
which hot gases
escape from 'the fuse at a safe temperature; Ii. centering
means; I, drop out type of link.

Since air is a' more quiescent conductor than the filling
compound,
link can be calibrated more accurately. There is no powder to a bare
slag on
overloads or to be thrown off on short circuits.
On short circuit the destructive energy is proportionate
to the time
required to open and a few thousandths of a second make a great
ference. The slightly delayed action of the powder filled fuse is not difsufficient to offer decided advantages on overload, but is liable
to wreck the
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Fees. 4,109 to 4,113.-Method of renewing fuse in a ferrule type cartridge fuse.

NOTE.-The castings of enclosed fuses shall he sufficiently tight so that lint and dust
cannot collect around the fusible link and become ignited when the fuse is blown. For nonrenewable fuses the fusible wire shall be attached to the terminals in such a way as to make
it difficult for it to be replaced when melted.
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to 4,116.-Method of renewing fuse in

a

knife blade type cartridge fuse.

NOTE.-Enclosed fuses shall he classified to correspond with the different classes of cutouts and shall be so designed that it will be impossible to put any fuse of a given class into a
cutout which is designed for a current or voltage lower than that of the class to which the fuse
belongs.
NOTE.-Enclosed fuses shall be marked with the words "N. E. Code Std." All fuses shall
be marked with the ampere capacity. On ferrule contact fuses this marking shall be
on the
tube or ferrules, and on knife blade fuses on the tubes or caps. In addition to the above
marking each cartridge enclosed fuse shall be provided with a paper label, red for 600 volt
fuses, navy blue for 250 volt fuses of 15 amperes or less capacity and green for 25(1 volt fuses
of over 15 amperes capacity. The label for cartridge fuses shall bear the following: the name
or trademark of the manufacturer and the voltage for which the fuse is designed.
NOTE.-Plug fuses of 15 amperes capacity or less shall be distinguished from those of
larger capacity as follows: by a hexagonal opening in the cap through which the mica or
similar window shows; or by a hexagonal shaped recess in the top of fuses having porcelain
or moulded composition tops, and when labels are used with such plug fuses the labels shall
also be hexagonal in shape and fill the recess; or on plugs having solid metal caps, by a hexagonal impression either raised or lowered on the caps.
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from the
renewal when short circuited, so that it cannot he withdrawn
casing, or if it can be, a messy casing remains.
The
The drop out link is the type of bare link most commonly- used.
proper
terminals,
the
and
casing
an
enclosing
with
together
use of this link,
are owned
all of which make a renewable fuse, was patented. The patents
link has
and controlled by the Economy Fuse and Mfg. Company. The areas.
larger
the
than
quickly
more
melt
which
areas
restricted
of
a plurality
porIt is usually made of sheet metal with the sides notched. The large the
tions quickly radiate the heat away from the decreased parts so that he
would
cross section of the decreased parts is much less than otherwise
required to carry the rated current. When this element blows, the melting
and volatilization of the metal occur only at the restricted parts.
The intermediate parts immediately drop away from the remairder of

opened. The cutouts
FIG. 4.117.-General Electric expulsion type fusible primary cutout
the melting of the
operate on the expulsion principle. The pressure of gas generated by
unmelted portions of the fuse link
fuse inside the explosion chamber clears the holder of
into a tapered
and of conducting gases, and extinguishes the arc. The link holder extends
clear of the housing.
opening in the bottom of the cutout so that the gases ace expelled
short cirThe interlocking gas barrier prevents the possibility of the terminals becoming fur these
designed
cuited by any conducting gas. It is important that only the fuse linksthe expulsion prindefeat
cutouts he used. Ordinary fuse wire or other makeshifts may

ciple of operation.

Fig. 4,118. cut1,118 to 4,124.-General Electric expulsion type fusible primary cutout.
out closed: ligs. 4.119 to 4,124, details of fuse and holder.

Ftcs.
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the link without melting.
a minimum.

The gases released are, therefore, reduced to

Expulsion Fuses.-By definition an expulsion fuse is one
designed to be blown in a confined space such as an explosion
chamber. A fuse blown under such condition has the property
of quickly opening the circuit and projecting the arc from the
Large Contacts Reinforced with Phos-

Overhanging
Hood

k

phor Bronze Springs
2'óá`R

!y'ra,

Long Creepage

Distance

Wet -process Porcelain Casing

Strong Adjust -

ale Mounting

and Cover

¡Bracket

.4
,f
Self.allgning
Door makes Co
tacts Perfect

1

Extra Strong
Spring Clip Holds
Door Positively
in place

Arcing
Barriers

Micarta Fuse

Double Lead En-

Tube with Non -

carbonizing

trance for Right
or Left hand

UnIng

Connection.

Special Hinge Pre-

vents Accidental
Removal of Deer

Fit . 4.1.25.-Westinghouse expulsion type primary fuse cutout. 150 amperes,
7,500 volts.
This type is intended for outdoor pole mounting for the protection of
distribution transformers. In construction. the expulsion fuse tube is mounted permanently
on the porce-

lain door. The door swings vertically from a hinge at the
of the box, and can be
removed for re -fusing, by lifting from the housing when inbottom
the open position. The door
snaps into position when closed and is held securely in place
at
all times, thus doing away
with the use of a latch, and also -the possibility of the door
being unlatched and left open
du*in'e a short circuit.
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open end of the chamber. The line current is opened at approximately the zero point of the current wave, as in an oil
break switch. The arc is ruptured under pressure and no
surging takes place so that synchronous apparatus is not
apt to be thrown out of step as is often the result with open
fuses.
Expulsion fuses are made for voltages from 2,500 up to 110,000 and
their design differs necessarily with the voltage and make. One type, in

,

-.r..

-.<------

FIG. 4,126.-Westinghouse expulsion fuses; outdoor form upright mounting. Comparative
sizes of 4,500 and 110,000 volt fuses. On slow overloads the melting of the fuse clement does
not generate gas at a sufficiently rapid rate to insure the require expulsive action. There
is, therefore, a tendency for the arc to hold, without opening the circuit. Therefore, the
fuses should be filled with refills of sufficiently large ratings to positively insure against
blowing on overload, yet to readily take care of short circuits. This type of fuse differs
from other types of fuses in that an air gap is interposed in the circuit, when the fuse link
This feature is highly important, since it prevents leakage, such as occurs on
is blown.
high voltages in damp weather in the one tube type. This type is designer) for short cirI

cuit protection only.

general, consists of a reinforced fibre tube, one end of which is closed by
a hollow metal receptacle, termed the expansion chamber. The fuse wire or
ribbon is enclosed within an asbestos tube in order to protect the insulating
tube from injury. It is secured to a plug in the bottom of the expansion
chamber and from this is passed through the expansion chamber and tube
connected to. a terminal block at the upper end. of.the. tube.
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'l'he cross section of the fuse in the expansion chamber is slightly reduced so that the point of rupture and the force of the explosion come
inside the bulb, and therefore, (Id not injure the tube. When the fuse
blows, the explosion and consequent expansion of the gases formed in
the bulb project the arc and open the circuit.
New fuses can be removed with a wooden handle without danger to the
operator. The device is insulated from the ground by high voltage insulators.

There are a number of engineering requirements that should
be carefully considered before deciding upon the use of expulsion fuses. They should ,not be used:
1..

When the capacity of the system exceeds the rupturing capacity of

the fuses;

2. Where the gases ejected by the blowing of the fuse are
objectionable;
3. Where short interruption of service due to the time necessary.
to
replace fuses is an objection;
4. Where overloads or short circuits are frequent and circuits have
-to
he operated selectively afters time limit.

In all such cases, automatic oil switches should be used.
Characteristics of Fuses.-Fuses differ from plain overload
circuit breakers in that they are governed by both the time
and quantity of the current, while the overload circuit breaker
is governed solely by the quantity of the current.
The circuit breaker is set to open at a certain fixed current and will open
immediately at any greater current, but a smaller current will not cause
it to open no matter how long it may continue.
Standard fuses, however, will open the circuit at as small an overload
as 25% in a certain time, and in a proportionately shorter time at greater
overloads.
The time element is dependent upon the capacity of the fuse as well
as on the amount of overload, the relatively greater amount of metal in
the larger sizes of fuses requiring a longer time to reach the maximum
temperature.
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Fuse Limitations.-The quantity of gas generated and of
molten metal thrown out when a fuse blows, depends upon
the amount of power interrupted by the fuse and upon various
other conditions. Realizing that there were limitations beyond which the use of fuses created a severe fire menace, the
Underwriters established certain requirements that should be
met by all cartridge enclosed fuses.
Underwriters' Requirements.-When the Underwriters test
a fuse it is placed on a system of its rated voltage and on one
capable of delivering 10,000 amperes on short circuit condition. An easily flammable material, such as absorbent cotton,
is placed entirely around the fuse, and covers the vents. The
fuse must blow without igniting this material, bursting the
tube, blowing off the ferrules or end caps, or moving the fuse
sufficiently to injure the cutout base. If a cartridge fuse do
not meet this requirement, to use it creates a severe fire menace.
Fuses must carry a 10% overload indefinitely. The fuse which does
not meet this requirement causes an unwarranted number of burn outs
and interruptions.
At 50% overload fuses must blow within the following time limit:
1 minute
1 to 30 amperes
2 minutes
"
31 " 60
61 " 100
101 " 200

201 " 400
401 " 600

64

"
"

.

4

"

6
12

"

15

The fuse which does not meet this requirement does not protect the
apparatus sufficiently, and may cause the loss of valuable equipment.

Precautions.-To avoid trouble the following precautions
should be taken in the selection and use of fuses:
1. Use only fuses approved by the Underwriters.
correct the trouble before installing new fuses.

If such fuses blow,
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2. See that the fuse terminals and the fuse clips are clean, that good
contact is made between the fuse terminals and clips, and that the clips
are securely fastened to the bases.
3. Use only the renewals intended for a renewable fuse.
4. Do not use ordinary fuse wire or other material for renewals. To

do so will cause a severe fire menace.
5. When renewing a renewable fuse, see that the links and contacts are
clean, and that the links a:e securely fastened.
6. Do not omit any part, as each part is necessary to make the fuse
100% safe.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

.

What is a fuse?
Name two general classes cf fuses.
Describe the various types of open link fuses.
How should open link fuses be used?
What is a plug fuse?
Why is a plug fuse not an accurate one?
What is the feature cf plug fuses?
Describe the construction cf a plug fuse.
Name two types of cartridge fuse.
Describe the construction cf a cartridge fuse.
Name two types of renewable cartridge fuses.
Describe the construction and operation cf an expul:. siort fuse.
What is the adaptation cf expulsion fuses?
Give the characteristics of fuses.
Describe the limitations of fuses.
Give the Underwriters' requirements for fuses.
State a few precautions to be taken with fuses.
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CHAPTER 76

CBrCuit

Breakers

The importance of circuit protective devices, commonly
called circuit breakers, is fully recognized: The duty of a circuit
breaker is to protect the apparatus in an electrical circuit from
undesirable effects arising from abnormal conditions, by automatically breaking the circuit. Accordingly a circuit breaker

FIG. 4,127.-Westinghouse three pole, single handle, single throw, 200 ampere, 4.500 volt,
remote control breaker. One supporting leg and the brace of the cover plate supporting
framework has been removed so as to show details of construction.
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4,128.-Westinghouse indoor, three pole,
single throw 800 ampere. 2,500 volt circuit
breaker unit. The breaker is held in the
closed position by a latch on the handle which
engages a notch in the cover plate. The setting of the handle disengages the latch and

Ftc.

opens the breaker. The breakers are supported by bolting the breaker frame proper to
a panel, to a panel bracket, to a flat, vertical
surface, or to 1,14 in. pipe by the addition of
two pipe mounting brackets. Single tank

construction containing all poles
these breakers.

is used on
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Pte. 4.129.-Westinghouse 3,000-4,000 ampere carbon circuit breaker without overload trip,
showing the principal parts.
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FIG.

4,130.-How to assemble an air circuit breaker

1.

Method of assembling bracket

to upper stud.

4,131.-How to assemble an air circuit breaker 2. Attaching stationary contact

plate to bracket.

FIG.

4,132.-How to assemble an air, circuit breaker

3. Method of

attaching stationary

carbon burning tip to bracket.

Fin. 4,133.-How to assemble an air circuit breaker I. Method of attaching the laminated connection to the lower stud.

NOTE.-The accompanying series of illustrations showing how to assemble a circuit
breaker, are here given to illustrate the general procedure in assembling, but relate in par-

ticular to solenoid operated air circuit breakers made by the General Electric Co.
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must comprise a switch in combination with electrical control
devices designed to act under abnormal conditions in the circuit.
By definition then, a circuit breaker is a device which auto-

matically opens the circuit in event of abnormal conditions in the
circuit.

Much explanation on the construction and operation of circuit breakers
in the chapter on D. C. Auxiliary Apparatus beginning on page 845.

is given

i1,.r?

Ftc. 4,134.-Westinghouse indoor, three pole, single throw, 300 ampere,

volt oil circuit
breaker, full automatic with overload trip. The principal application 750
for the protection of slip ring motors in industrial installations where a of this breaker is
of rather
high current carrying and interrupting capacity is required and where anbreaker
enclosed breaker
is required in order to keep out moisture, dust and dirt. When
the breaker is used with
slip ring motors and squirrel cage motors it is recommended that it he
equipped with inverse time limit attachments so as to prevent the breaker opening when the
mo`.or is started
and tripping on momentary overloads. An under voltage release attachment
should also
be used so that the motor will he disconnected from the line upon failure of the
power supply.

This matter should be reviewed before reading this chapter.

Application and Selection of Oil Circuit Breakers.-It is generally conceded that for opening large amounts of a .c. power and
for controlling all a.c. high voltage circuits, nothing is superior
to oil. circuit breakers. There are three fundamental reasons
for this:
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4,135.-How to assemble an air circuit breaker

5.

Method of attacking overload

magnet frame.

FIG. 4,136.-How
pnatt ron .

to assemble an air circuit breaker 6. Placing the brush insulation in
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Fins. 4,137 and 4,138.-Westinghouse circuit breakers. Fig. 4,137, outdoor form; fig. 4,138.
sub -way form. Capacity, 4,500 volts, 203 amperes.. The outdoor form is adapted for
controlling lines where they enter buildings, for branch feeders from the main lines and
for sectiona'.izing feeders. It is enclosed in a weather proof case, provided with lugs for
facilitating the mounting of the breaker on a pole. The leads are brought out underneath
the top part of the case through sealed bushings which prevent the entrance of rain or moisture to the interior of the switch. The subway form is intended for mounting in subways, manholes, or other places where a breaker may be required to operate submerged.
The subway form of breaker is made two, three or four pole, single and double throw- These
breakers are essentially knife switches submerged in oil and arranged for external operation.
The main moving contacts are extended so as to engage an auxiliary arcing piece which is
monnte-I on. or attached to. the stationary contact jaw. This auxiliary contact takes. the
final break, thus preventing any burning of the main contacts. The arcing pieces are inexpensive and.readily replaced when worn or burned away.

.
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The fact tliat this type of breaker terminates the a.c. wave
at its normal zero value, eliminating excessive surges in the connected circuits;
2. The compactness of form of this apparatus;
3. The fact that this type of apparatus properly designed.
reduces the fire and life hazards to a minimum.
1.

.- '
FIG ..1,139.-\Vestutghousc electrically operated oil circuit
breaker horizontally arranged
leads, 601) amperes, 15,0001
volts showing breaker mount- I,..
cd on structure with two doors
and one tank removed. The
múltiple type electrical solenoid operating mechanism,
having closing tripping, accelerating and shock absorbing
.
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features self contained, is
mounter) on the lop of the
bed plate from the under side
of which the individual pole
units are supported. The lift
rods of each pole unit are conHeeled to a common operating
lever, actuated through a
toggle lever by the solenoid
operating mechanism. Powerful accelerating springs arc
provider) as an integral part
of the oler at tug mechanism
to assist gravity in forcing the
P y"'o
ryy`'
Jt[."
r
breaker to the open position.
Air cylinder dash pots absorb
the momentum of the mechanism in closing and opening.
The led plate is also equipped
with leather bumpers to support the weight of the moving
contacts and rods after the air
cylinder dash pots have
brought the breaker to rest in
the open position and without
shock. The flange at the top
of the tank engages the Ilange
on the expansion chamber or
the steel supporting frame of
the circa t breaker top casting.
"Ihisconstruct ion securely and
positively interlocks the parts and prevents distortion or opening at the uI per end of the
tank in case of high internal ;:essure. Steel tie rods attack d to the circuit breaker top
casting, s ppx,rt the tank by means of a cradle itt which the bottom of the tank rests.

eif

i
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When an oil circuit breaker is opened under load, an arc is
formed between the stationary and the moving contacts, the size of
the arc depending upon the voltage, the amount of current and
rate of contact separation.
The heat of the arc disintegrates some portion of the arcing contacts
and some of the oil surrounding the contacts, forms a gas bubble, the size
of which depends on the amount of current flowing and on the duration of
the arc. If this gas bubble he immediately carried away from the contacts.
and the contacts have been sufficiently separated, the arc will persist only
until the next zero of the current wave. The ability of the bubble to leave
,c

,""i4.1V,11.
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4,140. How to assemble an air circuit breaker 7. Method of fastening the brush
support to the brush.
Ftc. 4,141.-How to assemble an air circuit breaker 8. Attaching the movable carbon
burning tip to secondary spring.
rtc.

the contacts depends upon the relative specific gravity of the gas and oil,
and the head, volume, and viscosity of the oil. Oil having high specific
gravity and sufficient head will exert enough pressure to force the gas
bubble up and away from the contacts, irrespective of their position.
The relation of the horizontal section of the oil to the cross sectional area
of the contact and terminal arrangements will also determine the ease with
which the gas bubble will clear itself of the contacts. If there be a liberal
clearance for oil around the contacts and if the oil movement be unimpeded,
the pressure of the head of oil will force the bubble out into the free oil
space, up to the expansion chamber, and clean cool oil will displace the
gases.
The selection of an oil circuit breaker for application to an electrical
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system or circuit requires a knowledge of the characteristics of the breaker
and of the system or circuit.

Breakers are usually classified according to:
1. Their rated voltage;

2. Rated current;
TRIGGER

/LATCH ROLLER
-TRIGGER ROLLER
COMMON
TRIP PAWL
PAWL SPRING

41-'

-

COMMON TRIP BAR FOR
MULTIPOLAR BREAKERS

CALIBRATING AND
CLAMPING SCREW

OVERLOAD MAGNET
`SUPPORTING AND GUIDE BRACKET
ARMATURE
F'tn. 4,142.-Westinghouse carbon circuit breaker plain overload trip attachment. It is
used to trip a breaker whenever the current in the circuit which .the breaker protects exceeds a certain predetermined sare value. It consists of a coil in series with the line, the
atnpc:e turns of which art on a magnetic circuit consisting of a stationary portion and a
movable iron armature. When the ampere turns of the series coil are great enough, or in
other wor!s when the current through the series coil reaches a certain value, the magnet
armature is attracted to the stationary portion and this movement serves to trip the breaker
latch. The amount of current required in the series coil of a given overload trip device to
cause it to trip the breaker is necessarily Dependent upon the air ga? between the movable
armature and the stationary magnet., Various_ tripping points can be obtained by varying
this gap.

3. Rated frequency;
4. Interrupting capacity;
5. Momentary -current carrying capacity.

Systems may be classified according to their normal operating
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voltage, normal current, normal frequency and current transients.
The rated voltage of a breaker is the maximum voltage in r.rz.s.
volts between any two wires of any circuit la which the breaker
should be connected. When referred to the breaker, it is a
function of its insulation strength and of the safety factor
desired.

4,143.-How to assemble are air circuit breaker 9. _Attaching the bsd17er to the solenoid magnet frame.
Ftc. 4.144-l/ar, to assemble an air circuit breaker 19. Assembling closing and tripping pins.
1?tc.

Under short circuit conditions alternators develop instantaneously many
limes their normal bad current, while the sustained short circuit current
with
is approximately two and a half to three times normal, or even higher

turbine alternators.
Hence, circuit breakers of the so called instantaneous type must be
capable of rupturing the circuit when the current is at a maximum, whereas,
non -automatic switches, or circuit breakers with time limit relays will be
required to interrupt only the sustained short current circuit. The reason
is evident, since the delay in opening the switch allows the current to approach the sustained short circuit conditions
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Attachments.-Low voltage, high voltage and shunt tripping
devices are generally made up as attachments to circuit
breakers, and are so arranged that they can be applied to the
breaker without changing it in any way. Auxiliary switches
are also made up as attachments. These switches are either
circuit closing, circuit opening; or combined circuit closing and

:...
40.

.Á.

NI;

FIG. 4,145.-Westinghouse series or transformer trip coil with
inverse time limit attachment
complete.

Ftc. 4.146.-Westinghouse
ment complete.

series or transformer

trip coil attachment or shunt trip attach-

circuit opening, depending upon the particular service they have
to perform.
Auxiliary switches are named according to the position.
open or closed, which they take when the circuit breaker is open.
For instance, a circuit closing switch is one that is in the closed position
when the circuit breaker is open and a circuit opening switch is one
which
is in the open position when the circuit breaker is open.
Circuit closing auxiliary switches are generally provided with a means
for setting them in the open position at the will of the
when the
circuit breaker is open. This arrangement is such that asoperator,
soon as the circuit

Circuit Breakers
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OVERLOAD MAGNET
ARMATURE

CLAtvIPING SCREW

II

II
I

O I L POT

q

If

ILJ

TUBE CONNECTED
TO MAGNET

ARMATURE

SUCKER DISC.

attachment
FIG. 4,117. --Westinghouse carbon circuit breaker inverse time limit overload
impulse lasts
It will trip on practically any overload impulse above its setting unless this
starting
a motor,
only an extremely short time. There are times, however, especially in
when the tripping of a circuit breaker on short time overloads is undesirable. For cases
of this kind inverse time limit attachments are provided. This inverse time limit attachment is of the sucker type. The sucker which is a smooth surfaced metal disc is attached
conto the overload armature and normally rests on the smooth bottom surface of a pot
taining a small quantity of oil (approximately ix in. deep;. The resulting sucker action
retards the starting of movement of the overload armature and unless the overload which occurs be very
heavy. a considerable time will elapse before the
armature can move

handle, single throw
cover plate complete with two transformer trip coils
and direct trip attachments.

Ftc. 4,148.-Westinghouse single
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breaker is again closed, the switch automatically assumes its normal
operating condition and is ready to close the circuit when the breaker opens
again. Circuit closing auxiliary switches are used for ringing alarm bells
or lighting lamps to announce the automatic opening of a circuit breaker.
They are also used for closing the coil circuit of the shunt trip attachment
of another circuit breaker for the purpose of interlocking.

CLAMPING SCREW
AUTO RESET
LE V ERs
ECCENTRIC
Plht

MOVING CORE
COIL
BRASS WASHER

STATIONARY
CORE

OPENING SPRING
HAND RESET KNOB

LEADS

4,149. --Westinghouse carbon circuit breaker under voltage release attachment. Used
as an automatic trip when the supply voltage drops to a predetermined value. The mechanism consists of a solenoid type of magnet the movable core of which is held to the stationary
core against a strong spring. When rated voltage is applied to the coil of the magnet, suffi.
eient current flows through it to hold the movable core against the resistance of the spring,
but when the voltage drops to less than 50% of normal the pull of the magnet is no longer
great enough and the spring propels the movable core upwards, thus tripping the breaker.
For use on d.r. the magnet is made of solid iron but for a.c. service the iron parts are lam.
inated.

Ftc.
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Circuit opening auxiliary switches are used for opening the circuits of
shunt trip and low voltage attachments and like service.
Combined circuit closing and circuit opening auxiliary switches are, as
their name indicates, used to perform the functions of both circuit closing
and circuit opening switches.

High Speed Circuit Breakers.-This type was designed to
protect synchronous converters, dynamos, motor generator sets,
motors, and feeders from flashover or strains and damage resulting from short circuit or heavy overload conditions.
TRIP'
ROD
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TRtP COIL
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MOVING CORE.
'SUPPORT BRACKET
"to. 1,150.-Westingho Ise carbon circuit breaker shunt trip attachment. Used in tripping
by means of a push button from some distant point or is sometimes used with circuit closing
relays for tripping the breaker. The shunt trip magnet is of the so:enoi type, the movable
core of which is pulled toward the stationary core when the shunt coil is energized. Stovement of this core trips the circuit breaker and the coil is immediately cut out of circuit
by an auxiliary contact on the circuit breaker when the latter opens. This is necessary
since the shunt trip coil ís short time rated and would soon burn out if the voltage were
applied for any length of time. The total movement of the trip magnet core or that part
which is used to move the trigger of the breaker should be just enough to trip this trigger
free of the latch lever. This adjustment should be taken care of when mounting the attachment on the panel. A brass washer is placed between the movable and stationary
cores to prevent "freezing." This permits the moving core to return to its normal position
after the coil is de -energized and it is then ready to again perform its tripping function.
Absence of this brass washer will permit sufficient residual magnetism to hold the movable
core against the stationary core, even after the coil is de -energized, and it will then he impossible to trip the breaker open by means of the shunt trip until the movable core is forcibly retrieved or until the residual magnetism disappears and the core drops back of its
own accord. The start irrd range of coil voltage over which the shunt trip mech'nism operates. is 56% to 112% of normal rated coil voltage.
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strikes against the contact arm, rotating it around the top bumper or stop as a pivot until the casting at the bottom of the arm
strikes against the main bearing pin, as shown in fig. 4,152. Both arms are then rotated around the main bearing pin by the
pressure of this roller, until the holding arm reaches the closed position. The holding armature is retained by the holding coil

the
FIGS. 4,151 to 4,154-General Electric high speed trip circuit breaker showing operation of the resetting mechanism. Assume
breaker to be in the open position, as in fig. 4.151 when the resetting mechanism is energized the roller of the resetting lever
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For the protectionof dynamos and synchronous converters the recommended
practice is to connect the high speed breaker in the negative side of the
dynamo then under short circuit conditions the circuit breaker opens
very quickly, cutting into the circuit resistance which is connected across
the terminals of the breaker. This resistance cuts down the current to a
value within the commutating capacity of the dynamo or converter.
The opening of the breaker actuates a tripping circuit which opens the
MA9n tl:cCircuits'of.Holding Coil and Dtiékifi
tóthé JR-(0 High Speed..Glrcuit Breaker.

t.' r

Shunt Holding

Coil

Holding

Armature

FIG. 4,155.-General Electric high speed trip free circuit breaker. In construction a contact arm is held in a closed position against powerful springs by an armature excited from
a magnetic circuit of a shunt coil. A series coil, commonly called the "bucking bar" which
carries the current of the main circuit, is located in such a way as to exert in the holding armature a magnetic force which is in opposition to the magnetic force from the shunt holding
coil. In opera ion as the main current increases, the magnetic flux is shifted from the holding armature to the iron in the loop of the "bucking bar," here shown, thus reducing the
armature flux sufficiently so that at a main current equivalent to the tripping point of the
breaker, the contact arm is released. With such an arrangement the holding armature is
released almost instantaneously after the tripping point has been reached, resulting in high
speed operation. When the contacts of the breaker oper,. the arc is blown upward by
powerful blowout coils on arcing horns mounted in the arc chute. When the arc has been
lengthened sufficiently it collapses completely, thereby opening the circuit.
FIGS. 4,151 to

4,154.-Text continued.

but the contact arm

is held from making contact by the resetting mechanism as shown by
fig. 4,153. As the resetting mechanism is released, the contact arm is rotated to the closed
position by the pull of the main springs which are attached to the contact arm below the
pivot pin. The resetting mechanism therefore, must be retracted before the main circuit
can be closed, thus permitting the breaker to immediately trip in case of an overload or
short circuit, as shown in fig. 4,154. The bottom of the arm is held approximately stationary, when opening quickly, by the weight of a heavy copper casting and flexible copper
shunts which are attached to this end.
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circuit breaker on the positive side of the dynamo. This positive breaker
may be a high speed breaker an-anged to trip on a reversal of dynamo'
current. This insures the maximum protection. The operation of a high
speed breaker is shown in 4,155.
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FIG. 4,156.-How to assemble
solenoid mechanism.
FIG. 4,157.-How to assemble
tripping toggle links.

an air circuit breaker

11. Attaching trippinz,lever to

an air circuit breaker

12. Attaching upper and lower
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4,158.-how to assemble an air circuit breaker 13. Attaching the brush support to
solenoid magnet frame.
FIG. 4,159. -How to assemble an air circuit breaker 14. Attaching the main toggle links
to solenoid magnet frame.
FIG,
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FIG. 4,160 and 9,161.-Westinghouse carbon circuit breaker reverse current trio mechanism.
Used to protect a circuit against reversal of power or reversal of current. It consists of a
stationary magnet energized by a series coil and a movable iron armature energized by a shunt
coil, or vice versa. For a given shunt coil voltage the armature acts in a way similar to a permanent magnet. This armature is pivoted midway between two pairs of poles on the series
magnet and will he attracted to one pair or the other depending upon the relation of shunt
and series ampere turns. When the series current is flowing in the normal direction the
armature is attracted to one pair of poles against an adjustable cam. When the current
reverses, the shunt coil current still remaining the same in direction, the armature is attracted to the other pair of poles and if the reversal of current he as large or larger than the
setting, the armature will move over and trip the breaker. The amount of current reversal
required depends upon the air gap relation between the stationary and armature poles.
This relation may be varied by means of an adjustable cam. It is evident that voltage
must be applied to the shunt coil in one particular direction. When the coil is incorrectly
connected the reverse current attachment will trip the breaker open when current flows in'
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Automatic Network Circuit Breakers.-Briefly a network consists of a number of sources of power interconnected in such a
manner that any or all of the power sources may be drawn upon to
feed into any one of the power consuming stations.

Ftc. 4,162.-Westinghouse automatic network circuit breaker. It has three poles, and three

relays for use on three phase circuits; on two phase and single phase service, the middle
pole is left idle. The relays are the master relays which control the operation of the circuit
breaker. Two of these are required for single phase and two phase; and three, for three
phase service. In addition to the carbon circuit breaker, closing coil, mechanism relay or
master relays, there are required reactive shunts, tungsten lamps, an auxiliary switch, a
thermal operating indicator with its auxiliary switch, and emergency fuses. The complete
network unit is mounted on a suitable slate base.

Fin. 4,160 and 4,161.-Text continued.
the normal direction. In this case the leads should be reversed. The armature of this
device is retrieved by means of a light spring after tripping. however, the shunt coil must
be cut out of circuit to accomplish this, when the breaker opens. This is done by means
of an auxiliary switch on the breaker. Two screws, one at each end of the calibration scale,
prevent the calibration cam moving beyond its range.

Circuit Breakers
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It consists of a closing coil and a relay mounted within a
network breaker housing. It is equipped with a socket by means of which the breaker can
be operated by hand when required. Placed just above the dosing coil is the under voltage
release attachment which, together with the operating mechanism, is enclosed in a metal
housing as a protection against dirt and insects. The reactive shunts are composed of
bundles of laminated iron, stacked on a copper bar, and mounted under the poles of the
carbon breaker. The size of the shunt, or the amount of laminated iron, depends on the
ampere rating of the network unit. The purpose of the reactive shunt is to limit the rate
of the flow of the current through the relay current coils, which would have to be especially
designed to carry an extremely wide range of current if connected directly in the line or across
a non -inductive shunt. Owing to the saturation of the iron, the percentage of line current
which the relay coils receive decreases rapidly with the increase of current flowing through
the breaker. Furthermore, since the iron is saturated at a comparatively low value of
current, the shunt reactance drop for a large line current does not reach an excessive value.
The Tungsten lamps are of the standard miniature base type, and when hot, have about
ten times the resistance as when cold. Therefore the current in the phasing coils does not
increase in direct proportion to the impressed voltage. The impressed voltage varies from
a few volts (when the transformer voltage is in phase with, and slightly higher than, the
network voltage) to twice the full line voltage. It is obvious that some method of this
nature is essential in order to secure sufficient sensitivity on low voltages and yet protect
the coils against excessive currents on high voltages. The aux. switch A, (fig. 4,165) is a small
contact making device which is closed upon energizing the under voltage release coil. It
is mounted as part of the operating mechanism, between the closing coil and the mechanism
relay. The closing of the auxiliary switch contacts completes a circuit across the line,
through the closing coil of the operating mechanism, thereby causing the main breaker
to close. It is so arranged that it will open as soon as the breaker is latched in, and thereby
de -energize the closing coil.

Ftc. 4,163.-Operating mechanism.
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A secondary network is an interconnected low voltage system
in which comm n mains, fed by a number of distribution trans.
formers located at separate points are used to supply energy to
numerous customers.
A

secondary network may be single phase, two wire; single phase. three
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FIG. 4.164.-Westinghouse carbon circuit breaker solenoid closing mechanism.

The closing
solenoid coils have a short time rating and in order to avoid burning them out must be cut
out of circuit as soon as the breaker is closed and latched. This is ordinarily done by means
of a control drum switch'and a small contactor which is connected in series with the closing
coil. When the control drum switch is turned to the "on" position, the contactor closes
and energizes the closing coil. After the breaker is closed, the operator cuts off the closing
coil by allowing the control drum switch to return to neutral position. This releases the
contactor, which in turn opens the closing coil circuit. Telescoping closing links are provided which permit the closing magnet to retrieve by gravity after the breaker is closed.

wire; two phase, three wire; two phase, five wire; three phase, three wire,
or three phase, four wire.
When a fault develops in a transformer or feeder supplying a secondary
network, the network will feed back into the fault. If this condition con.
tinue, the heavy feed back current will result in a decided drop in voltage
and may cause considerable damage to the transformer or feeder at fault.
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Special protective devices of the reverse power type should be employed.
to disconnect the transformers and network. They should, however, he
non -automatic on overload, as it is usually desirable to permit low voltage
troubles to burn themselves clear. To make possible, therefore, the satisfactory operation of as. secondary networks, the a.c. automatic network
circuit breaker has been developed.

A typical a.c. automatic network circuit breaker consists of
.FOR WALL MOUNTED

'RELAY

'BREAKER CONNECT
KNIFE SWITCH HEREFOR WATERTIGHT
HOUSINGS OMIT
KNIFE SWITCH
AND CONNECT
:IDRUM SWITCH
AT C

i

c0a

5AUK

TCH

RELAY'CaliREACTIVE
SHUNT.

750,V

rA1LURE
BREAKER AUXILIARY Sw ITCH. 15'' °
a
IIDiI.,

CLOSED WHEN BREAKER'
I'S'OP.EN o
e

°

SROUND.

'

o

$.EANK
DISTRIBUTIOH TRANSFORMER

Fin. 4,I65.-Wiring diagram showing connections (or 5(10 ampere, 3 pole, 3 phase Westinghouse automatic network circuit breaker unit. The thermal operation indicator consists
of a resistor tube surrounding a phial of wax. When the circuit breaker is opened, the resistor is connected across the distribution transformer by means of the auxiliary switch B.
If the transformer he energized, and the circuit breaker fail to close, the resistor heats,

causing the wax to melt and run down the sides of the phial. This action provides a reliable
record of the failure of the network unit to close. In the closed position, the breaker is
locked and can only he opened manually. The neutral position leaves the breaker and
mechanism free to operlte normally, while the open position blocks the main breaker contacts open, and in addition. opens a series switch in the operating relay mechanism coil
circuit. This gives double assurance against closing.

an electrically closed and tripped carbon circuit breaker with a
group of relays as illustrated in fig. 4,162.
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Care of Circuit Breakers.-A reasonable amount of attention
should be given to circuit breakers to obtain the best results.
All bearings must he lubricated so that the moving parts will
work without undue friction or wear. To cetermine if it be
necessary to make adjustment, an impression should be taken on
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in. 4 ,166.-HOW to assemble an air circuit breaker 15. Connecting the toggle links to
the main toggle.
FIG.

4,167.-flow to assemble an air circuit breaker 16. Connecting the links to the brush

support.
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FIG.

4,168.-How to assemble an air circuit breaker

17. Inserting the operating coil in

4,169.-How to assemble an air circuit breaker

18. Inserting the trip coil in the

the solenoid magnet frame.
FIG.

solenoid magnet frame.
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paper by closing the brush with the paper inserted between the
brush and the contact block, after first having rubbed the
contact surface of the brush and block with vaseline as shown
in fig. 4,181. As little vaseline as possible should be used, but
care should be taken to see that the entire surface is covered.

rr-

FIBRE STOP PIECE.
FIELD

D15CHARGE

SWITCH

SWITCH
OPERATING CAvt

`pApJUSTABLE
LPrIKS
PAWL

.

DISENGAGING

IPIECE

-'

PAW LS
NAME PLATE

AWL SPRING

Fm. 4,170.-Westinghouse carbon circuit breaker. Field discharge attachment. Field discharge circuit breakers are used to protect the shunt fields of large separately excited dynamos.
The standard arrangement consists of a single pole or two pole hand or solenoid operated
carbon circuit breaker without overload trip. but equipped with shunt trip, auxiliary switch
and field discharge attachments. The field discharge attachment, when the breaker opens,
connects a resistor across the dynamo shunt field and thus discharges whatever voltage may
have been induced in this winding when it was disconnected by the breaker from its normal
voltage supply. If this were not done, the excessive voltages induced in the field winding
would break down its insulation.

If brushes be found to make only partial contact and this condition cannot
be corrected by increasing the tension of the brush, no attempt should be
made to improve the contact by filing the surface of tha brush or the contact block, nor should sand paper or emery be used for the purpose, as
the contacts are almost sure to be injured by such procedure.
It has been found that, when a circuit breaker is allowed to remain closed
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Fro. 4,171.-How lo assemble an air
collars.

circuit breaker 19.-Attaching

the plungers

an'

Fin. 4,172.-I1oro to assemble an air circuit breaker 20. Attaching the cover to the sole.
noid magnet frame.

BREAKER SIDE TRAME
LOCKING
LEVER
STATIONARY CORE

COIL
LEADS

MOVING CORE.
4,173 and 4,174.-Westinghouse carbon circuit breaker electric lockout attachment.
There are times when it is desired to lock a breaker in the open position when certain con,
ditions exist. For this purpose a lockout attachment is provided which either latches the
breaker open or else interpo s an arm which opposes the movement of the brush. Depending upon requirements the coil may lock the breaker open when energized or it may be sc
arranged as to lock the breaker open when de -energized.

FIGS
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gradually oxidize, and that this oxidafor long periods, the contact surfaces
the contacts, and heating results. The
tion greatly increases the resistance of
thought to be the cause of this
design of the circuit breaker is frequently
circuit breaker had been frethe
if
fact,
of
matter
heating, while, as a
been experienced. In order
have
would
quently operated, no such trouble arrangements snould be made to have
to insure against trouble of this kind, vigorously at least once a week, for
the circuit breaker opened and closed
no real hardship on the attendant,
a dozen times or so. This would impose bills.
and would save repair and replacement

`

BRUSH

INTERPOSING
LEVER

1-1
fIl

STATIONARY CORE
CLAMP SCREW

MOVING CORE.

SUPPORTING BRACKET
to lockout when coil is de -energized.
Fro. 4,175.-Electric lockout attachment, arranged

by means

In operation, the circuit breaker ís closed electrically
by means of an
of an a.c. solenoid, and is tripped electrically
contacts of the masundervoltage coil (mechanism relay). The of the mechanism
ter relays are connected in series with the coil the coil is enerrelay, so that, when these contacts are opened, is de -energized.
coil
gized and, when the contacts are closed, the
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When the mechanism relay coil is energized, it closes
an auxiliary switch
A, in series with the closing coil. This
switch connects the closing coil
across the line and causes the circuit breaker to close
automatically. The
instant the circuit breaker is latched, however,
cuts off the closing coil so that it is on the line onlythis same auxiliary switch
during the closing operation. As long as the mechanism relay coil is energized,
remains closed. When the mechanism relay coil is the circuit breaker
de
occurs when the master relay contacts open, the circuit -energized, which
breaker trips.
fl

`MAPLE

FINE SAND PAPER
GIMP TACKS

14

MAPLE---"

GIMP TACKS

íb

3a

FINE SAND PAPE

Fins. 4,176 to 4,179.-Sand paper holder. Care of circuit
gard to heating, the main brush is the vital part of the breaker main contacts. In rebreaker. When in good
condition it should carry rated current at a temperature risecircuit
not exceeding 30° C. above ambient temperature. While it is true that overheating may he
due
to any one of a number
of other causes, it is due in a large majority of cases
to poor
of the main brush
contacts. Assuming that the current flowing through the brushcondition
is no more than its normal
rating, abnormal temperature may be due to: 1, insufficient
contact
pressure;
2, poor electrical contact between brush and stud head. For the first case
an adjustment is provided
so that proper contact pressure can he obtained. Ac
when undamped and turned by means of a screw drivereccentric pin in the closing toggle
so as to move the brush closer to
the studs will give whatever increased pressure is required,
case poor electrical contact may be due either to copper as in fig. 4.129. In the second
formation on the contact
surface or else to failure of some of the brush laminations tooxide
the stud head. It should
not he assumed that when a circuit breaker stays closed for atouch
long time that it needs no attention. Oxides form just the same and the circuit breaker should
be opened occasionally
so that the upper and lower brush contacts and stud
heads may he cleaned with fine sandpaper. A good way to hold the sandpaper is here shown.
To
and stud heads be making good contact mark the brush contactdetermine whether the brush
Place thin pieces of paper under the brush and then close the surfaces with a soft pencil.
circuit breaker. An imprint
on the paper of every lamination of the brush
indicates
contact. On the other hand,
blank spaces here and there will indicate that some of good
the
laminations are not touching.
In this case it will he necessary to refit the brush very
carefully by means of a file until it
makes a good contact.

.
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The automatic operation of the circuit breaker is controlled
by the master relays.
These relays are designed to open the circuit breaker under conditions of
reverse energy flow; that is, when current flows from the network to the
feeder. They are designed to prevent automatic reclosing of the circuit
breaker, unless the voltage and phase relations between the network and
distribution transformers he correct. These relays are the single phase
induction type with revolving copper disc. Two independent sets of coils
serve to actuate the disc. One set, the current coils, is connected across a
special reactance shunt, and in conjunction with the regular voltage coil,
produces a revolving magnetic field which causes the copper disc to rotate,

Fm. 4,I82.-How to assemble an air circuil breaker 21. Attaching trip lever
to solenoid
magnet frame.
RIG. 4,183.-How to assemble an air circuil breaker 22. Assembling overload trip
lever
to the tripping link.

its direction depending on the direction of the energy flow. The current
coils are in circuit only when the circuit breaker is closed, and consequently
influence the operation of the relay while the line current is flowing.
Under the condition of normal energy Ilow, from the distribution
NOTE-Insufficient contact pressure. If the contact pressure be not enough, it is
obvious that tightening the nuts is the remedy. Insufficient contact area may
untrue surfaces on the nuts, studs or bus bars or terminals, or too small or too few be due to
on
tact surfaces that were true when trade may become untrue by being battered, nuts.
high
spots on the surface. When the amount of battering is small and the surface israising
plain,
the
best way is to carefully file off the hill' spots. If the amount of battering be
it is hest to
machine the surface. Where it is the threads on the studs that are battered,large,
they
can
usually
he partially restored by filing away the high spots with a small
three -cornered file.
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conjunction with the
transformers to the network, the current coils in position.
voltage coil maintain the relay contacts in the closed

revolves in
On the reversal of energy flow the copper disc
which decontacts,
relay
the opposite direction, opening the
coil.
energizes the under voltage release
transformers and
This trips the circuit breaker open, disconnecting the
network.

Irtc. 4,184.-How to assemble an
Contact stud in position on panel.

air circuit breaker

23. Method of placing the upper

24. Method of lacing lower stud
I'[c. 4.185.-How to assemble an air circuit breaker
on panel.
and overload magnet frame in position
I

current
The other set, the phasing coils, take the place of the
coils when the circuit breaker is opened.
breaker, and in effect
They are connected directly across the circuit
network voltage.
measure the liecloriol sum of the transformer and
higher than the network voltage,
IC the transformer voltage be slightly
with the voltage coil, will
conjunction
in
coils,
and in phase with it, these
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cause the relay disc to revolve
to the contact closing
the circuit breaker to dose.
position. causing
A transformer voltage,
equal to, or less than the
out of phase with it, will cause
network voltage, or
position, the circuit breaker the relays to revolve to the contact opening
remaining open.
Should the network circuit breaker
thermal operated indicator will melt,fail to close, the wax in the phial of the
indicating its failure. Failure Of the

FIG.

4186.-How to assentb,e an
circuit breaker 25. Method of placing
operating mechanism in position air
solenoid and
on panel.
Fio. 4187.-//ow to assemble an
air circuit breaker 2e. Assembling
brush to brush lever.

circuit breaker to open, or the
of current can be detected at
station by feed back indication.reversal
Fuses provide ultimate protectionthe subthe unit fails to open on a high voltage
in
feeder fault or short circuit. case
The mechanism relays will trip
due to a secondary short circuit the circuit breaker on drop in the voltage
immediately adjacent to the distribution
transformers.

The general practice is to supply no
protection against ordinary secondary short circuits, but
to
depend
on the current
to burn them clear.

o

r

28.

27.

Attaching secondary spring to brush.
breaker with hand lever.
Closing solenoid operated air circuit

opens

breaker of
It will be seen from the foregoing description that the network circuit
the
sub
-station.
at
is
when the feeder station circuit breaker opened
each feeder

to the network, so that the failure
Therefore, sufficient feeders of proper capacity must be connected
the
not
affect
continuity of the service.
feeders
will
from
service
of
one
of
the
and the removal

Flc. 4,189-How to assemble an air circuit breaker

4,188.-How to assemble an air circuit breaker

.

tv

w
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This affords a means of disconnecting the transformers
during light load
periods. It will be seen also that the network unit
breaker closes automatically to reconnect the transformer to the
feeder breaker is again closed. This results in system when the station
ant to operate the system so as to eliminate lightenabling the station attendload iron losses and secure
the maximum transformer efficiency.

It

will further be noted that the transformers
on a feeder
SWITCH NORMALLY OPEN.
OPENS AUTOMATICALLY
WHEN RELEASED
AFTER MAGNETIZING

A.,;©

SPRING FOR
OPENING SWITCI-t
MAGNETIZING COILS

POLARIZED
ARMATURE
MAGNET FRAME

TRIPPING PIN

IEZ.

im

'II

¡/

i RIPPING

AMMETER

SPRING

ra

CALIBRATING
SCREW

SHUNT
SWITCH

FIG.

DYNAMO

4,190.-h/ow (o assentble an air circuit breaker 29. Adjusting
brush for perfect

contact condition.

4,191.-Connection diagram for General Electric reverse current
air circuit breaker for
capacity up to 600 amperes.

Ftc.

FIGS. 4,192 to

4,194.-Impressions made on paper showing proper contact condition.
Each
lamination of the huh will leave a distinct impression
for its total length if contact be good.
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circuit will be automatically disconnected from the network
in the event of a primary short circuit, and thus clear the trouble
from that part of the distribution system. This permits operating the network from the other feeders.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

What is the difference between a circuit breaker and
a switch?
Describe an oil circuit breaker.
What happens when an oil circuit breaker opens a
loaded circuit?
Give classifications of circuit breakers.
What is the difference between a circuit closing, and
a circuit opening circuit breaker?
Describe the under voltage release attachment.
What is an inverse time limit overload attachment?
Describe a shunt trip attachment.
What are high speed circuit breakers used for?
Describe the operation of a high speed trip circuit
breaker.
Describe in full detail how to assemble a circuit
breaker.
Describe a reverse current trip circuit breaker.
What is a network?
Describe the operation of an automatic network circuit breaker.
Describe the solenoid closing mechanism.
Describe the method of caring for circuit breakers.
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17. What happens to the contact surface when a breaker
is allowed to remain closed á long time?
18. How are the contact surfaces put in proper condition?
19. What is the object of an electric lockout attachment?
20. What results from insufficient contact pressure and
-

area?
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PRACTICAL READY REFERENCE FOR AUTO MECHANICS,SERVICE MEN,TRAINEES & OWNERS
Explains theory, construction and servicing of modern motor cars, trucks, buses, and auto type
Diesel engines. 1540 pages. fully illustrated. 5 x 6'/, x 2. 55 chapters. Indexed.
FEATURES: All the parts of an automobile-automotive physics-the gas engine-pistons-piston
A

rings-connecting rods-crank shafts-the valves-the valve gear-rams and cam action-valve timing
-cooling systems-gasoline-fuel feed systems-the mixture-carburetors-automatic cldoke-superchargers-transmissions-synchro-mesh-clutches-universals and propeller shafts-the differentialrear axles-the running gear-brakes-wheel alignment-knee action-steering gear-tires-lubrication
spark
-ignition systems-magneto ignition-spark plugs-ignition coils-distributors-automaticengines.
control-ignition timing-generators-starters-lighting systems-storage batteries-Diesel
A STANDARD B001< FOR AUTO MECHANICS AND. OPERATORS.

p AUDELS MARINE

ENGINEERS HANDY BOOK . $4

GRADES),
AN ENTIRELY NEW, MODERN, PRACTICAL TREATISE FOR MARINE ENGINEERS (ALL
AND
FIREMEN, OILERS, MACHINISTS, HELPERS AND STUDENTS, WITH CALCULATIONS
EXAMINATIONS.
FOR
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Chapters, logically arranged-fully illustrated and Indexed for Ready Reference.
1246 Pages
Practical Information in a handy form covering all branches of Marine Engineering with step by stet.
solutions on hundreds of problems:
Marine Engineering Physics-Combustion and Fuel-Steam and its Properties-Marine Boilers-Oil
Burners-Fuel Oil-Marine Steam Engines-Engine Governors-Steam Turbines-Diesel Engines-Gas
Machinery-Ship Pro.
Engines-Pumps-Refrigeration-Lubrication-Pipefitting-Pipe Covering-DeckRequirements-Specimen
yellers-Marine Electrical Practice-Tables & Data-First Aid-License
Examinations for Merchant Marine Engineer Licenses.
in one volume.
Indispensable for upgrading, examinations and for ready reference. A library

-23
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AUDELS PUMPS, HYDRAULICS,
AIR COMPRESSORS

S4

AND AIR PROBLEMS FOR
A NEW MODERN, COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE ON PUMP, HYDRAULIC
ANSWERS.
ENGINEERS, OPERATORS, MECHANICS, STUDENTS, WITH QUESTIONS AND
1658 Pages

-3

Books in

one-fully illustrated.

Practical Information covering:
theory, ConPUMPS-SECTION A-908 PAGES: Centrifugal-Rotary-Reciprocating Pumps-their
Construction, operation, and calculations. Air and Vacuum Chambers-Power Pumps-Air Pumps-Jet
Ponds
Cooling
densers-Surface Condensers-Condenser Auxiliaries-Condenser Operation-Calculations.
Pumps-

-Cooling Towers-Water Supply-Hydraulic Rams-Special
Dredges-Code.

HYDRAULICS-SECTION 0-320

Service Pumps-Automotive Fire

PAGES: Hydraulic Physics-Drives-Machine Tool Power-Accumu-

lators-Elevators-Airplane Control-Automobile Brakes-Shock Absorbers-Presses-Turbines.
ClassificationAIR COMPRESSION-SECTION C-406 PAGES: Compression-Work-Compressor
Parts, Types-Inter and After Coolers-Regulating Devices-Installation-Lubrication-OperationMaintenance-Blowers-Superchargers-Pneumatic. Hand Tools.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE with a Ready Reference Index of 24

Pages.

GUETHS MECHANICAL DRAWING

$1

A CONCISE

DRAWING COURSE. 150 pages, 50 plates, size 6 x 9, flexible cover.
instructor and reference work on: Drawing tools and their use, drafting room
and shop
practice, laying out sheets and lettering, important rules for working
drawings, three views and isometric
simple models, joints angl carpentry work, machine drawing, projections,
sections, intersections, warped
surfaces, method of plan of elevation, method of vanishing point,
shades and shadows, points, lines and
planes, prisms and pyramids, spheres, screw surfaces,
shadow perspective. How to use the slide rule.,
A complete

ROGERS DRAWING AND DESIGN

$2

MECHANICAL DRAWING SELF TAUGHT.
606 pages, 600 illustrations (many full page drawings), flat
-opening.
A standard work, with all details so clearly explained
that this valuable training is easily obtained
without an instructor. Covers terms and definitions, how to use drawing
board-instruments, T square,
triangles, how to do lettering, shade and section lining, geometrical drawing,
development of surfaces
and isometric, cabinet and orthographic projections, working drawings,
explains how to do tracing and
make blue prints, how to read prints, machine design. Reference index,
with
valuable
tables. How to
use the slide rule. A STANDARD STUDY TEXT FOR
DRAFTING ROOM AND SHOP.

AUDELS MILLWRIGHTS & MECHANICS GUIDE . $4

PRACTICAL LATE INFORMATION ON PLANT INSTALLATION,
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE.
1200 pages, completely illustrated, 5 x 61/2 x 2, flexihle covers,
folly indexed. 1000 facts at your fingertips.
For millwrights, mechanics, erecting maintenance men, riggers,
shopnlen, service men, foremen, inspectors, superintendents.
Section 1: Mechanical power transmission
millwrights and mechanics tools and their use
building and construction work
plant operation and maintenance
installation and maintenance of
electrical machinery
practical calculation and technical data- -how to read blue prints.

-6:

-4:

-2:

-5:

-3:

AUDELS CARPENTERS & BUILDERS GUIDES

PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATED TRADE ASSISTANT ON MODERN
CONSTRUCTION FOR CARPEN
TERS, JOINERS, BUILDERS, MECHANICS AND ALL
WOODWORKERS.
Explaining in practical, concise language and by illustrations, diagrams,
principles, advances, short cuts, based on modern practice. How to figure charts, graphs and pictures,
and calculate various jobs.
Vol. 1-Tools, steel square, saw filing, joinery, furniture --431 pages
illustrations.
Vol. 2-Builders mathematics, drawing plans, specifications, estimates-1200
-455
pages -400 illustrations.
Vol. 3-House and roof framing, laying out. foundations-255 pages -400
illustrations.
Vol. 4-Doors, windows, stair building, millwork, painting -448 pages-400
illustrations.
4 VOLS.. 1600 PAGES, 3700 ILLUSTRATIONS,
FLEXIBLE COVERS, $6. EACH VOLUME POCKET
SIZE. SOLD SEPARATELY $1.50 A VOL.
A

AUDELS PLUMBERS & STEAMFITTERS GUIDES

A PRACTICAL

ILLUSTRATED TRADE ASSISTANT AND READY REFERENCE FOR MASTER
PLUMBERS. JOURNEYMEN AND APPRENTICE STEAM FITTERS, GAS
AND HELPERS,
SHEET METAL WORKERS AND DRAUGHTSMEN, MASTER BUILDERS FITTERS
AND ENGINEERS.
Explaining in plain language and by clear illustrations, diagrams, charts,
and pictures the
graphs
principles of modern plumbing practice.
Vol. 1-Mathematics, physics, materials, tools, lead work -374 pages-716 diagrams.
Vol. 2-Water supply, drainage, rough work, tests-496 pages -6126 diagrams.
Vol. 3-Pipe fitting, ventilation, gas, steam -400 pages -900 diagrams.
Vol. 4-Sheet metal work, smithing, brazing, motors.
4 VOLS.-1670 PAGES-3642 DIAGRAMS-FLEXIBLE
COVERS, $6. EACH VOL. POCKET SIZE.
SOLD SEPARATELY $1.50 A VOL.

AUDELS MASONS & BUILDERS GUIDES

A PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATED

TRADE ASSISTANT ON MODERN CONSTRUCTION FOR BRICKLAYERS --STONE MASONS-CEMENT WORKERS-PLASTERERS AND TILE
SETTERS.
Explaining in clear language and by well-done illustrations, diagrams, charts, graphs and
pictures.
principles, advances, short cuts, based on modern practice-including how to
figure and calculate
various jobs.
Vol. 1-Brick woke, bricklaying, bonding, designs-266 pages.
Vol. 2-Brie- foundations, arches, tile setting, estimating -245 pages.
Vol. 3-Concrete mixing, placing forms, reinforced stucco-259 pages.
Vol. 4-Plastering, 'tone masonry, steel construction, blue prints -345 pages.
4 VOLS-1100 PAGES --2067
ILLUSTRATIONS-COMPLETESET, $6. EACH VOL. (POCKET SIZE,
FLEXIBLE .OVER) $1.50 A VOL.

-

AUDELS ENGINEERS & MECHANICS GUIDES ..$12
each $1.50
Single volumes I to 7
$3.00
Volume 8

HELPFUL INFORMATION IN HANDY FORM.
oiler, engineer student, this Master Sell
For every engineer, mechanic, machinist, electrician, fireman,
in every branch of engineering. A self educating study
is a gold mine of daily, practical helps for workers
work for the chief. Thousands of rules, tables, calculations
course for the student, the standard reference
inside information on theory and practice of modern
and diagrams make it easy to read and learn. Latest
of new shortcuts that make the job easier.
engineering for reference, study and review. Thousands
Highly enindex, 4500 pages, 7750 illustrations. Easy to read.
8 pocket volumes with ready reference
dorsed. Help in securing engineer's license.
illus.
Vol. 1 --Engine principles, valve setting, pumps. 470 pages, 847
997 illus.
Vol. 2-Corliss, uniflow, pumping, contractors engines. 500 pages.
793
Vol. 3-Locomotive, marine, turbine engines, indicators. 375 pages,640 illu5.
475
pages,
aviation.
producers,
Vol. 4-Gas, gasoline, oil engines,
755 illus.
Vol. 5-Steam, fuel economy, boiler construction. 525 pages, illus.
Vol. 6-Firing, oil burners, stokers, repairs. 575 pages, 999
1071 illp5>
Vol. 7-Pipe fitting, heating, refrigeration, elevators. 550 pages,
2600 illus.
Vol. 8-Wiring and electrical reference. 1040 pages,

ilia

[] AUDELS ANSWERS on Practical Engineering. .$1

PRINCIPLES GOVERNING PRACQUESTIONS AND ANSWERS COVERING THE FUNDAMENTAL MACHINISTS.
TICE OF STEAM ENGINEERING. FOR ENGINEERS, FIREMEN,
288 pages, fully illustrated, handsomely printed and hound.

$2

[-] HAWKINS AIDS TO ENGINEERS' EXAMS.
AN EVER HELPFUL BOOK FOR EXAMINATIONS.

(J AUDELS SHIPFITTERS

$I

HANDY BOOK

AND REFERENCE CHARTS, TOGETHER
288 PAGES OF INFORMATION, INSTRUCTION, PICTURES
FOR SHIPFITTERS IN THEIR DAILY ROUWITH MANY SHORT CUTS AND TROUBLE SAVERSNO OTHER TRADE BOOK LIKE IT.
TINE. EVERY SHIPFITTER NEEDS THIS BOOK.

$1

AUDELS AIRCRAFT WORKER

LEADMEN, LAYOUT SIEN, DRAFTSMEN, DEHANDY POCKET BOOT( FOR ALL MECHANICS,
illustrated asp indexed. Flexible binding.
SIGNERS, APPRENTICES AND STUDENTS. 240 pages-fully
information, nointers, facts and figures.
practical
Answers your daily questions with clear, concise
MatheWorking Drawings
--2
Blueprints,
Parts
Terms,
Materials,
Aircraft
1
9 Sections Covering:
Riveting, Spot %aiding and
Layout and Bending-S Tools and Machines
matics, How to figure
How to Use Tools
Wing
&
Final
Fuselage,
Assembly,
etc
Angles,
Blocking,
Fabrication,
Hints
etc.
& Data, Symbols, Army &'Navy Specifications,
A

-7

-4

-S

-6

-3

-

9 Tables

PAINTING & DECORATING METHODS

$2

UNDER DIRECTION OF INTERA TEXTBOOK FOR APPRENTICE AND JOURNEYMAN. PRODUCED
NATIONAL ASS'N OF MASTER PAINTERS AND DECORATORS.
UNDERSTAND,
PRACTICAL INFORMATION. -EASY/
Over 300 pages-fully illustrated.
first class journeymen house winter: and decoraThe purpose of this book is to help educate men to be
its
by
aid.
tors. Painting problems are quickly and easily worked out
work, floor and wood finishing, paper hanging rind Caitfmining,
and
Covers tools, materials, outside

inside

A simple, progressive outline for each class of work,

AUDELS GARDENERS & GROWERS GUIDES

EXPERT GUIDANCE FOR BETTER FRUIT, FLOWERS, VEGETABLES.
Here is your opportunity to get a vast amount of expert plans-helps-hints-suggestions--secretsshort cuts-discoveries for better results.
covers-hundreds of illustrat.ons.
4 practical help reference volumes -1700 pages-rich, flexible
illustrated.
Vol. 1-Working, fertilizing, irrigating, draining the soil -284 pages, fully
Vol. 2-Good vegetables and market gardening-443 pages, fully illustrated.
illustrated.
fully
pages,
crops
-492
cash
Vol. 3-Fine fruit culture,
fully illustrated.
Vol. 4-Beautiful flowers, successful cultivation, propagation. Over 500 pages,
OR PROFI1.
EXCEPTIONALLY VALUABLE BOOKS FOR SUCCESSFUL GARDENING FOR PLEASURE
COMPLETE SET OF 4, $6. SOLD. SEPARATELY, .$1,00 EACH..

AUDELS QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR
ELECTRICIANS EXAMINATIONS

SI

A PRACTICAL BOOK TO HELP YOU
PREPARE FOR ALL
EXAMINATIONS. A Helpful Review of all the fundamental GRADES OF ELECTRICIANS LICENSE
principles underlying each question and
answer needed to prepare you to solve any new or
similar problem, which while being asked differently
still calls for the same answer and knowledge.

Covering the

National Electrical Code, Questions and Answers
for License Tests; Ohm's Law
applied Examples; Hook-ups for Motors;
Lighting and Instruments; 250 Pages. Fully Indexed with
Illustrated. Pocket Size. Flexible Covers. A COMPLETE
and
REVIEW FOR ALL ELECTRICAL WORKERS.

AUDELS WIRING DIAGRAMS FOR
LIGHT & POWER
Electricians,

wiremen, linemen, plant superintendents,
construction engineers, electrical
and students will find these diagrams
This book gives the practical man thea valuable source of practical help.
facts on wiring

$I
contractors

of electrical apparatus. It explains clearly la
simple language how to wire apparatus for
practically all fields of electricity. Each
illustrated. A PRACTICAL, HANDY BOOK OF diagram is complete
HOOK-UPS.

and self -explaining -210 pages,

AUDELS HANDY BOOK OF PRACTICAL
ELECTRICITY

$4

.
FOR MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS,
ELECTRICIANS AND ALL ELECTRICAL WORKERS,
1340 pages, 2600 illustrations.
A quick, simplified, ready reference
book, giving complete instruction and
practical information on the
rules and laws of
electricity-maintenance of

electrical

machinery-A.C. and D.C. motors-armature
and repair-wiring diagrams-house
lighting-power wiring-cable splicing-meters-batteries-transformers-elevators-electric cranes-railways-bells-sign
radio principles-refrigeration-air
flashers-telephone-ignitionconditioning-oil burners-air compressors-welding,
modern applications
and many
winding

explained so you can

understand.
THE KEY TO A PRACTICAL
UNDERSTANDING OF ELECTRICITY.

HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES. .10 Vols.-$10

IN 10 FLEXIBLE POCI(ET
BOOKS-$1 PER VOL.
QUESTIONS, ANSWERS AND ILLUSTRATIONS.
ELECTRICIANS, STUDENTS AND ALL DESIRING AA PROGRESSIVE COURSE FOR ENGINEERS,
WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF ELECTRICITY.
AND ITS APPLICATION.
These books are especially for
ambitious men who are training for
or likely to be called
upon for work outside of their regular
line; for ready reference, and advancement
all who want information regarding
electrical appliances.
A ready reference index, planned
to render easily accessible all the vast
information contained In the
10 electrical guides.

AUDELS ELECTRONIC DEVICES

$2

TELLS WHAT YOU WANT TO ((NOW
ABOUT THE ELECTRIC EYE.
Covering photo -electric cells and their
workings of the electric eye, amplifiers, applications. Includes easily understood explanations of lthe
cies, photo tubes, grid basis, voltage, anodes, candlepower, color temperature, illumination, frequenphoto
electron tubes, electrons versus atoms, Ohm's.-electric tubes, photocell, vacuum tubes, the oscillator,
Law, wing diagrams.
A PRACTICAL BOOK ON
ELECTRONICS.

POWER CALCULATIONS $2
AUDELS ELECTRICAL
OUT.
WORKED
everyday,
.

FULLY

the

laws for all
275 TYPICAL PROBLEMS
form.lae and the fundamental electrical
Current-the generation and
Gives and explains the mathematical
and Kirchhoff's laws for Direct
in
electricity-Ohm's
practical problems
parallel circuits-transformers-transmission
current-problems in series and
Calculation.
application of alternating
Valuable notes on Radio Circuit
Data; Symbols,
and Capacities, etc. Other
lines-electrical machinery.
Gauges
Wire
Tables on Conversion,
and
Diagrams,
Indexed.
289
With
Two parts (A.C.-D.C.).
TOOL."
diagrammed.
fully
Formulae. 420 pages,
NEEDS THIS MODERN "MATHEMATICAL

WORKER C. STUDENT
EVERY ELECTRICAL

$2

DICTIONARY
AUDELS NEW ELECTRIC
TO DO WITH ELECTRICITY.

any

locate
HAS
order so you can instantly
FOR EVERY WORKER WHO
New Electric
in convenient, alphabetical
the language." Audels
The language of your profession
in any line, you must "talk
thoroughly
expert
will
an
he
hearer
To
your
term.
so
word, phrase or
awl explain electrical problems
Dictionary enables you to understand
with the
compiled
language,
understand you.
plain and unmistakable
terms and phrases in
books for 65 years.
Defines more than 9000 words,
has characterized Audel
that
thoroughness
same accuracy and
of Electricity and as a Dictionary.
Valuable as an Encyclopedia TO EVERY ELECTRICAL WORKER AND STUDENT.
AN ABSOLI)+¡E NECESSITY

GUIDE
AUDELS NEW RADIOMANS
OF RADIO. FOR RADIO

A KEY TO

THE PRACTICAL UNDERSTANDING

MEN, AMATEURS.

$4
ENGINEERS, SERVICE-

x 61/4.

Size 5
science-electrical
illustrations and diagraiís. Law-physics
of sound as related to radio
transfonncrs
and Ohm's
Features: Radio fundamentals
indicators and condensers-radio
units-resistors,
tubessupply
--vacuum
telephony
measuring instruments-power
stations --principles of radio
speakersdesigns-broadcasting
systems-loud
their
on
control
examples
and
construction-radio
diagrams-receiver
systems-aircraft
circuit
address
pickups-public
radio receivers-radio
systems (automobile)-phonograph
operation-radio beacons-autoantenna systems-antenna
radio compass and principle of
testing-cathode ray oscillographsradio-marine radio eguipntent-the
calculations-radio
wave radio-coil
and tables.
alarms-short
stannards--emits
radio
matic
radio trouble Pointers-underwriter's
static elimination and
CONCISE.
CLEAR,
AUTHENTIC,

750 pages, 400

$1.50
LIBRARY..
AUDELS NEW ELECTRIC
MECHANICS AND
WORKERS,
ELECTRICAL
ALL

a

vol.

STUDENTS.

applied
rules and applications of
the fundamental principles.
& tables for ready reference.
calculations
also
sketches,
&
operation
diagrams
review. Design, construction,
electricity. Fully illustrated with
and
Trial tests for practice, study and
Based an the hest knowledge
Helpful questions and answers.
machines and applianceselectrical
modern
of
maintenance
and
illastratios-700
repairs
experience of applied electricity.
magnetism, armature winding,
1-Principles and rules of electricity,
FOR ENGINEERS, ELECTRICIANS.
form
Presenting in simplest, concise

Vol.

Vol.

Vol,
Vol.
Vol.

Vol.

shooting -573 illus480 pages.
installation, maintenance, trouble
2-Dynamos. D.C. motors, construction,
repairs-631 illusand
pages.
-418
trations
battery construction

3-Electrical testing instruments

and tests, storage

alternators, transformers-801
trations-472 stages.
and diagrams, power factor,
4-Alternating current principles
switches, fuses, circuit
-484
pages.
illustrations
maintenance, converters,

5-A.C.

motors,

windings,

reconnecting,

-689

-498
power station practice
breakers-1489 illustrations
rectifiers, meters. switchboards,
6-Relays, condensers, regulators,
calculations, code,
pages.
-548
illustrations
tension transmission, plans,
light and power, circuits, high
pages.

Vol. 7-Wiring-house,
illustrations= 28 stages.-812 stages.
marine wiring practice -1218
illustrations
pages.
elevators, ignition -1078
signals,
-793 illustrations -576-1084
8-Railways,
Vol.
illustelevision, motion pictures
index
Vol. 9-Radio, telephone. telegraph, welding, x-ray, modern electrical appliances,
illumination,
Vol. 10-Refrigeration,
trations-674 pages.
pages.
and calculations -700
Vol. 11-Electric mathematics9000 words and terns -550 pages.
Vol. 12-Electric dictionary,
SEPARATELY AT $1.511 EACH.
SOLD
VOLUME
COMPLETE IN 12 VOLUMES-EACH

